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ABSTRACT

There is currently no strategic energy conservation 
management on the island of Guernsey, nor may it be adequate 
to leave energy management entirely to market forces. Market 
mechanisms of themselves may not be adequate to balance the 
intrinsically conflicting objectives of obtaining the 
cheapest possible energy, ensure security of supply, reduce 
the risks associated with over-dependence on particular 
energy sources (such as petroleum products), whilst 
protecting the environment. Properly formed data sets, 
together with time-based capital budgeting, are necessary 
prerequisites for balanced political choice.

The thesis deals with the central issues of strategy by 
use of a soft systems methodology. It develops the 
proposition that energy needs for communities, or 'clusters' 
of demand, might be better met and matched by taking local 
needs for energy and matching them to locally, parish based, 
generated supplies. This approach runs counter to much 
current public energy policy in relation to utilities and 
supply-demand relationships.

Quality, Quantity and Timing (QQT) computer based 
models are developed for each parish on Guernsey which 
reflect diurnal/seasonal patterns of demand and explain
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how variability of demand on various time scales may 
influence supply technology choices. Parish energy sources 
are compared on a least-cost basis and a simulation model is 
used to take into account the variability in the supply 
potential of alternative renewable sources of energy, and 
it® relationship to variability of demand (as exposed by QQT 
modelling).

The work described uses computer models based upon 
SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling techniques, 
dBASE III Plus database/programming language and compiled 
under Clipper. A TurboPascal simulation programme was also 
considered but ultimately rejected in the present context.

As well as dealing with the central issues of strategy, 
and the tactics for achieving them, the thesis analyses the 
prospect that decentralisation of the power and energy 
base (through distributed cogeneration) could be a much 
better strategy to follow for an island such as Guernsey.

One outcome of the soft system and simulation modelling 
approaches was a proposed formal 'States of Guernsey Energy 
Management System' to provide a mobilising strategy and an 
environment for market forces to operate within. This 
focuses on the energy service requirements of each parish 
and attempts to answer such questions as;

"do we expand the present centralised Island supply of 
fuels and electricity, or do we instead use less fossil 
fuels to meet the energy services we want by other means, at 
lower cost ?". •
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The island that is at the centre of this thesis is the 
westernmost of the archipelago of the English Channel. The 
island lies in the shallow rectangular bay formed by the 
west coast of the Contentin peninsula of lower Normandy and 
the north coast of Brittany, in a position that rather 
withdraws it from the main stream of traffic passing up 
the English Channel. Nearer to France than to England, it 
has, by an accident of history, been linked with the latter 
country for more than seven hundred years.

1.1 The island of Guernsey
The island of Guernsey has kept up an individuality of 

its own through the centuries. Geographically French, 
politically English it differs from each of the neighbouring 
mainlands. The fact of Guernsey belonging to England, which 
is to be explained chiefly by political history, has been 
important. Although so close to France, the economic 
orientation, particularly in the past hundred years has been 
entirely towards England. The Island's communications, its 
present day language and its spiritual values are from 
England.

When the climate was recovering from the Ice Age 
Guernsey may have been already an island (the rocks contain



no fossils and therefore cannot be dated^). If Guernsey 
was already an island, it was a tangle of bushes and 
bracken. There were extensive woodlands of which only the 
names remain. To early man the valleys gave water for 
drinking and wood for fuel^.

We can take Guernsey to be a roughly triangular island, 
right-angled in the south-east, its southern and eastern 
coasts each eleven km in length, the area roughly estimated 
at 65 square km. It is highest in the south, where part of 
it is raised as a small plateau just over 90 m above sea- 
level. The Island presents an even skyline with gentle 
contours. The southern plateau (high parishes) and the 
northern plain (low parishes) differ in height. The dangers 
of the coast are reflected in the sailing distances; to 
clear all dangers from the south coast a minimum distance of
1.2 km is recommended, but off the west coast this distance 
is increased to 4.8 km.

With the advance of time food was to be had by trapping 
or hunting animals in the woods. Shore animals such as 
limpets, ormers, fish and crabs were caught. The gathering 
of seaweed (or vralc) for manuring the land and «rtien dried 
for fuel. For centuries then, Guernsey lived by farming and 
fishing; farming, and later the 'growing' industry and stone 
quarrying have a close connection with the geographical

1. S w  Berry, M ,  1815, *TIie history of the island of Guernsey, 
froe the reutest period of antiquity to the year 1814'.

2. See Barren, J.P, 1926, 'Our o«n island'.



environment which have completely transformed the appearance 
of the Island.

Growing:
Greenhouses were built all over the Island, 

particularly in the northern parishes of the Vale and 
St.Sampsons. The reason being that a warm sandy soil is to 
to be found in these two parishes and as farming was not so 
developed in these parishes the land was cheaper. Wind 
turbines were used widely for pimping water from boreholes 
for greenhouses, being seen nearly everywhere.

In 1861, for the first time, Guernsey had a steamer 
arriving daily during the summer months, and four times a 
week in winter. Within ten years of that date the growing 
industry became firmly established, the English connection 
being instrumental in securing the required markets^.
Coal became the first primary energy imports into the 
Island, mainly for greenhouse heating purposes.

Most of the greenhouses were artificially heated, 
enabling fruit to be put on the market very early in the 
year when it commanded the highest prices. Up to about 1900, 
table grapes were the chief product for export from the 
greenhouses, or vineries as they were called.

Stone quarrying:
There are geological differences between the north and

1. See Demngeon, k, 1927, 'Les Isles Brittaniques, Vol 1 of 
the Geographie Oniverselle, Pnblie par vidal de la blacbe et 
L.Gallois'.



the south of the Island. The fact that nearly all the 
quarries are situated in the northern part of the Island 
emphasises the distinction between the rocks. It is in the 
north of the Island that large exposures of diorite occur, 
popularly known as 'blue granite' and it is here that the 
stone industry has been centred for more than a hundred 
years. It was mainly due to the stone industry that the 
northern parishes of the Vale and St.Sampsons greatly 
increased in population in the last century.

It is here where an electric power station was built 
to supply the quarry industry (ie. location specific).

This small granitic Island is the home of a prosperous 
community of 58,867 people (1991 census), 906 people to 
the square km.

Others^ have commented on the density of the 
population of the Island. Guernsey being a notable example 
of the fact that some islands "attract, preserve, multiply 
and concentrate population". It is this particular class of 
small islands, with high population densities, that the 
present work is going to be concerned with.

1.2 Island govemaent
Guernsey lays claim to a series of laws, customs, dues, 

rights, privileges, charters, ordinances, enactments, 
liberties and exemptions which place the Channel Islands in 
an altogether different position to that of any part of the

1. For exuple Semple, F.C, 'Influences of geographic environient'
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United Kingdom.

Constitutional history dates from Norman times; the 
Channel Islands form part of the Duchy of Normandy and 
linked with England when William I ascended the English 
throne^. Laws have been constructed upon a feudal 
framework.

Local affairs are conducted by the parishes which 
coincide with those established originally by the Church.
Law and order in each parish is preserved by two officials 
known as Constables. The actual controlling body, 
representing and elected by the parishioners, is the 
Douzaine. Douzeniers are elected for a period of six years.

The internal government of the Island as a whole is 
conducted by the States. This body exercises jurisdiction 
over the Bailiwick of Guernsey, which includes also the 
smaller islands (Alderney, Sark and Herm), though both 
Alderney and Sark have a greater measure of independence. 
Alderney has its own parliament; Sark, with about 600 people 
has an hereditary ruler and a government (Chief Pleas).

It is surprising that the States of Guernsey can exist 
and act independently from the British Parliament, but they 
do.

Insular legislations are of two main types and each 
may affect our approach to energy management

1. Sm  Tapper, F.B, 1876, 'Die history of Guernsey and its 
Bailivick'.



(1) Laws - a law originates in the passing by the States 
of a 'Projet de Loi'.

A Projet de Loi is the implementation of proposals 
laid before the States by a committee(s) or by at least 
seven members of the States (ie. a Requete). It has no 
force of law until it has been transmitted by the Bailiff 
through the Lieutenant Governor, accompanied by a report by 
H.M.Procureur to the U.K mainland. Her Majesty the Queen is 
then advised on the Projet de Loi by the Privy Council.

The Royal sanction ratifying the Projet de Loi is 
contained in an 'Order of Her Majesty in Council' to which 
is annexed the Projet de Loi, which then becomes law.

(2) Ordinances - are the means by which the States exercise 
legislative power. This power to make ordinances does not 
allow the imposition of legislation, cannot alter a law and 
cannot make rules of procedure in the Royal Court or lower 
courts.

The States have the following powers
(1) To raise money by way of taxation, as provided by 
legislation (ie. under the Income Tax (Guernsey) Law, 1975).

(2) To decide how the money raised by taxation shall be 
spent (ie. running schools/hospitals, capital projects etc).

(3) To approve regulations (made by committees of the 
States); to pass ordinances and to approve draft laws or 
Projet de Loi.



(4) To direct individual committees on specific tasks.

When the assembly meets it is known as 'The States of 
Deliberation' and meetings are convened by the Bailiff in 
printed notices known as Billets d'Etat.

The States delegate day to day responsibility for 
each aspect of Government to individual committees, each 
of which is responsible directly to the States. The Advisory 
and Finance Committee co-ordinate the work of the States.
All States members sit on one or more committees; a member 
may thus be regarded as part of the 'Government' so far as 
his committee is concerned, but is free to oppose the 
proposals of any other committee.

For comprehensive references, particularly on 
Guernsey, see Ansted, D.T or Barre, O, etc^.

1.3 Guernsey today
Guernsey is a dependent territory of the U.K. and has 

the following position in relation to the European Union:—

1. Ansted, D.T et al, 1893, 'Itie Channel Islands'.

Barre, 0, 1905, 'Origines Tectoniques du Golfe de St.Nalo'. 

Bolland, H, 1904, 'Les Iles de la Hanche'.

Carey, E, 1904, 'The Channel Islands'.

Dicey, T, 1777, 'An historical account of the island of Guernsey'. 

Durand, R, 1932, 'Guernsey, present and past'.

Duncan, J, 1B41, 'The history of Guernsey'.





all of which must, live, work, shop and pursue their leisure 
activities largely within the confines of the Island.

Economy:
The economic profile of the Island is changing, with 

the finance sector growing in importance^ and tourism 
remaining the second most important source of revenue; 
horticulture has declined principally due to the two oil 
shocks.

Guernsey was greatly affected by the 1973 and 1979 fuel 
crisis, particularly the horticulture industry. As a 
conseguence of this the industry shrank in size; by 1983 it 
was half what it had been ten years earlier.

Transport:
St.Peter Port harbour has facilities for handling both 

cargo and passenger traffic. St.Sampson's harbour in the 
north of the Island handles the importation of all of 
Guernsey's primary energy imports (oil products, LPG and 
coal) as well as heavy cargo. There are regular car ferries 
between the U.K. mainland throughout the year, with frequent 
hydrofoil sailings to the U.K. and France.

The Island has modern airport facilities and handles 
short-haul aircraft with regular flights to London's

1. Low taxation is at the heart of the developient of Guernsey 
as an international finance centre. Ihere is no capital 
taxation and the standard and laximi rate of inooM tax 
has reuined at 20t since 1960 (the Island is in Knetary 
union vith the D.K.). There are lore than 300 banks, 
insurance and imrastaent houses.



Heathrow and Gatwick airports.
The Media:

The U.K. daily newspapers are available on the morning 
of publication and the Island has its own daily newspaper, 
'The Guernsey Evening Press' (GEP).

The Island receives BBC radio and television and 
commercial television.

Culture:
The Islanders have always played their part in the 

British Empire and during the first world war many 
volunteers from the local militias served in both the 
British and French armies.

During the second world war the Island was occupied by 
the Germans from 1940 to 1945 and legacies of this 
occupation still remain.

1.4 Parish energy flows
To establish Guernsey's scale of existence, in round 

figures, the Island's population is one thousandth that of 
the United Kingdom (the U.K. accounts for about 1% of the 
world's population). It's population density is about six 
times that of the U.K..

The beginning of generation of power in Guernsey on a 
centralised scale is only a comparatively recent 
development^ (historically, the supply of heat and light was

1. Tbe pbyiical scale of very siall islands precludes pouer 
generation of GHe scale.
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entirely a local matter). The parish has a definition that 
is 'social' as well as geographic and it is an area where 
people know each other (at least slightly) and treat each 
other as neighbours. Any movement towards the localised 
generation and supply of power and heat could well be 
regarded as a return to this situation.

Energy flows (electricity, oil products, LPG, coal, 
sewage and solid waste) within each of the Guernsey parishes 
are to some extent determined by their populations. The 
character and geography of each of the parishes are now 
briefly described.

VALE
The Vale and St.Sampsons are the low-lying parishes 

of northern Guernsey. This part of the Island is a granite 
lowland with occasional hillocks (or hougues) where granite 
was quarried for local building as well as for export. 
Because of the quarry trade a power station was built here 
and this became the centralised electricity production site 
for the Island to the present day.

Older maps of Guernsey show the Clos du Valle as an 
island cut off at high tide by the sea known as the Braye 
du Valle, stretching from what is now St.Sampson's harbour 
across to Grand Havre.

The parish is divided into two unequal parts, the 
detached portion has a western sea coast. Figure 1.
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Domestic energy 
1end-users - 3,406

Population - 9,530

Figure 1

ST.SAMPSONS
The land area of St.Sampsons is less than the Vale and 

is again divided into two unequal parts. Figure 2. The tidal 
harbour of St.Sampsons is a natural opening in the coast and 
a haven for ships since the remotest times. It was here some 
14 centuries ago that St.Sampson set foot on the Island 
(Delancey Park in St.Sampsons was once dominated by a large 
windmill known as Les Monts).

Domestic energy end-users - 2,999
Population - 8,045

Figure 2

1. Obtained fna tbe States Electricity Board's billing database (1990).
2. 1991 census.
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CASTEL
The Castel has the largest area of the ten parishes. 

Figure 3, and is compact in shape. The rocks and reefs of 
the foreshore are of red granite found only in this 
restricted area.

Through this parish can be traced the lower part of the 
largest stream system in Guernsey. The Talbot Valley being 
the natural course of a stream coming from St.Andrews 
running down to the beach at Vazon (three water mills 
operated in the stream; Moulin de Haut, de Milieu and de 
Bas) .

Domestic energy end-users - 3,046
Population - 9,068

Figure 3
ST.SAVIOURS

More than two-thirds of St.Saviours is upland reaching 
to over 90 m above sea level. Figure 4. One of the major 
features of the parish is the States Water Board Dam and 
reservoir which can hold some 241,000,000 gallons of water.

On the heights of Mont Saint was a windmill which was 
®*^®cted about 1830, where stone brought from Sussex and the 
Isle of Sheppey was ground and used in the making of cement.

13



Domestic energy end-users - 858
Population - 2,419

Figure 4
ST.PETERS/TORTEVAL

The two parishes of St.Peter and Torteval cut into and 
divide each other. Figure 5. The detached portion of 
St.Peters is the island of Lihou, the central part of which 
is over 15 m atxjve sea level. A causeway gives access to 
Lihou at low water only, and in the last century was the 
recognised place for the gathering and collecting of vraic 
for use as fuel and fertiliser.

The western half of Torteval is Pleinmont, the first to 
be buffeted by the winds and storms from the Atlantic Ocean.

Domestic energy end-users - St.P Tort
Population St .P Tort 2,242976

Figure 5
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FOREST
Forest is a small parish comprising some of the highest 

land in Guernsey, Figure 6, the greater part of which is 
more than 90 m above sea level.

The rigid line of the cliffs is broken by inlets and 
headlands which at one time was common land, but about a 
century ago it was divided among the parishioners so that 
every one had a share.

The Parish 
of Fores't Domestic energy end-users - 487

Population - 1,386

Figure 6

ST.ANDREWS
St.Andrews lies centrally inland, roughly triangular in 

shape, and has no coast line. Figure 7.

Despite the spread of greenhouses and housing estates 
some of the best farms are to be found. The parish is 
very fertile and is one of the leading parishes for 
grassland, and has the greatest number of cattle in 
proportion to its size.
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Domestic energy end-users - 795
Population - 2,357

Figure 7

ST . MARTINS
St.Martin's coast reaches from Fermain Bay to Petit 

Bot and is well known for its coastline, and more popular 
than those of other parts of the Island, Figure 8. Because 
of this and its nearness to the Town, St.Martins has become 
a residential and suburban parish.

Much of the parish is over 90 m above sea level.

Domestic energy end-users - 2,176
Population - 6,082

Figure 8
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ST.PETER PORT
Of the 10 parishes into which the Island is divided 

that of St.Peter Port is situated along the eastern coast 
with a natural harbour, and well sheltered from west winds 
and south-westerly gales. Figure 9.

St.Peter Port is the centre of Government and has a 
daily influx of workers to shops and offices; out of the 
main town the parish is suburban and residential.

Domestic energy end-users - 6,333
Population - 16,648

Figure 9

1.5 The energy problem
It would be impossible to address the Island energy 

problem without calling to mind those dramatic pictures of 
the "Braer^", the oil tanker which ran aground on the 
coastline of the Shetland archipelago recently. Few examples 
could illustrate more explicitly the extreme fragility of

1. See Carty, P, October 1993, Accountaxy, 'Troubled water', 
n e  Braer disaster folloMd close on the heels of the 
wrack of the Greek ccsbination carrier 'Aegean Sea' 
(Spanish port of Corunna), where a 607,000 barrel cargo 
of oil polluted 91 liles of coast.
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island environments and their economies, faced with energy 
supply/demand choices. Fortunately this particular example 
seems to have left very little 'damage'.

It is now more than twenty five years ago that the 
'Torrey Canyon' sank between Cornwall and the Isles of 
Scilly. Large quantities of oil came onto the Guernsey 
beaches, some of which is still held in one of the Island's 
disused quarries after the massive clean—up operation.

Even after such a disaster and the later uncertainty 
about an energy-deficient world economy in the 1970s, the 
justifications for a strategic energy conservation programme 
have been completely absent on the Island. This is also the 
case on the U.K. mainland, where the context has been 
essentially a 'micro-economic' one (ie. related to marginal 
improvements to households, company profitability etc^). It 
is important therefore for someone to address these 
strategic issues, which may have significant energy 
implications, particularly for very small (densely 
populated) islands such as Guernsey.

There appear to be four main areas of concern
(1) A sub—optimal energy balance seems to exist with 
®^9*iificant so-called waste heat losses, particularly from 
centralised electricity generation.

(2) Responsibilities for energy matters appear to be

1. See Qieshire, J, 1992, ’The pace of change', for a lore 
detailed discoseion.
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muddled and obscuire, reflected in the present institutional 
structure^. With various piecemeal decisions, announcements 

intentions and plans, which together form an approach to 
energy management of a sort, but it is not a holistic 
approach, which is what is reguired.

(3) A perception of a lack of political accountability and 
control. An arrangement that may suit Island politicians who 
tend not to have any policies but who have an opinion on 
everything.

(4) Concern regarding the possibility of inappropriate 
long-term energy supply choices, based upon a centralised 
view of energy supply.

We will show that using these centralised methods of 
the past have clearly not provided optimal energy usage.

The traditional (centralised) approach to energy 
planning is questioned in the present work in relation to 
the importance of energy planning at a more local level 
(from the demand side [end-user] rather than the supply 
side). Each parish is very different in terms of their 
energy needs (see Section 1.4); the current centralised 
approach ■iniaises these differences by simply ignoring 
them.

1. See Guernsey Evening Press, 14 Septeifaer 1990, ‘Priends of 
the Earth «ant an Island energy policy'.
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others^ have recognised the importance of this 
localised level. A joint study carried out on the U.K. 
mainland by the North Western Electricity Board (NORWEB) and 
the Energy Technology Support Unit (ETSU) for example (1989) 
indicated that their study was:

"Important in leading us to think about a more 
fundamental and largely unexplored issue - the merits of 
local versus centralised power generation. The study 
suggests that we ought now to look more closely at both the 
generation and use of energy at a much more localised level. 
Energy supply could become much more of a community issue 
than it has been hitherto".

Power generation on very small islands is usually 
achieved by diesel engine power plants, sited at one 
centralised location on the island. The concept of waste 
heat recovery and cogeneration is not really addressed^.

The present work argues that by dispersing the powef 
and energy base and making use of electricity and also heat 
It may result in greater energy efficiency and (important to 
very small islands) a significant reduction in petroleum 
product imports. But in order to test this, new methods of 
analysis are required.

1. See n e  (^larterly Journal of Renewable Energy, Issue 9, 
Antum 1989, 'Joint Study by Rorweb and ETSD'.

2. Diesel power stations traditionally operated in their 
'electricity only' node. Ihich inevitably results in the 
evolution of large quantities of low grade beat, which is 
norially dischar^ to the enviroiaent in cooling towers.
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One of the major problems facing the developed and 
undeveloped world is that resources of fossil fuels may have 
a finite life. There are many 'guestimates' of this life, 
ranging from fifty years in the case of oil to four hundred 
years in the case of coal^. A renewed tightening of the 
international oil and energy markets will therefore remove 
the safeguard presently provided by the current surplus of 
capacity and may pose the main threat to Guernsey's energy 
security in the future. We will show that this is only one 
of a number of good reasons for small island communities to 
consider reducing their primary energy imports^.

The approach we use is not the usual one based on 
either a 'soft energy path'^ or a 'hard energy path'^, but 
a more original contribution that particularly guestions the 
loss of large amounts of heat energy presently rejected by 
centralised electricity production on the Island.

1 . 6  H o l i s t i c  e n e r g y  c o n s e r v a t i o n

Energy conservation is usually associated with demand

1. See Hedley, D, 1986, 'Itorld energy: the facts and the future' 
for exa^)le.

2. ^ e r s  are dwindling resources (the fuel we are wasting 
is part of a once-only endowient of our planet); redxed 
dependence on iiported oil; energy price stability; ujncem 
for the enviroment etc.

3. See Lovins, A.B, 1977, 'Soft energy paths: Towards a durable 
peace'. Based i^n energy technologies that are sustainable, 
benign etc.

4. Hard energy path * referred to as business as usual.

See Bafele, H, 1911, 'Energy in a finite world' with regard 
to the hard-soft controversy (pp 755-767).
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side activities, but very little attention has been given to 
a more strategic, holistic^ assessment of energy 
conservation on Guernsey, which may produce new data/ 
information and new conclusions.

Others^ have considered in detail modern applied energy 
conservation at the business level, but within the present 
work we consider the two other levels, namely
(1) The global level
One of the most fundamental global problems is the 
environment; 'green' issues are being put ever higher on the 
political agenda throughout the world. The need is to 
nurture the environment by good energy management; systemic 
energy management can help here by making sensible and 
prudent use of existing primary energy a priority.

(2) The Island level
The less energy the Island needs, the greater the security 
3nd the less vulnerable the Island is to circumstances • 
outside of its control (such as sudden price rises and 
scarcity of supply).

The importation of all primary energy is reflected as a 
drain on economic resources. The effects of increases in oil 
prices, particularly during the two oil shocks in 1973 and

1. Not reflecting a partisan approach (as seen froi the 
TisHpoint of a centralised energy supplier for exaiple). 
Aikirable as such viewpoints n y  be t ^  do little to 
achieve a holistic perspective.

2. For exa^jle Jacques, J.K, Lesourd, J.B and Buix, J.N, 1988, 
'Modem applied energy conservation'.
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1979, have been seen on Island income. Any savings in the 
use of imported energy, large or small, should therefore be 
welcomed.

Waste heat
A working group on the U.K. mainland (appointed by the 

Watt Committee on Energy) have recently been considering the 
problem of making more use of this so-called waste heat^. 
Noting that vast quantities of heat at relatively low 
temperatures finds its way to atmosphere (the group 
describe 'low temperature' as about 250 C or less). 
Concluding that to make more use of so-called waste heat 
will involve no new discoveries; the technologies already 
exist and have been proven.

The group went on to suggest that the factors which 
limit the application of these technologies are twofold:-
(1) A primary factor must be the way in which investment 
projects are ranked, and the ranking which is then given to 
low temperature projects.

(2) A probable second factor is that the opportunities for 
making use of low temperature heat is not always well known 
and may be missed by default.

Both these considerations have therefore to be part of 
our modelling process.

Presently there is no forum within the Island for such

1. See CrocA, A.V et al, 1991, 'Profiting froi Ion-grade beat'.
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ranking to occur^ and no-one has adequately identified the 
opportunities on the Island for making use of such low grade 
heat. We will show that there is a need for a formal energy 
management forum to do this.

The only States trading body concerned with energy 
matters is the Electricity Board (SEB) which has been able 
to carry out its mandate (constituted on 25 November 1933) 
for many years, with minimum supervision and interference 
from the States. The responsibilities placed upon the SEB 
are restricted to the provision of electricity to the Island 
(the SEB are not mandated to consider an overall energy 
strategy^).

The overall energy conversion efficiency of the 
undertaking is low; 41.3% efficiency is reached at times.
The centralised power station rejects a substantial amount 
of heat energy as exhaust gas up the chimneys, and to 
cooling water towers which in turn discharge to the 
environment by evaporation of water. A new recently 
sanctioned power station ('D'), again on the same site in 
the Vale, has been so designed as not to use cooling towers 
due to complaints from nearby residents regarding clouds of 
steam being dispersed over the Bridge shopping area.

Radiators are to be mounted on the roof (160 kWe per

1. Tills is also usually the case in Kst other siall island 
situations.

2. Even though electricity production does have an iagnrtant 
role to play in setting future Island energy directions.
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engine) in order to discharge this waste heat higher into 
the atmosphere^. The auxiliary power required for this new 
(large) slow-speed diesel generator is thus 433 kWe, 
significantly higher than the standing load requirements of 
any of the other existing slow-speed engines. This is not 
energy conservation? it is almost wilful profligacy.

Electricity sales have been forecast^ to increase by 
73% over the next twenty years. With centralised electricity 
production, this potentially represents an even greater loss 
of heat energy than presently occurs and has to be seriously 
questioned.

An independent consultant's report^, appointed by the 
States to inquire into the workings and level of efficiency 
of the SEB years ago (1982), suggested that the Board should 
at that time persue ways of using their waste heat. The 
Board's problem however, is that their centralised 
generation is located in the wrong place to make use of.it.

Thermodynamic matching
To optimise efficiency, primary energy should under-go 

as few changes of state as possible, and be used near to the

1. See Billet d'Btat XVI, 26 Septeiber 1990, ’Electricity 
generating capacity'

2. See SEB Revs, Spring 1989.

3. See Guernsey Evening Press, 6 Peijruary 1982, ’Electricity 
report is welcoMd by Board President'.
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end-user to minimise transmission losses^.

If end-users require high quality energy forms, such as 
electricity, ways need to be found of usefully employing the 
low grade waste energy released in the conversion process. 
But this can only really be done by dispersing the location 
of such cogeneration plant and increasing the efficiency 
through heating networks.

An important element in any conservation strategy 
may therefore be the thermodynamic matching of the Quality 
(Q) of the energy source with the Quality (Q) of the energy 
demand. Frequently the amount of energy consumed in various 
operations is far greater than is necessary and does not 
utilise the available work ('free energy') effectively.

Heat, mostly at low temperature, but often generated 
from fossil fuel or electricity, is used on the Island (but 
such fuels are capable of providing heat at temperatures 
much higher than required). We will show that the heat 
derived from distributed waste heat sources may go a long 
way to matching the quality of most of these low grade heat 
energy demands on Guernsey, but this needs to be tested.

1.7 A wider view is required
The Island needs to have a much wider view of energy 

provision than just the provision of electricity; it is an

1. Sm  for exople TWidell, J.H and Pinney, A.A, 1987,
'Tte quality and exergy of energy syst«, using conventional 
and renemble resources'
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emphasis on energy we need, not electricity^.

We will show that traditional (centralised) energy 
planning methods are just not appropriate for distributed 
cogeneration applications. Distributed cogeneration 
fundaiientally changes the way in which energy planning is 
carried out.

Centralised power generation planning focuses on 
finding the least-cost bulk power generation option to 
meet a given demand. This approach does not account for the 
full array of costs associated with the delivery of that 
power to the final end-user who will use it. Nor does it 
account for the utilisation of the associated so-called 
waste heat.

Large generating units within centralised power 
stations do have some real advantages, though advantages 
are often subjective. The SEB are responsible for selecting 
large, slow-speed, two-stroke diesel engines within their 
centralised power station in the Vale (currently the only 
U.K. application). Combined cycle (electricity only) plant 
is essentially large-scale for very small islands such as 
Guernsey, whereas diesels do provide more appropriate small- 
scale matching.

The electricity industry is often cited as a classic 

1. S«e also Jenkins, I, 1990, 'It is energy ve need not electricity'.
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example of economies of scale. The paper by Tombs^ for 
example typically represents the electricity supply 
industry's myopic view, which conveniently does not address 
the 'disadvantages' of large generating units^.

Research at the Polytechnic of the South Bank^ has 
examined the use of these large slow-speed diesels in base 
load electricity generation roles^.

Slow-speed diesels are primarily used for tanker ship 
propulsion (not base load electricity generation) and as 
such are designed for continuous operation, not for freguent 
starting and stopping.

They have an attraction in terms of their higher 
efficiency, compared with medium-speed engines (41.3%^ 
compared with 35%). Where Wills guotes an overall efficiency

1. Toibs, F, 1978, 'Econoiies of scale in electricity generation 
and transiission since 1945'.

2. Povergen and National Power on the D.K. lainiand have 
seraph this econoiy of scale approach which their 
precursor, the CEO insisted upon - Electrical Review 
8-12 February 1991.

For further references on econoiies of scale see:

Nerlove, N, 1963, 'Returns to scale in electricity supply' or

Christensen, L.R and Greene, H.H, 1976, 'Econoiies of scale in 
D.S. electric power generation'.

3. See Hills, R.J, 1988, 'Slow-speed diesels for electricity 
supply'.

4. Diesels for electricity generation are either of the lediui- 
speed, four stroke type or of the slow-speed, two stroke 
type.

5. Efficiencies reached at tiies in actual operation in Guernsey.
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of 50% - 55% for slow-speed engines, but this does not 
compare with operating such engines on Guernsey. The slow- 
speed generators on the Island have not achieved overall 
efficiencies to date greater than 41.3%. This increased 
efficiency is assisted by the placing of a so-called 
'efficiency booster' in the exhaust gases which drive a 
small auxiliary electrical generator.

Guernsey's new recently sanctioned 'ID' (14.2 MWe) 
slow-speed generator is specified to have an efficiency of 
45.62% at 75% engine load. Regardless, the increased 
standing load of the unit with roof mounted radiators, 
results in lower overall efficiencies similar to the 
existing slow-speed engines.

Slow-speed diesels are very expensive to purchase and 
burn Heavy Fuel Oil which, although cheaper than Gas Oil, is 
environmentally poor (currently no action has been taken on 
the Island with regard to pollution control of power st;ation 
emissions). Wills^, in a later work, quotes a capital cost 
of slow-speed engines far lower than has been experienced on 
Guernsey. The total number of such installations of this 
type for base load electricity production (on islands) 
around the world are still not great.

While the large slow-speed diesels are higher in 
capital cost and require more substantial foundations than 
medium-speed engines they are easier to maintain. The prime

1. Kills, H.J St al, 1992, 'lev local diesel pover stations'.
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factor in the SEB management decision to purchase them.

Slow—speed, two stroke diesels remain superior to 
medium-speed engines for electricity production. Nonetheless 
medium-speed, four stroke engines are more suited for use in 
cogeneration schemes. The gain in efficiency obtained with 
medium-speed, four stroke cogeneration (80% +) is a gain in 
ENERGY efficiency not merely electricity conversion 
efficiency. Which is a wider view and indicates where our 
attention should really be focussed when energy supply 
planning.

The present approach has led to the electricity network 
becoming increasingly centralised (large slow—speed units 
are intimately linked with centralisation). The adaptability 
of the centralised electricity network being constrained by 
the costly 33kV specialised transmission network it has 
created^. Such investment has also strongly influenced 
future electrical network developments, which we discuss in 
Chapter 10.

Distributed energy service provision, in contrast, 
depends on the 11 kV electrical network not for transmission 
but for distribution and final end-use.

A dispersed approach to energy planning has to consider 
the final end-user's energy requirements first by

1. To allevilte voltage problem out in the Island electricity 
netwrk the SEB have installed t w  tsin 33 kV underground 
circuits fra Vale to 33 kV bus-bars at Kings Mills and 
Les Aiballes, fra vhich 11 kV loads can be supported.
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considering the Quantity (Q), Quality (Q), Timing (T) and 
geographical location of end-users back to the centralised 
utility (ie. bottom up) instead of the other way round.

By starting with what we will call the 'QQT' of 
specific end-user needs, energy service provision can 
account for electricity and heat requirements rather than 
just merely electricity requirements.

For any real (meaningful) energy planning two principal 
conditions must be satisfied if distributed cogeneration is 
to be successful:-
(1) There must be a demand for the distributed heat output.

(2) The unit costs of cogeneration must be competitive with 
the present centralised offering.

The dispersed QQT and geographical clustering of energy 
needs within each parish are therefore considered in Chapter
6. The demand for the heat output in Chapter 9 and a 
comparison of the unit costs of distributed cogeneration 
(and also renewable options) in Chapter 11.

1.8 Energy service delivery
Over the past few years a number of studies have been 

carried out on the supply and demand for electrical energy 
on Guernsey^. These studies have focussed on the potential 
sources of electrical energy and have forecasted the grovrth

1. For exaiple Miank Preece Liiited, 1985, 'Brief review of the SEB's 
future energy policy options' end also tbe States Electricity Board, 
1984, 'Energy policy lewrandui'.
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of electricity consumption over the next decade and beyond. 
We will show that this has not achieved any energy savings 
for the Island; in fact energy losses have increased 
significantly.

No attempt has been made in previous work to evaluate 
the possibility of dispersing the power and energy base away 
from the present (historical) highly centralised approach. 
There is a need to examine this prospect in detail, in order 
to assess the potential benefits of cogeneration and the 
provision of energy services locally. The concept of 
distributed cogeneration does not just consider electrical 
energy alone but encompasses this wider energy view.

We will show that in addition to possible enhanced 
customer service and increased flexibility, distributed 
cogeneration will offer significant energy savings to the 
Island, and may even lower the cost of service.

The main questions focus on how, and to what extent,
cogeneration can be implemented in the Guernsey

context^.

1. The possibility of decentralised sites (fuel storage, electricity 
and heat distribution network provision, aesthetic and enviromental 
considerations) should not be quickly disiissed out of hand.

The historical e^ibasis on coastal sites for siall power stations 
needs to be questioned; nowhere is far froi the coast on siall 
islands.

It will be deMnstrated that nerqy supplied to different geographic 
locations is susceptible to Quality (Q), Quantity (Q) and Tiling 
(T) variations, which lay be significant in tens of energy 
planning.
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It may well be appropriate to decentralise down to the 
level of the parish, which may be appropriate in the case of 
Guernsey because of its society; reflecting the very 
composition and basis of the internal government within the 
Island. Similarly, this may also be applicable to other 
small islands such as Jersey, which also have similar parish 
communities.

However, care needs to be taken to ensure that we do 
not fall into the trap of energy service provision based 
solely upon convenient administrative boundaries. We need to 
discuss the various levels of energy service delivery and 
take a view as to its relevance.

Distributed cogeneration raises questions of strategic 
importance and may potentially offer the Island
(1) Reduced energy imports.

(2) Reduced pollution emissions.

(3) Better thermodynamic matching of supply and demand.

(4) Economic benefits.

(5) Increased security against the vagaries of the 
international energy market^.

1. Tbe Culf war in 1991 brought security of energy supply very 
sharply into focus on Guernsey.

A strategic energy conservation strategy using dispersed 
cogeneration, as advocated here, lay daipen the effects of 
sudi future oil larket disruptions.
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CHAPTER 2

ENERGY AND THE ISLAND ECONOMY

Despite their obvious diversity, very small islands 
share, in common, many problems including energy, 
environment and transport. Important is an understanding of 
energy and the economy of islands, which is the subject of 
this Chapter. It leads to the conclusion that non
intervention in the energy sector by the States of Guernsey 
leaves Guernsey particularly vulnerable.

2.1 Raising the quality of the debate
The first co-ordinated approaches to energy management 

on islands was the joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector 
Assessment Programme (1981) and Energy Sector Management 
Assistance Programme (1984)^.

The islands that participated in the programme included 
Fiji, Haiti, Jamaica, Mauritius, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, 
Solomon islands, Tonga, Turks and Caicos islands, Vanuatu 
and Seychelles^.

The usual considerations of these studies involved a 
review of (a) the petroleum sub-sector (b) the power sub-

1. A series of studies of tbe joint DNDP/Norld Bank Energy 
Sector Assessient Prograi. Funded in part, under the 
supplcMntary 'siall-country assessient prograi' financed 
by the Swedish Goverment through the DIDP. The work carried 
out by the Norld Bank.

2. The Hriter involved in the Seychelles study as Chief 
Engineer of the Seychelles Electricity Corporation Liiitad, 
1982, 'Seychelles: Issues and options in the energy sector*.
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sector (c) renewable energy options and (d) energy 
institutions and technical assistance.

The outcomes usually emphasised the pressing needs of;-
(1) Developing an appropriate and adequate energy database 
(usually meaning that what data is available is scant, and 
if available aggregate in nature).

(2) Developing fuel substitution options (usually meaning a 
detailed examination of all renewable possibilities is 
required).

(3) Instituting a conservation programme (usually meaning an 
information campaign to 'educate' end-users of the virtues 
of saving energy; along with various technical 
recommendations on how to improve electricity transmission 
losses within the power sub-sector etc).

(4) Rationalising petroleum prices (usually only relevant to 
island communities who impose stringent import taxes on 
imported petroleum products).

If island governments have been motivated at all by 
these studies, the response has usually been to;-
(1) Attempt to establish the required (reliable) energy 
(usually aggregate) database.

(2) Produce energy demand/supply analyses and forecasts 
(which are usually not helpful to anyone except the 
®^®ctricity utility's ambition to build the next bigger 
(centralised) power generation project).
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(3) Formulate broad energy policy guidelines (usually so 
broad that they become unrecognisable).

(4) Analyse and develop programmes for manpower and 
technical assistance (usually relevant only to third-world 
island communities, who really do have problems with 
technical expertise).

This is piecemeal, the usual (actual) outcome is that 
nothing really changes. We will show that a holistic 
approach to the Island energy problem helps to produce new 
considerations and conclusions, from equally new data 
collection techniques.

Recently the EU have also become interested in the 
exchange of experience and knowledge in the area of energy 
management on the very small islands of the European Union^. 
The basic proposal is for the formation of an interchange 
'network' (via telefax. E-mail etc) to facilitate the . 
transfer of information (on what islanders are doing, or 
not) on energy issues, generation techniques and initiatives 
with a view to very small EU islands also becoming less 
dependent on outside fuels (but Guernsey does not fall 
''̂ i'thin this initiative, see Section 1 .3 ).

The EU islands concerned include Bornholm (Denmark),

1. S«e Kestern Isles Islands Council, 1993, 'fouards an energy 
diarter and netwrk for Suropean islands' also

Office for Official Publications of tbe ED, 1994, 'Portrait 
of the islands'.
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Western Isles/Shetland/Orkney/Isle of Man/Isle of Wight 
(U.K.)» Madeira/Acores (Portugal), Island Trust (Ireland), 
Rathlin (Northern Island), Reunion/Guadeloupe (France) and 
Lesvos/Kriti/Rhodos/Mytilene/Vario Algaio (Greece).

Over the years a number of these islands have been 
active (in a small way) in the field of energy, either on 
an individual or collaborative basis. Particularly in the 
area of energy sources (usually renewable wind and solar^) 
and attempts at more efficient control of energy consumption 
through demand side initiatives.

The EU proposal is an attempt at defining the potential 
energy saving on each island, along with the exchange of 
expertise and information between the islands (demonstration 
projects, exchange of technicians etc).

Important is that all of this activity seeks (for all 
of these islands) less dependence on outside fuels, but 
there seems to have been little published research with* 
regard to the notion of total dispersal of the power and 
energy base on very small islands^. This may be because the 
data has not been so readily available and also because it 
involves intrusion into centralised utility activities, 
which by their very nature are commercially sensitive

1. Altboû the nortbem islands bave tbe problei of dilate.
2. Although Barbour, D.W, 1983, 'Energy supply for the island of North Ronaldsay, Orkney' for emple guestioned the logicof rejected waste heat free diesel generators. Even though only a very mil, qnrsely populated (122 people) island, the average waste heat was found to be equal to the average space heat requireient; "The waste heat being seldoi utilii«]'.
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areas'^.

The present work attempts to address this omission and 
should be viewed as a contribution to the body of knowledge 
concerned with energy management within the class of very 
small (densely populated) islands. Raising the quality of 
the debate with respect to a more strategic energy 
conservation approach, through dispersed cogeneration.

Additional references on energy and small islands are 
provided in the bibliography.

2.2 The economy
The performance of Guernsey's economy, particularly 

over the period since 1980, has shown an average growth of 
5% per year. Figure 10.

The two oil shocks in 1973 and 1979 affected the world 
economy in two main ways. First a major stimulus to 
inflation was created and second, it generated a recession 
in world trade. The recession in the Guernsey economy in 
1973 and 1979 is clearly evident from the Figure.

Peat Marwick McLintock^ noted that Guernsey has 
experienced rapid growth and observed that the boom in the 
Island has been impressive in the context of the widest 
international comparisons.

1. Now even Kre so since the privatisation of the electricity supply industry on the D.K. ninland.
2. Peat Hanrick NcLintock, 1987, 'Econoiic appraisal of Guernsey'.
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Guernsey economic growth ■ 
reflated G N P  (1990 values)

£  Million

S o u r c « :  A d v is o  ry a n d  F  In a n e «  C o n  m it t » « Figure 10

Throughout its history the economy has relied on a 
succession of sectors for its prosperity: knitting in the 
17th century, shipping and privateering in the 18th, 
quarrying and (later) vines in the 19th, and in the 20th- 
century horticulture and tourism. The Island now has a new 
leading sector, financial services.

Figure 11 shows the contribution of sectors to the 
economy in 1973 and 1990, clearly showing the changes that 
have taken place over this period.

In 1990 all the major economic indicators showed little 
or no growth. Table 2.1. Reflated bank profits, the number 
of tourist beds, reflated horticultural exports etc remained 
at their 1989 levels, with the manufacturing sector

isuffering the loss of the largest manufacturer, Tektronix.
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Figure 11

TABLE 2.1 - Main economic indicators(% changes - 1990 values)
Bank Tourist Nanuf. Hort. PassengerProfits Beds Exports Exports Move .*(Comm/Fin.) (Tourism) (Ind.) (Vineries) (Trans)

1986 23.6 - 5.1 - 5.5 9.6 1.61987 8.2 - 5.9 - 16.2 4.0 4.41988 5.3 - 10.1 - 16.9 5.7 5.51989 9.9 4.8 8.4 - 15.8 10.11990 - 0.9 2.1 - 42.9 6.8 1.5

Source: Billet d'Etat XVI 1991

Figure 12 provides t.he component:s of GNP for the period 
1965-1986, reflated to 1988 values, obtained from the States 
Income Tax Authority.
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QNP and its components reflated to 
1988 values (1965 -  1986)

£ 800 '

— —  ft ' B — C — •—  D E — ^  r

S o u r c e :  S t a t e s  In c o m e  T ax  A u t h o r i t y
A - Land
B — Total interest and dividends from outside sources C - Total internal interest and dividends D - Total business profits E - Net income from employment F - GNP

Figure 12

GNP data started to be collected on Guernsey in 1965, 
but because economic data is collected from income tax 
records the interpretation of the composition of GNP 
(particularly in relation to sector of origin) is not 
available.

Economic sectors for the purpose of our analysis can be 
described as follows:-

(1) Commercial - dominated by the finance industry, 
which is dependent upon world wide markets for financial 
services, world wide economic growth, confidentiality 
(Institutional arrangements are important). *
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(2) Tourism - main exporter to the U.K. mainland thus 
dependent upon a buoyant U.K. economy. Low and variable 
wages; interest charges are important in relation to 
gearing on borrowings for hotel refurbishment etc.

(3) Horticulture (vineries) - dependent upon the U.K. 
market thus again a buoyant U.K. economy is important, with 
strong competition from EEU imports.

(4) Industry (manufacturing) - exports to the EEU and 
the world market and has moderate and relatively fixed 
wages (currency conversion rate is important) -

The first two sectors (Commercial and Tourism) are 
the largest, with concern presently being expressed that 
greater EU integration could create greater protectionism 
against the 'anomalous finance sector' (leading to calls for 
monetary/constitutional independence). The most significant 
economic factor on the Island to affect demand for energy 
has been the steady decline in the use of heated glass by 
the horticulture (vinery) sector.

The President of the States Committee for Horticulture 
in the 1985 Guernsey Growers Association Annual Report and 
Year Book^ observed that:

"For over half a century we had lived in a protected 
U.K. market. When this protection started to be dismantled 
in 1973, followed in 1974 by a quadrupling of oil prices, we

1. Lanqlois, J.E, 1985, 'Guernsey Grovers Associstion - Annual Report and Year Book'.
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should have been embarking on a programme to ensure that we 
would remain competitive. There were some voices at the time 
which warned of the dangers and the need for action but the 
predominant Guernsey Tom seemed unassailable. We did not 
modernise our glass as we should have done in the early 
70's; by the time we got around to it at the end of the 70s 
we were hit by the doubling of oil prices, spiralling 
interest rates and depressed prices on markets where we had 
to compete with heavily subsidised produce from other 
sources”.

An indication of tomato exports to the U.K. is provided 
in Figure 13 which details horticultural revenue over the 
period 1965-1989. Between the two oil price shocks in 1973 
and 1979 tomato exports fell by 33%. Since then they have 
dropped dramatically as Guernsey's competitiveness has been 
seriously eroded.

Horticultural ravanua 
(1990 Valuas)

C Million

F l o w o r *  ■ i T o m c t t o e e
9ouroai Horticultunil Comailtlaa

Figure 13
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Island reliance on petroleum products and the sharp 
increase in the world price of oil pushed up considerably 
the production costs of Guernsey tomatoes. The State's 
laissez faire approach to Island oil imports and its 
derivatives contributed to the collapse of an important 
sector of the economy.

The present policy of leaving energy planning to market 
forces leaves Guernsey particularly vulnerable, and needs to 
be changed.

As a result of the rises in the price of oil in 1973 
and, especially in 1979 (and hence the costs of heating 
greenhouses) and the resulting switch from tomatoes to 
flowers, the proportions of the commercial area under glass 
run hot and cold has altered dramatically.

The sector has adapted as best it could by converting 
to 'cold' greenhouses, by lagging pipes and by lining gable- 
ends and fronts. Moreover, it also has had to compete with 
countries like Holland who soon had an ample supply of cheap 
natural gas available.

During the late 1960's nearly 80% of the commercial 
area under glass was heated and this was still true of 
nearly three-quarters at the time of the second oil price 
shock in 1979. Subsequently the proportions have reversed
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and in 1986 only 25% of the commercial area was run hot^.

For additional references on energy in the economy see
Slesser^ or Curran^.

2.3 Energy per capita
The traditional wood, water and wind^ energy on the 

Island was first gradually replaced by imported coal^.

The consumption of coal was stimulated by four inter
related factors
(1) A shortage of firewood - without planned reforestation, 
increased shortages of wood gradually forced Guernsey 
householders to look to coal for their heating and cooking 
fuels.

(2) Growth in population.

(3) Rapid increase in the level of activity within the 
horticultural industry.

(4) The growth of the Island economy itself.

1. See Horticultural Advisory Service, 1987, 'A strategic overview of Guernsey horticulture - Consultation docuient' also
Guernsey Evening Press, 20 February 1986, 'Hî cost of heating contributes to glasshouse area decline'

2. Slesser, M, 1978, 'Energy in the Econoiy'
3. Curran, J.S, 1979, 'Energy and huían needs'
4. Dolled research by the Rev. HI. Kilshaw of St.John's vicarage provides the location of lost historic windiill sites on Guernsey.
5. Coal is the fossil fuel that underpinned the industrial revolution on the O.K. lainland.
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Figure 14 shows the coal imports into the Island from 
1950 to 1990.

Between 1960 and 1970 fuel oil was then substituted 
directly for coal. Figure 15.

Applying regression analysis to the two variables, coal 
(y) and fuel oil (x) over the period, indicates strong 
linearity, with the form y = - 0.765x + 1897 (R^2 = 0.964).

1Note GW 2000

Coal Imports 
1950-1990

1500

1000

19SB 1955 I9 6 0  1955 1970 1975

Yi»ar
Source: Cualoee 0 Excise

1. Priie fuel, not derived electricity (see APPEIIDIX A,Energy leasureMnt).
Materials free ubidì energy is derived are usually referred to as 'fuels', a uord derived froi the old French word 'fouaille', leaning laterial for burning.
Rather than provide soie rigid definition of the uord 'fuel' it is helpful to use it in as broad a sense as possible. Two quite distinct groups of fuel can be recognised and these are usually referred to as 'priiary' (naturally occuning raw aaterial) and 'secondary' (derived froi a priiary fuel).

1900 1905 1990

Figure 14
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Figure 15Scxnrce: Cust-oMs A Excis

Most writers argue that coal prices did not drive 
consumers to an oil substitute, simply the generic 
advantages of oil, or some other energy source (eg. gas or 
electricity) prompted the switch. An equivalent amount of 
energy in fuel oil being stored in a fraction of the space 
demanded by coal. This and other advantages of fuel oil 
(control, clean etc) also carried cost benefits but they 
were reflected in enhanced efficiency and convenience rather 
than in a cheaper initial price per energy equivalent unit 
of coal^.

1. Discussions «itb coal iiporters on «by this substitution occurred on Guernsey suggests that fuel oil provided Island growers in particular, with greater control over teqieratures within their vineries, along with greater convenience. Confining this view.
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Studies of per capita energy consumption have revealed 
very wide differences in energy consumption between 
developed and developing islands. The differences are the 
result of a complex interaction of factors which include the 
energy intensiveness of the dominant economic sectors, the 
distribution of wealth, geographical location, social habits 
etc. Energy per capita and GNP per capita for Guernsey is 
provided in Figure 16.

Energy/capita ♦ QNP/capIta (1990 Values)

■ *‘**^®*P**“ CKxc.T) CNP^caplta » kU^caplta (Inc.I)

Figure 16

The energy intensity in an economy will vary over 
time, as can be seen with the Guernsey economy. Falling

intensity demonstrates the collapse of the growing 
industry and the advancing role of the financial services 
sector. The apparently more efficient use of energy 
reflects mainly structural changes. This trend appears to
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have ceased in 1984 and wlia't we are seeing today is marked 
and disturbing.

2.4 Inadequate energy polxcies
Traditional Island wood, water and wind have been 

allowed to decline in favour of fossil fuels, particularly 
oil products. The possibility that there might one day be an 
energy shortage has not been admitted, but this should not 
be dismissed. In the space of a few years the world energy 
situation has pivoted from scarcity to oversupply, from a 
seller's market to a buyers. With many students of the 
energy scene agreeing that the present glut is likely to be 
temporary.

Energy problems have been aggravated by inappropriate 
policies and institutional constraints on many small 
islands, particularly those which have no indigenous energy 
resources of their own like Guernsey.

Policy making on the Island is in the hands of the' 
Advisory and Finance Commi'ttee who have taken a consistent 
line on non-intervention in the energy sector (the only 
States owned body operating within the energy sector is the 
States Electricity Board).

The Committee have stated^ that:
"Dependence on oil as the main source of primary energy 

likely to continue for some considerable time. This 
renders the Island vulnerable to significant changes in the

1. Billet d'EUt m, July 1988, p.S94.
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price or availabiXity of petroleum products".

The President of the Committee has also noted^ that:
"We already have an energy policy. It is to secure 

supplies, save energy to the greatest possible extent, 
consistent with financial sense, and to keep an eye on 
renewable energy sources".

Many islands such as Guernsey, especially since the 
iirst oil shock in 1973, have not assessed the strategic 
implications of dependence on oil imports and have not opted 
to interfere in their own energy markets.

The Island has maintained a complete dependence on 
i^^^crnational energy markets. Energy policy being driven 
more by the international oil companies (in Guernsey's case: 
Shell, BP, Total and Esso), rather than being driven by the 
Island itself.

We will show that significant energy savings are
to the Island, but for this to happen, a move away 

from the present laissez faire stance will be necessary.

*̂ te recent stabilisation and even decrease in crude 
oil prices has not reduced the need for careful energy 
planning. The uncertainty associated with predicting the 
availability and price of energy still remains.

1. See GEP, 2 Augost 1985, 'iKlear industry like a cancer on this earth' - Report on States of Deliberation debate.
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Because of the importance of imported oil products into 
the Island, even moderate savings through distributed 
cogeneration and renewable sources may result in a 
significant improvement in the Island's energy position, but 
this needs to be tested.

Energy related investments, at the aggregate Island 
level, continue to be planned and implemented without any 
real consideration for the potential of energy 
conservation^. This perpetuates dependence on outside 
sources of energy.

Elsewhere also (for example the 'Jersey Energy Supply 
Study'2) recommendations for new oil fired diesel 
generating capacity are confirmed as justified at existing 
centralised power stations^. Without wider (holistic) energy 
considerations taken into account; Konis^ also indicates 
that a similar situation exists on the island of Cyprus. A 
much wider view of island energy is required.

References on world energy resources are provided in 
the bibliography.

1. 1)16 decision of the SEB in 1990 to purchase a further Sulzer 14.2 Mie slov-speed diesel generator, again to be located at their centralised power station for exaq>le.
2. H.S. Atkins XanageMnt Consultants with Nerz and McLellan,1989, 'Ihe Jersey Energy Supply Study'.
3. Progress of work on the study was hindered by the inability to obtain tiiely and coiprebensive intonation about the electricity sector. The study being flawed in that it didnot consider energy conservation within its terw of reference.
4. Konis, C.T, 1991, 'Energy lanagewnt and conservation in the hotel industry of Cyprus' - PhD thesis (University of Stirling).
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2.5 Co-ordination
Energy policy and administration on the Island is 

conducted among a number of States of Guernsey committees 
(Advisory and Finance, Board of Administration, Electricity, 
Transport etc) with less co-ordination than reguired by the 
complexity of the matters considered^. This results in 
delays in decision making, conflicting decisions or even no 
decisions at all.

Following the resolutions of the States in September 
1987 (Billet d'Etat XIX, P.135) the Board of Administration 
became responsible for operational matters concerning energy 
co-ordination in relation to States buildings ONLY. With the 
appointment of a part-time energy officer to formalise this 
activity, who reported^ in 1989 that:

the present time, the actual energy use and 
tfistefore cost for States buildings is not accurately 
known".

This is all piecemeal, with a complete absence of any 
holistic strategy relating to Island energy matters. Energy 
J^ölsted considerations (such as energy conservation, 
implementation of renewable sources etc) are rarely taken 
into any serious account. There is a requirement for a new

1. At present the responsibility for fonulating energy policy lies with Advisô and Finance and for iaplcMnting it with the ̂ d of Adiinistration. The States Electricity Board provides electrical energy and the Island DevelopMnt Co«ittee and Housing Authority are involved in the planning of energy use.
2. See Technical Services Departient (Architectural division), 1989, Annual Report.
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quantitative energy planning environment for decision 
making, within a much wider energy planning forum.

Even in a small island such as Guernsey the States 
Electricity Board (SEB) appear to be a States owned, 
centralised utility with an existence all of its own (remote 
and unaccountable).

Not really under the control of the States of Guernsey, 
the SEB have only nominal accountability to electricity 
customers and the public in general. Seen by the workforce, 
customers and the public alike as possibly belonging to 
'them' and not to 'us'.

The SEB should not have a monopoly in framing 
Guernsey's energy strategy because their business is 
focussed on producing and selling units of electricity. They 
may not necessarily be acting in the best interests of the 
Island (using high quality electricity for space and water 
^®ating is questionable, although justifiable in certain 
contexts such as off-peak supply).

Current electricity planning is seen as a need to 
explain, even to the owners (States of Guernsey), only 
the minimum. Letting people know what has already been 
decided and partly why it has been decided. Consulting 
energy end-users and the wider public in the planning 
process is conveniently not really addressed.

2.6 Direct intervention
The present U.K. Government's energy policy is clearly^
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influenced by the belief that market forces are the most 
effective method of regulating their energy market and 
allocating resources in the energy market^.

On the contrary, the present work hypothesises an 
energy regulatory environment for Guernsey within which 
market disciplines are allowed to operate, but based upon:-
(1) Clear responsibility for energy strategy to be vested 
within the political framework.

(2) Regulatory activity based upon the monitoring and 
enforcing of established policies.

(3) All energy end-users being involved in decision making.

With clear accountability for energy planning and 
regulation on the Island, and a forum enjoying the 
participation of all interested parties.

This would remove the existing institutional problems/ 
barriers described and provide a way forward; the focus now 
being on the energy service requirements of end-users. The 
centralised approach does not really encompass the energy 
services that end-users require such as comfort, 
illumination, mobility etc. Nor does it really encompass the 
energy hardware that converts fuel and electrical energy to 
provide these energy services.

The States, acting through a regulatory mechanism as

1. See the Econoiist, 21 August 1993, 'Britain is laundied on an audacious experiient in energy policy: not to have one'.
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part of a formal 'States of Guernsey Energy Management 
System', has some vital roles to perform in order to bring 
this change about.

The present work suggests that it may not be adequate 
to leave energy management in relation to small island 
communities entirely to market forces alone. Market 
mechanisms of themselves may not be adequate to balance the 
intrinsically conflicting objectives of:-
(a) Obtaining the cheapest possible energy.

(b) Ensuring security of supply.

(c) Reducing the risks associated with over-dependence on 
particular energy sources (such as petroleum products).

(d) Protecting the environment.

Market mechanisms are an essential discipline but may 
not be a final substitute for political choice. However, 
the present work is concerned with modelling some of these 
choices, rather than with 'political' decision.

The SEE exists to supply electricity; Gas Energy on the 
Island exists to supply gas; the four oil companies exist to 
supply oil; British Fuel exists to supply coal. Each does so 
in competition with the others. Though it would be wholly 
unjust to suggest that these companies have no sense of 
social responsibility, it is not the responsibility of any 
individual centralised energy supplier to do what is best 
for the Island or the global environment. Such an outcome ^
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can only be achieved through the direct intervention of the 
States of Guernsey.

All of the strategic energy conservation, environmental 
and economic reasons for having a formal energy management 
forum may also apply equally to transport energy. Indeed 
transport energy usage may be of greater relevance 
environmentally.

A systemic model for direct market intervention by the 
States of Guernsey is provided as a separate 'tool' in 
Chapter 3.

2.7 Disaggregated information
We will show that the energy needs of small (densely 

populated) islands may be better met and matched by 
considering decentralised clusters of demand. By taking 
their local needs for heat (as well as electricity, at 
different times of day and season) and matching these to 
locally generated supplies from energy service companiesi.

This is all location specific, and depends on the local 
profile of QQT demands (there is no single solution).

We will show that there are benefits to the Island from 
near optimal use of input fuels in relatively low cost, 

tailored supply units, but this is only achieved by good

1. It could be argued tbat tbe supply side is the only side that can ̂ ly be Managed, ne appr̂  in tbe present vork is to consider Meeting current Island energy deiimds and then later to take a viev on denand side Measures. However, clear deeand side forecasts (ie. Marketplace potential) is an essential pre* reguisite of sensible supply side investaent strategies.
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energy planning (careful local measurements and analysis) 
and sound techno-economic design in individual situations. 
Something which traditional (centralised) energy planning on 
the Island simply does not address.

Distributed cogeneration may offer an as yet unexplored 
option on Guernsey.

In order to consider this it is essential to provide 
greater disaggregated information on (a) economic activity 
(b) energy demands and (c) renewable resources, which are 
all necessarily location specific. This is not an easy set 
of tasks; the present work proposes to test the quantifiable 
benefits of this bottom-up approach however.

A much more accurate end-user data collection process 
is required rather than just merely the present (sparse) 
aggregate Island energy statistics. Computer based planning 
can be useful here since it serves as an information bank 
and also allows energy data development. Such a detailed 
database did not exist on Guernsey^; the research 
undertaken as part of the present work attempts to provide 
it.

Our research effort investigated major end-user energy 
demands at locations throughout the Island to identify the 
types and characteristics of consumption patterns (see 
Chapter 6). It found that the effect of a large hotel or

1. nis is usually tbe case in lost otber sull island situations.
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industry in one part for example dominated energy demand in 
that location.

this provides an idealised approach and quality 
collection that has not been available from research 

work in other small island situations, and should lead to 
sound energy planning^.

The development of indigenous renewzible energy resources :
A realistic appraisal of the extent of local indigenous 

energy potential on the Island is also important (one of the 
attractive features of renewable energy is that they are 
dispersed supply sources). It will be shown however that 
these potential (location specific) renewable energy sources 
may only contribute in a very limited way to meeting the 
Island's energy demands, without significant changes in end- 
user behaviour (see Chapter 9).

Switching fuel, especially away from oil:
This will be shown to be questionable, with a high ' 

capital investment required in most cases (for example an 
electricity cable link to the French mainland, see Chapter 
8 ) .

What is needed from strategic energy management is a 
far more innovative way of looking at energy conservation, 
which goes beyond merely switching fuel.

We will show that this involves QQT matching the local

1. ne detailed characteristics of aggregate (historic) energy conversion and distrihution are also provided in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGIES EMPLOYED

A diversity of interests are involved in the energy 
problem on Guernsey (see Section 1.5) with the debate on 
energy issues often confused and conflicting; a piecemeal 
approach is therefore unsatisfactory. A holistic view taking 
system/subsystem interactions into account is essential.

This Chapter concludes that a systems approach, using 
Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), is a suitable methodology 
for dealing with the energy problem on the Island.

proceeds to set a soft systems model against reality by 
notionally operating the model on paper, and then uses it to 

our research effort and thesis presentation.

3.1 Approach to the energy problen
There is a requirement to ask as to "what kind of 

problem situation can be 'managed' with which sort of 
methodology ?".

A system dimension offers the. required holistic 
approach, which deals with complexity in terms of the 
'system' or 'systems' that make up the problem situation.
The difficulty is in knowing which to use from the range of 
systems methodologies available, which are described by 
Flood et al^ for example, as follows
(1) Operational Research (OR)

1. Flood, R.L and Jackson, M.C, 1991, 'Creative problei solving'.
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(2) Systems Analysis (SA)
(3) Systems Engineering (SE)
(4) Systems Dynamics (SD)
(5) Viable System Diagnosis (VSD)
(6) General System Theory (GST)
(7) Socio-technical Systems Thinking (ST)
(8) Contingency Theory (CT)
(9) Social Systems Design (SSD)
(10) Strategie Assumption Surfacing and Testing (SÄST)
(11) Interactive Planning (IP)
(12) Soft Systems Methodology (SSM)
(13) Critical Systems Heuristics (CSH)

The question as to which of these is the most suitable 
when dealing with the energy problem on Guernsey, can 
fortunately be resolved. It is possible to provide 
guidelines that point to the relative strengths of the 
different systems approaches, which can help to suggest when 
a situation favours the use of one rather than another 
(Ibid). This can be done by grouping the problem contexts 
according to two dimensions
(a) Systems
(b) Participants

The systems dimension relates to the relative 
complexity in terms of the 'system' or 'systems' that make 
up the problem situation. The participants dimension relates 

the relationship between the individuals or parties who 
stand to gain (or lose) from a systems intervention.
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has as its most original element, the idea of participation.

It depends on all the stakeholders being prepared to 
enter into participative planning concerning the future. In 
the Guernsey energy problem situation however, this is 
unlikely to be appropriate because of the dominant position 
of the SEB for example. Who are unlikely to participate in 
idealised design and forego their current position 
(where objectivity is of major concern).

Soft Systems Methodology (SSN)
Checkland's^ work primarily deals with soft^ systems 

modelling exercises which require a fair degree of time and 
effort. The methodology is appropriate and useful in the 
Guernsey energy problem situation for the following 
reasons :-
(1) The way in which it reveals the system (unravelling the 
complex unstructured problem)

(2) It questions the system and produces new classes of * 
problem (the critical genesis of Root Definitions, then 
taking each apart and questioning how they apply for 
example).

(3) It focusses recognition on the fact that there are

1. Cbeckland, P.B, 1981, 'System thinking, system practice'.
2. Ihe ten HARD and SOFT are used frequently in SSN, the distinction betwen the tw are:
HARO system approach - prescriptive techniques that address clearly defined problem.
SOFT system problem - used vhen the problei is not clear.
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alternative system boundary definitions (and hence may help 
to point to energy supply solutions).

(4) It enables comparisons (between centralised and 
distributed energy provision for example).

What SSM does not do is prescribe the simulation 
modelling (this is a choice we have made), and we use a 
computer based methodology, which we describe in detail in 
Chapter 7.

Important is that our concern here is the management 
structure of resource utilisation and how current resource 
management can be improve<l. The central aim of the present 
work is the reduction of petroleum product imports into the 
Island.

A technology that can assist us (and is a demonstrable 
'real world' tool, not a perverse technology) is 
cogeneration (which already exists and has been proven)*. In 
Chapter 8 we examine the present status of 'technical fix' 
technologies in order to demonstrate that this is a feasible 
reality. Cogeneration is very flexible, and we use it in the 
present work as an illustrative mechanism to change 
radically the current management structure of resource 
utilisation on the Island.

The nature of the problem though may change if new 
technologies appeared; the management structure may then 
have to change also as a result. But all the signs are that 
it may be another 30 years before this radical change
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happens.

The consideration of cogeneration implies change in 
currently used technology and management on the Island, and 
is only one scenario of possible outcomes (albeit one of the 
most difficult to guantify). If in the future energy source 
technology further developed, the disaggregated models 
produced as part of the present work could still be used.

One of the most frequently used sources of inspiration 
for problem solving is experience. The Writer's basic 
discipline is electrical engineering, which does not 
necessarily help in providing innovative solutions to the 
problem in hand, indeed, it might introduce distracting 
technical bias^. There is a need here to break free from 
convention and where SSM can be very powerful.

With complex unstructured problems, there is no single 
analytical technique or approach which can solve these kind 
of problems^. A number of skills are required to understand 
these situations (analytical, application, creative, 
communication, social, self-analysis, model building).

1. 'It is not surprising ttiat engineering as a professional activity attracts action-orientated people ubo value practical achieveMnt atiove all else. A result of this is that engineers are iipatient with theorising; after a good design has been successfully realised in practice they are little ixlined to analyse the way they went about achieving it.' Cbeckland, P.B, 19S1, 'SystCK thinking', p.l28.
2. ne search for s o m  super-iethod that can address all cô)lex unstructured (nblev is listaken. Squally it would be wrong to revert to a trial and error approach to solve probleiB.
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Creative problem solving may be the work of politics, 
but as Greenberger et al^ notes:

"Politics deals in pressure, power and negotiation, not 
optimisation or rational deduction. Its instrumentalities 
are coalitions, compromise and reciprocity, not decision 
rules, computer models, or payoff functions".

A pragmatic view of problem solving offers no 
fundamental or unique way of dealing with the real world. 
Essentially the world is what it is and all we can hope to 
do is to achieve outcomes which are more, rather than less, 
successful. This emphasises experience, practical solutions, 
power etc (a typical engineering approach).

SSM offers in contrast an overall approach, which 
potentially offers a more useful aid to the problem solving 
on Guernsey. It does not yield a unique solution but there 
is no unique solution; but its relevance and optimality (in 
the light of long and medium term economic evaluations) need 
to be verified.

Checkland notes that:
"Systems thinking will appeal to all those people in 

any discipline who are knowledgeable enough to know that 
there is much they do not know, and that learning and 
re-learning is worthwhile. For such people a systems 
approach is not a bad idea".

1. Greenberger, N, Brwer, G.D, Bogan, W.N and Russell, N, 1983, 'Caught unavares: The energy decade in retrospect'.
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Systems thinking has rarely been applied formally to 
the energy sector before, thus there are no examples of this 
from the Lancaster School of Systems^. It offers the 
prospect of a rich learning experience and an ordered 
approach to our research effort.

The consequences of the systems approach is that it can 
highlight that fundamental changes may be needed. More 
importantly, it demands that problem solving be carried out 
on a more interdisciplinary basis and that the way things 
are presently organised may need to be organised in a more 
integrated way. This is particularly useful in the energy 
sector where a number of disciplines are represented and 
where a large number of social, technical and economic 
interactions might be expected.

3.2 Systems thinking and the energy situation
The real world is complex, dynamic and ambiguous, as 

portrayed by the energy situation on Guernsey for example.

Complex, because it contains a large number of factors.

Dynamic, because the number and significance of factors 
and their interconnectivity varies with time.

Ambiguous, because there is an absolute limit to our 
knowledge of the real world. It reflects our ability, time, 
®v®il®bility of knowledge etc, which can be used selectively 
to support different values and views. No one description of

1. See Departmnt of System, University of Lancaster, 'List of PhD theses 1970-89.
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a complex sl'tua'tion is likely to be acceptable to 
everybody^.

Whilst systems thinking may have a wide range of 
classifications, we will concentrate here on systems most 
relevant to strategic 'Island' energy management activities, 

is a human activity system (but other classifications 
exist^).

The activities of human activity systems can be placed 
in four classes
(1) Primary activities (inputs into outputs).

(2) Secondary activities (caring, renewing, adapting etc).

(3) Management activities (innovating, planning etc).

(4) Anti-thetical activities (a consequence of dealing with 
human activity systems).

The properties^ of such human activity systems can be 
described as:-
(1) The need for a name
(2) It should have a purpose
(3) It should have resources

1. Checkland calls this different M's (WELTMSCHAODHG or ’»orld views'.
2. For exaiple:-Matural systeK (jangle etc).Designed abstract systeu (latheutics, poeu etc).Engineered syste» (cars, space rockets etc).Transcendental systev (the idea of God).
3. See Beishon J and Peters, G, 1972, 'SysteK Behaviour'for exâle.
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(4) Openness
(5) A process
(6) A structure
(7) Behaviour

Optner^ argues that management objectives should in 
f®ct not be to treat solutions to problems as special cases 
i>ut to look upon them as setting up, running and maintaining 
these human activity systems.

As mentioned earlier, the terms HARD and SOFT are used 
f*̂ ®<3uently in most explanations of the systems approach^. 
Much of the original systems thinking work was carried out 
in the context of the engineering of complex physical 
systems; such structured problems are what HARD systems 
thinking are concerned with^.

Greater difficulty is experienced as problems become 
less structured, which result in sets of inter-dependent 
problems. These (problems) are often described as 
'problematical' or 'messy' (ill-structured problem 
situations). The energy situation on Guernsey is an example 
of this type.

Checkland describes such situations as SOFT problems; a

1. Optner, S.L, 1965, 'SystaB analysis for business and 
industrial problei-solving'.

2. Not to be confused with bard and soft energy paths.

3. See Jenkins, G.M, 1971, 'On the definition of 'systeis' in 
systev engineering.
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problem which cannot be formulated as a search for an 
efficient means of achieving a defined end; a problem in 
which 'ends' and 'goals' are themselves problematic.

It is useful for the purposes of our analysis to take 
the energy situation on Guernsey as being one undertaken for 
a client, and pose questions such as:- 
Who is the client ?
The States of Guernsey.

What are his aspirations ?
A feeling of unease about the energy situation and the 
future; may not fully recognise ownership of the problem.

Who are the occupants of the roles 'decision taker' and 'problem o%mer' ?
Decision taker — States of Deliberation (see Section 1.2) 
Problem owner - The States of Guernsey

The 'decision teiker'/'problem owner's' version of the nature of the problem ?
The past decade has transformed a quiet tomato—growing and 

Isle into a busy offshore international financial 
centre. Concern has been expressed about the future of 
energy, on an Island where new wealth has brought an 
increasing standard of living. The 'old indigenous' 
population may not have been instrumental or beneficiaries 
in this transition.

The 'decision baker'/'problem owner's' reasons for regarding 'bhe problem' as a problem are ?
Guernsey relies for all its primary energy requirements on 
Imported oil and its derivatives.
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A system must have a boundary and how it is defined is 
an essential 'key' step. The advantage of a small island 
situation is that there are very well defined physical 
boundaries, although these may not necessarily be the same 
as the problem boundaries (inter-parish energy schemes for 
example) .

The Guernsey rich picture is provided in Figure 17, and 
was constructed from early thoughts about Issues that might 
be relevant.

R I C H  P I C T U R E :

Environment: Monopolies exist in electricity, gas & coal.All primary fuels are imported.Parish—based energy activities.Requirements of the Companies Law.Technological change.Politics.The States of Guernsey: Fiscal policies.
Land-use planning.Acts of God

OH

Solar

LPO
Coal

Wind
Lawra

Figure 17
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The transition from Stage 2 to Stage 3 of the SSM are 
the NAMES of systems which appear to be relevant to the 
problem situation. They reflect the different viewpoints or 
World Views (Ws) which can be adopted, and the more radical/ 
creative these are the more likely they will be insightful^.

3.3 Conceptual model building
Stage 3 of the SSM is the production of a concise, 

tightly constructed description of a human activity system 
which states what the system is (ie. its ROOT DEFINITION).

The core of a root definition (RD) of a system is a 
'transformation' process (T); the means by which defined 
inputs are transformed into defined outputs.

There will be 'ownership' (O) of the system; some 
agency having a prime concern for the system and the 
ultimate power to cause the system to cease to exist.

Within the system itself will be 'actors' (A); the 
agents who carry out the main activities of the system, 
especially its main transformation.

Within and/or without the system will be the 
'customers' (C) of the system; beneficiaries or victims 
affected by the system's activities.

1. For exa^ile:-

RADICAL • A States of Guernsey owned systei to reduce tbe 
desirability of tbe enviroment by proving pollution !

CREATIVE • A States of Guernsey owned ecosysta support 
systei.
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Fifthly, there will be 'environmental constraints'
(E) on the system; features of the system's environments 
and/or wider systems which it has to take as 'given'.

To these five elements a sixth item is added which by 
its nature is seldom explicit in an RD but which cannot be 
excluded. Which is a 'world view' (W), an outlook, 
framework or image which makes this particular RD 
meaningful^.

Underlying much of the energy debate on the Island is a 
divergence of views about what the energy problem 'really' 
is. Society has mechanisms only for resolving conflicting 
interests, not conflicting views of reality; perceptions can 
and do differ markedly.

The exposure of other world views (for example, 
'devising an effective and capital efficient energy 
investment plan', with no mention of energy efficiency or 
the environment) may be equally valuable and valid. All of 
which are none the less important to the thesis development.

The selection and justification of a particular choice 
of world view however (within the galaxy of choice) need not 
be arbitrary. A decision on which of the several prevalent 
world views is the most useful can and should be made on a 
few basic values

1. nese six elsMnts covered in a well-foned root definition 
are mabeni by the me Kmi c CAIKS, ebich can be used to 
test a root definition. It does not tell you if the root 
definition is good in the sense of 'useful', but it does tell 
you if it is good in the sense of '«ell fonulated'.
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(1) The approach should be not to expand centralised energy 
supplies indefinitely but to offer more innovative 
solutions, and consider more local clustering of energy 
needs, using a minimum of energy.

(2) Ordinary people are qualified and responsible to make 
energy choices through the democratic political process.

(3) The less energy very small islands need, the greater the 
security and the less vulnerable they are to circumstances 
outside of their control (such as sudden price rises and 
scarcity of supply).

(4) Using the non-interventionist, laissez faire, approach 
of the past has done little to save energy; in fact there 
may have been wilful profligacy (see Section 1.6).

All of which reflects the sort of world view that 
requires that:

"The States of Guernsey should intervene in the 
imperfect energy market and disperse the power and energy 
base, within a formal energy planning framework. With the 
preeminent aim of significantly reducing petroleum product 
imports".

What makes this world view the best or more meaningful 
is the requirement of direct intervention (via a regulatory 
transformation), rather than some uncoordinated foray into 
the imperfect energy market.

Several RDs flow directly/obviously from this world
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w - The States of Guernsey should intervene in the imperfect energy market and disperse the power and energy base, within a formal energy planning framework. With the preeminent aim of significantly reducing petroleum product imports•

O - The States of Guernsey.

E - Legal authority for action. Within a limited budget. Should lead to reduced petroleum product imports.

The NAME of this system is the "States of Guernsey 
Energy Management System (SOGEMS)" and the root definition 
can now be elaborated in a CONCEPTUAL MODEL, Stage 4 of SSM.

The conceptual model (CM) should accomplish what is 
defined in the RD. The RD is an account of what the system 
'is'; the CM is an account of the activities which the 
system must 'do' in order to 'be' the system named.

At its simplest, a system^ can be regarded as a related 
set of parts or components which together form a whole (a 
key feature of systems thinking is that it treats systems as 
open).

The general model of organised complexity is that there 
exists a hierarchy^ of levels of organisation, each more 
complex than the one below, a level being characterised by

1. Systa: A Kdel of a whole entity. When applied to buian 
activity, the lodel is characterised fondaientally in term 
of 'HIERARCHICAL' structures, 'EHERGQIT' properties, 
'COMMICATIOI' and 'CORROI'.

2. Hierarchy: Die principle according to which entities 
■aaningfnlly treated as wholes are built up of sialler 
entities which are theuelves wholes.
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emergent properties^ which do not exist at the lower level.

Activities can only be derived from a knowledge of, or 
at least a presumption of HOW a particular transformation 
process can be performed in the real world. A danger in 
creating activity diagrams therefore is to focus attention 
on some pre-conceived HOW of doing something. Rather 
attention should be focussed on WHAT needs to be done, and 
so avoid shallow stereo typed thinking. To overcome this it 
is useful to think in terms of activities at different 
levels of resolution, starting at the lowest level of 
resolution and expanding downwards.

It is in no sense a description of any part of the real 
world but is simply the structured set of activities which 
logic requires (in a notional system) to be that defined in 
the RD^.

Modelling becomes a question of asking "What 
activities, in what sequence, have to occur in order to ?".

Because the CM is a model of an 'activity' system its 
elements will be 'verbs'. The 'technique' of modelling is 
therefore to assemble the 'minimum' list of verbs covering 
the activities which are 'necessary' in a system defined in

1. Eierqmt properties: H e  principle that «hole entities 
exhibit properties which are leaningful only when attributed 
to the whole, not its parts. Every lodel of a huían activity 
systei exhibits properties as a whole entity which derive 
froi its coiponent activities and their structure, but 
cannot be reduced to thei.

2. This is difficult to COM to teru with.
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syst.ein 'IS' is what the system 'DOES'.

Once this first Resolution Level version of the model 
has been constructed it can then be used as a basis for 
further expansion (ie- to Resolution Levels 2 and 3 for 
example).
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This is not really methodology but rather the 
requirement for detailed end-user data collection and its 
transformation into useful energy planning information.

Chapter 7 is therefore devoted to this computer 
model building work. Where a commitment is made to modelling 
different levels of energy service delivery (but these 
models are not necessarily unique to the declared world view 
and root definition).

The 'Regulatory' and 'Energy Planning Review' sub
system models (with statutory powers) are necessary for the 
successful implementation of the SOGEMS model. Such direct 
intervention in energy market operation is quite legitimate 
in terms of the Island's self-interest.

Regulatory control is necessary because of the wide 
range of decisions which often (also indirectly) influence 
energy decisions (the approval of infrastructure 
developments for example).

Recommendations for the further work that is required 
to develop these two other sub-system models (of which 
Resolution Level 3 proposals are offered in Appendix B) are 
provided in the Conclusion. All of which is a large (and 
separate) major task outside the provenance of this thesis.
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reality by notionally operating the model on paper. The 
present work reports on the proposed dispersed energy future 
and compares it with the present (centralised) real world on 
Guernsey.

Our model offers fundamental change for the 
organisation of strategic energy conservation management 
on the Island, but more particularly offers change in:-
(1) Structure
(2) Procedures
(3) Attitudes
(4) Quality of debate

Chapter 9 discusses the practical implementation of 
our approach; Chapter 11 its financing and time frame for 
action and Chapter 12 the acceptance of the concept.

We will show that significant potential exists for 
reducing oil dependency if the States of Guernsey promotes 
the implementation of the 'plan, regulate and monitor' 
phases for development of the energy sector. This will be 
demonstrated (see Chapter 9).

With an orderly energy investment programme, the 
monitoring and review phase needs to evaluate the progress 
of such a programme, updating the information base as it 
evolves, and adjusting the plan as required. The interplay 
within the integrated energy management system is the 
process by which an optimal energy balance may then be 
achieved.
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CHAPTER 4

AGGREGATE (HISTORICAL) ENERGY TRENDS

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provide the 'Energy Market 
Analysis' sub-system model operated on paper.

The major steps in most forms of energy study involve 
the necessary collection and later analysis of aggregate 
(historical) data. Which involves data collection relating 
to the E-mix, E-consumption and E-pricing, which is the 
subject of this Chapter. A brief summary of our findings are 
provided at the end, with the conclusion that shipments of 
prime fuel into the Island are made particularly onerous by 
the constraints imposed by St.Sampson's harbour.

4.1 Primary energy imports 
The E mix and E consumption

In order to examine the pattern of energy demand on 
Guernsey it is necessary to consider the contribution of 
the various fuels to the total aggregate demand. Figure 25 
provides the primary energy imports into the Island from 
1960-90, excluding transport^.

Imports of Coal have decreased from 67% of primary 
energy demand (excluding transport) in 1960 to 14% in 1990. 
Imports of Fuel Oil (HFO + Gas Oil + Kerosene) have 
increased from 30% to 77% and LPG from 3% to 9%, over the 
same period.

1. Ite Gas Oil ccaponent of fuel oil includes Gas Oil used for 
transport in this Figure.
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Primary energy imports (ex.transport) 
into Guernsey 1960-1990

TU

1960 196B 1970

I H  LPG

S tM irc e : Cus-toMs a  E x c i s e

Coa 1

1975 I960
Year

11^1 Fue 1 o i l

1985 1990

Figure 25

Which reveals the extent to which the Island is now 
dependent on oil, and raises questions of strategic 
importance^ (see Section 1.8).

Figure 26 details the (historic) pefroleum products 
of fuel oil imports (HFO + Gas Oil + Kerosene).

Figure 27 the (historic) petroleum products of 
transport energy imports (Avgas + Avtur + Motor Spirit).

1. Guernsey has no indigenous sources of fuel and has not yet 
exploited renevable sources of energy as a substitute for 
oil î xirts.
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The petroleum product imports for 1990 are described in 
Figure 28 (total 1729 GW).

1990 Petroleum product Imports 
(G W )

LPG 1Z5 

K ei*osene 176

G « s  O i l  219

evaas 9
Autijur 54

llo't.ar Spirit: 366

HFO 780

Source: Customs S Exc i se

Transport

Figure 28

All electricity on the Island is generated from oil; 
the SEE is the only electricity utility and the only 
importer of product (f). Heavy Fuel Oil, which is mainly 
imported from BP (Grangemouth).

Import and distribution of (g). Liquid Petroleum Gas, 
is handled by Kosangas (Cl) Limited; Kosangas supply LPG 
to Gas Energy (Cl) Limited, the mains gas supplier on 
Guernsey^. LPG is imported into the Island from Esso at

1. Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited and Kosangas (Cl) Lliited are both 
subsidiaries of the Guernsey Gas Light Coipany Liiited, 
incorporated 18 February 1911.
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Amsterdam-*^. The solid fuel imports for 1990 total 187 GW. 

Fuel data
The calorific value of a fuel may be considered to be 

its single most important property. The gross calorific 
value is the maximum energy that can be obtained from the 
fuel (which assumes that water vapour formed during 
combustion is condensed out), and that the heat of 
vapourisation is recovered (but this is usually not the case 
in most combustion systems).

The net calorific value is the energy that can be 
obtained from the combustion of the fuel when the water 
vapour formed is allowed to escape with the flue gases. In 
most practical combustion systems no attempt is made to 
condense the water vapour out and recover its heat of 
vapourisation (the exception being condensing boilers). In 
the case of fuel oils the difference between gross and net 
is approximately 6%.

Typical values for fuel oils on Guernsey are:-
(1) Kerosene, with a typical mean net calorific value of 
43.29 MJ/kg and Gas Oil 42.50 MJ/kg. The SEB's Heavy Fuel 
Oil has a mean net calorific value of 40.79 MJ/kg and 
Product 4692 from Total 40.86 MJ/kg.

1. The housecoal î iortecl into the Island has a degradation rate 
of SOM 6t.

2. A heavy fuel oil iiported by Total, uinly supplied to the 
horticultural/vinery sector.
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(2) Both Propane and Butane are imported into the 
Island with typical net calorific values of 46.30 MJ/kg and 
45.80 MJ/kg respectively.

(3) Coal defies any universal classification system, 
and is a vast subject which comprises a large number of 
classification systems. The most important variable in the 
nature of coal is its rank^. Volatile matter, calorific 
value and carbon content (singly or in combination) is used 
to divide coals into major classes or groups on the basis of 
rank.

The rank of housecoal on Guernsey is primarily 702, 
high-volatile, weakly caking coal (smoky) with a typical 
gross calorific value of 30.60 MJ/kg and net calorific value 
29.65 MJ/kg.

The approximate conversion equivalents used in the 
present work are provided in APPENDIX A.

Financial accounts of importers
The oil company agencies supplying the market are each 

incorporated in Guernsey but little can be revealed with 
regard to their financial position. Under the Companies Law 
on the Island the identities of the beneficial o«mers are 
not required to be disclosed, and also no accounts need to

1. See Barker, J.B and Backhurst, J.B, 1981, 'Fuels and energy' or 

Sarkir, S, 1990, 'Fuels and coifaustion' for exaipie.
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be filed^.

Only two agencies supplied fuel oil throughout the 
1960-1970 period (Shell and Esso), along with the SEE 
(Gas Oil). Total entered the market in 1972 when a joint 
marketing agreement between Shell and BP in the U.K. ended; 
BP was incorporated in 1977. Which led to the present

between Shell and BP where BP operates only a 
'dry' depot on Guernsey, and purchases all its oil products 
from Shell.

Two types of oil are used for electricity generation; 
Heavy Fuel Oil imported by the SEB, and Gas Oil purchased 
from local agencies. The latter now accounting for only a 
small percentage of the SEB's total oil consumption^. In 
order to attempt to assess the financial performance of the 
SEB a comparison is made with the Jersey Electricity Company 
Limited, Manx Electricity Authority and Alderney Electricity 
Limited for the year 1988/89.

The sales/capital employed ratio is provided in 
TABLE 4.1, which relates to the invested funds each 
organisation employed to attain their sales in 1988/89.

1. An incoie tax paying coipany has only to produce accounts to 
support its tax return. This infomtion is then also used in 
the coipilation of Guernsey's GUP figures (see Section 2.2).

2. The SEB began iiporting Heavy Fuel Oil into the Island in the 
late 1970s for their new (large) slov-speed diesels.
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TABLE 4.1 — Sales/capital eaployed^ 1988/89

Sa1es/Capita1
Guernsey:̂
Consumers: 25,611 £13,878,200Units billed ; 199,600,000 kWheAv.price/kWhe: 6.95p2 £31,642,171
Jersey:^
Consumers: 36,600 £21,152,000Units billed : 383,750,000 kWheAv.price/kWhe: 5.51p £56,968,000
Isle of Man:®
Consumers: 32,337 £14,799,000Units billed : 198,151,474 kWheAv.price/kWhe: 7.47p £35,494,000
Alderney:®
Consumers: 1444 £566,062Units billed : 4,328,758 kWheAv.price/kWhe: 13.07p'̂ £731,496

= 0.44

= 0.37

0.42

= 0.77

1. Historic cost accounting.

2. Black, G^hegan and Till, 15 May 1989, 'States of Guernsey 
Electricity Board - Auditors Report - 1 April 1988 to 31 
March 1989'.

3. Note that average unit prices do not include standing 
charges.

4. Hie Jersey Electricity Coipany Liiited, 1988/89, 'Annual 
Report and Accounts for the period 3 October 1988 to 1 
October 1989'.

5. Manx Electricity Authority, 1989, 'Annual Report and 
Accounts for 1988/89'.

6. Alderney Electricity Liiited, 1988, 'Annual Report and 
Accounts for 1988'.

7. Alderney Electricity iiport and supply Gas Oil and Kerosene 
as veil as supply el^icity. H »  price of electricity is 
set at a high level in order to encourage doiestic energy 
“ M u » s  to purchase Kerosene (a cheaper and lore energy 
efficient fora of space heating). Personal conunication ■ 
Buggy, J, 25 June 1992, General Manager, Alderney Electricity.
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There is no set level for the sales/capital employed 
ratio and it is used here only as a comparison of similar 
very small island (centralised) electricity companies. The 
return on investment for the SEB in 1988/89 was 13.4% (12.5% 
in 1989/90).

The Guernsey Gas Light Company Limited has become 
something of a conglomerate over recent years with gas 
supply making only a small contribution to turnover,
TABLE 4.2.

TABLE 4.2 - Guernsey Gas Light Company Limited Contribution to turnover — 1989
Gas 3.4%Motor trade/retail fuel 75.0%Fuel distribution 18.2%Rents
Other 1 . 7 %

1 0 0 .0 %

£82,479,000Sales/capital employed ------------ -- 3.63
£22,732,000

BFL is incorporated on the UK mainland (not in 
Guernsey) with British Coal (before privatisation) having 
over 50% stake in the Company; the remaining eguity 
participation comprise bank and employees.

^•2 Primary energy pricing 
Petroleum product prices:

The price at which oil products are bought from U.K. 
suppliers tend towards a level which is related (via a given
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™^rk-up) to the spot market price at Rotterdam^.

case o f  most oil companies operating on the 
Island, the price at which oil products are sold is 
primarily determined by the parent company on the U.K. 
mainland. A degree of responsiveness to local market 
conditions are provided both by adjustments made centrally 
by the parent and by way of a limited amount of flexibility 
given to the local agent. In the case of Total (whose 
Guernsey agents organise the purchase and shipping of oil 
products from the refinery themselves) there may be more 
scope for discretion at the local level.

The SEE have in the past had annual contractual 
agreements with BP on the mainland to ensure that the power 
station has sufficient supplies of HFO at all times for the 
generation of electricity^.

In the SEE 1990/91 financial year their fuel cost was 
£3,407,000, with fuel consumption of 52.7 million litres, of 
HFO and 0.57 million litres of Gas Oil; which gives an 
approximate fuel cost of some 6.4 pence/litre.

We can compare this with the Energy Information Centre

1. Guernsey Evening Press headline of the 15 August 1990 notes 
•the trouble with oil prices is not just the Gulf crisis, 
they are always up or down*.

2. Guernsey Evening Press, 8 March 1982, reported the then 
General Manager of the SEE reiark *of course we realise 
that we could buy oil at spot prices in Rotterdai locfa 
cheaper than free the D.K. donstic larket at present, 
but above all is the guestion of security of supply.
This is particularly i^nrtant in tises of oil shortages'.
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of house Coal, based on a shipment from Swansea to Guernsey 
(5 November 1990) of 1164 Tonnes (40-80mm in size) carried 
by the M.V. CORNET.

TABLE 4.4 - British Fuels Limited - House Coal (£/tonne) (1990) ’

f.o.b. 65.750 (48%)
Freight 7.950Insurance 0.076C. Liability 0.060Cartage 0.310Stevedoring 1.508Cranage 0.657Ocean losses —c . i . f . 76.311
Marketers margin 41.689 (31%)
DutyDuty Paid Price 118.000
Retailer's margin 18.000 (13%)
Retail Price 136.000 (40 * 25kg Bags) (100%)

Freight costs
Freight costs affect all aspects of energy on Guernsey. 

The cost of shipping oil products around the British Isles 
(relating to one way journeys of between 400 and 1000 miles) 
has been estimated (for a shipment of 1500 tonnes) to 
involve freight costs of approximately £10,000 (1990 
prices)^. This implies a per litre freight cost of around 
0.56 pence; the cost of transporting motor spirits and 
kerosene is normally slightly less than this, while that of

1. A high-iargin business. Out of the larketer's largin, costs are incurred in bâginq and storing at the BFL coal yard.
2. See Armtrong, H, Johnes, G, Johnes, J and Nacbean, A, 1990, 'Energy prices on the Isle of Nan' for exaiple.
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Airport storage of Avgas and Avtur is 0.3 GWh and
1.7 GWh respectively.

The SEB have a separate storage capacity of 135.7 GWh 
for Heavy Fuel Oil (in six storage tanks located within the 
power station site at St.Sampson's harloour) and also the 
capacity to store 12.7 GWh of Gas Oil.

Storage of LPG on the Island has been very limited; 
maximum storage capacity of 11.8 GWh (8.9 GWh at 
St.Sampson's harbour and 2.9 GWh at St.Peter Port; with the 
storage facilities at St.Peter Port filled by pumping gas 
from St.Sampsons). In 1990 a time charter had to be 
negotiated between Guernsey Gas and Kosan (Denmark) to 
ensure that a tanker was available at all times. The acute 
storage problem was emphasised just before Christmas of 
1989 when LPG stocks dropped to just four days, during a 
period of mild weather^.

BFL import coal into St.Sampson's harbour and then 
transfer it to the nearby coal yard for storage (and then 
pack it into 25 kg polythene bags). Most of the bulk storage 
is under covered sheds where 41.1 GWh can be stored. A 
further 22.4 GWh of bulk coal is kept under polythene sheet 
outdoors, with 15 GWh of ready packed 25kg bags usually 
held in stock^.

1. A nw LPG storage facility was conissioned in 1991 ehich added 5.6 GMh to existing capacity.
2. Annual calorific deterioration of stocks is considered to be negligible.
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The constraints imposed by St.Sampson's harbour 
impose extra transport costs on importers due to the large 
number of shipments that have to be made to the Island.

With the harbour also being tidal, deliveries are only 
possible every two weeks and the draft of vessels entering 
the harbour also limit the size of ships being used^. A 
strategic energy conservation approach to the energy problem 
would reduce the number of shipments into the Island, thus 
improving this situation; this will be demonstrated (see 
Chapter 9) .

Energy distribution networks 
Oil products

Delivery of oil products from the bulk storage 
facilities to each economic sector is undertaken by the oil 
companies themselves. With a maximum width restriction of 
2.2 metres for vehicles using Guernsey roads, which requires 
road tankers to be adapted to suit the road network. The 
vehicles currently in use hold approximately 110 MWh of fuel 
and are seen regularly to be making deliveries throughout 
the Island.

Most of the Heavy Fuel Oil imported by the SEB is used 
to generate electricity, but a small quantity is sold to the

1. A very high capital investaent would be required for a deep water port facility. Representatives of the energy agencies have indicated that current trends in shipping ■ake such a facility a latter of high priority. The m aba  of ships available to iiporters in the present situation is diiinishing and this has the effect of raising overheads for iiporters of fuel, asking the Island even lore vulnerable to breaks in supply.
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horticultural sector through a distribution agreement with 
Esso. Esso load fuel from the SEE storage tanks and then 
deliver direct to Island growers.

Electricity
The power station site at the Vale has historically 

supplied the whole Island, at a system voltage of llkV.

During the last few years though the SEE have thought 
it necessary to install a 33kV transmission network. After 
transmission the voltage is stepped down from 33kV to llkV 
and then distributed via the local 11 kV high voltage cable 
network.

The voltage is then further reduced for use in all 
sectors of the Island economy. The network is so designed as 
to maintain the supply voltage and freguency within the 
working range of standard a.c. electrical equipment and 
appliances.

Gas distribution
The north, east, south east and north west areas of 

Guernsey are supplied with mains gas (some 60% of the 
Island) which consists of a mixture of LPG and air. Many of 
the gas mains are cast-iron (although there is a limited 
amount of steel and P.V.C and, more recently, medium- 
density polyethelene). Significantly, nearly all of 
central St.Peter Port used the older cast-iron pipework.

Bottled gas is also supplied to ALL of the Island by 
Kosangas, who deliver to customers mainly by lorry (but
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domestic consumers can also collect cylinders from their 
depot).

Coal
Island delivery of coal is arranged by franchised lorry 

drivers. In addition, BFL deliver domestic coal themselves 
to some 44 retail outlets (garages, supermarkets etc) 
throughout the Island, with a small proportion of domestic 
sales taking place at the coal yard itself (BFL also arrange 
deliveries to 10 large growers).

The costs of supply and distribution 
Oil products

The cost of road tanker delivery of oil products from 
storage facility to end-user is INCLUDED in the per litre 
purchase price of the fuel. This inclusive charging system 
is used by each of the four agencies on the Island.

For example, a typical 900 litre load of Kerosene 
delivered anywhere on the Island (1992 prices) is provided 
in TABLE 4.7.

TABLE 4.7 - 900 litre delivery of Kerosene (1992 prices)
TOTAL (Total (Sarnia Ltd)) 15.65p/L (1.48p/kWh)
SHELL (Fuel Supplies (Cl) Ltd) 14.65p/L (1.38p/kWh)
ESSO (Gnsy Pet. Distributers Ltd) 14.35p/L (1.35p/kWh)
BP (Channel Oil Ltd) 14.25p/L (1.34p/kWh)

Electricity
Transmission and distribution costs contribute 

significantly to the total cost of providing an Island wide
1 1 0



electricity service. In the SEB 1990/91 financial year 25% 
(£1.25 million) of their total capital expenditure was spent 
on the transmission and distribution network and £1.3 
million on operations and maintenance.

Total fixed assets (current cost accounting) for 
1990/91 was £62,343,000. Of this £23,257,000 was associated 
with the transmission and distribution network (cables, 
plant and equipment etc; but does not include land, 
buildings and vehicles).

The SEB suggest that the cost of their centralised 
electricity generation^ is to a large extent determined by 
the cost of fuel burnt in their Vale power station,
TABLE 4.8.

TABLE 4.8 - Cost of SEB generation for a typical month of 1992 for example (Electricity generated 24,154,100 kWhe)

B Station Gas Turbine C StationFuel Oil Treatment SiteVehicle Maintenance Steam Raising Indirect Exp. (inc.Dep.) Fuel

Pence/kWhe
0.0650.0070.135
0 . 0 1 00.040
0 . 0 0 00.0260.766^
1.654
2.705

1. States Electricity Board, 1992, 'Monthly generation cost reports'.
2. Great care hoeever needs to be taken vhen asking coiparisons with the SEB and the costs of other new generation/cogeneration sources. The SEB figure lay have largely written-off costs. This is discussed in Chapter 11.
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Important is that the major component of the cost of a 
unit of centralised electricity delivered to the final-user 
is related more to the transmission/distribution network.

Electricity end-users on Guernsey pay 2.5 times as 
much to have electricity delivered to them from the 
centralised power station at Vale as to generate it 
(9.37p/kWhe [see TABLE 4.9] as against - 2.705 p/kWhe,
1992 prices)^.

Gas
The contribution of gas sales to turnover of the 

Guernsey Gas Light Company Limited is only small, but 
indications are that in terms of profitability the 
contribution may be greater. Yet the costs associated 

the operation and maintenance of the storage 
facilities, gas producing plant and mains gas network may be 
high.

C o a l

As described earlier. Island delivery of domestic coal 
is arranged by ten franchised lorry drivers. TABLE 4.4 
recorded the retailer's margin as £18.00 per tonne (13%), 
out of which all their costs must be paid.

4.4 Delivered energy pricing
Both electricity and gas are secondary fuels on

I. He will later shew that electricity generation (and consequent trannission and distritotion) fm the centralised pover station also accounts for the lajor proportion of Island conversion, transiission and distribution losses.
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Guernsey and are not in a position to compete with the 
primary fuels. These form their feedstocks, and the value 
added by the manufacture of the secondary fuel has to be 
absorbed. A comparison of the typical tariff costs in the 
Guernsey domestic energy market for 1992 are provided in 
TABLE 4.9^.

TABLE 4.9 - Typical tariff costs in the domestic energy market (9540 kWh/annum, including standing charges - 1992)
Fuel (pence/kWh)
Gas^ 5.56
Electricity^ 9.37 (Economy 7 - 4.37)
Oil'̂  1.48
Coal 1.95

A domestic consumer on Guernsey using mains gas pays
over twice as much as a similar consumer on mainland 
Britain or in most other European countries^.

A comparison of Guernsey electricity charges also

1. These prices «ill be used for côiarison vith dispersed pover and energy futures later (1992 taken as tbe base year for all cost comparison purposes).
2. Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited, 1992, 'Gas pricing data'.
3. States Electricity Board, 1992, 'Annual Report and Accounts 1991/92'.
4. Typical 900 litre kerosene delivery (see TABLE 4.7).
5. See British Gas, 1990, 'Tedino-economic feasibility study for Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited' * Phase Tm Report and
British Gas, 1989, 'Techno-econoiic feasibility study for Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited' - Interii Report.
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indicates that the standard domestic tariff is 20% higher 
(standing charge lo% higher); Economy 7 tariff 44% higher 
(standing charge 0.4% higher) than the average U.K. Regional 
Electricity Company in 1992.

An examination of these various domestic energy tariffs 
on the Island reveal how competitive the end-user pricing 
is. This competition appears to be very tight between gas 
and electricity where the electricity Economy 7 night tariff 
undercuts the standard gas tariff for example.

At the present time oil currently enjoys a low price in 
the end-user market (but of course is always subject to 
economic and political influences on its price). It is 
priced so low as to make competition with it very 
difficult^.

With respect to energy for transport, there are 41 
garages on the Island selling motor spirit and diesel, the 
majority are tied to one of the oil agencies. The price’of 
motor spirit is the same at all garages (but this is not the 
case for diesel fuel). The retailer has a margin of around 
20%, which is considerably higher than on the UK mainland, 
and explains why there are so many garages.

Typical tariff costs in the transport energy market for 
1992 are provided in TABLE 4.10.

1. Various discounts are also available for large coaercial (non~doMstic) consuiers of oil products, whicb can aiount to over lot of the listed price.
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CHAPTER 5

FINAL USER FUEL TRENDS AND SYSTEM CHANGES

A complete accounting of energy flows on the Island is 
now provided in this Chapter, from original supply through 
conversion processes to economic sectors^.

It leads to the conclusion that there has been a 
threefold increase in energy losses from centralised 
electricity generation from 1964 to 1990 (and they are 
increasing). Present Island institutions (and non
intervention in the energy sector) have been unable to 
reduce or eliminate these losses.

5.1 Delivered energy flows
The collection and assembly of a wide variety of 

aggregate raw energy data has been required during the 
course of the present work. Important sectors are not 
elsewhere covered by available statistics.

A particular problem at the sectoral level is the 
failure of official Island statistics to specify energy 
sales by final end-use categories. Formal inspection of the 
sales ledgers of most centralised energy suppliers was 
impossible for commercial reasons, however, co-operation on

1. Later (Chapter 6), a disaggregated approach is adopted which has the advantage that end-user activities becow far lore identifiable.
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an informal basis enabled this problem to be resolved^.

British Gas^ and the States Technical Services 
Department^ have in the past attempted to quantify energy 
flows to economic sectors on Guernsey. However, the data 
collection and analysis in the present work suggests that 
two significant errors exist in these earlier works (which 
are corrected here).

First, a large misallocation of Gas Oil was evident 
which does not accurately represent the Gas Oil (diesel) 
component of the transport sector. Second, the significant 
losses with respect to mains gas have not been correctly 
identified as a loss but identified as part of the mains gas 
end-use demand.

Heavy Fuel Oil Market
Figure 30 describes the energy flows associated with 

the importation of Heavy Fuel Oil in 1990 (Product 469 is 
included within this HFO classification).

The two markets for HFO are electricity generation 
(559 GW) and horticulture/vineries (55 GW). Product 469

1. Access to large energy end-user preiises for tbe purposes of energy data collection (in order to suppleMnt existing data by direct research work) uas undertaken under the auspices of the SEB (see Chapter 6).
2. British Gas, 1990, *Techno-econoiic feasibility study for Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited' - Phase Tw Report and
British Gas, 1989, 'Techno-econoiic feasibility study for Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited' - Interii Report.

3. States of Guernsey Technical Services Departient, 1988, 'Energy floes'.
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is used in horticulture/vineries (145 GW) and the commercial 
sector (21 GW). The principal advantage of Product 469 over 
HFO is that there is no requirement for trace heating; the 
principal disadvantage is it's high sulphur content.

The 1990 annual report of the SEB indicated end-user 
electricity (sectoral) demands to be; domestic (103 GW), 
commercial (53 GW), industrial (40 GW), tourism (13 GW), 
vineries (8 GW) and public lighting (0.5 GW). Regardless 
when investigating the SEB's database it became clear that 
the sector described as 'industrial' did not wholly consist 
of industrial consumers^.

Within the database, the industrial sector is described 
as the listing of all 'Maximum Demand' consumers (approx 
100; who have electricity demands in excess of 50 kWe). A 
detailed investigation of the database revealed that the 
description of the sector called 'industrial' is very 
misleading^, the ACTUAL electricity consumers in this . 
category are; 11 tourism, 7 vineries, 46 commercial/public 
buildings and only 36 industrial.

The end-user sectoral demands for electricity should 
therefore be; domestic (103 GW), commercial (73 GW), 
industrial (13 GW), tourism (17 GW), vineries (11 GW) and

1. Tbe industrlal/ianufacturing base in Guernsey is very smll.
2. Published electricity (sectoral) data is often the only source of reasonably reliable consûition estiiates. In Guernsey, forecasts of future electricity growth have even been late by external ooneultants using such erroneous data. See Eubank Preece Lliited, 1989, 'Review of generation develofsent' for exâile.
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Kerosene/LPG Market:
Figure 32 describes the energy flows associated with 

the importation of Kerosene and LPG in 1990.

Kerosene and LPG energy flows in 1990

J

I f l f
1

js

i l

Figure 32



The coal ■arke't
Figure 33 describes the energy flows associated with 

the importation of Coal in 1990.

Coal
Coal energy flows in 1990

Figure 33

Comparisons of energy use
All comparisons of energy use have to face the problem 

that different fuels and electricity are neither consumed 
nor supplied with the same efficiencies or conversion 
losses. Therefore to compare sectoral energy use by the 
simple totals of fuels and electricity consumed can be very 
misleading.

One solution is to make use of comparisons in terms of 
useful energy, by this we mean the thermodynamic work 
'availability' or energy Quality^.

1. Others have researched the quality and work potential (eaergy) of energy system, particularly in relation to very siall Scottish island conunities, using both conventional and ren̂ le resources. See Finney,A.A, 1987, 'Planning energy system for smll, rural coounities (including econoeic, technical and theraodynaiic criteria)' - PhD thesis [University of Strathclyde] for exâ)le.
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The other solution, and the one we use in the present 
work, is to convert each type of energy to its primary 
energy equivalent and total these. Each energy consuming 
sector is charged with its fair share of 'overhead' due to 
energy conversion and distribution losses.

Figures 34 and 35 provide these energy flows for the 
Island both with and without this 'overhead'.

Energy flows to eoonomlc sectors 1990 
With ’overhead’

1 nor* io « 310

Tv*«n«]por*4 543 

DotM »s4ic 549

Total = 1916 GW

Figure 34

Energy flows to economic sectors 1990 
(Total - 1916 QW)

C o m m ^T o u i  
1 rw

r-^lnd 245 

•vitMS 289

»•4to 470

B43

1556 QW

Without 'overhead'

360 QW

Figure 35
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The domestic sector (649 GW) has the largest energy 
demand on Guernsey, followed by transport (543 GW), 
commercial/tourism/industrial (414 GW) and horticulture/ 
vineries (310 GW).

Sizable losses
What is clearly evident from the supply/demand 

balances and the charging of this 'overhead' is that the 
electricity conversion process + transmission and 
distribution of electricity (and also gas) are responsible 
for high losses.

It is questionable whether Guernsey can afford such 
high losses, particularly in a small island situation where 
all energy requirements are imported (with difficulty, see 
Section 4.3). What we need to ask is whether the imported 
fuel equivalent to these losses can be saved through 
alternative cogeneration and transmission schemes.

Distributed cogeneration may potentially offer a 
reduction in prime fuel imports for this very small (densely 
populated) Island. Its relevance and optimality in the light 
of long and medium term economic evaluations though need to 
be verified (see Chapter 11).

5.2 The end-user energy aarket
An analysis of the aggregate energy trends within the 

domestic, commercial/tourisro/industrial and horticulture/ 
vinery sectors are now provided. Which is all very detailed 
(but necessary) in leading us to quantify and appreciate the 
general trend within the end-user energy market.
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Domes'tic sector energy consumption
Electricity (41%), Kerosene (25%) and Coal (21%) 

account for 87% of the domestic energy market (Gas 
consumption represents most of the remainder). Figure 36.

Using the tariff costs in the domestic energy market 
(see TABLE 4.9; with Gas Oil retailed at 5% below the price 
of Kerosene) produces an estimated cost of supplying the 
domestic energy sector of £18,725,400 (Electricity - 
£9,651,100, Oil - £2,494,200, Coal £2,632,500 and Gas - 
£3,947,600) at 1992 prices.

Domestic (QW )
1990

Gas Oil 10 
Bottlad Gas 24 
Mains Gas 47 

Eloctrlcity 183

Coal 135

Gas o n  10 
Bo't'tled Gas 24 
Ita 1 ns Gas 54

Coal 135 

Kei*osone 159

Kerossns 159 Elect. 267

(4 7 8  GW)
W ith  'overhead ' 

(6 4 9  GW )

Figure 36

Figure 37 details the trend in domestic electricity 
demand over the period 1963-90.
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Domestic electricity demand 
by final user (1 9©3-90)

Vear
Figure 37

The two most important factors influencing electricity 
sales are economic growth and population. Figure 38 details 
the correlation against GNP; Figure 39, against population.

Domestic electricity consumption/GNP^

1. DoMstic electricity consin{)tion/GNP, R'2 is luch better over the last ten years, 0.99.
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Domestic electricity consumption/population^

Figure 39

Kerosene is the second largest demand within the 
domestic energy sector and is primarily used for domestic 
oil fired central heating purposes. Over the period 1984-90 
there was an increase in demand of 250%^, which represents 
an increase in Kerosene imports into the Island of over 100 
GW in 1990 compared with 1984^ for example.

1. Doiestic electricity consiaption/population, R'2 is no better over tbe last ten years.
2. Tbe increase in doiestic electricity deiand over the saie period vas 18t
3. Again, the tvo nst iiportant factors influencing Kerosene consmption are econoiic grovth (B'2 = 0.920) and population (R*2 = 0.923), taken over the period 1977-90.
Kerosene against crude oil price (fm BP Norld Energy - 1990) produces a lov R'2 > 0.357, which lay indicate oligopolistic behaviour aiong the four petroleui agencies on the Island, with regard to their lark-up (see Section 4.2).
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Increased demand for Coal occurred between the period 
1981-86 when real electricity prices were high^.

Between 1984-90 annual Gas consumption increased by 
44%, mainly again due to the increased use of domestic 
central heating.

Commercial/tourism/industrial sector energy consumption
Electricity (65%), Gas Oil (17%) and Gas (11%) account 

for 93% of the commercial/tourism/industrial energy market. 
Product 469 represents most of the remainder. Figure 40.

Commerciai/Tourism/Industrial (Q W )
1990

B o 't 't le d  Gas 3 

C o a l  7 

HFO 21  

Ita i n s Gas 43

B o t t l e d  G as 3 

C o a l  7 

HFO 21

fla  i n s  G as 38  

G as O i l  71

G a s  O i l  71

E le c t i> lc lt t |  103 B l s c t .  268

(2 4 3  GW)
W ith  'overhead' 

(414 GW)

Figure 40

Using the tariff costs in the domestic energy market

1. Hiere is no correlation betveen Coal consmption and GNP or population, and lo« correlation against average electricity price (R*2 > 0.561).
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again as a guide only (see TABLE 4.9; with Gas Oil retailed 
at 5% and HFO/Product 469 at 40% below the price of 
Kerosene) produces an estimated cost of supplying the 
commercial/tourism/industrial energy sectors of £13,255,200 
(Electricity - £9,651,100, Oil - £1,188,000, Gas - 
£2,279,600 and Coal - £136,500) at 1992 prices.

Figure 41 details the trend in commercial/tourism/ 
industrial electricity demand over the period 1963-90.

Comm/Tour/Ind electricity demand 
by final user (1963-90)

Y e a r Figure 41

Unlike the domestic sector, electricity consumption 
within these sectors are influenced by electricity price, 
as well as economic growth and population; see the 
correlations in Figures 42, 43 and 44 respectively.
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Comm/Tour/Ind electricity consumption/ave.price per unit^

Comm/Tour/Ind electricity consumption/GNP^

1. Betwen 1979 and 1982 the increased cost of fuel was a factor in reducing electricity consuiption and encouraging energy conservation.
2. Since 1975 the relationship has been linear; for every (13.33 ■illion of G3n> an extra 1 GNe is reguired.
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Comm/Tour/Ind electricity consumption/population^

Over the period 1984-90 electricity consumption in 
these sectors has increased by 45%, double the 18% growth 
experienced in the domestic sector over the same period.

Gas Oil is the second largest energy demand within 
these sectors, used mainly for space heating.

The Gas market is just over half that of the domestic 
sector; with Gas cooking (within the tourism sector) an 
important end-use^.

1. Betwen 1984 and 1990 a linear relationsbip exists.
2. Gas consiaption has a higb correlation with crude oil price (BP Norld Energy • 1990) R*2 * 0.910. Indicating that Gas pricing on the Island has a close relationship with the price of its feedstock.
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Horticulture/vinery sector energy consumption
HFO/Product 469 (65%), Coal (15%) and Electricity (9%) 

account for 89% of the horticulture/vinery energy market; 
of the remaining demand. Kerosene is widely used by growers 
for C02 enrichment within greenhouses. Figure 45.

Using the tariff costs in the domestic energy market 
again as a guide only (see TABLE 4.9; with Gas Oil retailed 
at 5% and HFO/Product 469 at 40% below the price of 
Kerosene) produces an estimated cost of supplying the 
horticulture/vinery energy sector of £4,249,200 (Oil - 
£2,285,400, Coal - £877,500, Electricity - £1,030,700 and 
Gas - £55,600) at 1992 prices.

Horticulture/Vineries (QW )
1990

Bottled Gas 1 
Electricitaj 11 
Kerosene 17 
Gas Oil 18 
Coal 45

Bottled Gas 1 
Kerosene 17 
Gas Oi1 18 
Elect. 29 
Coal 45

HFO HFO

(292  GW) W ith  'overhead ' 
(310 GW)

Figure 45
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Figure 46 details the trend in end-user HFO and Product 
469 demand over the period 1977-90.

H FO  demand (1977-90) 
(including Product 469)

G W

■I F o r  e le ctr ic ity  ge n . ■ F o r h o r t / v l n

Figure 46

Over the period 1985-90 HFO demand in this sector* 
increased by over 650%, which represents an increase in 
imports of 194 GW in 1990 compared with 1985 for example.

Important is that there is a close correlation between 
the average price of electricity and HFO (R^2 = 0.934), 
which reflects the price setting role of the SEB with regard 
to HFO sales to growers, as well as setting electricity 
prices.

Coal represents only ten large growers (mainly roses), 
with electricity really only used for pumping and lighting 
(providing daylight conditions at night to promote early
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growth for example-*-) .

5.3 The general trend
In order to appreciate the general fuel trends in the 

final user energy market we focus on the years 1964, 1976 
and 1990, Figure 47^.

The total conversion/transmission/distribution losses 
in those years was, as follows:- 
In 1964 - 121 GW.
In 1976 - 194 GW.
In 1990 - 360 GW.

Some threefold increase in energy losses over the 
period and rising, which represents an appalling wastage of 
fuel energy and suggests
(1) Electricity intensive activities.

(2) Increased use of space heating (notable is the 
significant increase in Kerosene and Gas for domestic* 
central heating purposes).

(3) The SEB's significant price setting role in all economic 
sectors^.

1. Recently tbe SEB have particularly targeted growers, 
writing to each of the lajor growers to encourage 
greater use of their Econoiy 7 tariff.

2. Iiportant is that the trend with respect to oil is inclusive 
of the transport coeponent of Gas Oil (diesel).

3. Electricity has the largest larket share in dciestic and 
coaercial/toarin/industrial sectors. In the horticulture/ 
vinery sector alio, the SEB is involved in supplying HFO to 
growers.
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growth for example^).

5.3 The general trend
In order to appreciate the general fuel trends in the 

final user energy market we focus on the years 1964, 1976 
and 1990, Figure 47^.

The total conversion/transmission/distribution losses 
in those years was, as follows:-
In 1964 - 121 GW.
In 1976 - 194 GW.
In 1990 - 360 GW.

Some threefold increase in energy losses over the 
period and rising, which represents an appalling wastage of 
fuel energy and suggests
(1) Electricity intensive activities.

(2) Increased use of space heating (notable is the 
significant increase in Kerosene and Gas for domestic . 
central heating purposes).

(3) The SEB's significant price setting role in all economic 
sectors^.

1. Recently the SEB have particularly targeted growers, 
writing to each of the lajor growers to encourage 
greater use of their Econoiy 7 tariff.

2. Iiportant is that the trend with respect to oil is inclusive 
of the transport coiponent of Gas Oil (diesel).

3. Electricity has the largest larket share in doMstic and 
coaercial/tooria/industrial sectors. In the horticulture/ 
vinery secto also, the SEB is involved in supplying H70 to 
growers.
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Figure 47
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Transpoirt sector energy consuap'tion
The trend here is what Leach^ refers to as "the time 

bomb of personal transport energy consumption".

Motor Spirit (67%) and Gas Oil (marine [11%] and road 
[10%]) account for 88% of the transport energy market; 
aircraft movements represent the remaining demand. Figure 
48.

Using the typical tariff costs in the transport energy 
market (see TABLE 4.10), the estimated cost of supplying 
the transport energy sector is estimated to be £14,461,200 
(Motor spirit - £11,053,200, Gas Oil - £1,687,200, Avtur - 
£1,452,600, Avgas - £268,200) at 1992 prices.

Transport (QW )
1990

9
54

Cas Oil <Road) 54 
6a« Oil IHairlne) 68

Ho'lor Spirll: 366

(5 4 3  GW)

Figure 48

1. Leach, 6, 1986, 'Energy and grovtb: A coiparison of 13 
industrial and developing countries'.
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Figure 49 det.ails the trend in end-user Motor Spirit 
demand over the period 1965-90.

End-use motor spirit demand (1965-90)

CD

Year

Figure 49

With higher disposable income, passenger travel in 
Guernsey has changed from public transport to the more 
energy-intensive motor car. Figure 50 indicates the close 
correlation between Motor Spirit consumption and GNP.

The second largest energy demand within the transport 
sector is for Gas Oil. 70% of the marine demand is for the 
Condor hydrofoil services between the U.K. mainland/ 
Jersey/Guernsey/France, the remaining 30% for marine, 
pleasure purposes.

The Gas Oil (diesel) for road transport is used by 
company trucks, vans, buses, tractors, forklifts etc.
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Motor spirit consumption/GNP

5.4 Energy conversion 
Electricity production

Since its formation 60 years ago the SEB have made 
extensive use of diesel engines for power generation; the 
present installed capacity is shown in TABLE 5.1.

TABLE 5.1 — Generating units currently installed at the central power station site (Vale)
Unit Manuf/Model Capacity(NWe)
B1 Mirrlees/KV12 3.8B2 Mirrlees/KV12 3.8B3 Mirrlees/KV12 3.8B4 Mirrlees/KV12 3.8B5 Mirrlees/KV12 3.8B6 Mirrlees/KV12 3.5Cl Sulzer/9RNF68M 12.6C2 Sulzer/9RNF68N 12.6C3 Sulzer/9RNF68M 12.6C4 Sulzer/9RTA58 14.2D1 Sulzer/9RTA58 14.2 (New)Gas T Stal Laval/GT35 13.5

1 0 2 . 0
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All the electricity requirements of the Island are 
met by medium-speed diesels in the Vale 'B' and large slow- 
speed diesels in the Vale 'C' and 'D' central power station.

Overall efficiency of the 'B' station engines from 
1977-80 was 35.6%, but since the introduction of the large 
Sulzer 9RNF68M slow-speed engines (over the period 1981 to 
1987 [C1-C3]) the overall efficiency increased to 39.5% 
(+3.9%). Since the introduction of the 9RTA58 (over the 
period 1987-90 [C4]) the overall centralised power station 
efficiency increased to 41.3% (+1.8%), Figure 51.

This further increase of 1.8% in conversion 
efficiency is achieved by improved turbocharger design 
and ignition/scavenge air system improvements.

SEB  -  Fuel energy conversion 
(net efficiency (% ))

Year
omotah srr.
*B* station mtt.

'C* Station err. 
Caa TurblM err.

Figure 51
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Because of their higher fuel efficiency the large slow- 
speed engines are used as 'base load' sets and provide the 
bulk of SEB centralised generation. The Mirrlees KV12 Major 
medium-speed engines are used only when the Sulzer engines 
are out of service for maintenance or repair.

Mains gas production
The mains gas production plant located in St.Peter 

Port (which produces LPG/air at 716 Btu/cu.ft) was supplied 
by Old Park Progas Limited in 1976. It comprises two 
variable venturi mixers (one working and one standby) 
together with a range of fixed venturis, with a maximum 
capacity of 280,000 cu.ft/hr. These mixers make into a small 
250 cu.ft gas holder fitted with a bubble tube control which 
operate the mixers in a 'cascade' cycle, maintaining 
production in balance with demand.

No storage capacity is required, but since major plant 
failures are possible one 0.5 million cu.ft holder is, 
maintained in commission and kept full for emergency use. 
Vaporisation of the LPG is provided by LPG fired boilers, 
the thermal efficiency of which is in excess of 98%. The 
plant operates on an unattended basis, with an automatic 
shut down system.

5.5 Who are the energy users ?
The division between energy use for consumption and 

energy use for production purposes is a distinctive feature 
on Guernsey. Consumption is the largest category, which 
consists mainly of the domestic sector and private passenger
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Total number of motor vehicles in use 
(1950-90)

T h o u s a n d *

......

I 9 6 0  1 9 6 6  1 9 6 0  1 9 6 6  1 9 7 0  1 9 7 6  1 9 8 0  1 9 8 6  1 9 9 0

Hi Cars Commercial M/Cycles

Figure 52

The production category consists of the commercial/ 
tourism/industrial, horticulture/vinery and freight 
transport :-

End-users (Year 1990) G W
Commercial/tourism/indust. - 414Horticulture/vineries - 310Freight transport - 54

778

This accounts for the bulk of energy use; marine 
(60 GW) and air transport (63 GW) are not included.

CoBBerclal/tourlsa/industrial end-users:
These sectors have a variety of activities, the public 

sector In particular accounts for around 18% of total 
employment on the Island. Which represents a significant
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component of commercial energy sector consumption in the 
form of public buildings (340 sites). The financial services 
share of GNP represents very high value with relatively low 
energy content. A study of retail outlets^ suggests that 
the Island is not underprovided with shops etc.

Traditionally important has been the tourism sector 
which has seen a steep fall in visitors^ (over 80% of the 
tourism business comes from the U.K.).

It is difficult for Guernsey to become a significant 
light industrial location because of the beneficial position 
of other light industrial areas near to large markets, and 
also the high costs of transport to and from the Island.

H o r t i c u l t u r e / v i n e r y  e n d - u s e r s :

In 1986 there were some 2,000 greenhouse holdings on 
the Island, comprising a total area of 877 acres^. Nearly 
all the holdings under 800ft were run by part-time or 
seasonal workers, over 800ft by full-time professional 
growers.

1. See Chas E Goad Liiited, 1990, 'Saiistat - Profile report ■ Shop 
counts', retail specialist.

2. Costs have been kept down by the use of foreign 
labour (usually fit» the island of Madeira).

3. See States Conittee for Horticulture, 1988, 'A strategic 
overvia« of Guernsey horticulture - consultation docuient'.
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CHAPTER 6

'DYNAMIC' CONTEXT OF THE SYSTEM MODEL

After having examined aggregate energy consumption on 
the Island we now focus on end use activities in this 
Chapter. Energy use needs to be better understood from the 
demand viewpoint but this raises the question of how 
detailed such an understanding needs to be, and how detailed 
it can be in view of the limitations of data.

There are severe limitations to the attainable depth 
of disaggregation; at the limit of very high disaggregation 
everything is described and nothing understood. This Chapter 
leads to the formation of an elementary 'energy profile' 
database for the largest electricity end-users, in each 
economic sector, in each parish.

6.1 Parish energy demands
Early in the research it became apparent that Island 

energy statistics were inadequate for the level of 
disaggregation required. To overcome this problem and to 
develop a detailed picture of present energy consumption 
(disaggregated by end-user for each energy consuming sector 
[domestic, commercial/tourism/industrial and vineries]). A 
database which registers ALL energy consumers on the Island 
(electricity billing) was examined.

The SEE consumer database is held on an ICL mainframe 
computer and is of high quality (eg. completeness, accuracy, 
reliability). The existing software was modified by the
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Writer to apply Pareto analysis to each sector of the 
database to determine, on a per parish basis, electricity 
consumption using an energy banding approach^.

The database was then asked to output average 
electricity consumption for each parish over the four 
quarters of 1990, in four range bands. The four bands 
cover annual consumption of 1) up to 400 kWhe 2) 401-8000 
kWhe 3) 8001-80000 kWhe and 4) in excess of 80000 kWhe.

This was applied to each of the domestic, commercial, 
tourism, industrial and vinery sectors within the database.

The principle of the approach is that large heat energy 
®od—users also usually have a high electricity requirement. 
It does not, however, follow that all large electricity 
end-users also have a high heat energy demand. A similar 
technique was used on a city centre study of the U.K. 
mainland city of Leicester^, where the approach worked 
well, with few unexpected exceptions.

A benefit of this approach is that a detailed 
electricity consumption/demand picture can be assembled for 
each parish which will t>e useful later. It focuses attention 
on the important larger consumers, some of whoa are 
significant in terms of parish based energy planning.

1. Published electricity consuiption statistics have to-date almys 
been produced on an Island-wide aggregate (sectoral) basis and not 
per parish.

2. See Scragg, D, 1987, 'Deans of identifying beat loads within a 
city'.
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These large end-users are significant in terms of 
parish based energy planning, and there is a great need to 
know far more about their QQT consumption patterns 
(electricity and also heat energy). Necessarily, this means 

each site and measuring/collecting end-user energy 
<3ata but this is not easy.

TABLE 6.2 - The largest end-users in each economic sector, within each parish
Vale
Alliance Cash and Carry Vingtaine Vinery Peninsula Hotel Juas Quarry

St.SampsonsStates Prison Kenilworth Vinery
Les Vardes Quarry

CastelKing Edward VII Hosp
Hougue du Pommier Hotel States Water

St.Saviour Mont Variouf School Les Mourants Vinery Atlantique Hotel States Water

St.Peter/TortevalLe Riche Stores Bader Roses Imperial Hotel
ForestStates Airport (c)Sovereign Flowers (V)Mallard Country Hotel (T)

(I)
St.AndrewsGrammar School J.Angenent Roses
States Dairy

St.MartinPrincess Eliz. Hosp. Bali-Hai Vinery St.Margarets Lodge

St.Peter Port Beau Séjour Ramee Roses St.Pierre Park Hotel Intersurgical Ltd
C — Comm. & public bldgs. T - Tourism I - Industrial V - Vineries

6.2 Clusters of QQT demands
This is the 'dynamic' context of the 'Energy Market 

Analysis' sub-system model, where considerations such as the
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variation in energy consumption (as well as the absolute 
level) are important.

We will show that the energy needs of such 'clusters' 
of demand may be better matched, by taking their local 
needs, at different times of day and season, and matching 
these to locally generated sources. However, this depends 
upon a rigorous audit of energy consumption patterns, both 
in terms of guality (Q), quantity (Q) and demand time- 
cycles (T). With the possible benefit to the Island of a far 
more optimal use of input fuels (and may result in 
relatively lower cost).

The usual SEE customer segmentation for example is far 
too general to be useful for this purpose. It ignores the 
differences in usage (QQT) patterns and neglects to take 
proper account of location specific (parish) cost-of-service 
differences (see Chapter 11).

End-user energy requirements vary in terms of 
thermodynamic availability (Quality), size (Quantity), time 
of use of service/period of use (Timing) and also important, 
location.

'QQT' analysis lies at the heart of our strategic 
planning work on Guernsey. The fluctuating demand patterns 
for electricity and heat (focussing on the Guernsey 
parishes) provides a suitable platform for investigating 
the nature of these QQT demand clusters. The results of this 
then feeding into scenarios for parish demands (see Chapter 
7) and enabling us to evaluate possible energy supply
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sources within the 'Energy Planning' sub-system model 
(operated on paper in Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11).

QUALITY
Quality of energy is related to the availability of 

®oergy to produce useful work. High-quality energy (such as 
electricity) has high availability, and during any real 
process, the availability (or quality) is reduced (the 
energy is degraded), in accordance with the requirement of 
the Second Law of Thermodynamics^. Once a fuel has been used 
a significant proportion of its energy content is lost 
f®*̂ ®ver. It is therefore surely sensible to make prudent use 
of existing fuels a priority (particularly so on very small 
islands).

It is neither technically necessary nor in any sense 
essential to heat rooms and buildings at 20-25 C by burning 
fossil fuels at 1200 C. Although modern boilers achieve 
conversion efficiencies of 80% +, the maximum energy of 
primary fuel sources remain substantially unutilised. In 
cogeneration plant (with network distribution of hot water), 
a much wider temperature gradient can be exploited from

1. Despite the First Lav of TheriodynaBics that energy cannot be 
destroyed, the Second Lav iiplies that although the energy lay 
still be there, once used it vill in som vay be 'dovngraded'.
See Benson, R.S, 1976, 'Advanced engineering thenodynaiics' or

Rogers, G.F.C, 1967, 'Engineering therBodynaaics, vork and heat 
transfer' or

Shervin, K, 1993, 'Introduction to thenodynaiics'.
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generating electricity (the associated bulk low temperature 
heat can then be distributed by thermally insulated 
pipework).

This limited, so called 'Exergy^', reserve of fossil 
fuels is least well exploited in conventional individual 
service boilers. In cogeneration plant (with network 
distribution of hot water) the exergy reserve is used 
substantially more efficiently, first to generate 
electricity and then for the generation of heat.

Economic utilisation of degraded-quality (waste heat) 
energy is addressed in the present work by getting as much 
useful heat output from reject emission as possible, through 
distributed cogeneration. In this way primary fuel inputs to 
heating are reduced, and hence fuel imports also.

QUANTITY and TIMINGS
The first requirement here is to form an elementary 

profile^ database for the largest electricity 
end-users, in each economic sector, in each parish. These 
measured (working week) 'snapshots' of end-user behaviour 
enable first a better understanding of the quantity (Q) and 
timing (T) of electrical energy needs.

In order to do this, we have taken measurements at each 
large end—user's site using a microcomputer based VIP SYSTEM

1. For references on hergy see Kotas, T.J, 1985, *T1ie exergy 
■etbod of tlienal plant analysis' or

Van Gool, N and Hoogendoom, A.J, 1990, ’Basic aspects of 
exergy analysis and exergy optiiisation'.
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3 energy analyser^ (with measurements made mainly by the
^ organised and planned by the Writer and

undertaken by D.Sarchet of the SEB).

The unit is a portable, lightweight device which 
measures electrical energy demand/consumption, with a memory 
pack which stores all measured data. The data stored in the 
memory pack can then later be transferred to a host PC where 
It can be displayed and processed, and enables accurate off
line assessment.

The measurement survey is the most useful function of 
the equipment, in which data collected at intervals preset 
by the operator are stored in the memory pack. An automatic 
survey can be programmed by the operator by presetting the 
memory pack with survey start and finish times, the 
intervals at which measurements are to be taken and 
operational presettings for each survey. The analyser can 
therefore be programmed off-site and then installed on site 
for the actual survey, which is fully automatic^.

Important is that when we combine the energy analyser 
with a host PC a number of micro-computer based energy 
modelling possibilities then become possible. All of which 
will later (Chapter 7) assist us in computer model building, 
as discussed earlier in Section 3.5.

1. Nanufactured by ELCONTSOL s.p.a. (Italy).

2. Energy surveys in general vere prograned to cover a 24 hour 
period, each hour split into 15 linute tim periods.
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Quantity and timings of energy demand need to be 
quantified (at different times of day and also seasonally) 
for all of these large end-users. Our research programme 
therefore required the Writer to visit each site (over a 
three year period) and undertake energy surveys; the results 
of which are provided in APPENDIX C.

The measured timing data can never exactly cover the 
same time period (day/month/year) for each large end-user, 
but nevertheless provides high accuracy profile data, which 
is crucial to the results of good energy planning.

Many definitions of the word 'cluster' contain such 
statements as;

"a cluster is a set of entities which are ALIKE, and 
entities from different clusters are not ALIKE”.

EVERITT^ notes that the common feature of most 
proposed definitions is their vague and circular nature, in 
the sense that terms such as SIMILARITY, DISTANCE and ALIKE 
are used in the definition, but are themselves undefined. 
That there is no universal agreement on what constitutes a

in fact it is probable that no single definition is 
®'^^^icient. That the ultimate criterion for evaluating the 
meaning of such terms as cluster or similarity is the choice 
of world view (in the systems world of energy management for 
example, see Section 3.3). If using the term produces an 
answer of value to the researcher, then that is all that is

1. Bwitt, B, 1974, 'Cluster analysis'.
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required.

A problem common to all clustering techniques is the 
difficulty of deciding the number of clusters present in the 
data. The majority of clustering techniques begin with the 
calculation of distances between entities and consideration 
of the possible ways of defining these quantities.

The approach we use in the present work details the 
location of the largest electricity end-users in each 
economic sector, in each parish, and then takes into account 
their geographic disposition (clustering). This may be 
useful when considering (a) the summation of profiles in an 
attempt to 'smooth' the overall energy demand curve and (b) 
when attempting to match variable sources with these 
variable demand profiles, but this needs to be tested.

6.3 Abstractions of parish based QQT demands
Our parish based abstractions (ie. the largest 

electricity end-users in each economic sector) of daily, and 
monthly/seasonal demands are provided in Figures 62-79. Each 
abstraction exhibits different demand profiles; energy use 
and supply are highly location specific. This is likely to 
be important in our analysis of alternative supply patterns 
and raises issues about the diverse nature of these parish 
abstractions.

Each parish abstraction alone represents a significant 
proportion of the total electrical energy for production, 
TABLE 6.3.
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Vale’s abstract 
Monthly/seasonal consiMyition (1989/9G)

Month
+ Vinataine Vinerv o Peninsula Hotel a Juas CJuarrv x Hllian.-e r. and C

Figure 62
Vale’s Abstract 
Daily consLMption

Tiat (Hrs)
W  (11-12 Apr 91) —  PH (23-24 Jul.WJ. JQ (29-38 Nov/ 90)..—  ACtC (26-27 Jul 911

Figure 63
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ST . SAMPSONS 
MWe

St.Saapson’s abstract 
Monthly/seasonal consuaption (1989/9G)

Month
+ K#nilworth Vinery * Lm  Vardes Quarry a States Prison

St.Sampson’s abstract 
Daily consumption

Figure 64

Tim* (Hrs)
—  KV (23-24 May 91) —  LWq (3̂ 4. Oct 90) SP (28-27 Sep 91)

Figure 65
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CASTEL 
MWe Castel ’s abstract

Month
+ H. du Pomiier Hotel » States Water (KM) a King Edwd VII Hosp

Figure 66
Castel’s abstract

Tl»e (Mrs)
—  HH (39-30 ftpr 92) —  SW_(2^-2? June 92) —  KfH Mky 91)

Figure 67
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ST. SAVIOURS 
MWe St.Saviour’s abstract

Month
+ l#s Mourants Vinery 0 fltlantique H o t e l i  States Water (Dae) _ X Mont Variouf Srhool

Figure 68
St.Saviour’s abstract 
Daily consuMption

T I m  (Hrs)
iMV (30-31 Jul 91) —  OH (14-15 Majt SW (4-5 Dec —  MVS (19-?0 Nov 91)

Figure 69
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ST.PETER/TORTEVAL 
MWe St.Peter/Torteval’s abstract

Month
+ Barter Rose« * Imperial Hotel a Le Riche Stores

Figure 70
St.Peter/Torteval’s abstract

Tine (Hrs)
—  BR (23-24 Oct 91) — JH.X3&-21 Jin 91) —  J.PS (?6-27 Sep 91)

Figure 71
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F O R E S T  

M W e

Forest’s abstract 
Monthly/seasonal consunption (1989/9G)

Month
Souereiqn Flowers — Millard Country C. —  States Airport

Figure 72
Forest abstract 

Daily consuaption

Tiae (Mrs)
—  SV (26-27 Sep 91) —  MCQ. (3.1-1 June 91) —  SA (22^23 Mov 90)

Figure 73
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ST.ANDREWS
MWe St.(brew’s abstract 

Monthly/seasonal consumption (1989/9G)

Month
+ J.Anoenent Roses States Dairy A Grammar School

Figure 74
St.Andre«’s abstract 
Daily consumption

Time (Mrs)
—  JAR (21-22 May 91) —  g) (22-23 Jan 91), —  (S (5 ^  Feb 91)

Figure 75
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ST.MARTINS 
MWe

St,Martin’s abstract 
Monthly/seasonal consuHption (1989/90)

Month
+ 8ali-Hai Vin#rv  ̂ St.iterCL- L. Hotel a Princess, El iz. Hosp

Figure 76
St Martin’s abstract 
Daily consuMption

TiM (Mrs)
—  BHV (29-30 Nov 90) —  SMUl C?1-?2 May 91) —  PEH (20-21 Aug 90)

Figure 77
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ST.PETER PORT 
MVie

St.Peter Port’s abstract 
Monthly/seasonal consuaiption (1989/90)

Month
+ Pam»« Pos«s 0 St.Pi»rr» Parte H Int#rsurgicAl Ltd _ x Keau Sf-jriur___

Figure 78
St.Peter Port’s abstract

Tiat (Hrs)
—  RP (4-5 Mar 91) — SPPH (13-14 S«p_90) , IL (14-15 Jan 91) R9 (30-31 Oct 90)

Figure 79
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- The Health & Safety at Work (Guernsey) Law 1 9 7 9
- The Health & Safety at Work (General) (Gnsy) Ord. 1987
- The Health, Safety and Welfare of Employees 1950 Law
- The Safety of Employees (Mise. Provisions) Ord. 1952
- The Safety of Employees (Electricity Provisions) Ord. 1956 
The Safety of Employees (Woodworking Machinery) Ord. 1959

- The Safety of Employees (First-Aid & Welfare) Ord. 1954
- The Steam Boilers (Insurance) Ord. 1952
- The Public Highway Ord. 1967
- The Electricity Law 1933 and subsequent additions
- The Poisonous Substances (Gnsy) Law 1958
- The Island Development Law 1966

The Health and Safety at Work (General) (Guernsey) 
Ordinance 1987, Section 36 relates to the transport and 
storage of highly flammable fuels (Motor Spirit, Avgas,
Avtur and LPG/flammable gas). All require a licence from 
the States Labour and Welfare Committee in order for a 
company to store and transport such fuels.

Important is that Gas Oil, Heavy Fuel Oil and Kerosene 
can be safely transported and stored at a decentralised 
location without such a licence. Certain precautions are 
required by the States Water Board with regard to oil 
storage (ie. a bund wall) to ensure containment, but these 
are minimal.

The Public Highway Ordinance 1967 relates to the 
opening and reinstatement of roads and footpaths on the 
Island. Such works are mainly carried out at present by
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only four organisations (a) States Water Board (b) States 
Electricity Board (c) Guernsey Telecommunications and (d)
Gas Energy. All organisations who carry out such road works 
should be in accordance with this code of practice in order 
to maintain the whole of the disturbed surface in a safe 
condition (all at their own expense^).

The Electricity Law 1933 requires compliance with the 
requirements for the time being of the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers, as set out in their rules and 
regulations. The Law imposes requirements with regard to the 
placing of electric lines across private property for 
example, all of which are presently administered by the 
States Electricity Board.

The 1966 Island Development Law and subsequent 
amendments and ordinances provide the framework for 
development control on the Island. Development is defined 
as "the carrying out of any building, engineering, mining 
or other operation in, on, over or under land and includes 
the making of any material change in the use of any building 
or land^".

The first building regulations were formed by the 
States Housing Authority in persuance of the Building 
(Guernsey) Law 1956. This has now been replaced by new

1. L^islition to allov operators of cogeneration plant to lay 
piping under Island r o ^  could easily also coiply vith this 
code of practice.

2. See paragraph 40, 1966 Lav.
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building regulations which cane into operation on 1 March 
1993, introduced by the Island Development Committee.

The Island does not currently legislate against 
atmospheric discharges and is not party to any U.K./ 
International energy sector agreements.

Legislation is widely scattered and administered 
through a number of different States departments (see 
Chapter 10).

SUMMARY
(1) Band 4 energy end-users dominate demand in their 
location.

(2) Economic utilisation of degraded-quality (waste heat) 
energy is addressed in the present work by getting as much 
useful heat output from reject emission as possible, through 
distributed cogeneration. In this way primary fuel inputs to 
^®^ting are reduced, and hence fuel imports also.

(3) An elementary 'energy profile' database is formed for 
the largest electricity end-users, in each economic sector, 
in each parish.

(4) The geographical clustering of large end-users is 
considered.

(5) Parish based abstractions indicate that energy use and 
supply are highly location specific.
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CHAPTER 7

ENERGY MODELLING OF THE SYSTEM AND ITS COMPONENTS

Computer model building can now create a bridge between 
the 'Energy Market Analysis' sub-system model operated in 
Chapters 4, 5 & 6 and the 'Energy Planning' sub-system model 
to be operated in Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11.

This Chapter considers simulation modelling at six 
different levels of energy service delivery. 'T h / S  leads to 
the conclusion that it is only locally that the 
possibilities for integrating the reguirement for electrical 
energy with the requirement for heat energy become much 
clearer.

The new focus on energy planning then becomes not the 
Island level, which has been the norm, but the 

^distributed level of the Guernsey parishes.

7.1 Sub—systems 'bridge'
An energy resource assessment of each parish has been 

undertaken, which involved the identification of potential 
energy resources that might have an impact upon the local 
supply-demand balance. For example, within the parish of 
Forest renewable resource wind data is available which 
consists of measured wind speed centred on the States 
Airport. For the parish of Vale, solid waste data is 
available for the principal landfill site at Bordeaux.

Our Guernsey energy model tests the priority of
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obtaining power from a cogeneration unit^, with these other 
possible sources treated as secondary. These other variable 
supplementary sources may be practicable on a site by site 
basis (see Chapter 9), but the order of priority will be 
shown to be:-
(1) Cogenerator heat first.
(2) Fuel-fired supplementary boiler heating.
(3) Biofuels and wind.

From an Island perspective, the main advantages of 
distributed cogeneration (with hot water heating networks) 
may be:-
(1) The potential to conserve energy.

(2) The opportunity to substitute for oil.

(3) To increase fuel flexibility and security of supply.

(4) Improve air quality.

(5) To focus attention on the potential of small-scale * 
benign sources of energy.

(6) The provision of lower priced energy tariffs related to 
the Improved efficiency of fuel utilisation.

Some form of cogeneration provides the only way to

1. Cogeneration, also biowi as Cort)ined Beat and Power (CHP) 
generation, is the siniltaneoos production of electricity 
and beat fnn a single power plant. Here the ten is used 
to describe lediui speed, diesel engine based CHP.

See Borlock, J.fl, 1987, 'Cogeneration: Cori)ined beat and 
power' for exaaple.
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TABLE 7.1 - Basic cogeneration paraneters^
Heat/power ratio

Diesel engine:
With waste heat boiler^ 
With boost fired boiler^ 
Gas turbine:
With waste heat boiler 
With boost fired boiler

0.5 -

1.4 -

Availablebemp. (C)

1.7 : 1 200 +
3 : 1 200 +

2.8 : 1 250 +
9 : 1 250 +

Diesel engines
Small diesel engines up to 1 MWe burn only clean 

•^istili^te fuels such as Gas Oil, while larger engines can 
be designed to burn Heavy Fuel oil. Regardless HFO has to be 
heated and treated before delivery to the engine, thus 
adding to the operational and capital costs.

In general terms very high speed diesel engines 
(> 3000 rpm) are used only in vehicle applications; three

1. See for exaiple Bill, C, 1989, 'He application of diesel 
engine and gas tuitine priie lovers to Coi)ined Heat and 
Power' of the Energy and Econoiics Division, Her: and HcLellan, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne + personal conunication.

2. As heat to power ratios are increased in cogeneration design, 
the total efficiency falls off. In general, the present study 
uses a heat/power ratio of 1.4, with an electricity conversion 
efficiency of 351 (see Sections 9.1 and 11.5).

3. n e  exhaust gases contain oxygen, and so fuel can be burnt
in the duct carrying these gases to the heat recovery boiler, 
nils r a i ^  the te^ierature of the gases and increases the 
heat available, without the need for additional air.
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speed groups are applicable to power generation^ 
(1) 1000 - 3000 rpm - High speed

(2) 400 - 1000 rpm

(3) up to 400 rpm

Medium speed

Slow speed

Only some 30-40% of the energy in the fuel is converted 
into electricity, with 6-8% consumed by auxiliary plant and 
in the generator. A further 2-5% is radiated from the hot 
surfaces of the engine and the engine exhaust. Of the 
remaining 55%, about 20% is transferred to the engine 
cooling water circuits and 35% into the engine exhaust^.

Without cogeneration, about 30-40% of the energy in the 
fuel is employed to generate electricity; with cogeneration 
the useful portion may rise to about 85%.

Gas turbines
Gas turbines are limited to the use of clean 

distillate fuels and/or gas, and are available in outputs 
from about 1 MWe to well over 100 MWe. Gas turbines for 
cogeneration are usually single shaft machines (ie. the 
compressor and turbine stages are solidly joined together) 
rotating at 6000 rpm or more and driving a generator via 
step-down gearing.

1. Only where differences are significant to overall econoiic 
perfonance will reference be lade to the technical variants 
involved.

2. With diesel engine exhaust gas te^)eratures in the order 
of 350-400 C.
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17-28% of the energy in the fuel is converted into 
useful electrical output and between 10-20% is consumed in 
driving auxiliary machinery and in generator loss. The 
remainder, 62—73%, is carried away in the exhaust gases.

Without cogeneration about 17-28% of the energy in the 
fuel is employed to generate electricity; with cogeneration 
the useful portion may be increased to a maximum of about 
65%.

7.2 Computer model building
It was not until the end of the 1970s that personal 

computers (PCs) were first applied in energy work, with a 
few exceptions, before the 1980s almost all assessments and 
planning studies (if they used computers at all) relied on 
mainframe equipment.

A TurboPascal simulation programme was first 
considered in the present work, which was first produced 
by Jacques et al^ in the 1980s, which investigated some.of 
the problems of design-choice for cogeneration and allowed 
experimentation with various mixes of energy sources 
(cogeneration, solar and wind), simply, its user- 
friendliness and graphical presentation are poor, and 
further developments in support environments and graphical 
techniques have radically changed model construction, and it

1. Jaques, J.X and Konis, C.Y (with coiputer technical assistance 
froi luir, A a ^  Mitd»ll, C), 1989, ‘System Kdelling and licro- 
cmputing applied to leditenranean hotel energy conservation 
planning though cogeneration simlations'.
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was rejected in the present context.

Computer model building^ and simulation studies are 
pĵ iitiarily directed towards finding satisfactory solutions to 
practical problems, where stochastic variables are involved 
(eg. Monte Carlo methods for example, there are others^).

Personal computing assists the researcher to become 
much more organised in energy planning work and encourages 
the energy planner to develop far more extensive and better 
quality data. Recent developments in computer based 
measuring technology for example are particularly valuable 
in the modelling phase. In particular, the ready ability to 
undertake end-user site energy surveys are much enhanced.

There are a number of other (large) cogeneration 
computer models available, but we do not intend to provide 
an exhaustive coverage of them nor an extensive description 
o f  all aspects, others have done so, see Hu^ for example. In 
contrast the present work concentrates on these more regent 
developments in computer based energy survey techniques, and 
attempts to build an original Guernsey energy model, which 
is more appropriate to the class of very small islands with 
which we are concerned.

1. S o M  of the relevant skill areas for Kdel construction are
(a) business analysis (b) huian-coiputer interface design (c) 
softuare design (d) database design (e) perfonance evaluation 
and (f) coiputer systei configuration.

2. See Neelaikavil, F, 1987, 'Qnpiter siiulation and Kdelling' 
for exaiple.

3. Hu, D.S, 1985, 'Cogeneration'.
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APPENDIX D describes the support environments and 
graphical techniques used in the present work.

The use of micro-computers in energy planning work can 
be grouped into three main areas^:-
1) Models that address the linkages between the macro
economy and the energy sector.

2) Energy sector models for such tasks as the preparation of 
national energy balances.

3) Detailed sub-sectoral models.

The level of aggregation is a key decision that must be 
made in the design and implementation of an energy model. 
Disaggregation has a price; it can be enormously time 
consuming obtaining reliable data inputs, but even then no 
one model can be disaggregated in enough detail to be 
capable of answering all questions. Nonetheless, this may be 
essential to a thorough (QQT) approach.

An essential ingredient in constructing an end-use 
QQT model is a set of reliable profiles.

Chapter 6 provided the detailed abstractions for each 
parish on Guernsey, using the micro-computer based energy 
measuring techniques described earlier. This large amount of 
detailed (reliable) data can now be used as the basis for an

1. See Capros, P et al, 1988, 'Energy policy analysis'. Nhere 
■odels, databases, quantitative tools and their integration 
within a consistent fraiework (usually co^wterised) are 
discussed.
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ini'tial (simplistic) modelling exercise for each parish. 
Further meta modelling/scenario evaluations can then be 
developed leading to a final parish model.

From the initial model, the maximum electrical load 
profile for each economic sector can be estimated using a 
ratio estimator, with annual electricity consumption as the 
auxiliary variable. It determines the profile by using 
economic sector electricity consumption (a precise 
quantity), whereas less detailed end-use models effectively 
make use of the number of end-use penetration rates of 
appliances etc. Which often (and certainly in our case) are 
not clearly defined. Further research work on Guernsey is 
required to clearly define these end-uses (covering all 
economic sectors) , but this type of detail is not wholly 
relevant for the purposes of the present work.

The main building block for our modelling is the 
electrical energy QQT profile for each major end-user, in 
each economic sector, within each parish.

7.3 Methodology of the Guernsey energy model
The Guernsey energy model methodology is given in 

Figure 81; parish based energy demand is met by parish based 
energy supply sources.

There are three principal reasons 'why' the energy 
model (based on the Guernsey parishes) was built in this 
way: -
1) Because of the need to decentralise and model energy 
clusters closer to the end-user.
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(a) Definition
A powerful feature of current spreadsheets (such as 

SuperCalc 5) is the ability to use more than one spreadsheet 
at a time (ie. multi-page). Each parish cluster/model has 
two pages. Figure 82.

Parish Spreadsheet Model

M o  ol e- L
Energy Demand 
(Da"ta Table)

Energy Supply 
Sources 
(Data Table)

P a g e  1
E n e r g y D ema n d D a i a

P a g e  2
E n e r g / o u p p t  v
S o u r c e Do.ta

□  Ol ■t p  UH “b 
___ ^

Figure 82

Page 1 of the spreadsheet model consists of a 24 hour 
energy demand table, each hour split into 15 minute time 
periods. A two hour sample of a typical demand table is 
provided in Figure 83 as an example^.

Electrical energy survey data from a number of sites 
can be loaded into the page 1 demand table from a 
spreadsheet template (via a 3.5" floppy disk^).

1. End-user energy deiand is averaged over a 15 linute 
interval of tiw.

2. Pa^ 1 references the saie cells on the spreadsheet te^llate (a technique taiowi as spreadsheet linking). 
This lethodology has been designed by the Hriter, and is not part of the energy leasuring equipient 
described in Section 6.2.
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Sample showing two hours of typical electricity demand table for the Forest (see Figure 73; measurements at 15 minute intervals); the heat demand table has been added, to be used later in our QQT heat/power ratio model bulding.
Figure 83
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Page 2 of the spreadsheet model also consists of a 24 
hour supply source table, again each hour split into 15 
minute time periods. Supply source data can then be 
similarly loaded into the model.

The advantage of this multi-page spreadsheet approach 
is that page 1 (energy demands) and page 2 (energy sources) 
use formulae that cross-refer to data on the other page. 
Informing the user if energy supply > energy demand (energy 
gap analysis) for example, over each 15 minute time period.

(b) Construction
The basic structure of the Guernsey energy model was 

constructed in the form of a menu driven integrated package, 
covering all parishes. This was produced using the 
programming language dBASE III Plus (source code programs 
are provided in APPENDIX E).

The energy model is started by an executable file 
(PhD.EXE) which presents the opening screen to the operator, 
and is followed by the entry screen, which indicates much 
about the approach in this Chapter, Figure 84.

Meta Modelling- Scenario Evaluation

1. Introduction2. Parish clusters3. Final parish models
4 . Energy and financial analysis5. Simulation6. 30 year life-cycle ESCos

Figure 84
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Each selection is followed by a sub-menu of the 
Guernsey parishes (similar to 'Parish clusters'),

(c) Testing
Energy modelling proceeds by equating the total 

electrical energy demand with the supply of electrical 
energy, from whatever source is available.

The Guernsey energy model thus provides an energy 
planning environment for each parish on the Island, where 
different levels of energy service delivery can then be 
simulated , The process of modelling for the parish of 
Forest is demonstrated in Section 7.5, as an example of our 
approach.

(d) Application
The output from the simulation work can then be 

utilised in a number of ways:-
1) First it informs the user whether energy demand is 

greater than or less than energy supply over each of the 15 
minute time periods of a typical working day (energy gap 
analysis). From this a view can be taken as to modular plant 
choices.

2) It allows the user to take individual economic 
sector demand profiles and add them together to produce 
parish abstractions (as described in Chapter 6).

3) It then enables parish abstraction QQT demands to be 
ratio estimated, with annual electricity consumption used as 
the auxiliary variable. From this we will show that a view
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can also be taken as to modular cogeneration and boiler 
plant choices available to possible (parish) energy service 
companies, see Chapter 9.

Electricity AND heat demands can now be modelled (with 
the focus on real energy planning rather than merely just 
electricity provision).

4) It provides a graphical presentation of the 
variability of demand, which can be used to attempt to 
smooth demand curves (for example, by the introduction of 
electric vehicles), see Chapter 9.

5) It provides the expected contribution from wind 
power for each of the Guernsey parishes, using Monte Carlo 
simulation techniques, see Chapter 9.

6) It holds energy, operational and capital cost 
estimates for a range of modular plant scenarios, see 
Chapter 11.

7) It produces estimated electricity/heat tariffs for 
each (parish) energy service company, see Chapter 11.

7.4 The process of sodelling 
The QQT DEMAND sodel

The step by step construction of an electrical energy 
QQT DEMAND model for the parish of Forest for example 
proceeds as follows
STEP 1 - Construct a demand table for the Forest 
abstraction, which consists of three sites, the States 
Airport (C), Sovereign Flowers (V) and the Mallard Country
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TABLE 7.5 — Fores't doaest:ic sectior (1990)
Elect:rical energy Total kWheend-users

Band 1 - 18 2,212
Band 2 - 396 1,671,896
Band 3 - 73 969,992
Band 4 - 0 0

The summation of production and domestic profiles thus 
produce the overall diurnal (final) parish (Forest) 
electricity demand profile.

To model seasonal domestic electricity consumption we 
use the data derived directly from the Pareto analysis of 
the SEB billing database (see Chapter 6). The database was 
asked to output average quarterly electricity consumption 
for each parish for 1990, in four bands; TABLE 7.6 provides 
the results of this analysis.

TABLE 7.6 -

Parish

Average quarterly domestic electricity consumption for each parish (1990)
Band 1 Band 2 Band 3

ValeSt.Sampsons Castel St.Saviour St.Peter/Tort Forest St.Andrews St.Martins St.P.Port
Total

Users kWhe Users kffhe Users kffhe
103 2571 2997 3086189 306 80631681 1800 2633 2620108 277 75464662 1287 2658 2764214 326 90939628 1022 703 748234 127 39052234 939 901 956109 178 52215218 553 396 417974 73 24249814 418 659 690790 122 36970738 1109 1834 1867485 304 916989221 6194 5405 5279340 706 2126770
599 15893 18186 18430443 2419 7038996

For the Forest, the average quarterly electricity
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consumption is 1357 kWhe per household. From an analysis of 
the database (in general) the quarters of Nov/Dec/Jan & 
Feb/Mar/Apr appear to result in twice the consumption of 
May/Jun/Jul & Aug/Sep/Oct. Therefore, for seasonal domestic 
electricity modelling purposes we use quarterly consumption 
figures of 1810 kWhe and 905 kWhe respectively. Similarly 
foî  sach of the other parishes; all of which we use later in 
QQT modelling (see Chapter 9).

The QQT SUPPLY model
We now consider the construction of a Forest QQT SUPPLY 

model, which enables a dispersed (smaller scale) electricity 
cogeneration system to be modelled, along with heat 
availability.

A number of researchers^ have discussed demand side 
load management, energy efficiency, carbon and energy taxes 
etc, but have not really addressed in detail the 
'macro-economic' justifications for strategic energy 
conservation management on very small islands^.

In order to correct this, our approach to energy source 
modelling is, in essence, seeking to optimise energy

1. See Neitorouqh, R and Probert, S.D, 1990, 'Intelligent autoiatic 
electrical load lanageaent for netvorlis of ujor d ^ t i c  
appliances' and

Keipton, R and Heiian, R, 1987, 'Energy efficiency: Perspectives 
on individual behaviour' and

Hanne, A.S and Richels, R.G, 1993, 'Ihe EC proposal for 
cori)ining carbon and energy taxes'.

2. Nayte because the quality of data has not been so readily 
available.
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services at more carefully defined levels of delivery. One 
level of delivery could be based upon one supply source 
supplying the whole parish, another level could be 633 
individual energy sources. Any other intermediate level of 
delivery being determined by the number and size of 
identifiable geographic energy clusters.

Important is that the opportunities for 'peak 
smoothing' diminish as the level of delivery chosen is 
reduced^.

As well as supplying electrical energy demands the 
other major energy demand, which is for heat, can now be 
considered locally. It is locally that the possibilities for 
integrating the requirement for electrical energy with the 
requirement for heat energy become much clearer. Heat demand 
data was obtained from each of the three major abstraction 
sites in the form of monthly oil product deliveries.

Modelling at different levels of energy service delivery
Six different levels are modelled, but not all are 

necessarily relevant within each parish.

The first two levels of energy service delivery are 
defined as follows

I^vel 1 - Each site within the parish abstraction (States 
Airport, Sovereign Flowers and Mallard Country Club) have 
their own individual supply source/sources.

1. Disaggregation should not proceed to the point where saoothing 
is lost.
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Level 2 - All three sites are supplied from only one 
location, the States Airport^. The necessary heat 
distribution network is shown on a map background centred on 
the Airport site. Figure 86.

JL

L L

r i i J J m t i :

«9=

Figure 86
Scale: 1 cm = 70 m

Digitised map of the central area of bhe parish of Forest

1 - States Airport2 - Sovereign Flowers3 - Mallard Country Club

Levels 3, 4 and 5
These three further levels attempt to investigate the 

'peak smoothing' effect, which is dependent upon:- 
1) The comparison and integration of different types of

1. I^nrtant is that the site is «holly ovned by the States of 
Guernsey.
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end-user profile from different economic sectors (Level 3 = 
total production demand for example).

2) The identification of any geographic energy clusters of 
production and/or domestic consumption within the parish 
(Level 4 = total domestic demand and Level 5 = 
interactions with neighbouring energy clusters for example).

Level 6
At level 6 the model is expanded to include the total 

production demand of 146 energy consumers (14 hotels, 68 
vineries and 64 commercial/public buildings) and all 487 
domestic energy end-users.

This level of delivery is a parish energy service to 
ALL energy end-users, centred on the States Airport; parish 
based energy production and distribution as a joint service. 
The company offering a hot water distribution service which 
requires that the conventional electricity utility becomes 
involved with another kind of business that is (and must 
always be) twice as large as its primary purpose if it is to 
produce 1 kWhe of electricity for every 2 kWht of heat 
supplied.

The energy demands at all six levels are variable; 
the intention is to match these variable demands with 
possible energy sources, which may also be variable. 
Especially if they involve surpluses of waste heat, or wind 
energy uptakes for example.
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Cash flows are considered because they show the costs 
and benefits of a project when they actually occur. For 
example, the capital cost of a project will be the original 
cash outlay (Year O), and not the notional cost of 
depreciation which is used to spread the capital cost over 
the asset's life in the financial accounts (see Chapter 11).

(2) The timing of cash flows are taken into account by 
discounting them.

The effect of discounting is to give a bigger value per 
£1 for cash flows that occur earlier. £1 earned after one 
year will be worth more than £1 earned after two years, 
which in turn will be worth more than £1 earned after five 
years, and so on.

Net Present Value (NPV) is the value obtained by 
discounting all cash outflows and inflows of a capital 
investment project by a chosen target rate of 'cost of 
capital'.

The NPV is thus calculated as the PV of cash inflows 
minus the PV of cash outflows:-
(1) If the NPV is positive^ - it means that the cash inflows 
from a capital investment will yield a return in excess of 
the cost of capital.

(2) If the NPV is negative - it means that the cash inflows

1. For lost onpanies tbe sbarebolders' interests and increasing 
the value of the business take highest priority.
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from a capital investment will yield a return below the cost 
of capital, and so the project should not be undertaken.

(3) If the NPV is exactly zero - the cash inflows from a 
capital investment will yield a return which is exactly the 
same as the cost of capital (ie. the 'Internal Rate of 
Return'), and the project only just worth undertaking.

Important is that the positive NPV criteria is subject 
only to capital rationing and the feasibility of another 
project of higher NPV^.

There are however other reasons why a present £1 is 
worth more than a future £1:-
(1) Uncertainty - the business world is full of risk and 
uncertainty and although there might be a promise of money 
to come in the future, it can never be certain that the 
money will be received until it has actually been paid.

(2) Inflation - £1 now is worth more than £1 in the future 
because of inflation, but the time value of money concept 
applies even if there is zero inflation. Inflation increases 
the discrepancy in value between monies received at 
different times but it is not the basis of the concept.

The rate of discount^ is crucial to the outcome, many

1. See for exa^>le the ranking discussion in Chapter 11.

2. Different discount rates give different present worths. A high 
rate will reduce substantially the present worth. The cost of 
capital is always likely to be a soiewhat arbitary figure but 
should be regarM critically.
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writers identifying this with a company's cost of capital 
(ie. some measure of the cost to the company of the funds 
that it uses to finance its investments). To some extent 
this cost (of capital) reflects the inherent riskiness of 
the project. This is the 'uncertainty' argument for 
discounting^; a complex debate which we do not review here 
(but discount rates are again discussed in Chapter 11).

VAT is excluded from our appraisals, because this tax 
is not levied on the Island nor corporation tax which is not 
levied on States of Guernsey Trading Boards (such as the 
States Electricity Board for example).

Our analysis uses constant value money in all DCF 
evaluations (the discount rate includes inflation), with a 
base year of 1992.

Taking account of the time value of money (by 
discounting) is one of the principal advantages of the DCF 
appraisal method, the Net Present Value (NPV) criterion*is 
therefore used throughout this study.

Size and type of cogeneration/heating network
It is convenient to divide cogeneration/heating 

networks schemes into various size classes^, TABLE 7.7.

1. Oncertainty about tbe presence or scale of benefits and costs though 
m y  be unrelated to tiie. A preiiui to the discount rate for risk
is often videly reconended.

2. See Andrew, D.C and Low, R.J, 1983, 'The econoiics and relevance 
of MditB, sull and licro coebined beat and powr/district 
heating' for exa^ile.
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TABLE 7.7 — Classification of cogeneration/heating net%«ork schemes by heat load and suitable plant

Plant Large Medium Small Micro200 MWt 30-200 MWt 1-30 MWt lOkWt-lMWt
Steam turbine ---------------------------------
Spark ignition -----------gas engine
Diesel ---------------------------------
Fuel cells -----------
Combined cycle ---------------------------------

In the distributed, very small island, high population 
density (Guernsey) context the 'Small' and possibly 'Medium' 
cogeneration/heating network classifications^ are the most 
appropriate.

In terms of suitable plant, steam turbines and combined 
cycle plant are essentially large-scale. Whereas diesels can 
provide modular, small-scale, high efficiency, local 
cogeneration for very small distributed clusters (possibly 
replaced by the Fuel Cell in the long-run if the technology 
becomes commercially available, see Chapter 8).

The primary advantage of small-scale cogeneration over

1. Concentrations of population (ie. high population densities) 
are wll suited to hot mter piped f m  a local power station 
to private and public buildings, for space and water beating 
purposes. This is not new technology, but its application on 
the O.K. uinland has been rare. On very sull islands unusual.

A parish heating network based upon circulating hot water 
(froi cogeneration plant/suppleMntary boiler) can be 
i^>lemnted without significant changes to doiestic pliabing 
etc.
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electricity-only combined cycle plant is its higher 
effective efficiency^. Even though electricity-only combined 
cycle is another 'energy efficient' route it is one which 
offers an 'all electric' future^.

The most important step in planning a cogeneration 
proposal involves the determination of plant capacity and 
operating options; the possibilities for sizing are:-
(1) Peak electrical demand.

(2) Minimum (or baseload) electrical demand.

(3) Peak thermal demand.

(4) Minimum (or baseload) thermal demand.

(5) Maximum NPV.

On the U.K. mainland individual cogeneration projects 
are seldom sized to meet a peak electrical demand. An 
appropriately sized plant might be sized somewhat larger 
than baseload to achieve minimum payback through increased 
electrical savings. The plant size being determined by a

1. At present, capital costs of the t w  technologies seei very 
siiilar.

2. Ihe ten 'coibined cycle' usually leans a gas turbine with 
vaste heat recovery used to produce additional electrical 
pover via boilers and a steu tintine. Ibe lain difference 
in coiparison vith diesel engines (as shorn in Section 7.1) 
is they are not as efficient.

nie trend is not toward an all-electric society; the high 
investients froi generation to end-use that would have to 
accotpany the use of electricity in other than its lost 
appropriate sectors of deiand cancel out such a trend.
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combination of energy demand levels and financial analysis 
in favour of 'optimum' rather than 'maximum' cash flows.

The method we use for sizing cogeneration plant and for 
estimating annual performance in the present work is based 
upon a simplified, but sufficiently accurate energy 
analysis. Where we focus on (1), (2) and (5) above; each 
proposal sized to be capable of meeting peak electrical 
demand.

The viability of a correctly-sized cogeneration 
installation depends on a real reguirement for the heat and 
power generated. If either of these cannot be used 
productively or sold beneficially (or if either could be 
purchased at a lower cost) then this could result in a net 
'loss' of value to the system proposed.

An energy analysis^ combined with a financial analysis 
must therefore be used to select the size of cogeneration 
plant. Cogeneration should only being run when it provides a 
true financial benefit, but we need to ask at what level of 
energy service delivery does this apply ?

Each level of energy service delivery needs to be 
compared on the basis of the present value total system 
costs over a period equal to the anticipated life of 
equivalent (centralised) electricity generation. The 
anticipated life cycle is usually related to the number

1. Our energy analysis uses the leasured QQT deund profiles 
detailed in Appendix C; annual HD and electricity consuiption 
data froi the SBB and annual heat consioption for each site.
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of hours run; for a diesel engine a life cycle of 80,000 
hours is used, over a study period of ten years.

More than one medium-speed diesel in an installation 
(with several smaller units operating in parallel) provide 
increased reliability and fuel consumption performance 
through lower part-load (75%) operation^ if they are sized 
correctly; this is what we should be aiming to achieve.

The selection of (2) from the entry screen of the 
Guernsey energy model (Parish clusters) displays a sub—menu 
from which a parish can be selected, and it is within this 
modelling environment that the various levels of energy 
service delivery can now be simulated.

7.6 Energy service delivery
Level 1 delivery - individual sites

For investment appraisal purposes the services of a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Midlands Electricity pic 
(Cogeneration Systems Limited, Worcester) was used to 
provide the required cogeneration capital and operational 
cost data. Budget prices relate to cogeneration plant (but 
do not include waste and supplementary heat boilers) with 
electrical outputs ranging from 48 to 14000 kWe are provided 
in APPENDIX H (1992 prices).

Each cogeneration unit is capable of running on Gas 
Oil, LPG or Methane; budget installation costs Include:-

1. See Radsen, A.E, 19(9, 'Optiiising today's generator controls 
and planning for tbe future', uhere specific fuel consuiption 
against diesel engine loading is shorn in diagrantic fon.
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(1) Delivery to the site.
(2) Installation on the site.
(3) Connection to the fuel supply system^.
(4) Cabling and switchgear for cogeneration isolation.
(5) The provision of acoustic enclosures.

The management effort reguired for installing such 
cogeneration plant has recently been reduced by the 
emergence of companies offering turnkey (build, operate and 
maintain) packages (eg. Cogeneration Systems Limited^).

The budgeting for Level 1 delivery in the Forest deals 
with a cogeneration proposal for each of the abstraction 
sites (States Airport, Sovereign Flowers and Mallard Country 
Club). APPENDIX I provides the QQT data, along with current 
energy costs (1992), for the three sites. The demand for 
heat is based upon accounts for monthly fuel delivery to the 
sites.

Figure 87 provides the discounted cashflow for energy 
used at the three sites over a ten year period (1993-2002), 
with no real adjustment in electricity or heat price per 
annum; TABLE 7.8 provides the present value (with a discount 
rate of 15%).

1. Distributed oil storage tanXs provided 'free' by the 
successful oil supply agency.

2. Budget operational costs used in the present m r k  include for the 
rente nnitoring and operation of the plant under a 'total 
■aintenance prograae', ahich covers all laintenance activities, 
to ensure a guaranteed availability of 902 over a ten year period.
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TABLE 7.8 - Present value of energy used at thethree (Forest) sites over a ten year period
States Airport - £753,437Sovereign Flowers - £396,904Mallard Country Club - £119,472

The diurnal electrical load duration curve for the 
Airport produced a maximum electrical demand of 240 kWe on 
the working day the profile was measured (22-23 Nov 1990).
In contrast, maximum electrical demand recorded by the SEB 
during the year reached 456 kWe. From annual electricity 
consumption, the minimum (or baseload) demand is estimated 
to be 167 kWe.

From this data and an examination of the diurnal 
profile we can size cogeneration plant and estimate 
performance. Two cogeneration units are selected for the 
Airport, one 220 kWe for baseload at 75% load (165 kWe) and 
one 385 kWe for peak demand purposes (75% - 289 kWe).

Figure 88 provides the energy analysis and Figure‘89 
the financial analysis for the Airport site.

Energy analysis
The first section of the energy analysis details the 

hours run and load prediction; generated kWhe matches the 
States Airport annual electricity consumption (neglecting 
losses). The cogenerated thermal energy is estimated to be 
2,696 MWht; some 1,052 MWht could be used by the Airport and 
1,644 MWht is surplus to requirements and dumped.
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The ratio of maximum seasonal heat to minimum seasonal 
power = 120 MWht/120 MWhe = 1:1 (see APPENDIX I). The heat 
to power ratio of the proposed commercially available 
cogeneration plant is 1.555:1 (220 kWe) and 1.665:1 (385 
kWe), see APPENDIX H.

The second section of the energy analysis details the 
energy conversion efficiency of the proposal. In general, 
the present study uses a heat/power ratio of 1.4 with an 
electricity conversion efficiency of 35% (see Sections 9.1 
and 11.5). With small variations due to the availability of 
commercial cogeneration plant (approximate fuel conversion 
equivalents are provided in APPENDIX A).

The third and last section of the energy analysis 
provides an energy cost prediction which we can now use in a 
financial analysis.

Financial analysis
The financial analysis provides a discounted cashflow 

for the proposal, with the following criteria:-
(1) Electricity and heat unit costs are taken from TABLE 4.9 
- 9.37p/kWhe and 1.85p/kWht^.

(2) Delivered fuel price (Gas Oil) is taken from TABLE 4.7 
as 14.9p/litre (but sensitivity analysis on fuel price is 
provided later in Chapter 11).

(3) Real fuel price adjustment per annum - 0

1. Dsing I.48p/kNb priM fuel (see TABLE 4.9); the cost of beat 
generated l.SSp/kMht (using a boiler efficiency of 804).
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(4) Real electricity price adjustment per annum - 0

(5) Real heat price adjustment per annum - 0

(6) Discount rate - 15% (but sensitivity analysis on 
discount rate is provided later in Chapter 11).

(7) Operational cost - 0.98p/kWhe^ (no real price adj).

(8) Environmental cost^

If all heat energy is sold on the Airport site the NPV 
is + £173,094, which may offer a better investment when 
compared with the sunk cost of - £753,437 over the same ten 
year period. However, all the heat energy cannot be used at 
the Airport, over half would have to be dumped.

Our analysis does not assume importation of electrical 
energy from the SEB. The evaluation of the potential of 
distributed cogeneration needs to test the extent that each 
level of energy service delivery might be capable of meeting

1. Budget operational costs (vhicb cover all operational and 
uintenance activities) are provided by Cogeneration Systeis 
Liai ted, tiorcester (1992 prices).

2. In priKiple, 'costs' should include a mnetary allovance to 
reflect the burden to society of the eiitted pollutants. The 
pollution 'cost' would be either the cost of prevention or a 
rather lore intangible sui reflecting enviromental daiage, if 
prevention were not possible (or si^)ly too costly).

He will show that cogeneration is 'cleaner' and therefore 
does not require mivironaental justification. He therefore 
do not include an enviromental cost.
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peak electrical demand independently^.

The financial analysis for all three level 1 sites is 
now provided in TABLE 7.9.

TABLE 7.9 - Financial analysis for level 1 delivery
Sunk costs NPV(If all heat sold)

States Airport'^ 
Sovereign Flowers^ 
Mallard Country C.

753,437
396,904
119,472

+ 173,094 
+ 140,096 

41,414

The reality of energy service delivery at each 
individual site results in the production of reject heat at 
two of the sites and a heat energy requirement at the third.

Level 2 delivery - Parish abstraction
The budgeting for level 2 delivery in the parish of 

Forest deals with a single cogeneration proposal. Just 
summating the maximum electrical demands for each site to 
size this level 2 proposal will result in too high a value, 
because the electrical loads do not peak at the same time.

1. Tbe decision as to vbetber any energy service coipany should 
be private or public u y  be iiportant in relation to coipany 
taxation. Tbe SEB pays no tax consequently no tax payable has 
been included in our cash flov analysis.

2. Selected cogeneration plant - 1 * 220 kHe t 1 * 385 kHe 
(69t of beat energy has to be duiped).

3. Selected cogeneration plant - l * 4 8 k H e i l * 7 0 k N e  
(165t wre heat energy is required)

4. Selected cogeneration plant - 1 * 48 Ufe t 1 * 70 kNe 
(111 of heat energy has to be du^led)
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It is necessary therefore to derate each individual site so 
that the summation of the individual loads equal the 
simultaneous maximum demand of the group of three sites.
This 'maximum load integration and smoothing' process is 
likely to produce capital equipment savings.

This can be achieved by applying a 'Coincidence 
Factor', which is defined as "the ratio of the maximum 
coincident total demand of a group of energy end-users to 
the sum of the maximum demands of individual end-users 
comprising the group". The Coincidence Factor is the 
reciprocal of the Diversity Factor, see APPENDIX J.

Using the measured load profiles and annual SEE maximum 
demand data for each site produces a coincidence factor of 
0.66 and a diversity factor of 1.515. Simultaneous maximum 
electricity demand is estimated to be 417 kWe and baseload 
278 kWe. Seasonal electrical and heat energy profiles for 
the group are provided in Figures 90 and 91 respectively.

Abstraction sitss - Elsctricsl snsr^y (nonthly/ssssonsl consuaptlon)MWe

Figure 90 
2 2 0



MWt
Abstraction sites - Heat energy 
(Monthly/seasonal consuaption)

Plonth
+ Heat from Cpgen. 7 Heat demand _ _______

Figure 91

There is a requirement now to distribute electricity 
and also heat from the source/sources located at the States 
Airport to the other two sites (see Figure 86). The distance 
between the Airport and the Mallard Country Club is 80& m; 
from the main road to Sovereign Flowers is 150 m (heat 
distribution network costs are discussed in Chapter 11).

If the heat from cogeneration is now superimposed on 
the seasonal heat requirement of the three site group (see 
Figure 91). This indicates the need for a supplementary heat 
boiler, in order to provide supplementary heating between 
the months of November and May.

The financial analysis for level 2 delivery is provided 
in TABLE 7.10.
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TABLE 7.10 - Financial analysis for level 2 delivery
SunX cosLs NPV(If all heaf sold)

Abstraction sites^ - 1,269,813 + 539,503

The annual primary fuel imported into the Island for 
heating these three sites is:-
(1) 136,715 litres of Gas Oil
(2) 367,000 litres of Product 469

Assuming an 80% boiler conversion efficiency, the 
required end-user heat energy requirement at the three sites 
is 4,271.5 MWht.

The annual electrical energy requirement for the three 
sites is 2,604.7 MWhe, which represents approximate annual 
primary fuel imports for electricity alone of some 575,000 
litres.

In contrast, to meet level 2 energy service delivery 
700,000 litres of Gas Oil has to be imported into the 
Island. Which would generate 2,605 MWhe of electrical energy 
and 4,120 MWht of heat energy (30% of the latter being 
dumped). 111,752 litres of Product 469 is still required to 
fuel the supplementary boiler between November and May.

Neglecting heat and electricity distribution losses, 
which should be very small when considering how close the

1. Selected cogeneration plant - 1 * 38S klfe & 1 * 150 kNe 
(301 of beat energy has to be dioped)
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three sites are to each other. This suggests a 24.8% 
reduction in petroleum product imports into the Island, in 
this particular case.

Level 2 delivery in the Forest thus displaces over 
half the high sulphur content Product 469 and all Heavy Fuel 
Oil imports normally used by centralised electricity 
production, with consequent reductions in greenhouse gases.

This is where the benefits of a distributed approach to 
energy planning begin to become persuasive. Further shifts 
of the coincidence factor, through local management, may 
also achieve further marginal benefits.

Level 3 delivery — total production demand
As outlined simplistically in STEP2 of the QQT demand 

model (see Section 7.5) the diurnal profile for production 
electricity demand in the Forest is formed as follows:—
(1) The Mallard Country Club measured profile (31-1 June 91) 
is factored to the highest electrical MD recorded by the 
SEB (* 1.7). Which is again factored (* 3.1) to simulate 
the remaining tourism sector demand (see TABLE 7.2).

(2) This is repeated for Sovereign Flowers for the vinery 
sector (* 4.5 & * 1.71) and the States Airport for the 
commercial/public buildings sector (* 1.9 & * 1.55).

(3) The three demand profiles produced are then added and 
the resulting profile multiplied by the coincidence factor 
of 0.66, Figure 92.
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parishes, TABLE 7.11.

TABLE 7.11 - Parish prcxluction/domesLic electricity consiunption ratio
Vale 0.66St.Sampsons 0.96Castel 0.51St.Saviour 0.70St.Peter/Torteval 0.51Forest 1.77St.Andrew 1.14St.Martin 0.89St.Peter Port 1.76

Only three parishes have a larger non-domestic 
electricity consumption (Forest, St.Andrews and St.Peter 
Port), which may have an important influence on energy 
planning and again highlights geographic importance.
Planning on an aggregate Island wide basis may not optimise 
these diverse parish energy characteristics.

Level 4 delivery — total domestic demand
Cogeneration is becoming widely used in commercial/ 

tourism/industrial installations on the U.K. mainland. As 
yet, there has been little penetration into possibly the 
largest market, domestic heating.

A cogeneration unit whose thermal output is used 
primarily for space heating is in a favourable position. Its 
highest outputs would tend to coincide very closely with the 
highest demands for electricity. Because of the very close 
correlation between space heating requirements and the 
seasonal pattern of electricity demand and may be 
particularly relevant to Guernsey, with large domestic
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The financial analysis, using the same criteria, 
produces a NPV of + £233,753 if all heat units are sold.

Level 4 energy service delivery serves 487 domestic 
end-users, but ALL are located in a densely populated area 
(4.2 km^2).

Level 5 delivery - interactions with neighbouring clusters 
Other neighbouring clusters may exist within each 

parish which may take four forms:-
(1) Single domestic energy service - The prospects of 
finding a reliable small engine for a single house micro-CHP 
is dependent upon the development of a motor able to run for 
at least 10,000 hours without maintenance, and silent^.

(2) Domestic end-user cluster - It is a sobering thought 
that a small truck engine is sufficient to heat and light a 
50 house estate^. Although stationary engines for micro-CHP 
are more robustly constructed than automotive engines, the 
whole unit including generator is only 2 metres long and can 
be wheeled into place on a trolley by two men. The unit 
located in a small plant room together with control system 
and hot water storage, with the output shared between 
houses. Noise abatement though is a serious concern and 
acoustic enclosures need to be included.

The heat is distributed by insulated distribution

1. lost distinctive characteristic of household energy 
consuiption is its enonoos variability. This is an extrsM 
case of disaggregation «here snothing is co^iletely lost.

2. See Dooley, T, 1991, 'Pocket-siie power packs potential' for exaiple.
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heating pipes and fed into conventional wet radiator heating 
installations in each house. Regardless the 3 phase 415 V 
electricity produced by such means only meets part of the 
electrical load (extra electricity needs to be supplied from 
the grid) and this does not meet our criteria that each 
energy service delivery must be capable of meeting 
simultaneous maximum electrical demand.

A criticism of domestic cogeneration is that house heat 
loads (especially in low energy houses) are too small to 
make it worthwhile. Simply the parish of Forest (and also 
the other parishes) do not have such large housing estates.

(3) Production end-user cluster - The aggregate electrical 
demand profile of the three site abstraction is not smoothed 
by adding the three individual profiles together. Production 
demand in the Forest is dominated by the States Airport, and 
so is the aggregated electrical demand profile; but this may 
not be the case in other parishes.

(4) Combined production/domestic end-user cluster - The 
parish of Forest itself (4.2 km^2) is a small combined 
cluster of 487 domestic end-users and 146 production end- 
users. Other parishes may possibly lend themselves to 
separate (distinct) clusters but this is certainly not 
apparent in the Forest.

Level 6 delivery - the parish energy service coapany idea 
By distributed cogeneration we mean that in the long- 

run Guernsey's centralised power and energy base will not 
exist. Island energy requirements will be met by energy
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service companies (ESCos) operating cogeneration plant 
(supported by renewable energy resources where appropriate) 
within each cluster and parish^.

The requirement here is for level 6 delivery to be 
self-sufficient and, for the purposes of our analysis, to 
consider that the importation of electrical energy from the 
States Electricity Board is simply not available.

Electrical analysis (see Chapter 10) indicates that the 
existing Island electricity distribution network is more 
than capable of sustaining distributed power and energy 
services from parish based cogeneration plant. An important 
advantage of this approach (compared to centralised power 
production) will be shown to be a significant reduction in 
energy losses because the output from the cogenerator is 
consumed close to the supply source. Also, if parish 
electricity demand grows, savings can also be made on 
capital expenditure that would otherwise be necessary to 
expand the capacity of the centralised Island electricity 
network.

All the present assumptions on Guernsey have favoured a 
centralised electricity organisation, dependent upon an 
implicit bias in favour of large, slow-speed, two-stroke 
diesel power generation at one site.

1. He are not siiply considering in the present work the integration 
of cogeneration plant into the Island electricity systei, but 
proposing that parish based, distributed cogeneration plant 
'becoMs' the Island electricity systei, and lore.
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Obsession with size (based upon a concept of economies 
of scale) though may not necessarily be valid. Plant size 
does not always equate with efficiency because of the 
'peakiness' of load. The large diesel engines presently 
located at the one site at Vale can result in technical 
inflexibility and lack of responsiveness to changing demand 
patterns. In contrast, diversification of risk into smaller, 
parish based plants (built with much shorter lead times) is 
a way of increasing flexibility of response and spreading 
risk. We will go on to show that significant energy savings 
can be achieved with distributed cogeneration, which will 
reduce electricity transmission/distribution losses and also 
power generation losses at peak (see Chapter 10).

To ensure adequate security of electricity supply extra 
centralised generation capacity (known as the planning 
margin) has to be provided to ensure 100% availability, to 
cover all eventualities. If capacity is provided by a number 
of smaller distributed units this will be shown to reduce 
the planning margin significantly.

The lack of responsiveness to changing centralised 
demand patterns can result in adverse duty cycles for the 
large slow-speed diesel engines at the Vale power station.
Up and running for 18 hours of a typical working day and 
then sometimes stopped due to insufficient night load (ie. 
the duty cycle is incompatible with large engine size).
Which results in the heating up and cooling dotm of engines, 
with thermal stresses occuring and the cracking of piston 
crowns.
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The States Airport is the energy 'hub' of the parish of 
Forest and this is where the level 6 delivery energy 
service company (ESCo) should probably be based.

The electrical load duration curve for level 3 
(total production demand) can now be added to the load 
duration curve for level 4 (total domestic demand) to 
derive the final parish (Forest) model. Figure 94. 
Cogeneration plant can then again be selected to meet and 
match this profile.

1.6
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1.2

0.8

0.6

Estimated electrical HD for the parish 
of Forest (Temp, corrected to - 4.7 C)

0. 4 -

0. 2 -
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Time (Hrt)
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Figure 94

As mentioned earlier, where distinct loads exist for 
much of the day it is more energy efficient to operate with 
an engine (or engines) at 75% full load, rather than using a 
large engine at part load for much of its life. Bearing this
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in mind we can select plant to meet the peak electrical 
demand of 1.5 MWe and minimum (or baseload) demand of 550 
kWe^. The financial analysis, using the same criteria, 
produces a NPV of + £1,312,092.

Each level of energy service delivery has been modelled 
on the basis of all available heat energy being sold, in 
order to compare the different levels of delivery on the 
same basis (ceteris paribus, E demand and E supply). Figure 
95. However, a comparison on this basis is unrealistic since 
30% of heat energy is still dumped at level 3.

It appears that only when there is a mix of production 
and domestic heat end-user demands that 'customer use of 
waste heat' may be maximised and a true financial benefit 
achieved. Simply the amount of domestic heat load that will 
be required needs to be tested locally. We will show that 
location specific energy imbalances are important and need 
to be considered carefully (see Chapter 9).

It is at the distributed (parish) level of energy 
service delivery that different mixes of production and 
domestic consumption occur and where our attention is now 
focussed.

1. Selected cogeneration plant - 1 * 750 M(e (baseload), 1 * 750 M e  
(intenediate) and 1 * 385 M e  (peak).
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7.7 Validat:ion of results
There are intellectual doubts about the extent to which 

an energy model can act as a surrogate for the real world. 
Some attractively simple models can conceal an immense 
unarticulated network of assumptions, judgements and 
understandings in terms of which they must be interpreted. 
Actual site measured values are used in the present %rork 
in an attempt to increase reliability.

Each of the final parish energy models are intricately 
linked to the data set used in each model's development. The 
data modelled relates to actual (measured) electrical demand 
profiles for each of the four economic sectors within the 
production classification, in all the Guernsey parishes. For 
domestic demand we have used good quality, banded, domestic 
electrical demand profiles from load research conducted by 
the U.K. Electricity Association.

The modelling process described for the Forest has also 
been followed to produce the final profiles for the 
remaining eight parishes, and these are provided in APPENDIX 
K.

The highest Island peak electricity demand to date 
occurred on 7 February 1991 with a very low daily mean 
temperature of - 4.7 C (+ 23.54 F). For all nine final 
parish models we have therefore attempted to temperature 
correct to - 4.7 C. We have done this by using winter day 
time temperature responses for each economic sector from 
data again kindly provided by the U.K. Electricity
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Association. For domestic demand, for every one degree fall 
in temperature a 1% increase in electricity demand has been 
used.

For production demand, for every one degree fall in 
temperature 0.7% (Comm); 0.7% (Tourism); 0.5% (Ind) and 
1% (Vineries) increase in electricity demand has been used.

To assess the credibility of this ratio estimator 
approach, the nine temperature corrected final parish 
demand profiles were added and compared with the highest 
Island peak electricity demand profile of the 7 February 
1991, Figure 96.

Island aggregate electrical tID and the 
nine sunnated ESCo MDs

TiM (Hrs)
—  C 0 —  B

Figure 96
A. 7 February 1991 electrical M.D. = 58.8 MWe
B. Summated nine Parish electrical M.D. = 47.3 MWe
C. Profile 'B' plus 6.5 MWe demand loss at peak
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The difference in peak demand is 11.5 MWe, but in 
Chapter 10 we will demonstrate that 6.5 MWe of this is 
the demand loss at peak due to centralised electricity 
production (ie. the generation plant required at the present 
centralised power station site purely to supply peak demand 
losses).

The nine final (parish) QQT demand profiles compare 
well with the 7 February 1991 highest Island electricity 
demand profile and explain over 90% of true peak demand.

Clearly, the resultant temperature corrected parish 
quality^ (Q), quantity (Q) and timing (T) profiles are not 
the same; each model is location specific.

The new focus on energy planning is not now at the 
aggregate Island level, which has been the non, but the 
distributed level of the Guernsey parishes. We now go on to 
discuss this new focus by operating the 'Energy Planning' 
sub-system model on paper in Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11. .

SUMMARY
(1) The Guernsey energy model tests the priority of 
obtaining power from distributed cogeneration (with other 
possible sources treated as secondary).

(2) For a thorough (QQT) approach it is essential to obtain

1. Quantity and Tiling are veil served by tbe discussion in this 
Chapter. Quality is less obviously subjected to any 'latching' 
criteria but this will be addressed in Chapters 8 and 9.
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a set of reliable large end-user energy profiles, even 
though it is very time consuming.

(3) The technique of using a ratio estimator, with annual 
consumption as the auxiliary variable (for meta modelling/ 
scenario evaluations), appears to be valid.

(4) Locally, the possibilities for integrating the 
requirement for electrical energy with the requirement for 
heat energy become much clearer.

(5) An energy analysis combined with a financial analysis 
must be used to select the size of cogeneration plant for 
economical optimality.

(6) Obsession with size (based upon a concept of economies 
of scale for centralised power generation) may not 
necessarily be valid.

(7) It appears that only when there is a mix of production 
and domestic heat end-user demands that 'customer use of 
waste heat' may be maximised and a true financial benefit 
achieved. Location specific energy imbalances are therefore 
important and need to be considered carefully.

It is at the distributed (parish) level of energy 
service delivery that different mixes of production and 
domestic demand occur and where our attention is now 
focussed.

(8) The historical decision to implement 'central' power 
stations has in part been because electricity loads
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CHAPTER 8

THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE SYSTEM

The traditional approach to energy planning, which is 
practised on many small islands (including Guernsey), is 
central supply orientated. The approach is from the top 
downwards; it starts from extrapolations of historic demand 
trends^ and then planning goes on to focus on the 
feasibility of (and resource requirements for) adding to 
centralised energy supplies.

These planning methods are just not appropriate for 
distributed cogeneration. A thorough (QQT modelling) 
approach is required of which the 'Energy Planning' sub
system model operated on paper in Chapters 8, 9, 10 and 11 
is now the subject.

This Chapter leads to the conclusion that to optimise 
fuel inputs, local (parish) energy service companies (ESCos) 
may be needed to provide (local) energy services; now 
marketing heat energy as well as electricity.

8.1 Inappropriate planning methods
The present approach on Guernsey, with little or no 

States of Guernsey intervention in the energy market, has 
lead to:-
1) Coal imports being reduced from 67% of primary energy 
imports (ex.transport) in 1960 to 14% in 1990 (see Chapter

1. S«e EHtMmk Preec« Liiited, 1989, 'Reviev of generation 
developwnt' on Guernsey for example.
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the present work attempts to address).

A new distributed energy planning approach
There is a need to change the traditional focus away 

from 'prepared' fuels and electricity towards the energy 
services that people actually want, such as comfort, 
illumination, cooked food, mobility.

To optimise fuel inputs, it may be necessary to 
establish local energy service companies (ESCos) to provide 
(local) energy services that market heat energy as well as 
electricity. Parish based ESCos, not only to distribute and 
provide parish energy needs but also, perhaps, to invest in 
demand side energy efficiency improvements as a part of a 
contractual package. Present centralised suppliers on the 
Island do not regard energy saving as either a demand 
reducing tool or as a possible business venture.

The ESCo operation could be developed as a tripartite 
partnership between the SOGEMS, ESCo and energy end-user, 
and backed up in the SOGEMS/ESCo and ESCo/end-user cases by 
legal contracts (see ESCo accountability. Section 10.2). The 
ESCo would offer its expertise and possibly sources of 
finance to deliver specifically agreed results, with 
contracts specifying who pays what and what is deliverable.

An island which also relies entirely on imported energy 
cannot fail to give some consideration to the possible 
contribution from renewable sources. Nevertheless a local 
ESCo cannot depend on weather patterns (this would involve 
too great a risk for the end-users) because electricity
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needs have to be met all the time. Demand must be met in the 
most unfavourable weather conditions (eg. no wind or thick 
cloud cover) therefore fossil fuels must be used to secure 
energy services, at least in the short to medium term.

Important is that energy supplied by alternative 
sources create parallel savings in fossil fuel imports.
Which might further reduce the Island's dependence on world 
fuel markets (and on non-renewable polluting resources) and 
should not be ignored, but this should not be based on 
wishful thinking.

We will show that renewable sources can make a 
contribution, possibly greater in some parishes than others 
(see Chapter 9). Yet this is not to say that in the long-run 
renewable energy sources may not be able to supply an 
increasing proportion of Island energy requirements, but 
this will depend on changed consumer preferences/needs.

A pragmatic view (and one we adopt in the present work) 
is that the first objective of decentralisation should be 
the reduction of petroleum product imports into the Island. 
Our new focus on parish energy service provision then allows 
us to consider possible (local) renewable energy 
contributions, within local (parish) based decision making^.

Our new distributed energy planning procedure;-
(1) Obtains a set of reliable large end-user QQT energy

1. Involved in decision laking with respect to, for exaiple, the 
proportion of wind turbine generators penitted within the 
parish etc.
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(a) The installation of such a cable would represent a very 
large capital investment^ in relation to the size of the SEB 
and hence a serious step to take.

(b) Guernsey is technically a foreign country to France.

(c) The cable or cables would land on a beach immediately to 
the north of Vale castle, and then to the centralised power 
station site in the Vale. Which would further perpetuate the 
current centralised approach to electricity provision on 
the Island^.

(d) Many schemes employing submarine power cables have 
suffered poor availability due to cable faults.

(e) Important is that diesel based power generation plant 
would still be required to meet Guernsey's electricity 
demand anyway (1) because the French EDF tariff in the 
winter is too prohibitive and (2) to supply the Island 
should the submarine cable link fail.

(f) French electricity is primarily derived from nuclear 
sources^; indications are that EDF themselves are 
considering diversification away from nuclear energy, as 
their forecasts predict that within five years they will

1. £50 lillion for a 50 RNe link (1992 prices).

2. Jersey currently has a cable link with the French uinland; 
a link between Jersey and Guernsey is considered to be of 
siiilar cost as one with France, but there lay be an elewnt 
of inter-island politics also at work here.

3. See Guernsey Evening Press, 2 August 1985, 'Nuclear industry 
like a cancer on this earth'.
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have absorbed all their surplus power^.

(2) Gas pipeline link with France
The option of a natural gas pipeline to France has also 

been considered (natural gas may have better reserves than 
oil and a more stable price).

Dual-fired oil/natural gas power stations have already 
been built in Eire (and elswhere) but these are of the 
gas turbine type as opposed to diesel engines^.

A techno-economic study^ on behalf of the Guernsey Gas 
Company concluded that the economies of such a pipeline 
would be:

"quite tight and that 'aggressive' marketing would be 
essential in gaining substantial new markets for natural 
gas" .

(3) Coal
Coal resources worldwide are abundant, but solid fuels 

are harder to transport and handle and require significant 
areas for storage^. Also Coal scores badly on environmental 
grounds.

1. See New Scientist, 12 January 1991, 'EOF considering 
diversification away froi nuclear energy'.

2. See Guernsey Evening Press, 26 Narcb 1990, 'Frencb natural 
gas link coks closer*.

3. See Britisb Gas, January 1990, 'Tedmo-econoiic feasibility 
study for Gas Energy (Cl) Liiited - Phase Tuo Report.

4. All of uhicfa are probleutic in relation to very snail island 
coounities.
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(4) Cogeneration
One of the advantages of the distributed cogeneration 

concept is the freedom in the choice of basic fuels; oil, 
LPG, methane and Island refuse. This range of usable fuels 
may form the foundation of a reliable energy supply.

Renewable energy sources :
Renewable energy is an opportunity to provide at least 

some of the energy needs of each parish but (as we will show 
in Chapter 9) opportunities for exploiting renewable energy 
sources are limited to a large extent by parish geography 
and natural endowment.

The U.K.'s Department of Energy have defined three 
categories of renewable energy^: —
(1) Economically attractive:
Biofuels^ — combustion of dry wastes —

Mass burn incineration does not have a reputation for 
clean reliable operation, but this is inconsistent with 
experience elsewhere. The States of Jersey Resources 
Recovery Board for example, operate an incinerator on the 
island of Jersey to dispose of refuse, and supply power to 
their electricity network. We will show that mass burn 
incineration may also be appropriate within the St.Sampson's 
cluster.

1. See Departient of Energy (U.K.), 1988, 'Energy paper «0.55' 
and also Bern, E.G, 1990, 'Senewble energy tedmologies 
for pover generation in the Dnited Kingdoi - an overview'.

2. Biofuels - often tened bioiass.
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Biofuels - landfill gas -
Utilising landfill gas for power generation provides a 

safe and effective way of disposing of the methane produced 
in the waste degredation process, which is a potential 
hazard in landfills^. We will show that this may well be 
appropriate in the Vale cluster.

Similarly, the use of the Island's sewage, using the 
well established process of anaerobic digestion, may be 
appropriate in the St.Peter Port cluster.

Some aspects of passive solar design of buildings - 
Which is a demand side measure.

(2) Promising but uncertain;
Land based wind energy

In order to examine 'real-life' land based wind energy 
on Guernsey (and observe turbine behaviour) we later use a 
probabilistic simulation, which incorporates random 
phenomena.

Tidal energy
No suitable land-locked area, with the possible 

exceptions of Grande Havre or Rocquaine Bay, exist on the 
Island. Costs would be excessive and would encounter major 
environmental objections^.

1. See Guernsey Evening Press, 13 Narcb 1993, 'BOA want to 
b u m  tip gas'. Board of Adiinistration «ant to build a 
£200,000 gas abstraction plant to get rid of letbane fr« 
the Bordeaux tip.

2. See Pielden, D, 21 April 1993, 'Visit report to the Le Ranee 
Barrage near St.Ralo'. Internal SEB Tepart.
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8.3 Poor deHand side energy efficiency
On Guernsey conservation was practised through history 

until the second half of the twentieth century^, ships 
timbers were preserved to build houses/barns and organic 
wastes were spread over the land as fertiliser. A primitive 
form of space heating was to keep cows and pigs within the 
traditional Guernsey cottage for example.

There was a time when almost every possible resource 
available in each parish was exploited, either for 
mechanical or thermal energy. Windmills were erected to 
supplement existing water mills due to the scarcity of 
seasonal water. Traditional houses were characterised by 
'terpis' (large open fireplaces burning gorse), 'buzzets' 
(cakes of dried cow dung), dried peat and vraic and waste 
wood.

Certainly ever since 1965 (when GNP data started to be 
collected) economic growth has been impressive (see Chapter 
2). Such increases in wealth are a significant factor in the 
growth of energy consumption on the Island, particularly 
electricity (see Figures 38 and 43, Chapter 5).

Ward^, in her Forward to Lovin's book 'Soft Energy 
Paths', stresses the potentially disastrous consequences of 
wealth. Which creates new habits and expectations that are 
accompanied by an irrational lack of care about usefulness

1. See ScbuMcfaer, D, 1985, 'Energy: Crisis or opportunity' 
for a general discussion on historical energy conservation.

2. Hard, B, 4 March 1977, Eorevord to 'Soft energy paths'.
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or waste. The process develops habits in individual people, 
institutions and whole societies, which accustom them to 
operating on the basis of excess and wastefulness (which is 
sometimes referred to as the high consumer discount rate 
problem).

This has already been seen to be a problem on the 
Island, where the Board of Administration have concentrated 
on providing information as a rather passive method of 
influencing these market forces. They launched a brief 
energy conservation campaign in 1990 and produced a booklet 
entitled 'A Guide to Home Energy Costs and Savings', 
delivered by newsagents to all Island homes^.

In contrast, the centralised energy suppliers (SEB, Gas 
Energy, BFL, Oil companies) seem concerned only with the 
supply of their prepared fuels and devote little attention 
to the efficiency of their use. A change from this 
traditional situation to more local energy services would 
contribute to overcoming these barriers.

The local energy service company idea is far more than 
a passive consumer information programme. It addresses the 
four criteria that must be satisfied to capture the full 
economic potential (supply and demand side) for energy 
conservation:-
(1) It deals with the high consumer discount rate problem.

1. See Board of Adiiniatration, October 1990, 'A guide to boie 
energy coets and savings' and 'Handy hints to help you save 
energy'.
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(2) It can be profitable for the companies involved.

(3) It can avoid penalising non-participants.

(4) It can ensure that estimated energy savings are close to 
actual.

The prospects for improved demand side energy efficiency on Guernsey
Domestic energy efficiency:

Domestic buildings play a vital role in energy 
efficiency because the building stock is more permanent and 
consumes the largest proportion of Guernsey's annual imports 
of primary energy (see Figure 34, Chapter 5). The U.K.
Energy Efficiency Office suggest that 82% of total domestic 
energy use is typically related to space and water heating^.

So many domestic buildings on the Island have dormer 
windows that you have the feeling that many of the 
population must be living in the roof space. Probably one 
house in three is dormered, with the result that this has 
now become an accepted Guernsey pattern (with dormers 
probably a fairly late arrival on the housing scene^). The 
older double storey houses of the 17th and 18th centuries 
normally used oak, elm or ship's timbers in a pattern of 
roof construction with Internal bracing, which effectively 
precluded using the roof space as a room (to this day, most

1. D.K. Energy Efficiency Office, 1984, 'Energy use in 
the doKstic sector by typical end-use*.

2. Guernsey Evening Press, 24 April 1984, 'Clumge fna thatch 
to tile lade doners tnrthMhile'.
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of the older large houses are still dormer-less)• Some 
though, were reroofed completely during the change from 
thatch to tile and putting in dormers then became worthwhile 
and possible.

Over 50% of domestic properties on the Island have 
between 4 and 5 rooms (from census data), we therefore 
surveyed a typical Guernsey detached cottage with typical 
(dormer) attic bedrooms (living room, dining room, kitchen, 
bedroom 1, bedroom 2 and bathroom) with associated lobby, 
hall and landing. The property, which was visited by the 
Writer and floor areas measured, is in the parish of 
St.Sampsons and shown in Figure 97.

' * 1.

Typical Guernsey cottage 
Figure 97 
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The greatest proportion of heat loss (42%) is through 
the solid external walls of the house^. 26% is lost through 
the single glazed window frames. 13% through infiltration.
9% through partition walls (plastered both sides). 6% 
through the solid floor with wool carpet and felt overlay.
2% through the main roof (which in this case has tiles on 
battens and felt ceiling overlaid with 150 mm glasswool).
6.5kWt, some three quarters of the heat energy purchased by 
the household in the form of oil, gas, coal or electricity, 
quickly escaping.

Even though there have been recent improvements in 
Guernsey's building regulations for new constructions (see 
Section 6.4) their effect will be heavily lagged. The 
principal route for influencing the pace of change in the 
housing stock (to achieve greater energy efficiency) must be 
by retrofitting the existing stock, not by new build. Given 
the low annual demolition and replacement rates, a high 
proportion of dwellings likely to be inhabited in 2020 are 
already constructed.

After space and water heating, the remaining 18% of 
domestic energy use relates to cooking (8.6%), appliances

1. It is often suggested that not a lot can be done about 
insulating solid granite walls, where there is no cavity 
to fill.

Consideration though should be given to the French lethod 
of internal insulation using about 100 ■  of 'rockwool' 
insulation behind an inner skin of SO ■  brickwork. Externally 
added insulation is also possible. For a reference see Rilbank, 
N.O and Southern, J.R, 1981, 'liproving the tbenal insulation 
of solid walled buildings in the United Kingdoi* for exa^ile.
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(7.8%) and lighting (1.6%). All of which are mainly 
electricity end-uses and their efficiency influences 
consumption. Which is all determined by the size and 
structure of the appliance stock and the way it is used, 
the level of end-user's income, fuel price and the 
transitory effect of the weather. Overall a complex picture, 
but in the present work we are interested primarily in the 
scope for efficiency improvements.

As mentioned earlier, a comprehensive assessment would 
reguire the examination of all specific end-uses on 
Guernsey (and the efficiency of the technologies presently 
employed) but this is not altogether necessary for our 
requirements. Assessments carried out by Marshal and also 
Mclnnes et al^ suggest that there is potential for 
economically justifiable efficiency improvements in all end- 
uses, with the largest economic saving potential to be found 
in lighting applications.

It is estimated (Ibid) that savings in the range of 
10-20% could result from overall efficiency improvements in 
cooking/appliances/lighting, in the domestic sector. The 
full achievement of this potential however, implies the 
replacement of existing appliances and this could only 
really happen over about two decades.

1. Narshall, M.R, A{iril 1991, 'End-use analysis of doMStic 
electricity sales' and

Nclnnes, G and Dnteiwrsadier, E, 1991, 'Electricity end-use 
efficiency'.
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Regardless, targeting demand-side energy efficiency 
measures in the domestic sector principally upon the 
domestic building stock may produce the greatest energy 
savings.

Commercial/tourisBi/industrial energy efficiency:
In order to assess the energy efficiency potential 

within each of these sectors we make use of the performance 
yardsticks based upon Normalised Performance Indicators 
(NPIs), determined by the U.K. Audit Commission (1985)^.

Commercial/public buildings
Space and water heating typically represents 82% 

(public building) and 68% (commercial building) of total 
energy use (U.K. Energy Efficiency Office).

The use of the States Electricity Board's Geographic 
Information System (GIS) of the Island was of great help in 
determining the necessary floor areas for each large end- 
user site (in each abstraction) in order to derive energy 
consumption estimates.

TABLE 8.3 compares these energy consumption estimates 
derived by the Writer, with typical NPI ratings for these 
large end-user sites.

1. A probla vitb the use of yardstick values is that they are 
calculated by suming the energy consuiption fro all of the 
fuels used in a building (including electricity).

nevertheless, it is possible to obtain a leasure of the 
energy perfonance of the abstraction sites by co^iarison 
with IPIs published for lost coaon types of buildings.
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TABLE 8.3 - Energy consiuipLion and NPI ratings for tJie coim/public bldg in each parish abstraction

Vale - Alliance C & CSt.Sampsons - PrisonCastel - King Edward VII Hosp.St.Saviours - Mont Variouf Sch.St.Peter/Tort - Le Riche StoresForest - AirportSt.Andrews - Grammar Sch.St.Martins - P.Eliz. Hosp St.Peter Port - Leisure Centre

NPI Consumption Savingtarget estimates %kWh/m''2 kWh/m^2
N/À 203 -

550 462 0605 1534 61250 832 70N/A 393 -400 538 26250 367 32605 830 27570 660 14
Avg 33%

The Prison appears to be within yardstick, with no 
energy savings identified using this form of analysis; but 
from the site survey, savings can be identified. A possible 
reason for this may be that the NPI Yardsticks have been 
created from sample buildings which include old and new 
structures, well run and poorly run buildings.

Likewise, some adjustment to the figures for the 
King Edward VII Hospital may also be necessary; the targets 
set out in EEC publications exclude laundries for example. A 
more detailed approach may be possible using the information 
provided by others (the U.K. Department of Health for 
example), but this is left to other researchers.

Tourism
Space and water heating typically represents 69% of 

total energy use (U.K. Energy Efficiency Office).

TABLE 8.4 again compares the energy consumption 
estimates derived by the Writer, with typical NPI ratings
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The dairy industry typically use some 84% of total 
energy for process/space/water heating purposes (U.K. Energy 
Efficiency Office). From estimates of average and best 
practice (Ibid), the energy saving potential of the dairy 
on Guernsey may be greater than 30%.

The industrial energy end-user in the St.Peter Port 
abstraction primarily uses electricity for injection 
moulding purposes (and manufactures surgical appliances).

Horticulture/vinery energy efficiency:
Over 90% of total energy consumption in this sector is 

used for space heating; less than 10% for electricity end- 
uses (pumping, high pressure sodium lighting and 
refrigeration).

There are no NPI Yardsticks produced for horticulture/ 
vinery end-users, TABLE 8.6.

TABLE 8.6 - Energy consumption for the major horticulture/ vinery end-user in each parish abstraction

Vale - (Vingtaine)St.Sampsons - (Kenilworth) Castel - NoneSt.Saviours - (Les Mourants)St.Peter/Tort - (Bader Roses) Forest - (Sovereign Flowers)St.Andrews - (J.Angenent Roses) St.Martins - (Bali-Hai)St.P.Port - (Ramee Roses)

MPI Consumption SavingtargetkWh/m^2 estimateskWh/m^2 %

N/A 721 —

N/A 658 -
— — —

N/A 264 -N/A 884 -N/A 929 -N/A 245 -N/A 349 -N/A 304 -

Early growing is very dependent upon favourable light 
conditions, but structures which allow the highest possible
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approaching saturation level^, but this may not be strictly 
correct. Saturation level is generally assumed to occur when 
90% of the driving age group of 17-74 years own a car (100% 
car ownership being unlikely because some people will be 
prevented or deterred by disabilities or other factors). On 
this basis, saturation level was exceeded in 1986.

With future GNP growth there could still be a further 
increase in motor spirit imports into the Island, which 
would further contribute to the greater degradation of the 
environment. The increased pollution by traffic not only 
affecting air quality through the discharge of oxides 
of nitrogen and hydrocarbons, but also contributing to 
global warming (particularly through the generation of 
carbon dioxide).

In contrast, the widespread use of Electric Vehicles 
(EVs) on the Island (as part of our distributed cogeneration 
ethos) would alleviate this problem, as well as aid in 
smoothing ESCo electricity demand curves.

Electricity generation is far more efficient when 
demand is consistent and the fact that recharging would take 
place at night, plus the fact that peak transport demand is 
generally in the summer, would mean that parish based 
generating plant could operate consistently at 75% of full 
load.

1. Island Traffic Comittae, August 1991, 'An integrated transport and planning strategy for Guernsey'.
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Electric drive vehicles have become of increased 
interest recently because of the new legal requirement in 
California from 1998 onwards, for 2% of all vehicles sold 
to be 'zero-emission vehicles' (growing to 10% by 2003)^. 
The advent of the zero-emission regulatory action in 
California has forced the automotive industry to take the 
electric vehicle seriously; EVs are the only practical way 
of meeting this zero-emission requirement.

Even though the pure electric vehicle has had limited 
range and extended recharge time, their use on very small 
islands (such as Guernsey) may be viable^. Particularly so 
when it is part of an overall strategic energy planning 
approach, as advocated here.

Macpherson^ for example, considered the application 
of traffic compatible EVs on the very small islands of Lewis 
and Harris. Data was collected on the driving patterns and 
attitudes of island motorists, which may well be 
transferable to the present work.

The aim of his research was to study the performance 
of EVs and the extent to which they could replace Internal 
Combustion Engines (ICEs). He concluded that a significant

1. See Kehoe, L and Griffiths, J, October 1990, 'California adopts tough pollution laws'.
2. On an Island where the laxini speed liiit is 35 ̂ih and cars rarely journey nre than 30 liles per day, electric vehicles have clear advantages.
3. Nacpherson, C.J, 1989, 'Electric road vehicles for island coaunities' - PhD thesis, Dniversity of Stirling.
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proportion of the transportation function on the islands 
could be undertaken by EVs. The results showed that the EV 
could climb any gradient on the islands and could achieve an 
operating range of around 50 to 60 miles (similarly in urban 
driving conditions). 37% of island cars were found not to be 
'inconvenienced' by the range limitation; but if the vehicle 
range was doubled, over 80% of ICE cars would fall within 
the application potential. The major, and only real barrier 
to EV introduction on the islands was their limited range 
and the economic case surrounding their introduction.

Over the last few years this limitation of range of EVs 
has been improving and the efficiency of electric drive 
vehicles markedly improved. The General Motors 'Impact' 
vehicle for example has an efficiency of over 90%, almost 
three times that of electric vehicles in 1980^. Important is 
a comparison of the ICE and EV in terms of their 'overall' 
energy efficiency, TABLES 8.7 and 8.8.

TABLE 8.7 — ICE energy efficiency 
Primary crude at refinery 3 kWh
Motor spirit consumed in car 
ICE efficiency 
Energy to wheels 
Overall efficiency

1. See Noore, T, April 1991, 'New 1 Clean ! Electric !' and also
International Energy Agency, 1993, 'Electric Vehicles: Technology, Perfonance and Potential'.
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The all EV scenario has five advantages
(1) With distributed cogeneration (85% efficiency), it may 
be possible to recover 145 GWt of heat energy and reduce 
the overall energy loss from 219.3 to 74.3 GW, increasing 
overall efficiency to 76%.

(2) The change from motor spirit to gas oil (a less refined 
petroleum product) results in an accompanying reduction of 
75.5 GW in prime fuel imports.

(3) A 27.9% reduction in non-renewable fossil fuel used at 
the refinery.

(4) It may also have an important 'peak smoothing' effect 
(see Chapter 9).

(5) Lower noise pollution and zero—emissions.

In 1992 (in preliminary work) Brown et al^ considered 
the introduction of EVs into each parish; the Writer 
directing the research effort and supervising the field 
work, locally. The results of this work, and the impact of 
the 'peak smoothing' effect of EV charging on parish 
electricity demand profiles, are again discussed in Chapter 
9.

1. Browi, P, Pielden, D and Jacques, J.K, 1992, ’Electric vehicles: An alterative transportation systei for Guernsey*. Oniversity of Stirling internal report.
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8.4 Misma'tching of energy QUALITY
Matching and end-use application in the donestic sector:

The demand for energy in the domestic sector is related 
to the five energy services domestic end-users presently 
require; space heating, water heating, cooking, appliances 
and lighting^.

Distributed cogeneration enables a much better matching 
of energy quality and its end-use application (see Section 
6.2). It avoids the wastage presently incurred, where 
electricity is used for all five purposes (space heating^, 
water heating, cooking, appliances and lighting) in the 
domestic sector, but what is the size of this mismatching 
problem ?

There is a need to attempt to quantify the high 
quality energy presently being used for low quality 
purposes. A survey on the use of domestic fuels on the 
Island, which can be helpful in this respect, and we use one 
that was conducted by 'System Three Scotland' on behalf of 
the Guernsey Gas Company Limited in 1990^ and kindly

1. RequireMDts for all these uses, except water heating, are decent upon the inober of households. The requireient for hot water depends wore upon the total nuiber of individuals that are resident in households.
2. Electricity is a uniquely wasteful way of providing heat.
3. Systei Three Scotland, Noveiber 1990, 'Report of a survey on the use of doiestic fuels on Guernsey'.
Intended to provide an input to the review undertaken as to the future direction of the advertising strategy for Mine gas and bottled gas on the Island.
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provided for use in the present work. All interviews were 
conducted with either the head of the household or his/her 
spouse, and TABLE 8.9 outlines the demographic profile of 
the 250 respondents involved.

TABLE 8.9 - Demographic profile of respondents 
Sex:
Male - Female —

Age: S. Class:
36% Under 35 - 22% AB 17%64% 35 - 44 - 26% Cl - 30%

— 45 - 54 - 18% C2 28%100% 55+ - 34% DE - 25%
100% 100%

The bias towards females in the sample reflects the 
likelihood of being at home when contacted by the 
interviewer. The social class analysis is based on the 
occupation of the head of household.

As regards the spread of interviews throughout the 
Island, this was broadly in line with the distribution 
of population. 80% of interviews were conducted with 
respondents in four of the parishes; St.Peter Port (28%), 
Castel (18%), St.Sampsons (17%) and Vale (17%).

Two-thirds of respondents were working, mostly in full
time employment (56%). Just over a fifth (21%) claimed to be 
retired with 12% describing themselves as housewives, with 
no paid employment outside home. 2% of respondents said that 
they were unemployed.

The average household size was just over 2 adults 
(2.14) and 0.63 children (aged under 15 years). 64% of
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respondent.s claimed to have no children aged under 15 years 
living in their household.

Around three-quarters of the respondents said that they 
owned their homes (76%), with the remainder (24%) renting 
the property.

The average size of property, in terms of rooms was 
between 4 and 5, with over 50% of properties in these two 
categories. A significant proportion (26%) were in larger 
properties of 6 or more rooms with 20% in smaller 
properties (the majority of flats were in this category).

Space Heating
Almost 80% of properties had a fireplace (78%) and two- 

thirds of households had open fireplaces. Coal was the main 
form of heating used in fireplaces (69%) with wood (6%), 
electricity (5%) and mains gas (4%) as minority fuels.

important is that 62% of respondents claimed to have 
some form of central heating in their homes^. Two types of 
central heating were predominant,- oil fired (32%) and mains 
gas (16%). Solid fuel (6%), coal (4%), electricity (2%) and 
^^■tled gas (2%) were the other fuels which accounted for 
the remainder.

Water Heating
Just over half the respondents (52%) claimed that their 

water was heated as an integral part of the central heating

1. Miicb w vill use later in our QQT lodelling work, see Chapter 9.
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system, with 55% stating that they had a separate means of 
heating water. Electricity was the main 'separate' fuel for 
heating water, mentioned by 62% of these respondents. Mains 
gas (12%) and coal/back boiler (11%) were the other methods 
of heating water separately mentioned by a number of 
respondents.

The fact that the sum of these two ways of heating 
water is greater than 100% reflects a small number of 
households with water heated as part of the central heating 
system AND with a separate means of heating water, such 
as an immersion heater.

Only 3% of households appeared not to have a bath, in 
comparison to the 61% without a shower. The vast majority of 
households (84%) had one bath with 12% having two or more. A 
third of households had a single shower with a further 6% 
having two or more.

Cooking
The majority of cookers in the respondent's households 

were electric ones (66%), compared to 25% mains gas and 6% 
bottled gas. Similarly with ovens 69% were electric, 21% 
mains gas and 6% bottled gas. Important is that there 
appears to be some relationship between the use of electric 
cookers/ovens and age and social class. The older the 
respondent and the lower the social class, the more likely 
it appears that the cooker or oven will NOT be electric, and 
more likely that it will be gas.
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Appliances
Respondents were asked when was the last time that they 

had purchased a major kitchen appliance. Those aged under 35 
years were more likely to have purchased within the last 
year (45%) compared to the overall average of 34%. Also, 
there was a correlation between social class and recent 
purchase; those in the ABCl social classes were more likely 
to have done so.

Important also was the different patterns of purchase 
amongst different age groups:-
(1) Those aged under 35 years were more likely to have 
bought a fridge/freezer.

(2) Those aged 35-54 were more likely to have bought a 
microwave or washing machine.

Also, in terms of social class, there were 
differences in most recent purchase
(1) Those in the AB social class were more likely to have 
bought a microwave, a hob or a dishwasher.

(2) Those in the Cl social class were more likely to have 
bought a cooker.

(3) Those in the C2 social class were more likely to have 
bought a washing machine.

All of this provides us with a picture of domestic 
energy consumption on the Island, and we know from our 
earlier work that the prime fuel Imports to meet these
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Air pollutiion levels
C02 emissions have the most direct bearing on energy 

planning. For the contextual background see O'Callaghan^, 
who concludes that there is no alternative but to seek a 
sustained reduction in the rates of combustion of fossil 
fuels world-wide via energy management and conservation. 
Also French^, who argues that unacceptably high levels of 
air pollution around the world suggests that the policies 
employed to date to combat air pollution have been 
inadequate.

In terms of energy planning, the rate of C02 emissions 
can be reduced by the following measures
(a) By increasing the efficiency of energy utilisation.

(b) By developing alternative energy sources.

(c) By absorbing the produced C02^.

Even though numerous technologies are available to. 
reduce emissions, their piecemeal adoption appear not to 
have led to overall success elsewhere. On Guernsey what 
is needed is a reorientation of energy and transportation 
structures, and distributed cogeneration offers just such a 
reorientation (the increased fuel utilisation of

1. O'Callaghan, P.H, 1993, 'Energy resources, C02 production and energy conservation'.
2. French, H.F, 1990, 'A global agenda for clean air'.
3. The reduction of C02 by absorption is in its infancy. The techniques being tested include physical or cheiical scrubbing and cryogeiic separation.
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(a) females.
(b) bhose aged 35-54 years.
(c) those in the ABCl social classes.

Environmental issues are of concern to Islanders and 
the world scientific community in general appear to believe 
that global warming is a reality. However, nothing would be 
wasted by an energy conservation strategy, even if serious 
global warming did not materialise. For very small island 
communities it makes good sense to use energy more 
efficiently and reduce imports (see Chapter 2).

The local effects of air pollution
Local effects of pollution are those which occur near 

or at the source of pollution. A great worry on the Island 
is the possible conseguences of a nuclear catastrophe from 
the 'Flamanville' installation on the nearby French 
mainland for example.

On the Island itself, when the large slow-speed diesels 
were first introduced at the centralised power station in 
the early 1980s, a switch from Gas Oil to Heavy Fuel Oil was 
made^. This resulted in the area surrounding the power 
station being showered with carbon deposits and the SEB 
alleviating the problem by Increasing the chimney heights to 
57m. Which removed the immediate local problem (without 
actually decreasing emissions) but continued to add to

1. See Dexter, S.G, 1990, 'Diesel and gas engines and the environnent' for a synopsis of specific missions fron diesel engines.
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trans-boundary air pollution. Indications are that before 
the SEB raised the chimney heights the SOx level was some 7% 
above World Health Organisation levels^.

The local effects of air pollution caused also by 
transportation on the Island needs further study, but is not 
completely necessary for the purposes of the present work.

Enviroranental legislation
The major legislation on the U.K. mainland occurred in 

the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act which, in association 
with the 1956 Clean Air Act, sought to limit atmospheric 
discharges (especially those of towns and cities). On 
Guernsey this has not occurred, and combustion of non- 
smokeless coal for example is still allowed on the Island.

The Island does not currently legislate against 
atmospheric discharges (see current legislation. Section 
6.4) .

Air pollution levels on Guernsey
In 1991 Black et al^ considered the air pollution 

produced by the present energy use on Guernsey (not 
including transportation); the Writer directing the research

1. Very bigb concentrations of S02 in the atiosphere can daiage trees. It is also likely that exposure to high urban S02 levels is also the lain cause of daiage to stonework and roofs, and iiposes hidden costs. Further research into the true price of present energy types on the Island (to truly identify these hidden costs) is required.
2. Black, K, Fielden, D and Jacques, J.K, 1991, 'An investigation of the air pollution produced by energy use on Guernsey'. University of Stirling internal report.
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effort and supervising the field work, locally.

For each type of emission we ranked each fuel type on a 
scale from 1 to 7 (7 having the lowest emissions), TABLE 
8.17.

TABLE 8.17 - Guernsey fuel type/emissions ranking
C02 SOx NOx

Electricity 2 1 1House Coal 1 4 2HFO 2 1 3Product 469 2 1 3Gas Oil 5 5 5Kerosene 5 5 5LPG 7 7 7

In order to estimate Island air pollution levels, 
the average amounts of kg of pollutants emitted per unit of 
end-use energy (based upon average U.K. emissions^) were 
used, these are shown in TABLE 8.18.

TABLE 8.18 - Average aaounts of pollutants eaitted per unit of end-use energy (U.K. average figures)
C02

(kg/kffh)

O . 258 0.336 O . 245 0.231

S02
(kg/kWh)

0 . 0 0 3 2 3
0 . 0 0 3 6 9
0 . 0 0 0 3 9

NOx
(kg/kNh)

0 . 0 0 0 6 1
0 . 0 0 0 6 7
0 . 0 0 0 3 6
0 . 0 0 0 3 6

Global warming continues to remain the main 
environmental concern associated with energy use, and most 
assessments of the impact of energy on the greenhouse effect 
consider C02 emissions only. In the present work, as well as

1. See Runday, P.K, 1990, 'D.K. eissions of air pollutants'
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The visual impact: of parish ESCos
The visual impact of the centralised power station at 

Vale is dramatic. Figure 98, but the inputs and outputs of 
each new parish ESCo need not be so.

Visual impact of the centralised power station

Figure 98

The inputs are:-
(1) Fuel supply
(2) Water supply^

1. In siiple tens, the consuiption of mter on Guernsey is dependent on tw principal supply system. Tbe first constitutes the public systei set up by the States Hater Board. Ae second is free a scattering of private mils, boreholes and sull reservoirs which are often used to augient supplies to the vinery/horticultural industry.
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The outputs are :-
(1) Electricity
(2) Heat
(3) Atmospheric emissions
(4) Liquid effluent
(5) Noise and vibration

The emphasis on coastal sites for the siting of small 
power stations needs to be changed (nowhere is far from the 
coast on small islands). The abstractions suggest where each 
ESCo should be located within each of the parishes. Ideally 
they should be located at the site with the largest heat 
and/or electricity demand (see TABLES 8.13, 8.14, 8.15 and 
8.16).

For the parish of Forest the 'energy hub' has already 
been identified; located at the site with the largest 
electricity demand, the States Airport (see Chapter 7).

For the other parishes, the Vale ESCo can remain on the 
same site as the present centralised power station (near to 
Juas Quarry), with a significant reduction in the size of 
the site.

Other ESCo sites could be as follows:-
(1) The Prison site at St.Sampsons (midway between Les 
Vardes Quarry and Kenilworth vinery).

(2) The reservoir site at St.Saviours.

(3) The Grammar School or Dairy sites at St.Andrews.
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(4) The Beau Séjour leisure centre at St.Peter Port.

For the remaining three parishes the choice is more 
obvious (each have both the largest heat and electricity 
demands) Castel (King Edward VII Hospital), St.Peter/ 
Torteval (Bader Roses) and St.Martins (Princess Elizabeth 
Hospital).

All have suitable locations, but important is that all 
but one (Bader Roses) are owned by the States of Guernsey. 
All the sites are large (and in many cases already possess 
standby diesel generators), with more than sufficient space 
for ESCo cogeneration plant and fuel storage.

SUMMARY
(1) Traditional (centralised) energy planning methods are 
just not appropriate for distributed cogeneration, a 
thorough (QQT) approach is required.

(2) A suitable way to provide the needed energy services is 
to create energy service companies (ESCos) that market heat 
energy as well as electricity.

(3) Fossil fuels must be used to secure these energy 
services, at least in the short to medium term; energy 
planning should not be based on wishful thinking.

(4) Domestic buildings play a vital role in energy 
efficiency; the energy losses of a typical Guernsey home 
are poor (estimated energy saving opportunities are 75%).
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(5) Estimated energy saving opportunities for the other 
sectors are (a) commercial/public buildings 33% (b) tourism 
39% (c) industrial 20% and (d) horticulture/vineries 40%.

(6) The better matching of energy quality within the 
domestic sector represents a 7% (31 GW) reduction in 
imports for space/water heating purposes. The prospects in 
the other economic sectors appear to be poor.

(7) Integrating environmental maintenance into the 'Energy 
Planning' sub-system model is essential.

(8) 362 * 10^6 kg of carbon dioxide was emitted into the 
atmosphere as a result of energy use on Guernsey in 1990 
(not including transportation).

(9) The size of the total contribution that parish based 
cogeneration can make in reducing greenhouse gases will be 
largely dependent upon the amount of conventional heat that 
is displaced, on a per parish basis (see Chapter 9).

(10) Electric vehicles should be part of our overall 
strategic energy planning (distributed cogeneration) ethos.

(11) All parishes have suitable locations for distributed 
cogeneration, all but one is owned by the States of 
Guernsey; with more than sufficient space for cogeneration 
plant and fuel storage (in many cases they already possess 
standby diesel generators).
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CHAPTER 9

THE QQT MATCHING PROCESS OF THE SYSTEM

The QQT matching process, which is the subject of this 
Chapter, ensures a supply of 'firm electricity', a supply 
which is available on demand at all times (distributed 
energy planning aught not to result in insecure energy 
supplies).

All this involves the joint production of electricity 
and heat, which is closely connected with heating networks. 
Which may produce energy savings that are essential and 
necessary for very small (densely populated) island 
communities trying to limit their oil imports.

This work leads to the conclusion that distributed 
cogeneration may offer the greatest opportunity for energy 
conservation as a first step, with potential prime fuel 
(import) savings of 23%. With an additional 'all electric 
vehicle' scenario these savings may rise to over 31%.

9.1 ESCo flexibility
The potential of cogeneration/heating networks (as a 

means of saving energy) has been recommended several times 
by various researchers. The Marshall Report^ for example, 
recommended the drawing up of a CHP/DH strategy; the Atkins

1. Report to the Secretary of State by the Coriiined Heat and Pover group chaired by Sir Halter Marshall, U.K. Energy Paper 10.35, April 1979.
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Report^ recommended that it should be introduced in 'lead 
on the U.K. mainland. The House of Commons Select 

Committee on Energy^ also agreed that cogeneration "is the 
best of options when economics, comfort, fuel efficiency and 
long term environmental benefits are taken into account".

Individual U.K. members of Parliament^ have also 
suggested that "whilst millions of people cannot afford 
enough money to heat themselves to a decent standard, yet, 
'•within sight of their homes, we have electricity production 
wherein 60% of the fuel put into a power station is thrown 
away as surplus heat".

Even in very small island situations such as Guernsey, 
this reject heat energy needs to be questioned.

An idealised comparison of heat balances for 
cogeneration plant and separate production is provided in 
Figures 99 and 100^. For ease of comparison the same 
electricity and heat output is indicated for both cogen- 
plant and separate power generation and conventional boiler. 
100 Units are consumed by the cogeneration plant compared

the 150 Units to produce the same total energy output.

1. M.S. Atkins and Partners, Consulting Engineers to the O.K. Goverment, 1982.
2. Ihe House of Conons select comittee on energy, third report, 'Corisined Heat and Pover', April 1983.
3. For exaiple Rost, P, 25 February 1980, Hansard.
4. See Dorghaa, N.A, 1982, 'Local heat and pover generation:A nev opportunity for British Industry'.
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The theoretical saving of prime fuel is 33.33% in 
favour of the cogeneration plant, but what is the saving in 
an actual case (island) situation ?

Electrical power is not easy to store, but with storage 
of hot water it is technically feasible^. Short distance 
transport of low temperature heat should pose few technical 
problems for each parish ESCo and we test it, in the Island 
situation, as part of our evaluation of distributed 
cogeneration.

I*®rish geography and natural endowment
Factors that foster the application of parish power 

and heating are the significant power and heating loads, the 
population density of the parish, climate and geographical 
conditions. As we have shown so far, in end—use energy 
terms, each parish is very different (the area and 
population density of each parish is provided in TABLE 9.1).

The way humans have settled on the Island is a key 
to understanding energy supply and demand, with Islanders 
tending to cluster their settlement patterns. In terms of 

provision however, the emphasis has been exactly 
opposite to this, with a move away from local energy 
services to greater centralisation in the north of the 
Island.

1. SoM storage capacity is available anyway because of the tiw delay between production and end-use (heat distribution networks and buildings function as a buffer between end-use and cogeneration).
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(8.935 MWe), Castel (7.1 MWe), St.Saviours (1.95 MWe), 
St.Peter/Torteval (3.6 MWe), Forest (1.885 MWe),
St.Andrews (1.95 MWe), St.Martins (7.085 MWe) and 
St.Peter Port (21.8 MWe). A total installed capacity of 
64.175 MWe, to meet a distributed parish maximum demand of
52.3 MWe (58.8 MWe — 6.5 MWe demand loss at peak, see 
Chapter 7). This is a distributed margin of 22.7%.

With distributed cogeneration, greater integration is 
possible without the need for such a large centralised 
margin. One of the basic economies is the pooling of 
generation standby reguirements, which is required for 
unforeseen breakdowns.

Parish energy planning with common 'shared' heat and 
power demands will lead to a sequence of new investments 
which are unique to each parish demand/supply model. Such 
investments are highly location specific and are at the 
heart of strategic energy planning for each ESCo. We take a 
P^^̂ 'ticularly relaxed view of costs at this point, but later 
refine cost estimates for each parish, within a framework of 
various discount rate and fuel price scenarios (see Chapter 
11) .

Parish cogeneration plant would be designed to maximise 
its electrical power output and when further heat is 
required this will be provided by supplementary boilers^.

1. Hot rater boilers used as the source of peak*load heat oû .
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The evaluation of the expected outcome of each ESCo, in 
the light of fluctuating demand patterns and heat/ 
electricity ratios, is a field which has had little detailed 
research in the past. Here we focus on actual case (parish) 
situations^.

Heat Market
Presently, there are no heat transmission networks. The 

idea of a heating network is the central heating of not one 
building but a number of buildings in each parish; this 
wider-ranging 'central heating' being supplied from the 
local ESCo.

The present centralised power station is located far 
away froai the areas (parishes) which are the markets for 
heat, and this needs to be changed^.

The SEB have failed to introduce cogeneration plant and 
heating networks as an important extension of their 
activities. Parish ESCos would address this problem and ' 
ensure that the heat market takes its rightful place in true

1. It is iiportant not to forget that it is deiand 
clusters that are vital not necessarily parish 
boundaries.

The parish was priiarily chosen because the political 
systei within the Island is based on rigid parish 
representation, and this u y  influence the uptake of 
alternative energy use/siq>ply technologies locally.

SoM inter-parish links though ought to be part of the 
general systei wdel.

2. Cogeneration and heating networks represent a largely 
untapped (and unresearched) potential for better energy 
econciy on Guernsey.
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energy planning. Now emphasising energy needs and how to 
supply them rather than just merely electricity needs or 
(merely again) administratively convenient electricity 
supplies.

ESCo supply source mix
The mix of supply sources that are 'economically 

attractive' and/or 'promising but uncertain' (in the 
Guernsey context, see Section 8.2) will be shown to be a 
combination of the following:—
(1 ) Cogeneration/supplementary boilers fuelled by Gas Oil.
(2 ) Cogeneration fuelled by biogas from landfill or 
anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge.
(3) Heat energy from refuse burning.
(4) Offshore wind power^.

ESCos would act as suppliers of Gas (for cooking, if 
required), electricity, hot water (and maybe the disposal of 
rubbish and sewage [location specific]), and extracting ’the 
maximum of useful energy from its resources.

When selecting these energy sources however it is

1. During periods of call, electricity supply will be let 
froi the output of cogeneration plant, which can be varied 
continuously and is well suited to nking up the difference 
between deund and the output available froi a wind turbine.

See research carried out within the parish of Castel for ample; 
Fielden, D, Jacques, J.K and Larocque, M, 1992, 'Electricity 
deiand and supply ntching for the parish of Castel, Guernsey', 
n e  Writer directing the research effort and supervising the 
field work, locally - University of Stirling internal report.
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important and necessary to match them with demand in time 
(T) [as well as quality (Q) and quantity (Q)]; with the two 
main timing requirements being
(1 ) seasonal and
(2 ) diurnal.

For both categories the choice of supply source needs 
to be determined on the basis of (a) quantity of heat 
required and (b) the heat/power ratio (APPENDIX L provides 
this data for each of the parish ESCos).

The balance between heat and power required and that 
available from the diesel engines has to be carefully 
assessed. The optimum is clearly when a close match is 
obtained, and the heat to power ratio effectively defines 
this balance.

Any operating philosophy has to match these various 
factors together, but considerable flexibility is available 
through careful selection of equipment (eg. use of 
supplementary heat boilers). Daily, even seasonal, storage 
of heat at the point of use is also straightforward, 
although local (ESCo) storage may be even easier.

9.2 ESCo QQT models
TABLE 9.2 provides the estimated total annual energy 

needs of each parish (not including domestic heat demand).
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TABLE 9.2 - Estimated^ total annual in 1990 (not including parishdomesticenergy needs heat demand
Parish ANWt BNWe CMWt DMWtVale 42001 41725 58957 0St.Sampson 127975 28475 40235 87741Castel 35528 21288 30080 5448St.Saviour 16046 7619 10765 5468St.P/Tort 40378 8930 12618 27948Forest 7317 7118 10057 665St.Andrew 11860 7448 10525 1870St.Martin 28814 21367 30191 2698St.P.Port 64856 83277 117671 0
Total 374775 227247 321099 131838

Column A is the ratio estimated process/space/water 
heating needs of each parish (not including domestic heat 
demand). Where we assume a consistent relationship between 
®l6c:tricity and heat use for the production consumption 
sectors and again use the same ratio estimators (see Section 
7.3). The ratio estimator is applied to the data obtained 
from each of the parish abstraction sites, in the form of 
monthly oil product deliveries (using a boiler efficiency of 
80%).

Column B is the total sales of electricity for each 
parish in 1990 (including domestic electricity sales), 
derived from the Pareto analysis of the SEB electricity 
billing database described in Chapter 6 .

Column C is the heat derived from the cogeneration 
plant from column B (heat/power ratio = 1.413). Column D is 
the resulting supplementary heat requirement.

1. See APPENDIX L.
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It is necessary though to question whether the total 
ratio estimated process/space/water heating needs of each 
parish (Column A) is valid. A comparison is therefore now 
made with non-domestic primary energy imports in 1990 to 
confirm this.

Neglecting any Kerosene (17 GW) and LPG (47 GW) used 
for non-domestic process/space/water heating (Kerosene is 
used primarily for the provision of C02 in vineries and LPG 
[mains and bottled] for cooking purposes within these 
sectors). TABLE 9.3 provides the non—domestic energy imports 
in 1990 (see Figures 30-33, Chapter 5)^.

TABLE 9.3 — Non—domestic primary energy imports used for process/space/water heating purposes in 1990

Product 469 (Commercial) (GW)
21Product 469 (Vineries) 145HFO (Vineries) 55Gas Oil (Comm/Tour/Ind) 68Gas Oil (Vineries) 18Coal (Comm/Tour/Ind) 7Coal (Vineries) 45

Total 359

The ratio estimate is 375 GWt (total of column A of 
TABLE 9.2). Assuming boiler efficiencies of 80%, this 
represents primary energy imports of some 469 GW, 31% above 
actual imports. Therefore, in order to obtain a more 
representative heat market, we correct the ratio estimate of 
TABLE 9.2 (Column A) in TABLE 9.4.

1. Neglecting electric process/space/veter heating.
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TABLE 9.4 - Corrected total annual parish enerov nee<1990 (not including domestic heat demand
Parish A B C DMWt NHe MWt MWtVale 32151 41725 58957 0St.Sampson 97965 28475 40235 57730Castel 27197 21288 30080 345St.Saviour 12283 7619 10765 1982St. Peter/Tort 30909 8930 12618 18760Forest 5601 7118 10057 79St.Andrew 9079 7448 10525 78St.Martin 22057 21367 30191 180St.Peter Port 49647 83277 117671 0
Total 286889 227247 321099 79154

QQT modelling therefore suggests that 208 GWt of heat 
energy from distributed cogeneration could be substituted 

prime fuel imports^. Using boiler efficiencies of 80%, 
this represents a 260 GW reduction in imports; down from 
359 GW to 99 GW (a reduction of 72%).

This begins to set the boundary limits of fluctuation 
of both total energy demand and of heat and power 
requirements likely to be experienced by each parish ESCo.

Time bases of heat demand
We shall now look at two different levels of time 

demand (seasonal and diurnal), in order to better understand 
base and peak heat load requirements.

(1) Seasonal timing requirements
seasonal heat variations are considered, the 

profiles of which can be better appreciated graphically. The 
seasonal heat energy that is available from the Forest ESCo

1. Total colum A - D.
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for example (neglecting domestic heat demand) is provided in 
Figure 101. To maximise energy savings, the cogeneration 

operates as the lead boiler, and the heat output is 
sufficient to supply nearly all monthly non—domestic heat 
energy reguirements.

The monthly heat energy balances for the remaining 
parish ESCos (again neglecting domestic heat demand 

for the moment) are provided in Figures 102-109.

Forest

Forest ESCo - heat requirenents

Month
H*»t from CHP_—  Forest heit dMsnd

Figure 101
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Vale
Vale ESCo - heat require«ents 

(not including doMestic heat demand)

Month
—  fro« CMP ■ Val» h^at demand

S't. Sampsons Figure 102
St.Sampsons ESCo - heat requirements 
(not including domestic heat demand)

Month
—  Heat from CHP_— St.Sam. heat demand

Figure 103
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Castel

St.Saviour

Castel ESCO - heat requirenents 
(not including doaestic heat denand)

Month
■ Heit from CHP —  Ca&tel heat denand

St. Saviours ESCo - heat requirements 
(not including domestic heat demand)

Figure 104

Month
—  Heat from C W  —  St.Sav. heat demand

Figure 105
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st.Peter/Torteval
st.Peter/Tort ESCo - heat requireaent

St.Andrews
Month

■Heit fron CHP :— St.P/T heit deeind

St.Andrews ESCo - heat requireaents 
(not includinq doaestic heat deaand)

Figure 106

Month
—  Heat froa St.And. heit deaand

Figure 107
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Sti.Nairtins

St.Peter Port

St.Martins ESCo - heat requireaents 
(not including donestic heat deaandl

Month
froift CHP —  St. Mar. h»at rlM»and

St.Peter Port ESCo - heat requirenents 
(not including doaestic heat demand)

Figure 108

Month
—  Heit from CHP_— St.PP. heat dMand

Figure 109
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TABLE 9.7 - Parish energy balance after all non-doaestic + domestic heat loads are connected
Remaining reject heat (HWt) Supplementary heat reguirement (NWt)

Vale -3046 28229St.Sampsons 0 57730Castel 0 11530St.Saviours 0 9245St.P/Tort 0 26446Forest -1216 4194St.Andrews 0 8141St.Martins 0 21426St.P.Port -14596 43240
-18858 210181

We now have to consider the likely effect of all of 
this on the Island energy flows, first derived in Chapter 
5 (and shown later in tabular form in TABLE 9.10), as 
follows:-
(a) With maximum use of waste heat (321 GWt from parish QQT 
modelling; see APPENDIX L) there is a further supplementary 
heat requirement of 191 GWt (210 GWt - 19 GWt); which 
represents 239 GW of prime fuel (see TABLE 9.7).

In maximising the use of this waste heat, 14,775 
domestic Island households have to be supplied from the 
heating networks (see TABLE 9.6). Rather than the present 
13,153 (ie the present number of households with domestic 
central heating; see 'System Three Scotland' survey. Section 
8.4). These 1,622 additional households are essential and 
necessary in order to secure maximum 'customer use of waste 
heat'.

(b) The domestic primary energy Imports used for space/water 
heating purposes in 1990 is shotm in TABLE 9.8 (see Figures
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prime fuel (import) savings in the order of 23%. Not the 
idealised prime fuel saving of 33.33% (see Section 9.1) but 
nevertheless significant.

The comparison between actual 1990 imports on the one 
hand and the QQT modelling of the distributed future on the 
other, suggests significantly less dependence on outside 
fuels. Imported fuel equivalent to centralised losses is 
saved through alternative cogeneration and transmission 
schemes.

(2) Diurnal timing requirements
Diurnal heat requirement variations are now considered, 

and supplementary heat boilers sized for each ESCo. This 
sizing has to relate to maximum peak hourly demand, because 
the operating scenario is ad libitum supply (which refers to 
the underlying assumption; with no changes to behaviour).

Hour by hour heat demand is very difficult to assess or 
simulate in a realistic manner but it is necessary in order 
to allow accurate boiler plant sizing and reduces the risk 
of installing the wrong size of supplementary heat boiler.

The risk is that the supplementary boiler could be 
either 'undersized', which would be a major problem, or 
'oversized' and loose out on efficiency^ and capital outlay 
factors.

1. For the current state of heat recovery technology (heat exchangers etc) see D.K. Energy Efficiency Office 'Good Practice Guide 13', 1990.
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To realistically size the supplementary heat boilers 
the real world of fluctuating energy demands needs to be 
investigated further. The aim here is to set the more 
realistic boundary limits likely to be experienced.

Diurnal electricity usage patterns have already been 
determined by actual site measurements (see Section 6.2). In 
the absence of measured diurnal HEAT demand patterns 
inferences will need to be drawn from the combination of 
ESCo monthly heat averages and some specimen hourly 
measurements taken in important demand sectors (eg. 
vineries).

Computer modelling can again help here by simulating 
these fluctuation possibilities. This is an extension of the 
QQT energy planning approach and employs seasonal heat and 
power fluctuations based upon random usage patterns as one 
component of the simulation process, and a Monte Carlo 
method of simulation is adopted^.

We will take the parish of Forest as an example. A
assumption will be that the distribution of monthly 

heat from cogeneration and monthly ESCo heat demands in the 
future corresponds to those of past years; this is 
represented by TABLES 9.11 and 9.12.

1. Tbe concepts of randoi stapling probability are explained 
by: Jackson, N, 1988, 'Advanced spreadsheet lodelling with 
Lotus 123' and also Ball, S, 1991, 'Quantitative approaches 
to lanagcMnt'.
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If the samples are random^ and if sufficient samples 
are selected, a range of expected supplementary heat 
requirements can be determined. The worst case is minimum 
waste heat from cogeneration plant with maximum parish heat 
demand.

The cumulative probability curves convert the random 
numbers into a sequence of random cogeneration contributions 
(MWt) and ESCo heat demands (MWt) from each distribution. 
This procedure is repeated for 100 numbers and so generates 
a random sample of contributions and demands.

The results obtained in the simulation are the results 
obtained from a stream of random numbers. In other words, it 
gives only one out of a whole distribution of possible 
output values.

The advantage is that each simulation can be run many 
times to test repeatability. With 200 trials a far more 
realistic annual requirement for supplementary heat can then 
be determined.

As a first step the annual heat demands are simulated, 
TABLE 9.13.

1. Nithin SuperCalc 5 a pseudo-randoi mnber is produced 
deteniniitically froi recursive routines running 
betveen 0.000 and 1.000.
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TABLE 9.13 — Probable annual — ■ininiu ESCo co^eneratiion hea-t contribution and maxiaua ESCo heat demand

ValeSt.Sampsons Castel St.Saviours St.P/Torteval Forest St.Andrews St.Martins St.Peter Port
The probable maximum winter monthly heat average consumption for the Forest ESCo is therefore 2534 MWht (ratio estimated from APPENDIX L).

Minimum ESCo Maximum ESCocogen. heat heat demand(MWt) (MWt)
51932 9341933128 12766829887 4554710445 2292611806 506189520 1660610083 2165028339 60921109191 192965

These provide 'bench mark' levels of averaged monthly 
and hence daily heat consumption.

Simply averaging over the number of days in the month 
to obtain a 'maximum' winter diurnal heat load is not 
appropriate, because the diurnal heat loads may not peak on 
the same day (see the 'coincidence factor'/'diversity 
factor' discussion in Section 7.6).

Here we use the same diversity factor as for the 
electricity usage patterns derived earlier (for each parish 
abstraction). This also has severe limitations since there 
is no a priori reason to believe that on any day, peaks in 
electricity and in heat demands would occur simultaneously. 
Nevertheless, this does not invalidate the construction at 
the aggregated 'bench mark' level of argument.

In the case of Forest, the probable diurnal heat
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average consumption of 82^ MWht is multiplied by its 
diversity factor of 1.515 = 124 MWht to represent the 
probable maximum diurnal heat average consumption.

The next step is to relate this 'bench mark' level of 
demand to an hour-by-hour heat load profile. This hourly 
profile has to be simulated on the basis of small amounts of 
directly measured data, refer Jacques et al^. Measurements 
undertaken by Utilicom Limited^ for the SEE (1983) for 
example, based upon typical boiler running times within the 
^®*^ilworth vinery at St. Sampsons, can be used to provide 
typical hourly data for one of the most important heat 
demand sectors, locally.

hour (diurnal) heat demand records were taken 
for various months of the year. The heat profile with the 
greatest energy demand was used for our modelling purposes, 
and is appropriate in most parishes with a vinery sector 
(Sovereign Flowers in the Forest for example).

The only other additional (significant) local parish 
i ) heat demand comes from the domestic sector. For 
modelling diurnal domestic heat demand our sample profile is 
taken from an average 'Direct Acting Space Heating (DASH)'

1. For the Forest, 2534/31 * 82 Wht/day.

2. Jaques, J.K, Lesourd, J.B and Ruit, J.K, 1988, 'Modem 
applied energy conservation'.

3. This vork «as undertaken to enquire into a possible one^ff 
waste heat utilisation proposal froi the central power station.
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average income for the ESCo (see TABLE 9.13 and APPENDIX L; 
and using the same approach, for the same winter month) is 
927 MWht. The consequent diurnal heat average income of 
30^ MWht, again multiplied by the diversity factor of 1.515, 
represents a probable minimum diurnal cogeneration heat 
average contribution of 46 MWht.

Probable maximum diurnal heat load (124 MWht) is 
9 ^̂ ®3ter than that available from probable minimuin diurnal 
cogeneration heat contribution (46 MWht). Perfect matching 
does not exist and a diurnal (worst case) supplementary heat 
requirement of 78 MWht is required.

If all the heat demands occurred simultaneously many 
more boilers would have to be installed. For the Forest 
ESCo, supplementary heat boilers of 6 MWt capacity are 
required.

Four other parishes (Vale, St.Saviours, St.P/Tort and 
St.Andrews) have the vinery and domestic sectors as 
significant components of local parish heat demand.
TABLE 9.14 shows the most important heat demand sectors for 
all parish ESCos, derived from APPENDIX L.

1. For the Forest, 927/31 * 30 Wht/day.
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9.14 — T h e  n o s +  lr>poi—tan-t HEAT olencind 
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1 74X SIX ] 5X -
1 31X 57X ] € >y. -
1 22/£ 51X ] L7X - 10 X

|57X 3 s y . 1 6X -
37i \ s e y . 26 X] =X -

For St.Sampsons, access to the Prison to obtain 
directly measured heat data was impossible, consequently the 
vinery diurnal profile was used in this case (since vineries 
are a significant contributor, 70%). For Castel and 
St.Martins (both hospitals) diurnal heat demand was measured 
at the Princess Elizabeth Hospital and the profile used' for 
both cases. For St.Peter Port, diurnal heat demand at Beau 
Séjour was measured.

APPENDIX M provides these sample diurnal heat profiles, 
which help to back-up our assertions on 'peaks', 'base load' 
and 'expected' (probabilistic) incomes from cogeneration.

APPENDIX N provides the probable composite (maximum) 
diurnal heat demand profiles for the remaining parish ESCos.

Hot water boilers can now be more accurately sized for 
the parish ESCos, TABLE 9.15, and included in any economic
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assessment (see Chapter 11).

TABLE 9.15 - Supplementary heat boiler sizes for each ESCo
Parish MWt
Vale 28St.Sampsons 120Castel X 2St.Saviours 3St.P/Torteval 20Forest 6St.Andrews 7St.Martins igSt.Peter Port 72

The further thermal storage of surplus heat energy (to 
meet heat demands that do not necessarily coincide with 
conditions of energy production) occur at the margins and 
are not considered in any detail in the present work.

importantly, the financial significance of extra 
supplementary boiler capacity is small (see Chapter 11), so 
that minor errors in peak estimation are not crucial to the 
overal1 argument.

9.3 Location specific renewable sources
It is now necessary to ask whether distributed 

cogeneration offers the greatest energy saving opportunity 
when compared with those available from local (promising) 
renewable sources.

Wind power
Wind power is the source of renewable energy with the 

fastest growing uptake (the most likely use is in the 
generation of electricity). The major drawback though is the 
impact on the environment, where the main areas of concern
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are: -
(1) Visual impact.
(2) Noise.
(3) Interference with flora and fauna (especially noted in 
recent work has been bird-kills).
(4) Land-use.

They are not pretty and whilst they are non-polluting 
they are a dominant feature on any landscape^. The siting of 
windmills is therefore a very emotive issue and as such 
needs parish end-user participation in any decision making^.

Most wind turbine development is currently based on 
land rather than off-shore, in order to provide easy access 
and cheap construction. However, on islands like Guernsey, 
environmental and land use constraints restrict such 
development. New installations sited offshore (in shallow 
waters near to the coast) may offer an alternative solution 
and it is this option we consider.

Offshore, the wind resource is in many areas greater 
(and more constant) and such problems as visual Impact, 
noise, interference with flora and fauna and land use can be

1. See Nefab, J, 1994, 'Can ve leam to love the wind' or

Lee, T, Kren, B and Hicloan, N, 198B, 'Public responses 
to the siting and operation of wind turbines'.

2. See Guernsey Evening Press, 23 January 1992, 'Ibe eye of 
the beholder' and

G u e r ^  Evening Press, 24 January 1992, 'Siting wind 
turbines'.
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avoided. Guernsey is fortunate in having a large number of 
rocky islets offshore, and it is here that we concentrate 
our attention.

Offshore wind turbines (such as those of Danish 
construction, see Chapter 8) sited on parish islets would 
operate at 690 V using an induction generator, excitation 
would be provided by reactive power drawn from the Island 
electricity network. A transformer placed in the bottom of 
the tower of each wind turbine would step up the output to 
11 kV and then feed into the Island 11 kV network. The 
distance from each wind turbine to the 11 kV network would 
be less than 0.5 km, in all cases.

Interpretation of raw data from the Guernsey 
meteorological office enables TABLE 9.16 to be produced, 
which provides the average annual percentage freguency of 
winds in various velocity bands. The raw data refers to a 
measuring anemometer located at the Airport at a height of 
12m. For conversion from an anemometer height of 12m to a 
wind turbine hub height of 25m we use the formulae^

Vh = Va (25/12) ̂'0.133 = 1.1025 Va

Vh = hub height Va = anemometer height

1. See Sifift-Book, D.T, 1989, 'Mind energy and the enviroiaent'.
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kWe
Typic&l 380 kW« wind turbin« 

prrforM&nc» curv«

Cut in - 5 m/sec; Cut out - 27 m/sec 
Figure 111

TABLE 9.17 - Energy extracted from a 300 kWe wind turbine (from measurements at tbe Airport)
mean at hub f, % freguency Extractediight of 25m (all directions) energy(m/sec) (kWhe)

0.13 0.6 00.99 3.6 02.72 10.7 04.93 25.4 222507.64 36.5 14388310.60 14.8 14909513.81 5.9 10415617.26 1 .9 4327420.95 0.5 1261424.89 0.1 2435
100.0 477709

478 MWe is the calculated electrical energy return per 
annum at this land based site. The seasonally extracted 
electrical energy is provided in Figure 112, which can be 
seen in a general way to suit conditions of peak winter 
electricity demand.
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Q O X  of a t5^ical 300 kWe land based 
(A irport) wind turbine

M o n t h

Figure 112

There are four major types of output fluctuations (T) 
related to wind turbines, these are momentary, daily, 
seasonal and annual variations. The momentary fluctuations 
involve small power output fluctuations in individual 
machines. Daily output fluctuations occur because of the 
changes in wind speeds which take place over a 24 hour 
cycle. Seasonal and annual variations indicate a tendency 
for higher mean wind speeds in the winter months when energy 
demand is greatest.

Important is the question as to what proportion of 
electricity can be supplied by wind turbines on the Island. 
Because of the possible electrical integration problems that 
might be experienced from a supply source that is far more
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variable than cogeneration plant^.

It is generally accepted that as long as wind power 
capacity remains about 10% of total capacity, problems 
related to variability and unpredictability remain 
insignificant. On this basis, TABLE 9.18 provides the wind 
power potential for each parish ESCo.

TABLE 9.18 — Offshore wind power contribution to parish ESCosParish 
ValeSt.Sampson Castel St.Saviour St.Peter/Tort Forest St.Andrew St.Martin St.Peter Port

kWe
900 (3 * 300 kWe )600 (2 * 300 kWe )600 (2 * 300 kWe )300 (1 * 300 kWe )300 (1 * 300 kWe )n/a ( too near Airport)n/a (no coast line)600 (2 * 300 kWe )n/a (shipping

Wind energy offshore has been found to be 60% higher 
than on land . In the Guernsey context, offshore mean wind 
speeds 30% and 60% greater than the land based Airport site 
would (by calculation) provide annual energy contributions 
(for one machine) of 832 HWe and 1123 MWe respectively.

So far, analysis of wind power has been based upon

1. See Grubb, M.J, 1987, 'The integrated analysis of new energy sources on the British supply systa' or
Grubb, M.J, 1991, 'The integration of renewable electricity sources' for exaiple.

2. Hind turbines would interfere with shipping into and out of St.Peter Port harbour.
3. See Jespersen, K.D, October 1991, 'First offshore windfan starts up'.
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•ind u s t i '«  o/p ^kn)

Land based wind turbine simulation shows that the probability (min & max) of a wind turbine o/p of 50 kWe is 14% (maximum).

Figure 116

Offshore (+ 30%) wind turbine simulation shows that the probability (min & max) of a wind turbine o/p of 50 kWe is 20% (maximum).

tird UlVlr« «1̂  dUM)

Figure 117

Offshore (+ 60%) wind turbine simulation shows that the probability (min & max) of a wind turbine o/p of 50 kWe is 30% (maximum).

tu4 ujfci'« dun)

Figure 118
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From the simulations a far more realistic picture of 
wind energy incomes can then be determined, TABLE 9.19.

TABLE 9.19 — Probable mininiui and maximum annual wind energy incomes (300 kWe turbine)

Land based:

Offshore (parish islets): 
+ 30%
+ 60%

MinimumNWe
121

MaximumMWe
284

The Vale cluster
The natural bacterial decomposition of organic 

materials (in the absence of oxygen) results in the 
production of a methane rich biogas. This process of 
'anaerobic digestion' has been known of since historical 
times and has more recently on the U.K. mainland been put to 
good use in reducing the polluting effects of domestic 
sewage and other wet wastes.

This same process of decomposition also takes place in 
a landfill site, which in many ways can be thought of as a 
very large anaerobic digester. Organic materials contained 
in the refuse are attacked by bacteria as in conventional 
digesters (under conditions of oxygen exclusion)^.

1. For references see Richards, K, 1990, 'Power generation froi landfill gas' or
Richards, K, 1989, 'Landfill gas - a global review' or 
Richards, X, 1989, 'Ml gas and garbage'.
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Bordeaux quarry in the Vale has been the Island's 
landfill site for virtually all waste products (except 
occasionally horticultural matter for composting), for over 
twenty years (opened in 1971 and closed in 1992).

Although solid waste is a parish responsibility, all 
the refuse produced by each parish is collected by a 
private contractor and transported to the landfill site. 
However, two major problems are associated with such sites
(1) The release of the methane (a potent greenhouse gas).

(2) Leachate contamination of water courses.

Landfill gas is widely recognised as a potential health 
hazard, and the Bordeaux landfill site (75m deep and over 3 
hectares) is considered to pose a significant risk from 
landfill gas migration. Daily measurements of methane taken 
from monitoring pipes have shown levels in excess of 50% 
being recorded^. Such a site may be able to provide an 
energy contribution to the Vale ESCo and we consider its 
'energy saving' potential here.

The rate at which gas is produced in landfill sites 
varies from location to location. Influenced by 
characteristics such as the hydrogeology of the site and the 
composition of the refuse. The important factors controlling 
the amount of gas produced are the size of the site, the 
amount and rate of biodegradable waste input, the waste

1. See Land Dse Consultants, August 1989, 'Naste lanagcMnt strategy for Guernsey'.
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densities and the moisture content of the waste^.

There is no typical figure for the length of time 
that landfill gas will be produced; at some sites gas 
production can be expected to continue for a period of at 
least 16 years after the last deposit of waste. As the 
reaction progresses, gas production declines approximately 
3% to 5% annually.

Evaluation of the landfill site at Bordeaux was 
assisted by O'Brian Energy Europe Limited^. The landfill gas 
production figures for the site were based upon extrapolated 
waste input from 1971 to 1989. The earlier years are 
estimates but should not appreciably alter the present day 
gas production rates (unless the figures are vastly 
underestimated) .

The tonnages are based purely on the putrescible waste 
input. Although other biodegradable matter is present in the 
landfill (such as paper), the quantities involved should 
r*ot drastically alter gas production.

The annual electrical energy available (over a sixteen 
year period), is estimated in Figure 119.

1. The quantity of nste arising on Guernsey and the range of wastes for our analysis was taken froi the Land Dse Consultant's study and also the planning inquiry for the Chouet headland (Billet d'Btat m  1988).
2. O'Brian Energy Europe Liiited, personal coiiunications, 1991/92, using their coiputer based landfill gas production analysis ndel.
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Bordeaux landfill gas analysis - 
derived electrical energy over 16 years

1 2 3 4 5 6  7 8  9  10  11 12 13 14 15 1 6
Yea-

Figure 119

TABLE 9.20 estimates the annual electrical energy 
^displacement (ie. the amount of electrical energy that may 
not be required to be generated by cogeneration) within the 
Vale cluster.

Landfill gas represents 8% and wind energy 2-4% of 
the Vale annual electricity requirement. The annual heat 
available from the landfill gas scheme is 4651 MWt (17% of 
Vale's supplementary heat requirement, see APPENDIX L).
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TABLE 9.20 — Annual electrical energy displacement (Vale cluster)

Landfill gas^
Wind turbines (3 * 300 kWe^)

NWe NWe(Min) (Max)
3256 3256
819 1524

The St.Sampson cluster
Refuse disposal is a serious problem facing all island 

communities, but the burning of such refuse may also have an 
'energy saving' potential and we consider it here. Refuse 
burning is a suitable heat source as well as a useful way 
of diverting waste away from landfill sites.

The practice of filling quarries with refuse on 
Guernsey has become commonplace due to the development of a 
modern throw-away society. It has been argued by others^ 
that the Island needs all its quarry sites for future 
reservoirs, due to increasing population and possible global 
warming.

The relative environmental benefits of waste 
incineration (compared to other forms of treatment and 
disposal) are difficult to quantify. Generally it is 
considered that incineration by correctly designed plant is

1. Taking annual electrical energy availability for the first year.
2. Dsing offshore parish islet locations with * 30t wind velocity.
3. See Planning Inguiry, 1988, 'Chouet headland' for exaiple.
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an environmentally acceptable way of treating waste^-

Recovery of the heat released by the combustion of 
domestic waste has -taken various forms, but the schemes 
involved usually employ the heat from combustion to provide 
a heat source for heating networks.

Acceptance of an incinerator however, needs the 
participation and full agreement of St.Sampson's end-users. 
Important is that this parish has the largest non-domestic 
heat demand of all -the parishes (see TABLE 9.4, column A) 
and is also the mos-t suitable place to locate an 
incinerator.

The quality of waste available for burning on Guernsey 
is summarised in TABLE 9.21.

TABLE 9.21 - Refuse available for burning on Guernsey
Total Quantity available for burning(t/annuB) (t/annua)

Household & commercial 27000 27000Civic amenity 6900 3000Construction & demolition 141000 —

Horticultural 15000 15000Other 6600 3000
Total 199000 48000

1. Altbougli since the 1970s there has been increasing concern over the effect of flue gases on air pollution. Ihe presence of organic chlorinated licropollutants (dioxins and furans) is the subject of nch discussion at present.
For references see ETSU, 1990, 'A reviev of lass bum incineration as an energy source' or
House of Lords select coaittee on the European coaittees, 1989, 'Air pollution froi anicipal vute incineration plants'.
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The average daily load = 48000/365 = 131.5 tonnes/day.

To allow for summer load peaks, an allowance of 25% 
increase on the daily throughput has been made. Assuming 
that the plant is not available for 20% of the time, the 
daily design capacity is 190.6 tonnes/day (ie. 131.5 + 131.5 
* 20/100 + 131.5 * 25/100). Which gives a rate of throughput 
of 7.9 tonnes/hr.

The minimum reguired design capacity of the plant is 
therefore 8 tonnes/hour.

The calorific value of domestic waste is extremely 
variable. A typical figure for household and commercial 
waste on the U.K. mainland would be 2389 kcal/kg. For the 
purposes of the present work the calorific value of 
Guernsey's waste is taken as 2000 kcal/kg^, slightly lower 
than average to take into account the high percentage of 
horticultural waste (and its higher water content).

TABLE 9.22 estimates the annual electrical energy 
displacement within the St.Sampson cluster.

TABLE 9.22 — Annual electrical energy displaceeent (St.Sampson cluster) MWe NHe(Min) (Max)
Wind turbines (2 * 300 kWe) 546 1016

Wind energy represents 2-4% of St.Sampson's annual

1. BOOO kg/br, equivalent to 16*10*6 kcal/hr «bicb represents 18.S6 NN/hr (1 kcal > 0.00116 kN).
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electricity consumption. The annual heat available from the 
refuse incinerator scheme is 91048 MWt (137% of St.Sampson's 
supplementary heat requirement).

The St.Peter Port cluster
Bellegreve sewage plant/pumping station is located on 

the periphery of St.Peter Port and disposes of 93% of the 
Island's sewage; approximately 90,000,000 litres per week.

The plant was designed to discharge sewage through one 
very long outfall into the Little Russel, and was approved 
by the States of Deliberation in April 1968. The outfall 
stretches from a 45 metre deep shaft on the shore, out under 
the road in a long tunnel beneath the beach for about
1.2 km, then into a seabed pipeline where it is discharged.

Anaerobic digestion could again be used within this 
cluster to:-
(a) Provide a positive solution to the environmental 
problems caused by the disposal of raw sewage^.

Reports of sewage coming ashore on Island beaches (such 
as Fermain) have been made^; it may therefore be 
ecologically sound to end this practice.

(b) The methane rich biogas may also have 'energy saving' 
potential when used for electricity generation, and our

1. See Hall, J.E, 1991, 'Alternative uses for sewage sludge' for exaiple.
2. See Guernsey Evening Press, 6 Nardi 1991, 'Pollution on Guernsey bêes'.
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research effort (assisted by Mass Energy Limited^) 
considered the design of a suitable plant to handle the 
domestic sewage sludge produced by an Island population of 
58,000 people.

The analysis relates to domestic sewage sludge and not 
pig, poultry, dairy and plant wastes which are all capable 
of yielding a combustible biogas^.

As well as the generation of electricity, the remaining 
liquor can be stored and used for spreading on agricultural 
land as a fertiliser. Once digested all the nutrients in the 
organic material are readily available to plants and can 
be applied during the growing season (this could provide a 
useful fertiliser for the vinery/horticultural sector).

We estimate the quantity of biogas produced to be 
60m^3/hour; if liquid/solids are separated, the quantity of 
solids produced would be approximately 9 - 1 2  tonnes per 
day.

Derived electrical energy (from the primarily domestic 
sludge) would provide between 1920-2400 kWhe per day using a 
110 kWe CHP unit, with recovered hot water used for digester 
heating.

TABLE 9.23 estimates the annual electrical energy 
displacement within the St.Peter Port cluster.

1. Mass Energy Liiited, 1991/92, personal coounications.
2. An isolated exâile of this resource hovever, on a particular fan, lay prove an interesting source of energy for that fan.
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TABLE 9.25 - Substitution of imported prime fuel, ranked in order of energy saving GW
Distributed cogeneration 321^Refuse burning 114Wind turbines I6Landfill 15Sewage 2

468

In terms of energy saving (when ranked against 
distributed cogeneration) the refuse burning incinerator 
(located at St,Sampsons) makes the most significant 
contribution to reducing prime fuel imports.

Distributed cogeneration could meet Guernsey's bulk 
demand for energy, but there is also an important economic 
ranking to consider, which we discuss later in Chapter 11.

9.4 Computer aided planning of the heating nettrorks
We have shown that, in terms of energy saving 

feasibility, the introduction of distributed cogeneration 
WILL reduce Guernsey's dependence on oil imports (as a first 
step).

Computer modelling can now also help in planning the 
required heating networks^. The geographic information 
system (GIS^) operated by the SEB is again used to provide 
a digitised map báse of the Island for heat network planning

1. See TABLE 9.10.
2. See Roslund, S, 1983, 'Ccaputer aided planning of CHP/DH system' for an exâ>le of this.
3. Developed by 'Aiper System' of Carinridge, England.
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purposes-^.

A simplified heating network was produced (for the 
purposes of feasibility) for each parish ESCo, and Figures 
120-127 provide the general routes and proposed location of 
each ESCo (see Section 8.5).

Vale ESCo/heating network

[ i -

Figure 120
Red - Existing central power station 
Scale: 1cm = 100m

1. Also used by tbe Writer for electricity network design/ ■anagewnt planning purposes.
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St:. Sampson ESCo/heat:ing network Figure 121

Scale: 1cm = 100m
Castel ESCo/lieating network

Scale: 1cm = 170m

Yellow - Location of ESCos

Figure 122
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St.Peter Port ESCo/heating network

ro j

Lit:l

Scale: 1cm = 75m Figure 127

In order to examine the economic implications of these 
heating networks it is necessary to consider their technical 
description (ie. for capital investment and annual 
operation/maintenance cost purposes). Economic feasibility 
is therefore discussed in Chapter 11 and provides (and can 
only provide within the scope of the present work) budgetary 
estimates for sizing the networks and overall costs. Further 
work will be required to refine these estimates, but our 
approach is to consider feasibility and to provide later an 
overview of the economic outcomes of distributed
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It would seem that the reliability of the forecast, 
even in the short-run, is questionable. The influence of 
reduced electricity tariffs for the vinery sector in 1992/93 
is also evident^ (ie. a normative-style policy change). 
Forecasters may therefore be right only rarely and 
conventional forecasting (with its spurious precision) may 
be of little real use in good energy planning.

A more appropriate approach (which we use in the 
present work) is to emphasise the importance of UNCERTAIIITY 
(ie. as in the Monte-Carlo method for example^), INNOVATION 
(ie. as with distributed cogeneration) and ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
(ie. the energy service company idea, see Chapter 12).

Our QQT energy planning approach is at the heart of all 
of these implications and focuses attention on location 
specific (parish) energy demands. Inviting each ESCo to 
think about what action to take in the light of the range of 
these probabilistic outcomes.

TABLE 9.28 provides a parish annual (1990) electricity 
consumption matrix, which shows that in every parish 
(except Forest, St.Andrews and St.Peter Port) domestic 
electricity consumption is the dominant sector (see also 
TABLE 7.11).

1. k special electricity 'growers' tariff vas introduced in• 1992/93.
2. Ibe probability distribution contains far lore infonation than a single-point estinte.
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TABLE 9.28 - Annual (1990) parish electricity consumpt i onmatrix by economic sector (GWe)
Domestic Comm Tourism Ind Vineries

Vale 15.6 5.3 1.6 2.0 1.4
St.Sampson 13.5 6.6 0.4 3.4 2.6
Caste1 14.7 4.4 1.6 0.7 0.8
St.Saviours 4.6 1.1 0.4 1.1 0.6
St.P/Tort 5.9 1.2 0.7 0.0 1.1
Forest 2.6 2.6 0.7 0.0 1.3
St.Andrew 4.2 1.9 0.1 2.3 0.5
St.Martin 11.1 5.8 3.2 0.0 0.9
St.P.Port 30.0 41.0 7.7 3.5 0.6

The commercial sector dominates St.Peter Port; 
commercial and domestic electricity sales are equal in 
Forest. Industrial electricity consumption is location 
specific in St.Sampsons and St.Peter Port.

These location specific patterns may assist in longer 
term energy (contingency) planning. Such questions as:

"where shall any future incoming large energy end-user 
be located ?" for example, could be considered against this 
energy pattern (with consideration given to the maximisation 
of 'customer use of waste heat' and inter-parish links, as 
discussed in Section 9.2). With future developments 
specifically designed to avoid peak stimulation.

9.6 Smooth demand curves
This 'gap-filling' should aim to produce smooth 

electricity demand versus time curves in order to remove any 
rapid changes in gradient (which will further improve energy 
conversion efficiency).

A 'spot pricing' approach is a feasible method of 
smoothing demand by using two-way electronic information
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linking energy end-users and the ESCo via dedicated links^. 
'Spot pricing' is a concept where the price of energy varies 
in response to the cost of supply/demand and supply/demand 
conditions. This is not considered in any detail in the 
present work but others have published in this area of 
study^.

Parish based electric vehicles is another feasible 
method but important is that it may offer a further energy 
saving opportunity, particularly for very small island 
communities. Electricity generation is far more efficient 
when demand is consistent and the fact that recharging 
electric vehicles would take place at night (plus the fact 
that peak transport demand is generally in the summer) may 
help in achieving a more steady state solution.

Parish based transport complements our distributed 
energy planning (offering the service of mobility) and we 
now examine how its introduction might affect electricity 
load curves, time patterns and important produce further 
energy savings.

1. End-user controllers shed and restore lajor loads during peaX periods to keep energy use at or below a desired level.The three lajor applications are:-(1) Responding to 'tiK of day' tariff rates.(2) Responding to a rate activated under ESCo conand.(3) Taking specific action under ESC control.
The actions of the end-user to shift energy depend upon the incentives provided by the parish ESCo and the needs of the end-user. Sudi 'real-tiie' larketing ny help to achieve steady-state (saootb) deund profiles.

2. See for instance Deering, S, Newborougb, R and Probert, S.D, 1992, 'Rescheduling electricity deunds in doeestic buildings'.
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In 1992 Brown et al^ considered the introduction of 
electric vehicles into each parish. The average distance 
travelled from each parish was estimated in relation to the 
introduction of three sizes of electric vehicles; 14 kWhe,
20 kWhe and 25 kWhe. Roughly mirroring popular small, medium 
and large domestic ICE vehicles.

A QQT spreadsheet model was produced to derive the 
electrical demand that would be created if EVs were 
introduced into each of the Guernsey parishes.

The total number of private vehicles within each parish 
(1986 Census) was estimated to have EV sizes of 28%
(14 kWhe), 54% (20 kWhe) and 18% (25 kWhe), TABLE 9.29.

EV ranges were based upon figures released by 
manufacturers; 80 miles (14 kWhe), 130 miles (20 kWhe) and
130 miles (25 kWhe). A rotation of charge (in days) was 
provided for each vehicle size, which was calculated by 
dividing the range of each size of vehicle by an estimated 
daily journey length.

1. Brom, R.P, Fielden, D and Jacques, J.K, 1992, 'Electric Vehicles: An alternative transportation systn for Guernsey’; Oniversity of Stirling internal report. The present Hriter directing the research effort and supervising the field writ, locally.
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TABLE 9.29 - Electric vehicles within each parish ESCo
Vehicles of each size Avg daily Rotatii14kf«he 20 kWhe 25 kWhe jrney (ml) of chan

Vale 1249 2422 806 18 4 7 7St. Sampson 962 1856 621 18 4 7 7
Caste1 1144 2223 739 25 3 5 5
St.Saviours 376 728 242 23 3 5 5St.P/Tort 470 911 303 26 3 5 5
Forest 202 392 130 26 3 5 5St.Andrew 412 588 176 24 3 5 5
St.Martin 817 1584 527 25 3 5 5
St.P.Port 1700 3295 1096 16 4 8 8

TABLE 9.30 shows the additional parish electricity 
requirements due to the introduction of these EVs (vehicle 
charging requirements are dependent upon the size of the 
battery) .

TABLE 9.30 - Parish ESCo electricity requirement with EVs 
Daily electricity Annual electricityconsumption (kWe) consiimpti'

Vale 11336 4138
St.Sampson 7641 2789
Castel 14769 5391St.Saviours 4701 1716St.P/Tort 5882 2147
Forest 2529 923St.Andrew 4124 1505St.Martin 10223 3731St.P.Port 14090 5143

75295 27483

The electricity consumption due to EV charging is 
determined by the charging requirement of the vehicle, 
multiplied by the number of vehicles of that size, divided 
by the rotation of charge. Total ESCo daily electricity 
requirement is then determined by summing the daily 
electricity requirement for each of the three vehicle sizes.
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The EV may therefore be an important additional service 
and also an important energy efficient solution to 
Guernsey's transport problems^. It is discussed here only in 
order to illustrate the scope for further reduction in 
Island petroleum product imports (within our distributed 
cogeneration ethos) and to also aid in producing steady- 
state models of electricity demand (but this may not be easy 
to achieve). This will then produce further reject heat to 
be planned (with further tunnels and further lights at the 
end of etc).

With distributed cogeneration, potential prime fuel 
(import) savings of 23% may be possible (see TABLE 9.10). 
With ESCos offering the energy service of mobility, this may 
rise to over 31%.

SUMMARY
(1) Distributed energy planning aught not to result in 
insecure energy supplies.

(2) The advantages claimed for the centralised power station 
at Vale have been shown to be illusory. In particular, the 
need for a wider planning margin (centralised 73.8%, 
compared with distributed 22.7%) and the waste of reject 
heat.

1. ne EV omer does not necessarily have to recoup the ebole cost of the vehicle, but only the difference in initial cost betveen an EV and an ICE.
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(3) The present centralised power station is located away 
from the areas (parishes) which are the markets for heat and 
this needs to be changed.

(4) Each ESCo should act as a supplier of Gas (for cooking, 
if required), electricity, hot water (and maybe the disposal 
of rubbish and sewage [location specific]). Extracting the 
maximum of useful energy from its resources.

(5) Nearly two thirds of reject waste heat can be utilised 
(with supplementary heat of 79 GWt) by connecting all non
domestic heat loads to heating networks. The domestic heat 
load that is necessary to totally eliminate all reject heat 
is very dependent upon location specific (parish) energy 
imbalances.

(6) Computer aided planning of heating networks is useful 
in producing geographic heat plans.

(7) Location specific consumption patterns can assist in 
long term energy (contingency) planning; with future 
developments specifically designed to avoid peak 
stimulation.

(8) The opportunities for exploiting biofuels and wind 
energy on the Island are necessarily location specific.
In terms of energy saving (when ranked against distributed 
cogeneration) the refuse burning incinerator (located at 
St.Sampsons) makes the most significant contribution to 
reducing prime fuel imports. Distributed cogeneration 
could meet Guernsey's bulk demand for energy.
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CHAPTER lO

THE VECTORS FOR, AND CONSEQUENCES OF CHANGING THE SYSTEM

All of the proposed changes to the system will 
necessarily result in a number of consequences, the most 
important of which are the subject of this Chapter.

It leads to the conclusion that energy is too important 
to Guernsey to be left to market forces alone. Conscious 
management of the long-term development of the energy sector 
is an essential requirement. However, in order to achieve 
this, a complete turnaround of existing structures and 
attitudes are required; with distributed cogeneration 
determined (effectively imposed) by the States of Guernsey 
through the SOGEMS.

10.1 A case for the States to look at energy in a total systems sense
There has to be good reasons for changing the system; 

the arguments in favour of distributed energy planning so 
far are:-
(1) A reduction in primary energy imports into the Island 
(as a first step).

(2) Reduced Island exposure to primary energy shortages and 
price inflation.

We will also show that there may be three further 
reasons: -
(3) It may improve the overall energy efficiency of the 
Island electricity network, and increase its flexibility
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(which we discuss in this Chapter-*̂ ).

(4) It may offer the possibility of lower energy prices 
for parish end-users (see Chapter 11).

(5) It may provide a cleaner environment (see Chapter 12).

The question of how far this is the responsibility of 
the individual end-user, or the States of Guernsey, is a 
question of particular relevance to Guernsey, where the 
States have traditionally shown itself reluctant to 
intervene.

It is the case that many individual Island end-users 
(particularly domestic end-users) have seen the financial 
wisdom of home insulation and efficient appliances. Many 
have at least lagged their hot water cylinders and insulated 
their lofts.

It could be argued that this shows that there is no 
need for the States to intervene, for it is the individual 
end-user who stands to benefit. Regardless such a view may 
be mistaken when considered from an Island perspective.

In broad terms the management of scarce resources (such 
as energy imports) requires an active approach. This is an 
area where the States can intervene effectively in order to 
facilitate change in the right direction. The objective is

1. Hhen large centralised generating sets are installed, a 
single breakdovn leads to a such greater capacity loss. 
Vitl) cogeneration located near to end-users, i^iroved 
service reliability say be possible.
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to secure energy conservation through the implementation of 
distributed cogeneration (as a first step).

To initiate such action (in a holistic way) there are 
three reguirements:-
(1) An appropriate planning structure.
(2) The possible requirement for a source of adequate funds.
(3) A target at which to aim.

Profitability, growth and ROI are all important and 
common measures at the business level, but at the Island 
level (see Section 1.6) a more systemic view is essential. 
Rather than ignoring other vital processes, it accounts and 
embraces them.

At the 'Island level' a true sense of energy priority 
can be achieved^.

We have already shown that there exists on the Island a 
profligate waste of heat energy due to centralised energy 
provision (see Section 5.3). In order to correct this 
situation, it will be necessary to change traditional energy 
planning (ie. quantitative methods of relating supply 
decisions to demand forecasts, see Section 8.1) and set the 
process of energy strategy making in a much wider mould.

Presently it is not clear which department of the

1. Hovever, the pursuit of energy conservation is not, and can never 
be, an absolute aii. The States of Guernsey need also to take 
into account econouc efficiency in the Island econoiy as a uhole, 
and ue discuss this in Chapter 11.
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States of Guernsey is responsible for the task of providing 
strategic guidance. The SEE cannot be expected to provide 
such guidance, although it is probably the only organisation 
in the Island best qualified to offer an opinion. The SEE 
would clearly face a conflict of interest; this matter of 
conflict of interest would also seem to be a major problem 
in a wider context.

This unsatisfactory position in part derives from the 
Guernsey system of government, which consists of a number of 
autonomous committees with no effective co-ordination or 
control (see Section 1.2).

Chapter 5 has shown that electricity on Guernsey has 
grown considerably over the years. Driven by this growth the 
SEE have made long term investments in centralised 
electricity production and associated transmission and 
distribution networks. These long term commitments may have 
formed an obstacle to cogeneration (and this situation 
continues) with energy end-users never really asking whether 
they could do better; this needs to be changed.

The important consequences of our more innovative 
(systemic) approach would be energy savings and improved 
security of supply for the Island (with parish energy 
service delivery). At any other level of delivery, in the 
horticultural/vinery sector for instance, it has been shown 
that the demand for electricity is low. In this instance an 
individual cogeneration end-user would not be able to match 
his complete heat demand with electricity and would be
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conservation 'distributed environment' has been created^.

Demand side management would then be directed at a 
dispersed parish set of energy end-users (households, 
enterprises etc) with supply side management directly 
influenced by the States of Guernsey (but the States of 
Guernsey are presently not organised to do this).

Such a change would allow individual end-users (who 
appreciate their own circumstances, are rational and know 
better than the States what their interests are) to continue 
to make their own decisions^. The conseguences of this would 
be a significant reduction in prime fuel imports into the 
Island (as a first step).

The systemic approach is a reliable and effective way 
to intervene in the energy market for two reasons. The first 
is that it would work; the second is that it does not 
interfere in the decisions of a multitude of individual 
Island energy end-users.

A focus on Island strategic energy conservation is 
required, but to date it has not been easy to see how it 
could be implemented. The present work attempts to provide a 
solution to this problem and removes the conflict of 
interest between on the one hand organisations wishing to 
sell their 'prepared' fuels and on the other the Island's

1. Deiand side energy conservation leasures would then be the 
responsibility of the parish ESCo larketing departient.

2. The States of Guernsey still setting Building Regulations, 
Health and Safety issues etc as part of the SOGERS.
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necessary requirement to reduce prime fuel imports^.

Guernsey shares at least two major characteristics with 
a number of other very small island communities:-
(1) It is an open economy and depends on both imports and 
exports in order to sustain its prosperity.

(2) It is currently (and has historically been) dominated by 
one sector because the small size of the economy constrains 
the degree of diversification (see Chapter 2).

It is a mis-interpretation of sensible free-market 
economics to suggest that the States of Guernsey has no role 
to play within the economy. Rather, within the energy 
sector, the States must provide the basic 'energy 
environment' and the private sector can then get on with 
what it does best, matching individual energy needs with 
energy services.

The establishment of a coherent Island (systems) 
framework (described in Resolution Level 1 of the soft 
systems model. Figure 19), amongst other things, would set 
a clear objective for energy conservation, and would put 
individual concerns in the broader context of strategic 
Island considerations.

The market can determine short-term priorities of 
consumption, but often works less well in dealing with

1. Present Island institutions are quite inappropriate for 
dealing with energy conservation and nanaqaent.
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long-term strategic judgements. Dealing with the long-term 
reguires political pressures and tough strategic choices 
which no market mechanism is eguipped to cope with. Market 
mechanisms are an essential discipline but are no final 
substitute for political choice. Energy is too important to 
Guernsey to be left to market forces alone.

Others have also published with this view (Fells and 
Lucas for example^), and suggested that the present U.K. 
government for example abandon its strict free-market 
approach to energy as irrelevant and damaging. Tombs^ also 
has described:

"a bewildered U.K. government adopting short-term 
energy measures ill-adapted for long-term considerations”

Conscious management of the long-term development of 
the energy sector in the very small Island (Guernsey) 
context is an essential reguirement.

Real energy planning has not to-date been addressed; 
intervention (through distributed cogeneration) may be the 
only way to fully release the Island's energy conservation 
potential. There is a strong case for the States of Guernsey 
to look at energy in a total systems sense (but this is not 
to say that the private sector does not have a role to 
play).

1. See Hyian, V, 2 July 1992, 'Pover failure in the free larket', 
for these references.

2. Toibs, F, January 1993, Electricity D.K..
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ownership that is all important but ESCo accountability.

The States of Guernsey have a responsibility to 
influence (or assist) the energy market place given the 
long-term nature of energy decisions. To the question 
"should energy strategy be led by markets or driven by 
governments, the answer is quite clear, it is both^" 
(governments influence markets anyway).

The goal of a sensible energy strategy should therefore 
be to blend market forces and States of Guernsey action so 
as to best achieve optimum use of imported energy resources 
(a systems approach encompasses both).

Government involvement is important for very small 
island communities such as Guernsey; oil imports into the 
Island are a critical commodity, the consumption of which 
cannot be suddenly reduced without major economic and social 
costs^. The States of Guernsey are therefore naturally 
concerned about security of energy supply to the Island.

It has long been recognised that, if markets are to 
work well, they must be suitably organised (frequently 
governments do play a role in such market organisation)-^. 
When energy is looked at in a total systems sense (as

1. See Schlesinger, J, 1991, 'the ehb and flow of goverment 
intervention in oil larkets'.

2. A sharp and unexpected rise in the oil price will also 
reduce the real incoie of the Island.

3. See Vickers, J and Yarrov, G, 1988, 'Regulation of privatised 
fins in Britain' for exaiple.
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advocated in the present work) it accommodates the set-up, 
the objectives, the resources and the necessary feedback at 
the all important Island level. Parish ESCos would then be 
directly accountable to the SOGEMS (in the public sector) 
which would set the 'key stone' objective of strategic 
energy conservation^.

In contrast, the parish ESCos, if in the private 
sector, would be evaluated from the shareholder's 
perspective (ie. they would tend to reflect the goals and 
objectives of the parish ESCos on behalf of their 
shareholders). The way in which the Island can ensure that 
such private profit is controlled (and States objectives 
adhered to) is through some form of regulation^ (regulation 
is in itself a sub-system within the SOGEM's soft system 
model). The system also needs monitoring/reviewing (a 
further sub-system of the soft systems model).

The extent to which regulation should occur is related 
in part to the 'cost of States of Guernsey financial 
support' which we discuss in Chapter 11. Energy subsidies 
should be used only to solve the problems the market cannot 
solve^; with subsidies possibly paid for out of the savings 
of the system (SOGEMS) for example.

1. Such a public owned systei challenging and changing
the culture froi a centralised to a decentralised ethos.

2. It is necessary to control prices in larkets where 
energy service delivery has a lonopoly.

3. Hie introduction of Guernsey's non-econoeic renewables 
or electric vehicles for exa^>le.
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Three groups are involved here:-
(1) The regulator (with the task of setting and enforcing^)
(2) The parish ESCo (the energy service company whose 
activities are regulated).
(3) The energy end-users.

Each of which have different, often conflicting, 
objectives and interests. The regulator with important 
political objectives; the parish ESCo focussing on cost 
considerations and the energy end—user interested in 
security of supply and price stability.

Energy conservation on the Island cannot rely on the 
market alone to seriously promote it because:-
(a) The present centralised approach on Guernsey is 
concerned with the expansion of 'prepared' fuel supplies; a 
formal SOGEMS approach would eliminate this culture.

(b) End-users are reluctant to make cost-justified energy 
saving investments; regulated ESCos can be made to 
accommodate this objective^.

1. See Vickers, J and Yarrow, G, 1988, ’Privatisation: An 
econoiic analysis' provide theories of regulation.

2. Parish ESCos will accunilate capital through electricity 
and heat energy sales and would be well positioned to 
invest in end*user energy efficiency to households and 
enterprises. End-users possibly paying ’life-cycle cost bills' 
instead of electricity or heat energy bills, if they were
to receive loans free the ESCo for energy ehiciency 
investients for exaaple.
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(c) Markets are unable to meet the challenges of the 
possible use of currently uneconomic renewable sources for 
example^.

(d) Markets are unable to meet the challenges of poverty for 
example.

A tripartite partnership is required between the 
SOGEMS, ESCo and energy end-user, and backed up in the 
SOGEMS/ESCo and ESCo/end-user cases by legal contracts (see 
Chapter 8). The ESCo would offer its expertise and possibly 
sources of finance to deliver specifically agreed results.
An intervention 'package' for each parish, with the 
contracts specifying who pays what and what is deliverable 
(see the Resolution Level 3 'Energy Planning' sub-system 
model in APPENDIX B).

The consequence of this will be that ESCos will have 
the opportunity to shape local energy through 
entrepreneurial type planning (the present centralised 
approach does not have such influence) and will be required 
to offer advice to unique end-user needs (through QQT 
measurements for example).

10»3 Influencing role for parish energy users
Parish end-users should find it acceptable to live with 

distributed cogeneration in their 'backyard' because the 
energy 'hub' of each parish is usually an existing States of

1. Ro one will ever use an energy source which is perceived 
to be uneconnic within the existing econoiic paradigi.
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Guernsey owned property (see Section 8.5). Each site is more 
than capable of accommodating all modular cogeneration 
plant, but the meaningful shift from centralisation to 
distributed cogeneration will largely be dependent upon 
strong support from each parish^. With a particular need 
to identify the local heating network with the immediate 
community.

An environmental disturbance study therefore needs to 
be carried out along the proposed route to ensure that the 
likely degree of disturbance is acceptable (pipe routes, 
position of services, results of trial excavations, soil 
tests etc). All of which means listening to what end-users 
want; a way of listening to end-users is to involve them 
directly in the energy planning process.

Buildings and eguipnent do not determine energy use, 
people do.

Parish energy end-users could and should participate in 
energy planning. Their grasp of energy issues as end-users 
(coupled with their knowledge of local conditions) need to 
be fully integrated into each parish ESCo's decision making

1. Apart froi the good reasons for distributed cogeneration 
at the Island level, parish end-user participation also 
involves a large niober of environwntal, social and 
political choices.
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process. Innovation is about the management of change^, the 
gatekeepers in this instance are the elected parish 
representatives.

Subjective issues such as the possible inclusion of a 
wind turbine into a parish cluster for example cannot simply 
be reduced to a numerical value alone; consultation is 
therefore an essential sub-system within our soft systems 
model. The complexity of the energy planning exercise should 
not present any serious obstacle to parishioners; the 
expertise would be derived from within the SOGEMS itself.

The consequences of this will be that more end-users 
will say 'yes' when they are convinced that development is 
undertaken in a sypathetic way (with maximum consultation in 
the early phases). With real opportunities for end-users to 
influence decisions (and real opportunities for significant 
energy import savings).

Low income groups:
Economic growth has not trickled down to the poor on 

the Island (even with rapid growth) and has not been

1. See for exaiple Henry, J and Walker, D, 1991, ’Managing 
innovation' or

Burgelian, R.A and Naidique, 1988, 'Strategic lanagewnt of 
tectinology and innovation' or

Loveridge, R and Pitt, N, 1990, "Rie strategic unagewnt of 
technological innovation'.
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sufficient to alleviate fuel poverty^ (even on a wealthy 
Island such as Guernsey).

Evidence of fuel poverty can be exhibited in a number 
of ways:-
(1) Energy inefficient dwellings (see Section 8.3).
(2) Low levels of consumption (see Section 6.1).
(3) A high proportion of household income spent on fuel.

Efforts to mitigate the impact of fuel poverty on the 
U.K. mainland for example, have concentrated on providing 
cash benefits through social security. Such benefits are not 
really effective in increasing energy conservation; a better 
way to help low income households may be to enable them to 
improve the efficiency of their use of energy by targeted 
conservation measures (parish ESCos can assist locally in 
this role).

Important is that one of the ways to address fuel 
poverty is to attempt to eliminate the present appalling 
centralised reject heat energy on the Island in the first 
place.

End-user responses:
It has been shown that end-users are responsive in 

changing their demand for energy when energy prices are

1. Fuel poverty can be defined as the inability to afford 
adequate heat and light.

See Boardian, B, 1992, 'Opportunities and constraints posed 
by fuel poverty on policies to reduce the greenhouse effect 
in Britain' for exaiple.
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changed (see Figure 42 for example) . Parish end-users should 
therefore have a 'tariff setting' role.

Similarly, in relation to environmental concerns, the 
proposed construction of two further nuclear reactors at 
Flamanville on the French coast was the basis for a recent 
Channel Television phone-in vote^. Which posed the question:

"Should the Channel Islands object to further expansion 
of the nuclear industry on the nearby French coast ?".

Eight hundred and ninety five viewers voted 'yes', with 
one hundred and ninety three voting 'no'. Islanders are 
concerned for the environment and should similarly have a 
'greening' role.

10.4 The requirements of other Stabes committees
A major role of the present Advisory and Finance 

Committee (as far as it affects other States departments) is 
to act as the States of Guernsey's 'co-ordinating 
committee'. 'Advisory' in the sense of ensuring that the 
work of the States is co-ordinated; ensuring co-ordination 
between States committees in formulation and implementation 
of policies. 'Financial' in the sense of submitting to the 
States, estimates of income and expenditure on both general 
revenue and capital account.

This is all conducted as an annual 'Island planning 
round' as shown in Figure 128. A 'profligate circle', where

1. Sm  Guernsey Evening Press, S Narcli 1993, 'Oiannel Television 
Phone-in'.
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States committees put forward their annual policy and 
budgetary requirements as part of the round (prisoners of 
the usual way of doing things).

Important is that a distinction is made between 
so-called 'Trading Boards' and other States committees. At 
the present time the only contribution made to the States 
general revenue from Trading Boards^ is from the Post 
Office (in respect of philatelic operations). Other Trading 
Boards such as the SEB make little contribution; their only 
obligation is to administer their services in as economical 
a fashion as possible (without subsidy^).

A d v i s o r y  a n d  F i n a n c e  A n n u a l  P l a n n in g  R o u n d

J u l y
Annuoil p o l i c y  p l a n n in g ,  e c o n o n i c  a n d  f i n a n c i a l  r e p o r t  .

L e v e l s  o f  C a p i t a l  e x p e n d l t o n e  f o r -  n e x t  3 y e a r ' s  d e t e r m i n e d  .

L e v e l  o f  t a r g e t e d  O p e r a t i n g  S u r p l u s  s e t  t o  f i n a n c e  p r o p o s e d  c a p i t a l  ,

Moi- ' rFi  or- Afjr'il
R e p o r t  on a c c o u n t s  \

s h o w i n g  a c t u a l  f i g u r e s  f o r  
p r e v i o u s  y e a r  r e p o r t e d

D e c e n h o r
A n n u a l  b u d g e t .

F o l lo w in g  y e a r ' s  Inco m e.

_ E x p e n d i t u r e  a n d  o p e r a t i n g  s u r p l u s
'  ----------- — d e t e r mi n e d  .

Figure 128

1. The 'Trading Boards' are conittees of the States just 
like any other conittee.

2. The trading undertakings could provide an annual contribution 
to general revenue by laking payients in lieu of incoee tax or 
the payient of a 'dividend' of an agreed percentage on the 
capital e^iloyed, but neither has ever been applied.
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Island"•

(3) Waste management:
"resolved to direct the Board of Administration to 

report to the States by the end of 1991 to enable the States 
to take an early decision on a long-term strategy for refuse 
disposal"

All such statements give a priority more rhetorical 
than real (see Section 1.5). The conseguences of tackling 
the energy problem through a systemic methodology brings out 
the fact that it is also linked to the management of these 
other resources (an environmental strategy reguires an 
energy strategy; energy and the environment for example 
stimulate transport policy etc).

If the Island's energy strategy is rxght other kinds of 
policy tend to fall into place too (all the more reason to 
have a good one).

10.5 Regulatory interventions
Parish ESCos would allow the efficient use of heat 

(which is currently a reject product from the centralised 
power station) but it could be argued that cogeneration 
linked with a heating network removes end-user choice. We 
will show that in very small densely populated island 
situations this loss of choice may be far outweighed by the 
reduction in primary energy imports (plus the other benefits 
which may accrue to an island such as Guernsey, with no 
indigenous energy resources, see Chapter 11).
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As the development of parish heating networks are 
highly capital intensive, intervention by the States of 
Guernsey through the SOGEMS will be necessary in order to 
facilitate its market entry. The regulatory sub-system (see 
soft systems models in Figures 19 and 22) will influence the 
introduction of these necessary heating networks by each 
ESCo. This is Where our soft systems modelling (Chapter 3) 
and our meta—modelling (Chapter 7) become 'real'. Regulatory 
provision being applied to facilitate the market entrance 
against competing fuel/heating in order to guarantee parish 
ESCos a sufficiently high end-user connection rate, to make 
their investments profitable.

The consequences of all of this would be to secure the 
reduction in primary energy imports described, with the 
regulator protecting the interests of:-
(1) Parish ESCos (ie. ensuring all reasonable demands are 
met and that they are able to finance their activities etc).

(2) Parish end-users (protecting the interests of end-users 
with respect to prices, quality of service etc).

(3) Promote competition between ESCos (for example through 
the introduction of formal energy management contracts).

(4) Take into account the interests of pressure groups.

The supply side regulatory interventions would be to:—
(a) Decentralise the power and energy base to form parish 
ESCos; based upon the joint production of electricity and 
heat (the proposed location of each ESCo has already been
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determined, see Section 8.5).

(b) Implement all potential, location specific, renewable 
(economic) sources within each parish ESCo (with the maximum 
consultation of end-users). Non-economic renewable sources 
possibly implemented by the introduction of a subsidy^ (see 
Chapter 11).

The demand side regulatory interventions would be to:-
(a) Aim to achieve steady-state (smooth) electricity demand 
curves for each ESCo (see Section 9.6) to further improve 
supply side conversion efficiency.

(b) Stamp out the inefficient use of energy in all economic 
sectors of the Island economy.

Demand-side energy conservation comprises many various 
elements which include changes in behaviour; investment in 
new, more energy-efficient plant (retrofitting); 
modification of the production process or of the existing 
equipment, and so on. Important is the need for an emphasis

1. Such subsidies are not new to Guernsey. Horticulture 
for exa^ile, has had an interest subsidy schem for 
capital investient. Itie scheK provides a subsidy on 
interest payable on 75t of the actual capital expended 
on a project over a period of up to seven years 
(see Guernsey Evening Press 22 July 1989).

In the year 1990/91 Guernsey growers took advantage of 
the 'capital sup|»rt schem' with proposals froi 44 growers 
investing £3.9 lillion - Billet d'Etat XVI 1991, Itei 2.70.

See Guernsey Evening Press, 22 July 1989, 'States cash backs 
grower investient' or

Guernsey Evening Press, 4 Noveiber 1988, 'Support grants could 
aaount to £7.5 lillion in next six years'.
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here on local suitability (through the parish ESCo); such of 
the investment in these demand side measures must come from 
the parish ESCo itself^.

A 'trade off' is required by the ESCo between 
investments directed towards improving demand side energy 
conservation (thereby reducing electricity and heat energy 
demands) and those aimed at providing cost competitive 
electricity and heat^• The parish ESCo needs to find the 
most cost-effective blend of energy and energy—saving 
equipment (ie. selling an energy 'package' to the end-user), 
but this is down to them to resolve.

Owen^ has suggested that future improvements in demand 
side insulation standards may only marginally reduce the 
cost effectiveness of cogeneration/heating networks. If a 
cogeneration/heating network is cost effective when 
installed, improved insulation should not detract from the 
ability of the heating network to compete.

We can describe the demand side regulatory constraints

1. An ESCo should exist to invest in energy efficiency 
iiprovemnts on the deiand side, not only to distribute 
or provide energy needs. See Boardian, B, February 1992,
'Why energy efficiency'. Hho argues that luch of deund 
side investmnt nist com froi utilities, and brings together 
sole recent evidence to support a prograi of direct investient 
in the lore efficient use of energy, particularly in hoies.

2. Hovever, factors such as the discount rate and assuiptions on 
future fuel costs lay be lore i^iortant to densely populated 
(very siall) island comunities than deund side insulation 
levels for exa^)le; this is discussed in Chapter 11.

3. Owen, R.G, 1979, 'Hie effect of optiiising the level of 
dowstic therml insulation on the econoiics of district beating'.
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placed on ESCos in three categories (1) pricing, (2) 
incentives and (3) regulations, as follows:-
(1) ESCo pricing

Traditionally energy prices can and have been set in 
relation to many different bases^, such as in relation to 
average historical costs or to marginal costs^ for example 
(the choice of price base determines both the level and the 
structure of energy tariffs).

The traditional procedure has been essentially a long
term planning process, and starts with forecasting energy 
demand, which then leads to a development programme of plant 
to meet these forecasts (see Section 8.1). In spite of 
this, on the U.K. mainland over the last few years, more 
emphasis has been placed on ROI on energy projects, with 
typical regulatory control being of the R.P.I. - X% 
variety^.

With distributed energy planning, details on the level 
and pattern (QQT) of local energy demand (for various end- 
user types) provide much of the information needed to set 
soundly based prices.

1. See Webb, N.G, 1980, 'Energy pricing in tbe O.K.'for exuple.

2. See Schr», G, 1991, 'Marginal cost pricing revisited'.

n e  general theory of larginal cost pricing suggests that 
under perfect co^wtition, setting prices equal to the 
■arginal cost of production encourages econoaic efficiency 
(larginal cost tariffs usually consist of a deiand charge, 
an energy charge and a standing charge).

3. See Beesley, N.E and Littlechild, S.C, 1989, 'The regulation 
of private lonopolies in the United Kingdoa' for exaiple.
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(2) ESCo incentives
Competition in the award of a formal energy management 

contract for operating a parish ESCo could be instituted, 
but important is that ESCos face significant financial 
disincentives if they are not allowed to recover the costs 
of implementing demand side energy conservation programmes 
and recover lost revenues. The regulatory sub-system 
therefore needs to ensure that promoting demand side energy 
conservation is in the best financial interests of ESCos 
(which requires further research effort).

(3) Regulations
The real demand side challenge really lies in uprating 

the existing stock of domestic dwellings (see Section 8.3). 
However, this may still not be completely achieved merely by 
the operation of market forces alone, and may need further 
regulatory intervention. Compulsory energy audits of 
domestic dwellings may be required, with a certificate 
showing that the house 'deems to satisfy' standards 
(mandatory roof/wall/floor insulation, double glazing etc).

Important is that the SOGEMS regulatory sub-system^ 
should not interfere in the decision making process of 
commercial companies, except where matters of legitimate 
Island interest are concerned.

The consequences of all of these demand side activities 
will be to help further reduce prime fuel imports into the

1. Operating through the exercise of statutory powers.
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Island (as the second step).

10.6 Enbedded cogeneration and the Island electricitynetwork
An assessment of composite Island electricity 

reliability is complicated since it must consider the 
integrated effects of distributed cogeneration. The primary 
concern here is one of steady—state adequacy (ie. that 
distributed cogeneration is adequate to meet the electricity 
demands imposed on it^).

Even though there is complication, the potential impact 
of parish 'embedded cogeneration^' can be analysed by using 
a computer based specialist modelling tool named DINIS 
(Distribution Network Information System) which has been 
developed by International Computers Limited (ICL) and used 
for electrical analysis purposes by the Writer within the 
SEE.

The old method of calculating the flow of electricity 
through a network was a time consuming business. Although 
computers handled the calculations, the skilled labour 
needed to prepare the input data (and to study voluminous 
outputs) was considerable.

The DINIS tool is an improvement on this and uses state 
of the art information technology which is designed to

1. See Ulan, R and Billinton, R, 1992, 'Fewer systa reliability 
and its assessaent' for exaiple.

2. Cogeneration plant located in a nuiber of locations within 
an electricity network is known colloquially as 'eibedded 
cogeneration'.
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integrate an electricity authority's network drawings with 
electrical analysis facilities. It has been used by the 
Writer to conduct a number of Island electricity network 
studies and is used in the present work to compare the 
centralised power station at the Vale with an electrical 
analysis of the embedded cogeneration future^.

Many independent generators are now embedded in 
electrical networks elsewhere, which were previously 
designed for centralised generation^. Computer control and 
monitoring of a large number of widely distributed 
cogeneration units is a recent and most useful development.

When connecting embedded cogeneration to the existing 
Island electricity network, primary consideration must be 
given to the contribution that the newly installed plant 
will make to the fault level of the network. The safe 
operation of the network depends upon accurate prediction of 
these fault contributions (made by all of the plant 
operating in parallel) at the instant of a fault. DINIS 
indicates an approximate 11 kV fault level of 400 MVA with 
the centralised power station regime; with embedded 
cogeneration the fault level rises across the network and 
produces a maximum fault level of 450 MVA^ (which may

1. Tbe Island network lodelled uses actual cable/transfoner/ plant electrical data.
2. See Rogers, B, 1994, 'Control distribution netvorks vitb eriiedded generators' for exâ)le.
3. Other factors such as transient stability aspects are also îiortant here.
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require fault current limiting reactors to be fitted in the 
network, but this need not be prohibitive).

A load flow study with all embedded cogeneration, 
modelled with a maximum demand of 65 MWe (ie higher than the 
peak demand experienced on the Guernsey network to date) 
indicates that ONLY one 11 kV underground cable is 
overloaded within the St.Martin's ESCo. Which is located 
between the PE Hospital and Richmond substation (a length of 
762 m), which needs uprating.

The present 11 kV electricity distribution network 
(without 33 kV transmission) therefore seems to be more than 
capable of handling the cogeneration penetration proposed. 
Figure 129 shows the present high voltage network on 
Guernsey (llkV and also 33 kV), and indicates the designated 
location of each ESCo's embedded cogeneration^.

Electricity network reliability
Even though energy services will be delivered at the 

parish level, it is preferable that one body has the role of 
co-ordinating the planning and operation of the Island 
electricity network as a whole^. It is not proposed that 
this body should act in any way as a market-maker with 
parish ESCos bidding into a pool (as instituted on the U.K.

1. Ibis is not a 'geographic' lap but lerely an electrical 
'scheiatic' representation of the network.

2. nis need not necessarily be the case for heating networks.
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The centre would perforin a variety of tasks relating 
to the reliability and dispatch of parish ESCo cogeneration/ 
renewable sources. Ensuring that the demand and supply of 
electricity are balanced on a moment to moment basis 
(electricity cannot be stored). The primary concern again 
is one of steady-state adequacy (ie. whether the parish 
ESCo's electricity cogeneration sources are adequate to meet 
the electricity demands imposed on it). However, others have 
published with regard to such decentralised multi-machine 
power systems, such as Quali and Fantin^ for example.

The centre could also develop and co-ordinate ESCo 
cogeneration/renewable maintenance schedules. Conduct 
studies and schedule ESCo plant so that contingency plans 
exist, to be immediately implemented if plant fails. The 
success of any contingency plan would require the 
availability of plant capacity (in some instances capacity 
which may NOT be located within the same parish ESCo).

The SEE currently operate a dual computer SCADA^ system 
from a purpose built facility next to the centralised power 
station. This monitors Island electricity demand ONLY and 
communicates with central generation units and also 
distributed substations out in the parishes. This is 
currently referred to as the 'Energy Management Control 
Centre'.

1. Quali, A and Fantin, J, 1990, 'Optiial decentralised control for ■ilti-iacbine pover syst«'.
2. Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition.
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This would be very suitable as the 'dispatching 
centre', tracking and adjusting cogeneration at the 
distributed parish level. Then becoming a true 'Energy 
Management Control Centre' (energy in the true sense, not 
just merely electricity provision^).

The conseguences of distributed cogeneration would then 
result in the reduction of spinning reserve^ and hot- 
standby^ , which are required to cope with surges in 
demand. Reliability would also be increased; if the output 
from the present centralised power station is lost it is 
equivalent to loosing ALL parish cogeneration plant 
(centralisation of plant thus represents a much higher 
risk). We will show that this greater unreliability is 
achieved at a significant cost in terms of centralised

1. See Banteliann, H, Kocbs, H.D and Ziner, H, August 1990, 
’Ite design of a lodem total-energy control centre' for 
an exaiple of this.

2. Sources of inherent reserve include spinning reserve 
(ie. the spare capacity on generating sources which are 
running at reduced output) and inertia in rotating plant. 
Such reserve is wasteful in tens of wasted fuel (due to 
greatly reduced conversion efficiency at 'part load' 
operation for generation plant).

n e  present centralised power station (with large slow- 
speed diesels) are inflexible in this respect. The SEB 
soMtiies running the whole Island electricity network 
froa a single slow-speed lachine, accepting the risic of 
an Island blackout if it should fail.

3. Electricity generation plant that u y  need to be provided 
to protect the network against failure of plant or in case 
deiand is underestiiated. Distributed cogeneration would 
be allocated to the electrical network as a whole, not to 
back up any particular parish ESCo.

In the absence of such generation reserve, load shedding and 
voltage reductions are options which can also be taken.
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these losses increase the running costs of central 
generation, they also increase the capital costs because 
of the extra centralised capacity required to overcome 
losses at periods of peak demand.

In 1991/92 the SEB generated 243,583 GWhe and the units 
sent out from the central power station was 233,782 GWhe. 
Thus the works power used within the power station was 9,801 
GWhe (4.02%). The units billed was 216,861 GWhe, which gives 
an energy loss^ on the transmission and distribution network 
of 16,921 GWhe (7.2%); neglecting non-technical losses (eg. 
theft).

With the aid of DINIS we can determine the energy loss 
of the H.V. network with centralised generation, which is 
3.3% (L.V. losses are therefore 3.9%). With embedded 
cogeneration (and no 33kV H.V. network) the loss on the H.V. 
network drops to 1.4%, which represents a saving in energy 
losses of 1.9%.

Important though are not only energy losses (GWhe) but 
also power losses (MWe) during peak periods (but the latter 
are usually not considered^). The demand or MWe component is

1. Tliere are tvo separate types of electrical losses (1) the 
copper or variable losses which vary with the square of the 
current and peak heavily at peak tin and (2) the iron or 
fixed losses which are volta^ related and vary approxiiately 
with the square of the voltaqe.

2. The SEB favour the costinq of only the energy co^xtnent 
of losses. This approach however is unrealistic because 
losses occupy network capacity and intact on generation 
requirsMnts (by altering capacity).

See Tobin, E.P, and Glyim, B, 1991, 'Distribution systei losses 
are evaluated by Masureaent' for a discussion of deund loss387



a measure of the capacity or resources occupied by the 
losses and in the Guernsey context we will show that these 
are far more severe in demand terms.

The accuracy and usefulness of loss studies are 
directly dependent upon the quality of basic load data over 
a specified time period. For the purposes of our analysis we 
again take the highest SEB peak day load profile of 
7 February 1991 (see Section 7.7), FIGURE 130.

States of Guernsey Electricity Board 
(peak day - 7 February 1991)

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23
Time of day (hra)

Figure 130

Electrical energy losses are a function of the square 
of the load current (I^2R), and are directly related to 
the square of the demands. TABLE 10.1 details the hourly

•Continued...

at peak.
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Transmission/distribution losses thus require 6.5 MWe 
of network capacity, which is equivalent to 11,05% of net 
centralised generation. Over 1 1% of the centralised power 
network capacity (ie. centralised generation, transmission 
and distribution) is required to supply the demand loss at 
peak (see also Section 7.7)

In relative terms, such losses are equivalent to over 
half the output of one of the large Sulzer slow-speed diesel 
generators at the central power station. Important is also 
the cost of the network capacity occupied by these losses 
(the demand component).

This extra capacity can be seen to be considerable 
since it is determined by the peak demands. The estimated 
benefits of using embedded cogeneration are therefore 
significantly enhanced if full allowance is made for the 
effects of these losses. Capital cost savings are estimated 
to be £8 million^ (1992 prices), equivalent to 40% of the 
SEB's turnover in 1991/92 for example-

Under-valuing such demand losses on the centralised 
Island power network diverts investment towards the 
generation and transmission network levels, something which 
has certainly occured on Guernsey. This has lead to non- 
optimal electricity network development overall, and wastes 
resources. In contrast, the consequences of embedded 
cogeneration (injecting directly into the middle of the

1. Equivalent to half the cost of a new slov-speed diesel 
(See Appendix H).
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power network) results in a significant reduction in these 
energy and demand losses^.

Reliability, security of operation and maintenance 
should not be reduced by a change from centralised 
generation to distributed cogeneration. Reliability and 
security of operation may in fact be enhanced, with 
maintenance and servicing of local facilities carried out by 
each ESCo themselves.

SUMMARY
(1) At the 'Island level' a true sense of energy priority 
can be achieved.

(2) A complete turnaround of existing structures and 
attitudes is required, with distributed cogeneration 
determined (effectively imposed) by the States of Guernsey 
through the SOGEMS.

(3) The States must provide the basic 'distributed 
environment' and the private sector can then get on with

it does best, matching individual energy needs with 
services. Market mechanisms are an essential 

discipline but are no substitute for political choice.

(4) Energy is too important to Guernsey to be left to market 
forces alone. Conscious management of the long-term 
development of the energy sector is an essential

1. Sm Sunerton, J and Bradsbav, T.K, 1991, 'Tovards a dispersed electrical systa' for exaaple.
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requirement.

(5) What is important is not primarily ESCo ownership but 
ESCo accountability.

(6) A tripartite partnership between the SOGEMS, ESCo and 
energy end-users is required, and backed up in the SOGEMS/ 
ESCo and ESCo/end-user cases by legal contracts. The ESCo 
would offer its expertise and possibly sources of finance to 
deliver specifically agreed results. An intervention 
'package' is required for each parish, with the contracts 
specifying who pays what and what is deliverable (see the 
Resolution Level 3 'Energy Planning' sub—system model in 
APPENDIX B).

(7) When energy is looked at in a total systems sense it 
accommodates the set-up, the objectives, the resources and 
the necessary feedback at the all-important Island level.

(8) Innovation is about the management of change, the 
93'tekeepers in this instance are the elected parish 
representatives.

(9) Parish end-users should have a 'tariff setting' and 
'greening' role.

(10) The present States planning round is more of a 
'profligate circle', with Trading Boards (such as the SEB) 
sitting on the periphery. States committees putting forward 
their policy and budgetary requirements as part of the round 
(prisoners of the usual way of doing things).
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(11) If the Island's energy strategy is right other kinds 
of policy tend to fall into place too.

(12) Much of the investment in demand side measures must 
come from the parish ESCo itself, with energy end—users 
possibly paying for energy-saving services through their 
bills. The parish ESCo would have responsibility for 
identifying the most cost-effective blend of energy and 
energy-saving equipment.

(13) The present electricity distribution network seems to 
be more than capable of handling the cogeneration 
penetration proposed, with little uprating of existing 
cable/transformer/plant required.

(14) Even though energy services would be delivered at the 
parish level, it is preferable that one body has the role of 
co-ordinating the planning and operation of the Island 
electricity network as a whole (this need not necessarily be 
the case for heating networks, but co-ordination and 
consultation are essential).

(15) The consequences of distributed cogeneration would 
result in the reduction of spinning reserve, hot-standby and 
in increased reliability. Diversity of supply effectively 
equating to a distributed number of small cogeneration 
stations providing flexibility of response.

(16) Embedded cogeneration results in an energy loss 
reduction on the electricity network of 1.9% and a 
centralised generation capacity saving of 6.5 MWe (some £8
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C H A P T E R  1 1

T H E  C O S T S  O F  C H A N G I N G  T H E  S Y S T E M

The kind of system changes discussed will require 
capital investment in the transfer from centralisation to 
decentralisation. With the transition achieved by a phased 
(parish) programme of investments, with no further expansion 
of the centralised power station site at the Vale. When 
existing Vale slow-speed diesels are retired, they would not 
t>e replaced. When a new tranche of generating capacity is 
required, it would be relaced with distributed cogeneration.

All this will involve detailed cost considerations, 
which is the subject of this penultimate Chapter. It 
considers whether the unit costs (kWhe and kWht) of 
distributed cogeneration are competitive with the present, 
centralised approach (and also with renewable methods).

It leads to the conclusion that distributed 
cogeneration sources (NOT central generation sources) 
satisfy the requirement of maximising NPV, and provide 
greater security against movements in interest rates and 
also fuel prices. In terms of renewable energy sources, only 
landfill gas makes any economic contribution.

11.1 The costs of serving each parish^
Currently the SEE do not differentiate their costs 

according to location but rather differentiate them

1. All costs are estiiated in 1992 values.
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according to customer classification. A parish that is 
P^^'ticularly costly to serve is not readily identifiable 
as such because the SEB tend to average their costs over the 
®ntire pool of end-users.

It is important to get closer to the true cost of 
serving each parish, and we will show that whether 
•distributed cogeneration is cost-effective or not will 
largely depend upon its geographic location.

A parish that is particularly costly to serve (and 
hence a good candidate for distributed cogeneration) is 
readily identifiable as such by how far it is located from 
Vale (ie. the location of the centralised power station). 
Since the power station is in the far north of the Island 
anyway, ALL parishes appear to be good candidates.

TABLE 11.1 provides a pre-tax evaluation of each ESCo's 
distributed cogeneration sources (ALL positive NPVs), 
derived from our financial and energy analysis work within 
each parish model (see Chapter 7; life of plant 10 years, 
discount rate 15% etc). 'Scenario 1 '  is with the price of 
heat set to zero^. 'Scenario 2' is with the price of heat 
set to the comparable oil fired central heating equivalent 
(all heat energy is assumed sold).

1. The electricity sold by each parish ESCo is priced the 
sale as that levied by the SEB (9.37p/kllhe, see TABLE 4.9).
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In order for the use of waste heat to prove attractive 
the price should be the same or lower than the cost of 
generating heat from alternative sources. We therefore use 
the cost of heat from an oil fired boiler as a comparison^ 
(no alteration to the price of electricity).

A simple assessment of pay-back period^, based on 
initial capital costs of all ESCo distributed cogeneration 
sources, indicates a maximum pay-back period of 2 years 
(with no heating network costs included, and all heat energy 
assumed sold).

Regardless, for distributed cogeneration to be 
successful two important conditions must be satisfied:-
(1) There must be a demand for the heat output within each 
parish.

(2) Its unit costs (kwhe and kWht) must be competitive with 
the present centralised approach (and also with renewable 
methods).

We have already shown in Chapter 9 that there IS a 
demand for waste heat out there in the parishes. We now go 
on to compare the costs of distributed cogeneration with the 

approach, and also location specific renewable

1. 1.48p/W(h, see TABLE 4.9 (the cost of heat generated, using 
a notional boiler efficiency of 804, is 1.85p/kllht).

2. nis lethod is both the least sophisticated theoretically 
' and the n s t  coaonly used, thou^ its use is often only
as a first screening device. It leasures the nuiber of years 
that the project «ill take to recover its initial outlay 
free its net cash flow.
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methods available on Guernsey (see Section 8.2).

11.2 Competing options
Discounted cash flow is again used to describe the 

interaction between capital expenditure and the resulting 
fuel (and money) savings achieved.

The centralised approach
The SEE centralised unit cost of generation is given as 

2.705 p/kWhe (see TABLE 4.8), but great care needs to be 
exercised when making comparisons with this and the costs of 
alternative generation^. This SEE figure enjoys the benefit 
of substantial written down capital investment.

A more appropriate comparison is to compare the cost of 
a NEW centralised slow-speed diesel with the alternative 
methods of generation, which are also NEW.

If a new centralised slow-speed engine could be 
employed for a nominal 80% of the hours in each year and 
achieve an average load during running hours of 75%, its 
annual sent out electrical energy would be 73,584 NWhe.
Using this and a capital investment for a slow-speed diesel 
of £16 million (1992 prices, see Appendix H) produces a

1. See Hioison, L, Kay 1993, 'Reporting charges in the electricity 
s ^ l y  industry and privatisation'. The accounting treatient of 
fixed assete can have a significant iipact on profits (through 
the depreciation charge), on net assets, and thus on the rate 
of return.
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centralised unit cost of generation of 4.8 p/kWhe^, which is 
a far more realistic figure.

We therefore take central energy source costs to be
4.8 p/kWhe for electricity (the NPV is + £857,379; the 
simple payback 5 years) and 1.85 p/kWht for heat.

Location specific renewable methods 
Wind energy costings

The design of wind energy projects are now reaching 
sufficient maturity to be able to give reliable cost 
estimates. The costs used in the present work relate to the 
wind generation facility at Delabole in Cornwall^, a

ility which the SEB visited in March 1993 and accurate 
(actual) costings obtained (1992 prices).

The principle financial data for a 300 kWe wind
turbine (as proposed for Guernsey) would be as follows:-
Capital cost £300000^ (£1000/kWe installed)
Annual O & M cost £6000 (2% of total investment)
Expected^ annual 273000 min (see Section 9.3)kWhe sent out

1. Iiportant, using a HFO fuel cost of 7 p/Litre, an 0 <1 H cost of 
0,98 p/Mfte and the injroved conversion efficiency of 40t for a 
slow-speed diesel (HOT 35», which is the case of distributed 
cogeneration).

2. For a description of the Delabole facility see Edwards, P.D 
and Milborrow, D.J, October 1992, ’Delabole wind fan'.

3. Ho land costs are included. The land based capital cost is 
used here (but the proposed locations are parish islets).

4. As evaluated by Nonte*Carlo siwlation.
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Income from electricity £25580^
(Wind energy will NOT breakeven^)

Refuse burning costings (St.Sampson)
St.Sampsons is a large user of heat energy and is a 

suitable location for a refuse burning plant, which offers 
the advantage of a 'negative' fuel cost (ie. a fuel that you 
are paid to take^).

There are several ways that rubbish can be turned into 
useful heat, which differ in three key areas:—
(1) How the incoming refuse is sorted and processed (if at 
all) .
(2) How it is burned.
(3) How the emissions the incineration produces are cleaned.

Whether there is a need to process the waste before 
burning depends on the combustion process used, with 
combusters available in two main forms
(1) High temperature, mass-burn grate incinerators (which 
accepts the refuse as it arrives at the plant, with little 
or no pre-processing).

(2) Circulating fluidised bed incinerators (which require 
non-combustible materials to be removed, before the waste is

1. Using the average SEB price of 9.37p/Mlhe (see TABLE 4.9).

2: The enviromental costs of turtngenerators are not included.

3. Hastes Mbich sees to be an inevitable consequence of 
the affluent Guernsey lifestyle.
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fed to the bed).

The heat produced by combustion of the waste is then 
removed from the flue gas in order for the gas to be 
cleansed, before discharge to atmosphere. The heat 
abstracted can then used as a direct heat source (hot water) 
for the provision of heat to the St.Sampson's heating 
network for example.

Refuse incinerators operate most efficiently on a 
continuous basis (ie. three shift manning is required) with 
the heat produced at night and stored for use later. The 
costings used in the present work relate to such continuous 
operation and are estimates produced by Ewbank Preece^ for 
the SEB in 1989, which allows for refuse incineration of 
70000 tonnes/annum, using the mass-burn grate technique.

The costings relate to a single-grate stoker (standard 
design) incinerator type VKW MG 40, manufactured by Keller 
and Peikert^

The principle financial data (1992 prices^) for a 
refuse incinerator plant of 70000 t/annum capacity (as 
proposed for Guernsey) would be as follows:-
Capital cost £5580000'

1. Elibank Preece Liiited, 1989, 'Review of generation developwnt'.

2. A scaled down version of the EdKnton incineration plant,
London.

3; 1989 EwtMuik Preece estiutes are increased using the Guernsey 
RPI index f m  June 1989 to June 1992.

4. Ilo land costs are included.
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Annual maintenance cost £111600 (2% of total investment) 
Annual operational cost £436260 (staff/aux.power etc) 
Annual kWht sent out 91048000 min (see Section 9.3)
Income from heat £1684388^
(The simple payback for this installation is of the order 
of 10 years^)

Anaerobic (sewage) digestion costings (St.Peter Port)
It would be good ecologically to end the practice in 

Guernsey of allowing sewage to run out to sea, and for the 
Island to recycle its sewage products^.

In the last twenty years anaerobic digestion has been 
used (with the help of new technology) at medium to small 
sewage works, and may be suitable for Guernsey. This new 
technology uses improved stirring efficiency, better 
insulation properties and improved process design and 
control.

As well as providing a biogas for electricity 
production, the process can also provide a stable sludge for

1. Hegl^ing the price paid to the St.Saipson's ESCo for 
'taking' the refuse. Also neglecting heat losses.

Using 1.48pA«i prise fuel (see TABLE 4.9); the cost of 
heat generated 1.85p/lwht (using a boiler efficiency of 804).

2. This is a positive solution to Guernsey's landfill problei 
(refuse burning redirects refuse away froi future 
landfill sites, but the financial benefits of this are
not included; see 'Further Dork' discussion in Chapter 12).

3. See Fletcher, P.G, Guernsey Evening Press, 18 April 1992,
• 'Green up lungs of the corridor' or

Arendt, P, Guernsey Evening Press, 6 March 1991, 'Start 
saving for a sevage plant plea'.
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long-term storage (for later use as a fertiliser) without 
any further treatment or conditioning.

The principle financial data (provided by Mass Energy 
Limited; 1992 prices) to auto desludge, thicken, digest and 
store would be as follows
Capital cost 
Annual O & M cost 
Annual kWhe sent out

£850000^
£17000 (2% of total investment) 
631000 min (see Section 9.3)

Income from electricity £59125^
(Anaerobic digestion will NOT breakeven^)

Landfill (gas) costings (Vale)
Gas produced in a landfill site may be abstracted using 

vertical well technology, often years after initial gas 
production has begun. The gas delivered to spark-ignition 
gas engines is usually operated under closed-loop fuelling 
control to maintain optimal operating conditions (despite 
the variable nature of the fuel).

The principle financial data (provided by O'Brian 
Energy Europe Limited; 1992 prices) for the landfill site at 
Bordeaux would be as followst-

1. No land costs are included.

2. Using the average SKB price of 9.37p/Ulhe (see TABLE 4.9). 
Neglecting sales of digested sludge liguor to the
growing industry (as a nutrient rich fertiliser) for exa^)le.

3: This again is a positive solution to Guernsey's 
environiental problSK caused by the disposal of raw sewage 
(but the financial benefits are not included; see 'Further 
Hork' discussion in Chapter 12).
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Capital cost 
Annual O & M cost 
Annual kWhe sent out 
Income from electricity 
Income from heat

£317200^
£6344 (2% of total investment) 
3255917 min (see Section 9-3) 
£305079 
£84328

(The simple payback for this installation is of the order 
of 1 year^)

Over a life of ten years wind energy, refuse burning 
and anaerobic (sewage) digestion have negative NPVs 
(  ~  £352,300, — £2,677,000 and — £1,065,000 respectively). 
These figures are not optimistic, and are at variance with 
popular opinion on Guernsey. For landfill (gas)^ the NPV is 
+ £1,446,110.

The NPV method therefore indicates that distributed 
sources (see Scenario 2 of TABLE 11.1) and 

landfill (gas) may make a much larger economic 
'contribution' than the present centralised (slow-speed 
diesel) approach.

1. Excluding the gas collection systei, as this is already 
in place.

No land costs are included.

2. Ihis again is a solution to Guernsey's enviromental problem 
»ith the landfill site at Bordeaux (but again the financial 
benefits of this are not included; see 'Further Nork' discussion 
in Chapter 12).

3. Landfill (gas) will reduce fuel iiports into the Island 
by 15 01 (1.2) with the iiplemiitation of distributed 
cogeneration, see TABLE 9.10).
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Coapairison of unit costs
TABLE 11.2 now provides a comparison of the unit costs 

of distributed cogeneration and renewable options, when 
producing one unit of electricity and/or heat. The economic 
life of each alternative is assumed to be the same (ten 
years), as a necessary simplification^.

TABLE 11.2 - Comparison of the costs of distributedcogeneration and renewable options, when providing one unit of electricity and/or heat
pence/kffhe
5.5 to 6.1^ 
13.19

Distributed cogeneration^
Wind 
Refuse burning
Anaerobic (sewage) digestion^ 16.17 
Landfill (gas) 1.17

pence/kWht
3.9 to A . 3 ^

1.22

0 . 84 '^

The DCF for wind generation is provided in Figure 131 
as an example of the technique®.

1. Any significant differences in life-cycle of the capital 
equipient will necessarily lead to a lore subtle distinction 
between technological variants (see 'Further Kork' discussion 
in Chapter 12).

2. Froi parish lodels (see Chapter 7).

3. Electricity only (no heat sales).

4. Heat only (no electricity sales).

5. Includes long ten storage of sludge but no sales.

6. Electricity only (no heat sales).

71 Heat only (no electricity sales).

8. The cost of generation using a wind turbine on Guernsey is considerably 
lore than distributed cogeneration, at present fuel prices.
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with the present centralised approach, the ratio 
between electricity and heat energy prices in the final user 
market is 5 (9.37p/l.85p). The cost of the combined product 
from parish distributed cogeneration sources (using this 
same ratio) varies from 4.3 to 4.8 pence/kWhe for 
electricity and 0.86 to 0.96 pence/kWht for heat energy, 
TABLE 11.3 (the effect of price changes on demand are 
neglected).

TABLE 11.3 - Cost of the combined product from distributed cogeneration sources
Parish
ValeSt.SampsonsCastelSt.SavioursSt.P/TortForestSt.AndrewsSt.MartinsSt.Peter Port

pence/kWhe pence/kWbt

The cost of the distributed cogeneration combined 
product (electricity and now heat energy) is therefore 
comparable with that of centralised generation (4.8 p/kWhe 
and 1.85 p/kWht) and competitive with it. But now with 
potential prime fuel import savings of some 23% (see Chapter 
9) .

These complex and detailed considerations (involving 
the high capital cost of centralised power generation 
against the savings which may arise mainly from the reduced 
use of fuel with distributed cogeneration) have not been 
addressed on Guernsey before. The research data involved has
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hitherto not been so readily available.

Cash flow sensitivity
All of the generation/cogeneration prices are 

influenced by (a) economic life (b) discount rate and (c) 
the cost of fuel changes. The cost competitiveness of these 
alternatives is particulary affected by the discount rate 
and the price of imported petroleum into the Island.

In Section 7.5 the discount rate was mainly considered 
to be a chosen target rate of 'cost of capital', but it can 
also be regarded as a 'target rate of return'.

Decisions on discount rates can be made within two 
contexts:-
(1) 'Private' decisions (parish ESCos for example).

(2) 'Public' decisions (reflecting decisions in which we act 
with responsibility for fellow Islanders and for future 
generations; within the SOGEMS for example).

Market discount rates reflect the former context, 
whereas the latter reflects a more social discount rate.

A high rate REDUCES the overall level of investment 
(and the greater discrimination against future generations). 
A lower rate ENCOURAGES investment and increases the demand 
for resources.

The rate of discount relevant to the SOGENS investment 
criteria may therefore not be the same as the ESCo discount 
rate and, since high rates discriminate against future
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generations, we might expect the SOGEMS discount rate to be 
lower than the ESCo discount rate.

A lowering of rates across the board however, could 
have counter-productive results if the aim is to accommodate 
environmental concerns for example. An alternative may be to 
lower discount rates for 'environmental' projects but not 
for other projects; but the question as to which is an 
environmental project and which is not is difficult to 
assess.

The choice of the discount rate also has a particular 
effect on the rate of exploitation of natural resources. The 
basic decision with regard to such resources is how much to 
consume now and how much to hold in store for future 
consumption. The argument again is one of price of present 
versus future consumption (ie. the discount rate).

Calculating the appropriate rate therefore is extremely 
difficult; a complex debate which we do not review here, but 
for further study see Lind et al^ for example.

When calculating, in money terms, there is therefore a 
tendency to wrongly value capital and fuel; overvaluing 
capital (ie. using too high a discount rate) and 
undervaluing fuel. In the present work, these two parameters

1. Lind, R.C et al, 1982, 'Discounting for tiM and risk in 
energy policy'.
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are used in a 'base case^' and then varied to produce other 
cases, including a 'worst case', in order to assess the 
sensitivity of cash flow.

Wind, refuse burning and anaerobic (sewage) digestion 
produce negative NPVs throughout the discount rate range of 
5% - 20%2.

Figures 132 and 133 provide the variation in the NPV of 
parish distributed cogeneration, centralised generation and 
landfill gas over this discount rate range. Graphically 
showing the NPV ranking of each project (only centralised 
generation produces negative NPVs above 15%).

The capital cost of the SEB's slow-speed diesels are 
very high and have the effect of making the cost of 
centralised generation very sensitive to the assumed 
discount rate.

1. All NPVs have been estiiated in 1992 aoney values using
a 15} discount rate and fuel (Gas oil) price of 14.9p/Litre 
for distributed cogeneration, in the 'base case'.

2. It lay be argued that using discount rates in the range 
5*20t would not have started lany D.X. lainland energy 
projects if they had been assessed at rates this high.
8} is the standard D.K. Treasury rate, which was raised 
fret 5t in the aid 1980s. Discount rates of 88 to 151 are 
typically the rates used on the U.X. lainland.

See D.K. Govemaent econoaic service worlcing paper 2, 1979, 
'The test discount rate and the required rate of return'.
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NPV over a discount rate range of 
5^ - 20^ (fuel price 14.9p/Ltr)

Discount rate
St.SamDson DC — Castel DC —  St.Siv DC —  ̂ t.D/T Di t Forest DC

Figure 132
NPV over a discount rate range of 

5V. - S fC i (fuel price 14.9p DC 7p CG/Ltr

Discount rate
St.Martin* DC — S t,P .P o rt pC_ — Centralised qeneration —  I »n d f l i l  ga*

Figure 133
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NPV
Figures 134 and 135 also provide the variation in the 

over a fuel price range of 5p/Litre to 60p/Litre.
NPV over a fuel price range of 

5p - 68p/Litre (Discount rate 155i)

NPV over a fuel price range of 
5p - 68p/Litre (Discount rate 155i)

Price of fuel/Lltre
St.Martins. DC ^St.P.Pprt DC — Centralised generatiq q.

Figure 135
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This similarly provides the NPV ranking of each 
source but now with variation in fuel price. Distributed 
cogeneration produces negative NPVs above a fuel (Gas Oil) 
price of between 28p - 30p/Litre. Centralised generation 
produces negative NPVs above a fuel (HFO) price of 7p/Litre.

Future fuel price trends are difficult to predict; the 
volatility of the fuel market to events such as the price 
rises of 1973/79 (and more recently the Gulf war) make any 
prediction invidious^. However, if the heat price of all 
fuels rises, then relative to individual heating schemes, 
distributed cogeneration should remain competitive.

The 'worst case' occurs with the quadrupling of the 
present oil price (Gas oil to 60p/Litre for example) and 
discount rate at 20%^. When the discount rate is 15% and 
fuel prices are assumed to DOUBLE the economics of 
distributed cogeneration sources are reasonably robust, 
centralised generation sources are much less so.

These assuMptions on discovint rates and future fuel 
costs nay be far aore iaportant to very snail islands (such 
as Guernsey) than demand side energy efficiency levels.

Having obtained an assessment of heat demands (see 
Chapter 9) and selected modular plant for each ESCo, we now

1. Oil and oil products are directly priced in D.S. dollars and 
the exchange rates betwen the dollar and the D.K. pound is of 
considerable iiportance.

2. Large changes in oil prices are the 'larker' for very 
■any other basic price levels, including currency, 
pertubations in the cost of capital (interest rates) etc.
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turn our attention to the determination of heat network 
sizing and overall costs.

11.3 Heating networks
Our analysis assumes that all heat demand is supplied 

from one cogeneration site within each parish; no other 
boilers located elsewhere^. It includes for waste heat 
boilers and also the 'worst case' supplementary heat boiler 
requirement for each project (ie. with minimum waste heat 
from cogeneration plant and maximum parish heat demand; see 
TABLE 9.13).

The simplest case of a hot water heating network 
constitutes one main heating conduit. Figure 136.

Simple hot water heating network

X - Leng th  o f  main heating ne tw ork

Figure 136

1. This is not to say later, that inter-parish links n y  not be 
viable or that privately owned suppleientary boilers u y  not 
play a larginal role.
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When extending the main line, the annual cost of 
transmitting heat in the distribution network is 
approximately proportional to its length. The installation 
consists of flow and return hot water pipes and uses 
polyurethane foam pre-insulated pipework. The design is 
based on a main arterial (primary) network which feeds 
flexible heating pipes to heating loads^. Flow temperature 
is no greater than 120 C and hot water is supplied from each 
ESCo site and pressurised using a single pump (a standby 
pump is available).

As the routing of the buried mains are to cross below 
road ways and run through occupied areas, the number of 
points where access is reguired should be minimal.

The connection and control of the hot water 
distribution network is considered in the present work only 
as part of the ESCo connection. The Combined Heat and Power 
Association have published^ with regard to end-user's 
central pumping, temperature control etc. Individual end- 
users are usually provided with valved flow and return pipes 
located in a trap adjacent to their premises (metered by 
mechanical or electronic heat meters).

1. Flexible heating pipes offer substantially lower cost; 
two network heating tails to each building.

Te^>erature difference between water supply and water 
return is assuied constant.

2. Coibined Heat and Power Association, 1990, 'Guide to the 
iipleMntation of coibined heat and power comnity 
heating scheies'.
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The derived probable maximum heat energy demands for 
each parish can now be used for dimensioning each network 
(see Section 9.2), TABLE 11.4. The usual problem with 
heating network schemes is the high distribution costs 
associated with a large number of small customers, over a 
wide area.

T A B L E  1 1 . 4  — P r o b a b l e  m a x im u m  p a r i s h  d i u r n a l  h e a t  e n e r g y  
d e m a n d s ^

P r o b a b l e  m a x  
h e a t  d e m a n d  

( M W t )

P r o b a b l e  m a x  
h e a t  c o n s u m p t i o n  

( M W h t )

ValeSt.SampsonsCastelSt.SavioursSt.P/TortForestSt.AndrewsSt.MartinsSt.Peter Port

This is not the case for the class of very small 
islands considered in the present case. Heating networks on 
these islands will NOT be spread over wide areas (and they 
have high population densities); which may offer a 
significant strategic energy conservation choice (which has 
had little research to date).

C o s t  o f  t h e  h e a t i n g  n e t w o r k  i n s t a l l a t i o n s

Parish heating networks require high investment in 
distribution (primary) mains and pumping and a number of

1. Heat loads are assuied unifonly distributed vitbin 
eacb parish.

See APPBIDIX H -  Probable ESCo coiposite (diurnal) beat profiles.
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people have published^ estimates of these network costs 
(which are generally complex and detailed^). In the present 
work rule of thumb estimates are provided by Sheffield Heat 
and Power Limited^, as follows

Cost of boilers:
A cost estimate of £30,000/MWt for waste heat boilers 

(for heat recovery purposes) and also supplementary heat 
boilers (1992 prices) is used.

Cost of pipes:
District heating pipe of 150 mm^2 internal diameter 

is selected for Vale, St.Sampsons and St.Peter Port and 
100 mm'2 i/d for the remaining parishes'^. With cost 
estimates of £550/metre and £450/metre (1992 prices) 
respectively for the pre-insulated pipe (with leak 
detection). The costings include the formation of a trench

1. See Andrews, D.C and Lowe, R.J, 1983, ’Bie econoiics and 
relevance of lediui, siall and licro coibined heat and 
power/district heating' for exaiple.

2. For other references relating to network studies see:-

Energy Paper Mo 20, 1977, 'District heating coibined 
with electricity in the United Kingdoi' or

Nacadai, J.A, Jebson, D.A, Owen, R.G and Brogan, R.J,
1981, 'District heating coisined with electricity generation:
A study of sae of the factors which influence cost-effectiveness' or

Cassels, J.N, 1980, 'Soie renrks about district beating 
network costs'.

3. Brooks, S, 1992, DevelopMnt Manager - Sheffield Heat and Power Liiited, 
personal coaunications.

4. Tees/connections to properties, SO-80 ii'2 i/d.
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and backfilling to house the buried section of pipework, and 
also the formation of valve and drain pits.

There are various geometries of primary heating network 
possible for each parish, which make estimates of network 
costs complicated. Our computer aided planning work in 
Section 9.4 however suggests that for testing purposes, a 
simplified pipeline network which represents the peripheral 
length of each parish is a feasible model; Vale (12 km),
St.Sampson (10 km), Castel (14 km), St.Saviour (10 km), 
St.P/Torteval (12 km). Forest (8 km), St.Andrews (8 km),
St.Martins (12 km) and St.Peter Port (10 km).

Cost of pumping:
The heating networks, in order to give satisfactory 

circulation, require to be kept full of water at all times. 
The fluid (water) must be at positive pressure in all parts 
of the network to prevent cavitation.

To satisfy a heat load which varies from maximum to 
minimum heat demand the variation has to be met by varying 
the quantity and/or temperature drop between flow and 
return. The costings in the present work therefore include 
for a variable speed single pump, with a standby pump 
available (a normal/standby twin pump set).

To ensure that each end-user connected to the network 
receives the required amount of circulated water over the 
load range, it is necessary to provide means of regulating 
the volume of water through each connection. Two—port valves 
with differential pressure control are therefore used to
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automatically keep the network in balance and facilitate the 
use of the variable speed pump.

Running costs after installation are significant, with 
pumping the biggest operational cost. A figure of 
electricity needed of 1.5% of the energy delivered is used, 
as recommended by Sheffield Heat and Power Limited. For 
example, the maximum diurnal heat energy delivered in

Port is 1526 MWht (see TABLE 11.4); the electricity 
needed for pumping 23 MWhe.

The capital cost of pumps depends upon the reguirement 
for controls. A price estimate of £50,000 for each pump 
(1992 prices) is used (again recommended by Sheffield Heat 
and Power Limited).

Cost of maintenance;
The total annual maintenance cost is taken as 1% of the 

total investment cost.

Total fixed and variable costs
A TABLE can now be produced which estimates the fixed 

and variable heat network costs for each parish, TABLE 11.5.

Fixed costs represent the total capital cost of each 
parish heating network (paid at once) for a 30 year life
time^ .

1. Iiportant is that this iiplies three distributed cogeneration 
equipMnt life-cycles.
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operation and maintenance costs^ (including the heating 
networks).

This requires a move away from NPV analysis towards the 
development of a unit price of energy for each ESCo (kWhe 
and kWht). With a much broader notion, corresponding to a 
more desirable accounting position, now to include 
depreciation provision.

The costing methodology used in the present work adopts 
the 'contribution' approach (one of marginal costing^).
Which advocates that the marginal cost of a product includes 
only the direct or variable costs and makes no attempt to 
absorb overheads (as in the absorption approach for 
example).

'Contribution (C)' is defined as the difference between 
sales revenue (kWhe/kWht) value (SR) and the marginal cost 
of sales (SV); with no net profit arising until the 
contributions equal the fixed overhead (F)^. When this level 
of overhead of output is achieved, the ESCo is then said to 
break-even as neither profit nor loss occurs.

TABLE 11.6 provides the break-even unit costs for each 
parish ESCo (which includes depreciation provision, but no

1. Outage/scrapping and enviromental costs are neglected.

2. The advocates of larginal costing laintain that an 
apportioment of fixed costs to production is unsound 
because of the fundaiental distinction between fixed and 
variable costs.

3. S(R - V) - ? * Profit/loss (where S(R - V) = C)
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interest charges).

TABLE 11.6 - Break-even unit costs for each parish ESCo (including depreciation, but no interest charges)
Parish pence/kWhe pence/kWht
St.Peter Port 5.60 0.63Vale 6.09 0.60St.Martins 7.04 0.58St.Sampsons 7.41 0.43Castel 7.29 0.75St.Andrews 8.96 0.72Forest 9.06 0.99St.Saviours 9.69 0.74St.P/Torteval 10.38 0.48

Average 7.95 0.66

When compared with the present average centralised 
price of energy (9.37 p/kWhe and 1.85 p/kWht), there is no 
a priori requirement to establish capital contributions from 
the States of Guernsey to achieve break-even unit costs.

Important is the 85% difference between the lowest and 
highest cost of parish energy service. The last four 
parishes in the list are particularly costly to serve, and 
maybe this should be a future guide to tariff development. 
Even though there are more than eleven orders of magnitude 
difference between the installed capacity of the smallest 
and largest ESCo (see TABLE 11.1).

Williams^ and also Belding^ have described studies of 
the economics of cogeneration as essentially a direct

1. Hilliau, K. H, 1978, 'Industrial coqeneration'.

2. Balding, J. A, 1982, 'Cogeneration'.
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comparison between the price of electricity from 
cogeneration plant and that supplied from existing 
centralised power stations, and a similar approach is taken 
in the present work. Figure 137 shows the unit price paid 
for centralised electricity (and also the typical 
centralised heat energy unit price) by end-users on Guernsey 
in 1992. This is compared with the estimated average break
even unit cost for electricity and heat energy from parish 
ESCos.

Comparison of centralised unit price 
with average ESCo break-even unit cost

A v e ra g e  c e n t r a l is e d  
unit p r ic e  

Í9 .37 p / k W h e )

A v e r a g e  ESCo 
b r e a k -e v e n  
unrt c o s t  

C7.93 p / k W h e )

|C oinpared 
w ith

Electricity

Ty p ic a l c e n t r a l is e d  
unit p r ic e  

Cl,83 p / n < V h tl

A v e ra g e  ESCo 
b r e a k -e v e n  
unit c o s t  

C0.66 p / U V h t )

C om pa red 
w ith

Heat

Figure 137

Which suggests that Island wide implementation of 
distributed cogeneration (even with high capital cost heat 
networks) may be a useful way of lowering the cost of energy 
service (as well as significantly reducing prime fuel 
Imports).
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the Island, and an increase in Island stiorage capacity 
of some three months.

Guernsey's energy imports by sea are also a major 
source of energy consumption in itself; the energy 
requirement of shipping arising from three main 
contributions:-
(1) Direct fuel consumption.
(2) Construction of the vessel.
(3) Maintenance of the vessel.

The two main factors affecting the fuel requirement of 
® ship is its size and speed. A 20,000 tonne cargo for 
example has a typical gross energy requirement of 0.375 
MJ/tonne—mile^ (which includes a 12% allowance for the 
construction and maintenance of the ship).

A delivery of HFO into the Island (of 2500 tonnes, 
®^®ogemouth to Guernsey, 750 miles for example, see Section 
4.1), computes to 8 MW per journey. Multiplying this by the 
total number of prime fuel deliveries per year (circa 120), 
the annual energy used in ship transportation is in the 
order of 960 MW.

With distributed cogeneration (and a reduction of 43 
deliveries) this would reduce energy consumption by sea 
delivery alone by 344 MW (36%).

1. Average values are taken free typical perfonance characteristics 
of all types of ships froi the proceedings of a conference on 
shipping held at the University of York, S-7 Septoter 1989.
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(3) Increased diversification
When a generating plant problem has occurred at the 

centralised power station in the past (with large machines) 
it has lead to Island black-outs. The case of Friday 3 June 
1994 for example^ (1.45 pm - 4.30 pm), resulted in the 
Island having no electricity supply for over two hours.

The estimated loss in SEB unit sales was only 87.5 MWhe 
(with a 1992 monetary value of £8000). However, the loss of 
computing/communications within the Guernsey financial 
services sector was large, but is difficult to quantify in 
money terms.

With dispersed, modular (smaller) cogeneration units 
this risk would be reduced.

(4) Reduced air pollution
The deployment of distributed cogeneration would affect 

air pollution primarily in two ways:-
(a) There would be new emissions from the parish ESCos, but 
these would be counterbalanced by

(b) the reduction in emissions from conventional heat—only 
boilers and the central power station (see TABLE 9.10).

362 * 10^6 kg of C02 and 3.32 * 10^6 kg of S02 was 
©roitted into the atmosphere as a result of energy use on 
Guernsey in 1990 (not Including transport, see Section 8.5).

1. Guernsey Evening Press, 4 June 1994, 'Micky louse power cut'.
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with distributed cogeneration these emissions may fall 
to 256 * 10^6 kg for C02 (an annual reduction of 29%) and to
0.4 * 10^6 kg for S02 (an annual reduction of 88%).

Monetary values are extremely difficult to quantify at 
present, however for illustrative purposes, for C02, Evans^ 
took 2 p/kg, which represents the unit cost of the cheapest 
option for removing C02 from flue gas^. on this basis, the 
annual monetary benefit for C02 alone may be £2.1 million.

Further monetary benefits may also accrue in respect of 
S02 and NOX removal, but these will be smaller and are 
ignored.

In the parishes of St.Peter Port, Vale and St.Sampson 
in particular, the Writer and a research assistant^ found 
the detrimental effect of air pollution on vegetation near 
the main roads for example. Indeed, it could be said that 
transport energy usage may be of far greater relevance 
environmentally, but this needs further study.

(5) Improved energy quality matching
The better matching of energy quality, particularly in 

the domestic sector (see Sector 8.4), suggests a potential 
reduction in prime fuel imports of 7%.

1. Evans, R, 1993, 'Enviromental and econoiic implications 
of siall-scale CHP'.

2. See also Verbuggen, A, Wiggin, H, Dufait, II and Martens, A, 
1992, 'Tbe intact of CHP generation on C02 eiissions'.

3. ^  Black, K, Pielden, D and Jacques, J.K, 1991, 'An 
investigaron of tbe air pollution produced by energy 
use on Guernsey'. Oniversity of Stirling internal report.
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(6) Reduced 'social' costs
There may also be social benefits provided by 

distributed cogeneration, which should not be ignored. The 
States spent over £30 million for example on Social Services 
in 1992^; a small proportion of which went to pay fuel bills 
for domestic end-users who could not afford to pay 
themselves (States supplementary heating allowances for 
example). Fewer houses crumbling prematurely because they 
are presently inadequately heated over their life-span may 
be another example.

(7) The affect on employment levels
There is little knowledge about the relationships of 

energy use and employment, but some studies^ suggest that 
conservation investments may have employment benefits.

(8) Depleting energy resource cost
This is a 'global level' perspective and any sensible 

estimate of the long-term availability of petroleum products 
is difficult (see Section 12.1).

11.5 Longer term (30 year) costs
It is necessary and reasonable that a regulated parish 

ESCo receives revenues that equal its costs plus a fair rate 
o f  return on capital. Each has to utilise operating and 
financial leverage in the hope of earning returns in excess

1. See Advisory and Finance Comittee, 1992, 'Budget 1992'.

2. See Jaccard, N and Sim, D, 1991, 'Eiployient effects of 
electricity conservation: The case of British Coliobia' 
for exaiple.
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The cosh of borrowing is THE Biosh inportanh factor in 
detemining the ESCo's rate of retvim; ESCos therefore need 
to have access to funds^.

Commercial capital may be difficult to acquire and 
becomes increasingly more so with increasing risks and 
uncertainties. Capital intensive processes face particular 
difficulties anyway, in times of rising energy prices when 
capital becomes scarce^, which may be all the more reason to 
start implementation now when energy prices are low.

The present Trading Boards are committees of the States 
just like any other committee. Yet they have had commercial 
freedom, with accounting and financial affairs traditionally 
dealt with by the Trading Boards themselves. They have never 
formed part of the central financing and accounting systems 
relating to the general revenue account of the States^.

Until approximately 1987, the SEB have been a net 
borrower of capital, raised commercially (Barclays 
Mercantile loan for 3C and Trustee Savings Bank loan for 4C 
for example) and have not invested surplus funds in any 
sophisticated manner. With the BCCI debacle within the SEB^

1. In addition to start up costs, the ESCo lay also need 
access to low cost tnrroving to also econoaically fund 
deiand side energy saving investient for exaiple.

2. See Hoodmrd, A, 1992, 'Financing waste to energy plants' for exaiple.
3. In soae cases this provision is contained in legislation 

(as with the SEB for exa^>le, derived directly f m  the 
1933 Lav, see Section 6.4).

4. In 1991, a loss of soee fS lillion occurred through the 
failed BanX of Credit and Coaerce International.
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the Advisory and Finance Committee insisted that it would be 
in the best interests of the States of Guernsey if Trading 
Boards no longer continued to manage separate investments, 
and monies were then 'pooled' with the general monies^.

The general funds of the States are generally derived 
from many sources, the most significant are:—
(1) The excess of income over expenditure on Revenue 
account.

(2) The balance on the Capital Fund.

(3) The Note and Coin issue.

The level of the 'pooled' funds vary considerably due 
to the timing of income and expenditure flows and a large 
degree of liquidity is required. Capital investment on the 
Island is therefore dealt with by the States Treasury in 
consultation with Union Discount^. Since the cost of 
borrowing is the single most important factor in determining 
parish ESCo rates of return, there is no reason why a low 
cost borrowing facility should not be made available to the 
SOGEMS.

Instead of cosnercial loans at comercial rates to 
finance centralised 'prepared' energy carriers. Rather low

1. See Billet d'Btat XXII 1991, Hednesday 31 July 1991.

2. The Advisory and Finance Coaittee e^iloy the services 
of Onion Discount Asset Nanagewnt C.I. Liiited to 
assist in the lanagsMnt of these funds. Nho lonitor 
banking organisations wrldvide fra various sources, 
including the nin rating agencies.
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cost: cent:ralised bulk (States) borrowing to finance 
decentralised energy services may make more sense.

Heating networks are most often installed by 
communities who ascribe relatively low interest rates to the 
money employed in high initial capital investments. This has 
to apply on Guernsey also, with low interest rates assigned 
to favour energy conservation.

This course of action has already been mooted anyway by 
the States^:

"it could be argued that in the case of energy 
considerations, the normal financial criteria applied by 
commercial organisations are inappropriate and that 
alternative criteria should be applied for the benefit of 
the Island as a whole".

The question as to what levels of interest rate would 
be required to make the various parish ESCo projects a 
reasonable prospect need to be identified. On the U.K. 
mainland for example, government projects are now required 
to earn a rate of return before tax of at least 8%^ 
in real terms (increased from 5% to 8% in the 1980s). The 
logic underlying this required rate of return is set out in 
detail in Command Paper 7131^.

1. See Billet d'Etat XVI, July 1988, page 610.

2. Ibis ROI m s  detenined following an exuination of the 
pre-tax real rates of return on assets achieved by private 
co^)anie8.

3. D.X. Goverment Camuuid Paper 7131, Kerch 1978.
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The reasoning is that if resources are used for 
investment by government this occurs largely at the expense 
of their use in other parts of the economy. Thus it is in 
the national interest for government to seek to ensure 
that where these resources are used in the public sector 
they achieve a return not less than they would have attained 
elsewhere^.

Some comparisons between the recently privatised 
electricity industry on the U.K. mainland and the present 
case are useful here. Thomson^ for example indicates that 
the regulatory mechanism imposed on the U.K. Regional 
Electricity Companies (RECs) considered carefully the 
profitability of each business in setting price limits^.
All are broadly consistent with a real rate of return of 
around 10% on assets.

In relation to the debt structure of the RECs (set up 
at privatisation) Thomson suggests that it may be related to 
the previous external financing limit set by the U.K.

1. Given this lethod of selecting the required ROI ve li^t 
expect, in principle, the returns on distributed cogeneration 
and deiand side conservation investients to be broadly in line.

2. Iboison, L, 1994, 'Accounting and regulation in the 
privatised electricity supply sector in England and 
Hales'.

3. the essence of the arguient supporting price cap rather 
than rate of return regulation is that it provides an 
incentive for cost reduction, as coipanies reap the benefit 
in tens of increased profitability.

See for exaiple Glynn, D.R, 1992, 'The lechanisis of price 
control'.
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Impoirtan't ESCo cost:s
(a) Interest rates

When interest charges are included, TABLE 11.8 shows 
the ROI from each parish ESCo with interest rates through 
the range 5% to 20% (fuel price @ 14.9p/litre).

TABLE 11.8 - ROI (%) from each ESCo with interest rates through the range five to twenty percent
Parish
ValeSt.SampsonsCastelSt.SavioursSt.P/TortevalForestSt.AndrewsSt.MartinsSt. P . Port

Five percent Twenty percent

At 5% interest rates, all parishes produce a ROI except 
Forest which breaks-even; at 20% interest rates, four

reguire annual grant aid to achieve break-even. 
Important is that with cross-subsidy between parishes, all 
ESCos can achieve profitability broadly consistent with a 
real rate of return of 7%, at 20% interest rates.

(b) Fuel costs
With regard to fuel price sensitivity and its effect on 

ESCo ROI, centralised island utilities usually apply a fuel 
price escalation clause. Which ratchets up final user prices 
to maintain their ROIs (usually to the complete exclusion of 
end-user opinion). If fuel prices rise, then relative to 
individual heating schemes, distributed cogeneration should 
remain competitive.
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(c) Heating network costs
Heat network costs do have an effect on the economics 

of distributed cogeneration, particularly at high discount 
rates^. Our approach in the present work has been to 
consider a simplified heating network for each ESCo (see 
Section 9.4) and to consider the overall feasibility of 
distributed cogeneration over nine parish clusters, on a 
comparable basis. Thereby providing an overview of the 
economic outcome for the Island.

Further sensitivity analysis would not provide much 
further insight, but rather a full engineering appraisal is 
now required which is another large (and separate) major 
task outside the provenance of this thesis.

(d) Heat/power ratios
As heat to power ratios are increased in cogeneration 

design, the total efficiency falls off (the cogeneration 
process is better the lower the heat to power ratio). In 
general, the present study uses a heat/power ratio of 1.4 
with an electricity conversion efficiency of 35% (with small 
variations due to the availability of commercial 
cogeneration plant).

Any significant difference would lead to a more subtle 
distinction between income from cogeneration and the 
requirements of supplementary heat, but this should not 
appreciably alter our overall conclusions (see Chapter 12).

1. Iiportant though is the considerable scope for nev lethods 
of pipe laying, nev pipe aaterials etc in the future.
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Impoirtant: system cost:s
In changing the system there are also three other major 

costs:-
(1) Greater penetration of domestic wet central heating 
installations is one, which is required to maximise the 
displacement of imported fuel by the use of waste heat^. In 
order to achieve this displacement, 1,622 more wet central 
heating end-users (than are currently available on the 
Island) need to be connected to heating networks (which is 
the work of ESCo marketing).

With an individual wet central heating capital cost of 
£3000 (1992 prices) for a typical 3 bedroom Guernsey 
cottage. This would result in a total capital requirement of 
£4.9 million; but this need not necessarily be financed out 
of the savings of the system.

(2) The cost of setting up and running the SOGEMS itself; 
provisional annual budgetary (1992) estimates suggest

1 - SOGEMS manager 1 - Energy planner 1 - RegulatorComputer hardware/software Office running costs

£35.00025.00025.00030.00035.000
150,000

1. Which (under regulatory control) u y  replace enviromentally 
poor fuels such as Coal (see Section 9.2):-

Displiced fnel i^iorts (GW)

321
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co financing of part of this expsnditure from 
other bodies (for example the EU) may be possible. A major 
part of this research effort however has already been 
operated on paper in the present work, covering the two 
major sub-systems of the system.

(3) The delivery of Gas Oil to dispersed ESCo sites is the 
third. It may be the case that the energy savings on 
shipping prime fuel to the Island may be counterbalanced by 
the energy required to transport Gas Oil to distributed ESCo 
sites on the Island. Gas Oil can be safely transported and 
stored at these sites without a licence (see Section 6.4). 
Important is that oil products are presently transported by 
road to all parts of the Island anyway.

Changing the system may produce no coal deliveries by 
franchised lorry drivers; no HFO/Product 469 deliveries to 
growers etc, and need not result in numerous road transport 
deliveries of Gas Oil to ESCos. What is required is the 
evolution of a new Gas Oil distribution network on the 
Island. Gas Oil from existing oil agency storage at 
St.Sampsons harbour suitably routed to dispersed parish ESCo 
storage sites.

A number of possibilities could be proposed to resolve 
this problem; the upgrading of the existing Guersey Gas 
pipeline between St.Sampsons and St.Peter Port may be one 
(see Section 4.3). The pipeline (or similar) extended to 
supply Gas Oil to northern ESCo sites for example, such as 
Vale, St.Sampsons, Castel, St.Andrews and St.Peter Port. The
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oil agencies themselves may also have a number of proposals, 
but all of this is not wholly relevant to the present work.

Important is that the cost of road tanker delivery of 
oil products from storage to end-user is INCLUDED in the per 

purchase price of the fuel. This inclusive charging 
system is used by each of the four agencies on the Island 
(see Section 4.3), and is also used in our computer 
modelling thus taking account of these transportation costs.

The economic benefits of changing the system
When considering these longer term (30 year) costs and 

benefits it is not easy to quantify exactly what the premium 
rise to, to take the savings into account. Further 

research effort is required to refine (in detail) each one 
of these cost and benefit areas.

What really matters to very small island communities 
however, is the preeminent aim of reducing petroleum product 
imports. With distributed cogeneration this has been shown 
to be achievable, and may also bring with it a significant 
monetary benefit to the Island. Ignoring any other benefit, 
it results in an annual saving of some £7.2 million on 
energy alone, as a first approximation.

Uneconomic parish ESCo projects (see Section 11.2) 
may not be easily financed through the private sector
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financial markets^, but they could be implemented by the 
introduction of a subsidy from the savings of the system 
(via the SOGEMS).

The level of annual subsidy that would be required to 
produce break-even unit (kWhe) costs for a 300 kWe wind 
turbine for example, would be £10,420. For anaerobic 
(sewage) digestion £42,875. These savings could also be used 
to provide financial support for demand side measures, which 
we discuss in the next Section.

To take account of the economic benefit of reduced oil 
imports ALONE, the value of the premiums for electricity and 
heat are 2.64p/kWhe and 0.234p/kWht respectively. Which 
produce net costs of delivered energy service of 5.31p/kWhe 
and 0.426p/kWht, Figure 139.

In very small (densely populated) island situations 
(where imported energy is of major concern) island wide 
implementation of distrilouted cogeneration may therefore be 
a useful way of improving overall economic efficiency (and 
may provide a more equitable apportionment of location 
specific tariffs).

1. Ttie iipetus to establish renewable generation sources on the
D.K. minland for exaiple, was b r o u ^  about by privatisation 
of the D.K. electricity supply industry. At the tim of 
privatisation the D.K. Goverment created a MC han ia Known as 
the 'Ron-fossil Fuel Obligation' by which RECs are required to 
purchase a percentage of their electricity froa non-fossil fuel 
sources. The offer of a guaranteed price for electricity helped 
to secure funding for these non-ecnuadc renewables.
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Values of the premium required to take the benefit of reduced oil imports into account
Figure 139

The present work though is not a treatise on tariff 
construction (ensuring that unit price correctly reflects 
the true cost of geographic production and distribution for 
example), and will therfore not discuss energy tariffs in 
any depth (many others have done so^). Nonetheless, the 
present work does indicate that the energy pricing levels 
produced by changing the system should not result in the 
aggrevation of the economic and social conditions within the

1. See for instance Friedian, L.S and Neare, C, 1993, 
*ne tw-part tariff practically speaking' or

Nirl, F, 1991, 'leedle peaking caused by tim of day 
tariffs'.
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Island. In fact they may well be enhanced, with greater 
security of supply, greater diversification and lower air 
pollution.

11.6 ESCo demand side projects (the next step)
The division of energy-related investment into two 

categories (namely energy supply and energy demand) is in 
many ways not correct. Energy related investments take place 
at a number of stages before energy reaches the final point 
at which it is used. Investment in energy—using equipment is 
therefore not confined to the latter stages and there are 
difficulties in making a clear distinction.

An investment in the early stages of the chain results 
in an improvement in the efficiency with which energy is 
supplied (for example through distributed cogeneration) and 
may have longer term (30 year) benefits (see Section 11.4) 
than the more indeterminate final user end.

The present work proposes a systemic approach to the 
Island's energy problem, with the SOGEMS setting the 
strategic 'energy conservation environment'. With reliance 
on policy-assisted, market-oriented mechanisms^ at the 
parish level.

If the States of Guernsey were to decide to directly 
subsidise parish ESCo demand side energy conservation

1. Other vriters have also suggested larket-orientated lechanisis 
for facilitating the disseunation of energy efficiency 
iiprovsMnts, for exaaple Reddy, A.X.I, 1991, 'Barriers to 
i^noveients in energy efficiency' for exa^ile.
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projects, the prediction of its real impact would be 
difficult. The extent to which such investment would occur, 
which would otherwise not have taken place, would be 
difficult to measure.

In contrast, a parish ESCo would exist to invest in 
demand side energy efficiency improvements as well as 
distribute and provide energy needs. Its demand side 
strategy (through regulation) would be directed at all 
energy end-users (households, enterprises etc). With ESCos 
playing a central role in increasing the efficiency of 
energy end-use.

Demand management^ usually refers to actions taken by 
centralised electricity companies to encourage a shift in 
electricity demand to off-peak periods. It is indeed 
necessary that demand side peaks be 'smoothed' and parish 
ESCos also need to consider this to further improve their 
energy conversion efficiency (which should also include 
electric transportation^).

For the most attractive demand side energy efficiency 
measures, it has been found by others^ that conservation 
capital costs have been more than offset by the saving in

1. Deiand lanageient includes all leans of influencing the 
Quality, Quantity and Tiling of energy consmption.

2. See also Robinson, E.D, 1993, 'Deiand side lanageient 
includes electric transportation'.

3. For general references to particular industries and their 
potential for cost savings see Energy Ranageient 'Focus' 
pa^ihlets. Energy Efficiency Office, London.
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energy costs. The range of technical measures which can be 
applied to a building or end-user though is dependent on 
specific instances. There are a number of measures which 
more often than not can be easily identified (and 
quantified) through energy surveys, which usually result in 
a payback of less than four years^.

As more and more energy conservation measures are 
undertaken though, the cost of each extra item of 
conservation becomes greater and the energy savings less. 
Until the point is reached where the savings are less than 
the fall in energy costs. At this point the cost of adding 
one more unit of conservation is just equal to the 
corresponding benefits in the form of energy savings 
(marginal costs = marginal savings).

There is a balance to be struck between demand 
management and demand side energy efficiency measures. A 
relatively energy efficient ESCo is realised when the 
total demand versus time curve does not exhibit rapid

1. Diis is not an exhaustive list but illustrates soie of the 
considerations necessary
(a) Fitting tiie switches and controls.
(b) IiproveMnt of pipe insulation.
(c) Insulation of other services such as hot water cylinders.
(d) Lighting controls (it is possible to detect if soieone is in
a rooi by using an acoustic detector or infra red sensor for exa^>le).
(e) Resetting and conissioning existing controls.
(f) Draught proofing and door closes.
(g) Building insulation.
(h) Zoning of beating.
(g) Iiproved laintenance.
(h) Good bousdteeping (switching off unecessary lights etc).
(i) Iiproved efficiency of equipMnt (the choice of an alternative 
lighting source is aliost bewildering; technology i^nroving at a 
very fast rate).
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changes in  g r a d ie n t ,  bu t i t  i s  beyond th e  scope o f  th e  

p re s e n t work t o  r e v ie w  th e  e x t e n s iv e  l i t e r a t u r e  on demand 

s id e  management^ and en e rg y  e f f i c i e n c y  m easures^.

The 'demand p u l l '  o f  p a r is h  ESCos in  th e  lo n g e r  term  

may w e l l  be w idened  from  ju s t  e n e rg y  s e r v ic e s  (and m o b i l i t y )  

t o  s e c u r i t y ,  e n te r ta in m e n t, c o n ven ien ce  e t c .  'S u p p ly  push' 

w i l l  come from  new c o g e n e ra t io n  t e c h n o lo g ie s  ( f o r  example 

fu e l  c e l l ,  s ee  S e c t io n  8 . 2 ) ,  m ic ro —e l e c t r o n i c s , 

en trep ren eu rs  and lo c a l  s o lu t io n s  (s e e  C h ap ter 3 ) .

Im p ortan t i s  th a t  p r a c t i c a l  d e c is io n s  must have rega rd  

t o  what p a r is h  en ergy  en d -u se rs  a c t u a l ly  do (o r  w i l l  d o^ ) .

1. See Moe, M.L, 1991, 'What a well equipped custoaer can 
do to shift energy use' or

Parks, T, 1991, 'Whats the connection between hoae systeas 
and the electric utilities ?' or

Laine, J.L, Berliner, T and Coleaan, M.A, 1991, 'Variable spot 
pricing with transtext'.

2. For references see for exaaple:-
DoKstic: Energy Efficiency Office (D.K.), 1986, 'Energy 
efficient renovation of houses'.

Ooaercial/Pablic baildings:
Field, A, 1992, 'Energy consuiption in office buildings' or

Departaent of the Environaent (O.K.), 1994, 'Introduction to 
energy efficiency in schools' or

Departaent of the Enviroment (D.K.), 1994, 'Energy efficiency 
in council housing: Guidance for local authorities'.

tarisi: Energy Efficiency Office (O.K.), 1994, 'Energy 
efficiency in hotels: A guide for owners and aanagers'.

Borticoltiire/VioerieB: Guernsey Evening Press, 25 July 1979, 
'Heat saving aethods'.

3. See Departient of the Enviroment (D.K.), 1991, 'Attitudes to 
energy conservation in the hoae: Report on a qualitative survey'
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rather than confining demand analysis to computing the 
precise magnitudes of optimal saving in which householders 
ought to invest. In appraising energy conservation at the 
final user end, it is important to establish how far 
individuals are expected to respond of their own accord, and 
how far their choices are to be influenced by the States.

Whether end-users should be obliged by law to ensure 
that their properties are adeguately insulated for example 
is very questionable. The authoritarian element of States 
involvement need only apply in passing legislation to form 
the SOGEMS itself; parish ESCos and market criteria would 
apply thereafter.

This inter-relationship between investment in end-user 
energy conservation and in parish cogeneration plant is a 
complex one, for two reasons:-
(1) Demand side conservation investments can have many 
different impacts according to their type, the design and 
construction of the premises in which they are installed, 
habits of the owners etc.

(2) The effect on the QQT pattern of demand (and hence on 
the implications for parish cogeneration plant) may also 
vary considerably. The motives of end-users are multiple 
and complex, usefully described as attitudinal, social- 
diffusion and homeostatic models of behaviour^.

1. See Nonnier, E et al, 1987, 'Consuier behaviour and 
energy policy' for exa^>le.
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We have shown that there is significant potential for 
demand side energy conservation within each parish; the 
typical Guernsey home in particular is a good prospect (see 
Section 8.3^). Simply, this is necessarily a local matter 
(with market mechanisms) and better left to local agreed 
ESCo solutions.

Outside the domestic sector the effects of demand side 
measures may well vary widely^. In these other sectors 
(commercial, tourism, vineries and industrial) the energy 
savings which would result from investment in energy 
conservation may, if passed on in the form of lower prices, 
lead to even higher output, which in turn may reduce the 
savings on energy.

It appears very likely that demand side conservation 
investments may have markedly different (and largely 
unpredictable) implications for parish cogeneration plant 
requirements, with the final impacts differing in magnitude 
within each of the nine ESCos. As a first step, we have 
shown that significant, realisable, energy import reductions

1. Hie uin barriers u y  be that:-

(1) Householders give energy efficiency leasures a low 
priority in their spending.

(2) Hiey have a lack of understanding with regard to the 
costs and benefits of specific Masures.

(3) Ihere is a shortage of capital for investient.

(4) The tenant/landlord relationship u y  be a constraint.

2. See Gruber, E and Brand, N, 1991, 'ProKting energy conservation 
in sull and udiia sited co^ianies'.
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can be achieved through distributed cogeneration, with no 
sacrifices or upsets to end-user lifestyles^.

The question of whether demand side conservation 
investment saves parish ESCo capacity and in what amounts 
cannot readily be answered quantitatively in ways useful for 
Island level energy planning. At the Island level, we have 
shown that distributed cogeneration saves energy; how market 
forces will yield any further demand side parish energy 
conservation needs to be further tested. This should be left 
to each ESCo to quantify and resolve (with regulatory 
supervision). ESCos surveying/auditing households/ 
enterprises prior to commencing a programme of energy 
savings so that ALL buildings might be tackled in priority 
order.

Important also (in achieving and maintaining these 
energy savings) is that of continuous monitoring of energy 
costs and consumption. Simple data is required, such as 
comparisons of suitable factors like energy per square metre 
(similar to that provided in Section 8.3). These ratios 
are of particular value in identifying 'rogue' buildings 
and those meriting priority attention.

Each ESCo marketing arm therefore needs to have clear 
goals and objectives (a detailed marketing and operational 
plan), stimulating end-users to invest in economic energy

1. Consenration generally can involve sacrifices; valking 
instead of drivinq a car, houses and offices heated at 
lower te^wratares etc. Distributed cogeneration involves 
no such changes in lifestyles.
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efficiency measures, target good prospects and continuously 
monitor consumption. All of which are services that Contract 
Energy Management (CEM) companies on the U.K. mainland are 
now beginning to offer.

SUMMARY
(1) It is important to get closer to the true cost of 
serving each parish.

(2) Over a life of ten years wind energy, refuse burning and 
anaerobic (sewage) digestion have negative NPVs. The figures 
are not optimistic and are at variance with popular opinion 
on Guernsey.

(3) When the discount rate is 15% and fuel prices are 
assumed to DOUBLE the economics of distributed cogeneration 
sources are reasonably robust, centralised generation 
sources are much less so.

(4) There is a necessary requirement to resist the 
temptation to focus on the short-term objectives at the 
expense of medium and longer term (30 year) strategic energy 
thinking.

(5) A move away from NPV analysis towards the development of 
a unit price of energy for each ESCo is necessary. With a 
broader notion, corresponding to a more desirable accounting 
position, to include depreciation.

(6) The cost of borrowing is THE most important factor in 
determining the ESCo's rate of return.
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(7) Instead of commercial loans at commercial rates to 
finance centralised 'prepared' energy carriers. Rather low 
cost centralised bulk (States) borrowing to finance 
decentralised energy services may make more sense.

(8) Island wide implementation of distributed cogeneration 
(even with high capital cost heat networks) may be a useful 
way of lowering the cost of energy service (as well as 
significantly reducing prime fuel imports).

(9) The energy pricing levels produced by changing the 
system should not result in the aggrevation of the economic 
and social conditions within the Island. In fact they may 
well be enhanced, with greater security of supply, greater 
diversification and lower air pollution.

(10) All ESCos can achieve profitability broadly consistent 
with a real rate of return of 7%, at 20% interest rates.

(11) Uneconomic parish ESCo projects could be implemented by 
the introduction of a subsidy from the savings of the system 
(via the SOGEMS).

(12) With regard to demand side measures, the authoritarian 
element of States involvement need only apply in passing 
legislation to form the SOGEMS itself; parish ESCos and 
market criteria would apply thereafter.

(13) The question of whether demand side conservation 
investment saves parish ESCo capacity and in what amounts 
cannot readily be answered quantitatively in ways useful for 
Island level energy planning.
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CHAPTER 12

CONCLUSION

This work has considered distributed cogeneration in a 
small island case situation (using techniques that no small 
island really employs) and is a solution to questions which 
no-one is really asking.

Distributed cogeneration (as a strategic energy 
conservation tool) has been shown to be a real economic 
alternative to expanding centralised electricity generation, 
which in the past on Guernsey has been considered by some to 
be utterly unlikely.

When it is possible to produce electricity and 
simultaneously use the heat with a high overall efficiency, 
is there any justification for doing it the centralised 
(conventional) way ? We have shown that to question the 
current energy system is not unreasonable and that by 
changing the system, a net 'gain' of value to the system 
proposed may result.

This final Chapter concludes that it is questionable 
whether the present centralised Island supply of fuels and 
electricity should continue to expand indefinitely. When 
alternative (more innovative) approaches might use less fuel 
to meet energy services at lower cost.

12.1 The need for a new systewic emphasis
The effect of the 'profligate' circle (see Section
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10.4), because of the Guernsey 'way of doing things'^, has 
lead to the present energy 'system' on the Island. Which is 
allowed to continue despite the need to encourage a change 
of direction in favour of significantly higher energy 
conservation.

Ever since the 1933 Electricity Act the States have 
favoured States ownership of the SEE, where legislated 
monopoly has favoured centralised power generation at Vale.

Broad political goals relating to the use of resources 
on the Island have been variously described^ as:

"Land, financial, human and natural resources will be 
used with maximum efficiency and special regard will be 
given to the efficient use of world finite resources".

State's publications are usually littered with such 
statements of one sort or another. The 1991 Policy Planning, 
Economic and Financial Report for example identified energy 
as a strategic issue and stressed:

"its importance to the Island in view of its very heavy 
dependence on oil and its vulnerability to disruptions of 
supply and unforeseen increases in fuel costs. Whilst the 
effects of the Gulf War are now receding, the fundamental 
situation with regard to the world's energy resources means 
that there is, if anything, an increasing need to establish 
effective policies for meeting Guernsey's future energy

1. In coBon vith other very siall island situations.

2. See Island Traffic Cooittee/Island Develofaent CoBittee, 
1991, 'A StatSBnt of Vision'.
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requirements".

All these statements seem to consist of a clutter of 
expedients, but nothing really changes.

The present work has shown that resources (energy, 
capital, manpower) are not being used to their maximum 
efficiency, and that there is a need for a new systemic 
emphasis.

Four important factors support this view:-
(1) There is a need to encourage good energy planning (not 
just merely electricity planning). Energy planning on 
Guernsey should be providing prudently for the future, 
something which it is not doing at present. The profligate 
waste of heat energy from the centralised power station 
at Vale should cease.

We have shown that there will remain a need to use 
fossil fuels for the foreseeable future. It is therefore 
necessary to ensure that prime fuel imports are not wasted, 
and to squeeze as much 'out of the lemon' as possible. Some 
writers^ have focussed on the thermodynamic structure of 
energy requirements when considering energy matters. The 
present work indicates that it may be the strategic 
management of energy resources at the Island level that may 
be more important. The energy problem is concerned not

1. See Rotty, RJ, and Van Artsdalen, E.R, 1978, 'Dienodynaiics 
and its value as an energy policy tool' (or exa^)le.
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necessarily with technology or thermodynamics but rather 
the management structure of resource utilisation.

There is a small but significant renewable energy 
resource available on the Island, and the technologies of 
relevance have been identified. They are technically 
feasible, but at the present time most are uneconomic.

Even with increased interest rates and oil prices (and 
the very small contribution from landfill gas), distributed 
cogeneration has been shown to be a strategic tool for good 
energy planning on very small (densely populated) islands.

(2) Important is the need to strike a balance between energy 
supply and energy demand.

The implementation of demand side energy efficiency 
improvements (in each economic sector) requires the support 
and participation of the ultimate end-user and this should 
be left to the parish ESCo. Regardless we have shown that 
significant energy savings can be achieved at the Island 
level by the States themselves, by direct intervention 
(through the SOGEMS) in the energy market.

This does not mean that final end-users will have to 
make do with less energy services through reduced energy 
consumption. It does mean, that through distributed 
cogeneration, energy conservation becomes the core of the 
development strategy on Guernsey.

It has to be strategic (for it is an expensive, longer 
term (30 year) business) and distributed cogeneration should
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provide the 'keystone' for this balance. Significantly 
reducing prime fuel imports into the Island (as a first

)» which will then also strike a new balance between the 
environmental^, transport and energy demands of the Island. 
If the Island's energy strategy is right other kinds of 
policy tend to fall into place too.

(3) The States, like it or not, are involved in matters 
such as environmental standards, infrastructure investment, 
balance of payments and energy supply security. The present 
work has shown that energy has a direct and large impact in 
each one of these areas.

Even though the SEB continue to be the main source of 
public technical expertise relating to energy, they should 
not be identified as the arbiter of an energy strategy. The 
position presently held by the SEB derives rather from the 
need for a reliable electricity supply rather than any other 
considerations. It is important therefore that the States 
replace this with clear direction through the SOGEMS.

The matter of energy supply security is essentially 
THE important issue to very small islands; the availability 
of prime fuel at the Global level should therefore not be 
simply ignored. Oil reserves are uncertain and have been 
estimated at current rates of usage (with present prices)

1. Concern over the enviromentel iiportance of energy 
consinption provides a new and increasingly powerful 
arguient for strategic energy conservation.
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that the world may have about 45 years of oil reserves^; but 
there are lots of petroleum reserves available as price 
ramps upward^.

The real lesson would seem to be that oil and politics 
are still potentially highly unstable^; oil, always 
important, is the most highly politicised commodity in the 
world^. There will undoubtedly be future oil shocks, the 
only unknown is from which direction they will come.

A common reaction within the Island seems to be that 
renewable energy will offer a solution; the present work 
suggests that this seems to be unlikely.

There appear to be two views about what will happen as 
fossil fuel resources are depleted
(a) Queues at petrol stations, of rationing and transport 
gradually grinding to a halt.

(b) Prices going up owing to shortfalls in supply over 
demand.

1. See International Energy Agency, 1993, 'World energy 
outlook to the year 2010'.

2. Two thirds of the world's recoverable oil reserves are 
still controlled by a handful of nations in the Middle 
East and by the Cononwealth of Independent States.

3. See Cragg, C, 1990, *24 August; Crisis in the Gulf'.

4. See Sunday Telegraph, 30 Septeriier 1990, 'Hho is getting rich 
froi the oil crisis' or

Sunday Tiaes, 12 August 1990, 'The crisis in the Gulf has pushed 
up oil prices and thrown world stock larkets into tunoil'.
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Both of which have already occurred on Guernsey during 
previous oil shocks. Left to the market (and no States 
intervention) as oil prices rose, the horticultural industry 
on the Island was decimated (see Section 2.2). The collapse 
of this sector vividly show that the States lacked and 
continue to lack a good energy strategy^.

The World Energy Council Commission^ in 1993 reported 
the following key messages, which we should note:- 
(a) It stresses the need for change now in the ways we 
currently provide and use energy in order to be able to meet 
future challenges successfully. Recognising the long time it 
takes to achieve change and the importance of using the 
years 1995—2020 as a key period of transition towards a more 
sustainable future.

(t>) It points out that the present developing countries will 
account for 90% of world population growth, and at least 85% 
of the global increase in demand for energy services in the 
coming decades.

(c) It emphasises that the world population is expected to 
grow from 5.3 million in 1990 to approaching 12 billion in 
2 1 0 0 .

(d) It explains that the immediate worldwide priority is to

1. Industrial action in the docking and shipping fields have 
also shown the Island's vulnerability when considering 
factors outside its control.

2. World Energy Council Conission, 1993, 'Energy for 
toaorrow's world*.
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raise the efficiency of energy provision and use.

(e) It suggests that there will be a need to place greater 
emphasis on local suitability.

(f) It believes that the supply of oil and natural gas is 
likely to be severely constrained by 2050 unless energetic 
steps are taken to improve efficiency.

(g) It says that although fossil fuels are expected to 
continue their dominance for the next few decades, even coal 
(despite its very healthy availability on current reserve/ 
production ratios) could suffer constraints by 2100 if the 
necessary measures are not taken.

(h) It predicts that supply lines will lengthen and import 
dependency increase in the coming decades. The number of 
people dependent on imported energy is forecast to grow from
2.9 billion in 1990 to more than seven billion in 2020.

All of which suggest that the findings of the present 
work are appropriate and timely for the Island to now 
make its contribution.

(4) There is a need for an incremental approach to meeting 
parish energy growth at a rate broadly consistent with the 
QQT development within each parish.

The present centralised approach on Guernsey consider 
it dangerous to opt for less than maximum peak-demand 'plus' 
projections in order to avoid the risk of an energy supply 
shortfall (the possibility of surplus capacity is less
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12.2 Strategic energy conservation
There is a need to be critical of all 'establishment' 

studies undertaken in the past on Guernsey^ that do not 
question the present way of doing things. These studies 
usually only cover electricity and do not encompass the 
wider energy scene.

There has long been a contention of people working in 
the oil industry that there can be no such thing as a 
'national' energy policy; that energy policy can only be an 
international affair (energy prices set internationally).
In contrast, the present work has shown that very small 
(densely populated) islands CAN provide some isolation for 
themselves from the vagaries of such international oil 
markets. Strategic energy conservation is not necessarily a 
market response but needs to be an end in itself.

The old 'energy policy' argument that we should plan 
how the energy sector evolves over time sounds good, and 
simplistically comprised three elements
(1) A set of 'forecasts' of future conditions in the energy 
sector (but their general reputation for reliability has 
been poor).

1. For exuple Eubank Preece Liilted, IS April • 10 Nay 1985, 
'Brief revieu of the SEB's future energy policy options'.

To be fair, the report does lention that the heat rejected 
in present generation should be considered, but coxludes that 
they believe they have considered all systeu likely to have 
any significant i^»ct on the energy policies of the SEB (not 
the Island).
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The present work has shown that a more appropriate 
approach is to emphasise the importance of UNCERTAINTY 
(ie as in the Monte-Carlo method for example), INNOVATION 
(ie as with distributed cogeneration) and ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
(ie the energy service company idea).

(2) A set of 'objectives' to be pursued (but non-systemic 
attempts to formulate objectives appear to pull in different 
directions, refer to the discussion in Section 12.1).

(3) A set of 'instruments' for achieving these objectives 
(the instrument most widely used is that of price).
In contrast, the present work has shown that it may be 
possible for energy conservation to be achieved WITHOUT 
raising energy prices (and may be able to reduce them).

This old 'energy policy' argument does not consider the 
significant array of costs associated with the delivery of 
electricity to the final end-user from the centralised power 
station (see Section 4.3). Nor does it address the 
significant issue of reject heat from the centralised power 
station.

It is essentially important to question this and to 
also ask why island energy studies generally only relate to 
electricity production. 'The Jersey Energy Supply Study' by 
WS Atkins Management Consultants and Merz and McLellan^' (of

1. Obtained froi Addis, J,N, Coaittee Clerk, Policy and 
Resources Conittee, Jersey, October 1991, personal 
connication.
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December 1991) is a typical example of this usual approach 
on other islands. The title seems to convey an all-embracing 
energy remit for the island of Jersey but in fact is a 
report on how Jersey should meet its electricity 
requirements in the future.

Similarly on Guernsey, Ewbank Preece in January 1989^ 
forecast (using the Island's past economic activity) that 
maximum electricity demand would rise to 79 MWe by the year 
2000 and 97 MWe by the year 2010 (which also suggests the 
doubling of the present centralised heat energy loss). With 
the recommendation to further increase the centralised 
electricity generation capacity at the Vale power station 
(Guernsey's new 'D' power station).

This concentration on merely providing electricity 
only is NOT a real energy study.

When discussing energy matters, the main conclusion 
reached by the States in the 1991 Policy Planning, Economic 
and Financial Report^ was:

"that the strategic issues that need to be considered
are: -
(a) whether the Island should be so dependent upon oil or 
whether steps should be taken in the medium and long-term to 
lessen this dependence and

1. M)anJc Preece Liiited, January 1989, 'Final report - 
Reriew of oigineering developient'.

2. See Billet d'Etat XVI, 1991, Nednesday 10 July 1991, 
(Section 7.4).
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(b) how can the Island contribute in its own way to the more 
efficient use and management of energy, thus preserving 
natural energy reserves and reducing the emission of 
'greenhouse' gases which are the cause of global warming ?".

The present work has provided systemic insights into 
both of these considerations.

With regard to the first, we have shown that if steps 
are taken in the longer term (30 years) to implement 
distributed cogeneration then this will significantly lessen 
dependence on oil imports. But the focus needs to be on 
energy service needs rather than the present 'prepared' 
energy fuels. The proposition of using less to produce more, 
both to conserve resources (energy, capital, manpower) and 
reduce waste, needs to be at the heart of this development 
strategy.

With regard to the second, we have shown that the 
Island can contribute in its own way to the management of 
energy by intervening directly into the energy market and 
implementing a formal 'States of Guernsey Energy Management 
System (SOGEMS)'. The imposition of legislation against 
atmospheric discharges should also be an important component 
of the SCXIEMS 'Regulatory' sub-system.

The technical challenges that would arise from the 
implementation of distributed cogeneration have been mostly 
considered, confirming that systematic implementation makes 
sense. Its widespread Implementation would fundamentally
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change the way things are done on Guernsey.

The centralised power station at Vale (that has 
served the Island as the foundation of the electricity 
supply industry) would be replaced by a different concept, 
with a number of smaller (modular) cogeneration units 
(located much nearer the end-user). Our computer modelling 
suggests that it is only when there is a mix of production 
and domestic heat demands that 'customer use of waste heat' 
can be truly maximised. Location specific energy imbalances 
later confirmed this; it is only at the level of the parish 
where these different mixes of production and domestic 
consumption really occur and where attention is rightly 
focussed.

The SEB argue that it takes advantage of the economies 
of scale offered by centralised (large) slow—speed diesel 
generation plant to deliver power at lower cost^. The 
present work suggests that in terms of energy provision for 
the Island this may well be illusory. Required is a change 
from this centralised economy of scale of power production 
to distributed economies of mass production of power and 
ALSO heat.

The 'other benefits', which are not offered by the 
centralised power station at Vale, are a significant part of

1. nie iipleMntation of a centralised pover plant is also 
encouraged by the fact tbat, because separate electric 
loads do not rise and fall in unison, the loads on central 
stations are aicfa less sharply peaked than those in individual 
distribution areas. The present work suggests that this u y  not 
be sudi a doainant influence in the Guernsey clusters.
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the value of distributed cogeneration and more than offset 
the high capital cost of parish heating networks.

It is not easy to square the aim of a secure and 
sufficient supply of energy for the Island, at a competitive 
price, with the aim of saving energy. The fundamental 
objectives of (a) cheaper energy for end-users (b) energy 
supply security and (c) environmental and health improvement 
however may just follow from the implementation of 
distributed cogeneration on very small (densely populated) 
islands such as Guernsey.

Modular cogeneration technologies, geographically 
dispersed but electrically interconnected, need to be at the 
heart of the strategy. Which runs counter to much current 
public energy policy in relation to utilities and 
supply-demand relationships.

12.3 From strategy to the tactics of action
The energy market on the Island was shown to be worth 

in the order of £50 million at 1992 prices (see Chapter 5). 
This is almost a third of all States of Guernsey expenditure 
in 1992 and represents a significant controllable cost to 
the Island, which is not controlled at the Island level at 
present (unlike health services, social services, education 
etc). We have shown that by the imposition of the regulatory 
'States of Guernsey Management System (SOGEMS)', petroleum 
product Imports will be significantly reduced and will also 
bring 'other benefits' which are not provided by the present 
centralised approach.
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To turn the aims and objectives of our research effort 
into practical action, an outline plan would bel
ìi) To persuade parish end-users of the benefits of 
distributed cogeneration for the greater good of the 
Island^. Involving end-users in 'tariff setting' and 
'greening' roles.

(2) To implement statutory legislation for the SOGEMS 
(insular legislation is of two main types (a) Laws and (b) 
Ordinances, see Section 1.2), and set up a timetable.

(3) To designate public sites owned by the States (within 
each parish) as the location of each ESCo (see Section 8.5).

(4) To appoint the SOGEMS manager and staffi.

(5) To undertake environmental impact studies.

(6) To call for tenders for Contract Energy Management^

1. Parish end-user energy groups lay be useful here, identifying 
local energy needs and priorities, infoning local residents 
of progress, helping in iipleientation and channelling nevs, 
view and inforution.

2. Because at present there are existing oiployees in States 
Departients with the right sort of skills and experience, 
there is every reason to believe that each post can be filled 
by existing Islanders.

the lanager of the SOGEXS is an iiportant role.

3. Sole CEN co^janies invest their o m  capital in projects 
(AHS ENSTAR for exaiple), others (BP ENERGY for exaiple)
do not invest their o m  capital but help to arrange finance. 
Both offer contracts with perfonance guarantees.

Inside Energy, August 1993, 'Outsourcing energy lanagewnt' 
discusses the concept iiported froi Aierica in the iid-1980s 
called Contract Enogy Nanageient (CEH): Nhat it is and «hat 
it does.

For a coiparison of different contract energy lanagewnt types
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(CEM) O f  each parish ESCo. With the CEM company (with energy 
management expertise and financing skills) offering to 
build, operate and maintain the parish ESCo. Possibly taking 
one parish (maybe St.Peter Port, which deserves important 
attention) as a test case.

Presently, there are only a handful of U.K. companies 
of any size that offer CEM, none of which really define CEM 
in quite the way that it is described in the present work^. 
CEM companies (through the SOGEMS) would compete for the 
award of a parish ESCo energy management contract.

(7) To set up a body to coordinate the planning and 
operation of the Island electricity network (which need not 
necessarily be the case for heating networks).

A restructured SEE (who already possess the skills to 
carry out the functions of this body) seem appropriate. 
Reliability, security of operation and maintenance is in no 
way reduced; reliability and security of operation in fact 
is enhanced (see Section 10.6).

(8) To implant an effective regulatory sub-system, with a 
necessary requirement to resist the temptation to focus on 
the short term objectives at the expense of medium and

.Continued..

see Tinson, R, January 1992, 'All you ever needed to knov and 
Kre'.

1. CBI though is currently being applied in s o m  of the 
■ost faBous conercial co^wnies on the D.K. lainland 
such as Ford, nestle. Hoover, London Zoo etc.
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longer term (30 year) strategic energy thinking.

Important is the formulation of this step-by-step plan 
of delivery in order to obtain public acquiescence of the 
concept.

Investors are looking for a good rate of return on 
their investment, with a high degree of security (which is 
what ESCos will provide). One of the things that helps get 
rates of return increased for private investors is tax 
incentives. If the States (through the regulatory sub
system) gives the money to the investors the project does 
not have to. Important also is that parish ESCos are not 
regulated to death, but provide CEM companies with a clear 
charter to ensure planning permits, road access etc (see 
Section 6.4).

Investors are looking for project security through 
proven technology (modular cogeneration), assured market 
demand and a legislative and regulatory environment that is 
friendly toward what they are trying to accomplish (energy 
service delivery). This is what the SOGEMS has to aspire to.

The Advisory and Finance Committee^:
"is of the view that the Island has now reached a point 

where more emphasis must be placed on long-term economic 
development projects as a key element in safeguarding the 
Island's economic future".

1. See Advisory and Finance Cooittee, 1992, *1992 Policy Planning, 
Econcaic and Financial Report',
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We have shown in the present work that distributed 
cogeneration should be a part of this long-term economic 
development. If it is not, the continued 'laissez faire' 
attitude by the States could again prove disastrous in 
economic terms.

12.4 Fuirther work
There seems to have been little published research on 

the topic of distributed cogeneration on very small islands. 
The only major 'distributed' research work presently being 
undertaken is by the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRI) of California. Who are investigating the impact of 
distributing electric only power stations on large 
electricity networks (which does not include cogeneration)^.

Their preliminary report^ (which was issued in summer 
1993) laid out a research agenda for detailed consideration 
of distributed 'generation' over the next five years. In 
contrast, the present work on Guernsey has L o o K e o  at a much 
smaller case study (equally valid) but includes the all 
important consideration of reject heat (a topic electricity 
utilities conveniently disregard). The further work 
necessary to extend our research effort is now considered.

1. Although EPRI have in the past considered large cogeneration 
plant, see for exa^>le EPRI, Septeiber 1980, 'Inclusion
of cogeneration in electric utility lodels' and

EPRI, October 1981, 'Cogeneration and central station generation'.

2. See EPRI, 1993, Preliiinary report TR ■ 102461, 'Distribution 
utility evaluation report'.
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The administration and formulation of the intervention 
'package' for each parish (and the SOGEMS/ESCo and ESCo/end- 
user legal contracts) need to be quantified (the contracts 
specifying who pays what and what is deliverable).

Recommendations for this further work (in the form of 
Resolution Level 3 soft sub-system models) are provided in 
APPENDIX B. Which is a large (and separate) major task 
outside the provenance of this thesis.

Improve the values given to benefits and costs:
The present research effort has provided (and can only 

provide within the scope of the present work) budgetary 
estimates for cogeneration plant, heating networks and 
renewable sources. Further work is required to refine these 
estimates, but this should not significantly impact on our 
conclusion.

Each longer term (30 year) benefit (see Section 11.4) 
and cost (see Section 11.5) need to have their values 
improved. The true price of centralised and distributed 
energy (if the hidden costs^ of airborne pollution could be 
truly identified for example) would also be worthy of 
further study.

The uneconomic renewables (in particular refuse burning 
and anaerobic (sewage) digestion) need to be considered in

1. See Lut2 , E, 1993, 'Tovard iiproved accountinq for the 
enviroioent' or

n e  Econoiist, 31 July 1993, 'Hie price of everything, the 
value of nothing'.
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greater detail to assess the further financial benefits 
which may accrue. For example redirecting refuse away from 
future landfill sites in the first case and the implication 
of selling the nutrient rich fertiliser to the growing 
industry in the second.

Transport energy usage:
The additional energy savings that would accrue to the 

Island with the introduction of EVs into each parish has 
been considered. In addition to these savings, there may 
also be significant savings in noise and air pollution^, 
which may be a further reason for electric transportation 
(there are others; smooth demand curves for example, see 
Section 9.6).

A study to quantify the local noise and airborne 
pollution levels caused by motor transport on the Island is 
required^, but is not wholly relevant for the purposes of 
the present project.

Provision of thenal storage:
No provision has been made for thermal storage costs 

but this generally may have only a marginal effect, 
nevertheless the development of techniques for thermal

1. llie pollutants produced by the lotor car contribute 
significantly to global vaning and acid rain.

2. Previous transport studies have really only considered 
traffic flow, see for exa^ile States of Guernsey, 1988, 
'Transport s t ^ .  Transport survey * Technical report' and

States of Guernsey, 1988, 'Transport study. Transport survey 
Survey report'.
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storage are still required. Loading and unloading capacities 
of heat storage (including the use of thermally insulated 
heat-store accumulators) have been considered by a number of 
other researchers^.

Capital equipment life—cycles:
Others may care to consider the implication of 

cogeneration plant life-cycle cost differences on our 
findings. Any significant differences in life-cycle of the 
capital equipment may lead to a more subtle distinction 
between technological variants, but this needs to be tested.

Behavioural:
The proposed changes to the system may face heavy 

opposition from those with vested interests. Consideration 
of the reaction of the present oil companies on Guernsey to 
a reduction in petroleum product sales is one. The 
introduction of EVs and the reaction of the motor trade on 
the Island is another; there are others.

12.5 Retrospective and failings of the research
Our research has been overlaid onto a QQT 'template' 

approach to energy planning, with a greater emphasis on 
local (parish) suitability. Economic utilisation of 
degraded-quality (waste heat) energy is addressed by getting 
as much useful heat output from reject emissions as 
possible, through distributed cogeneration. In this way 
primary fuel inputs to heating are reduced, and hence fuel

1. Sm  for exaiple Fernandes, R, 1994, 'Cogeneration and oiergy 
storage s y s t w  at the distrihution level*.
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imports also.

Traditional Island planning methods are just not 
appropriate when approaching the energy conservation problem 
from a systems perspective. In 1991 the States themselves 
realised^ that:

"There is still some work to be done in assessing who 
are the principal consumers of energy in the Island and 
where they lie in the economy. This information is necessary 
in defining the future importance of each industry and the 
effects of any growth policy (eg. the development of the 
visitor economy) on the demand for future energy 
consumption. As far as the States are concerned, this 
information is essential in identifying the increase in the 
use of electricity and what generating equipment needs to be 
planned".

The present research effort has attempted to provide 
all of this.

There is a need for greater QQT data on each (and every) end-user:
Our QQT evaluations have been used for meta modelling 

and scenario evaluations, where the possibility for 
integrating the requirement for electrical energy with 
the requirement for heat energy become much clearer.

Important is that Band 4 large end-users dominate 
energy demand in their locations. Each parish abstraction

1. See Billet d'Btat XVI (Section 7.18), 1991.
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alone represents a significant proportion of the total 
electrical energy for production, and forms the bedrock of 
the electrical energy demand profile within each parish.

An elementary 'energy profile' database was formed 
using measured 'real' QQT demand profiles of each large end- 
user, within each economic sector, within each parish. For a 
thorough QQT energy planning analysis this is essential; 
actual site surveys are far more reliable than paper and 
pencil 'guesstimates'.

The results indicate that the timing profiles for end- 
users within the same economic sector are very similar. A 
ratio estimator was therefore used (with annual consumption 
as the auxiliary variable) to model six different levels of 
energy service delivery within a typical parish (Forest).

We have addressed Quality, Quantity and Timing issues 
but a far more detailed data collection of QQT 
characteristics of each (and every) parish end-user is 
justifiable in order to refine capital budgeting decisions. 
This could not have been attempted within the scope of the 
present work but will become the planning task of the parish 
ESCos.

Disaggregated computer modelling:
The work reported constitutes an important step in 

building disaggregated energy models, using actual site 
measurements.

Computer modelling in the present work served the
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purpose of creating a 'bridge' between the 'Energy Market 
Analysis' sub-systems work described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 
and the 'Energy Planning' sub-systems work of Chapters 8, 9, 
10 and 11.

The QQT site measurements provided the necessary 
disaggregate 'building blocks' for our model building. A 
set of reliable profiles are an essential requirement for 
thorough (QQT) energy planning, but more detailed diurnal 
heat analysis for each parish (with rather more real data 
than simulated) is required.

Excellent utility has been achieved from database and 
multi—page spreadsheets.

The parish models provided (a) an energy analysis 
combined with a financial analysis to select the size of 
modular cogeneration plant, (b) took into account renewable 
sources, involving stochastic processes (such as wind) and 
(c) selected supplementary heat boilers (again using 
stochastic processes). The simulation technique helped the 
results to come closer to an Improved 'meta-reality'.

Both software and hardware are continually developing 
as part of an evolutionary process. For example 'Excel' has 
so many additional and different features, that it may make 
sense to do a little redesign of the Guernsey energy model 
to take advantage of these new features in the future.

Subjective values and Managerial positions:
Facts alone cannot resolve controversy rooted In
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subjective values and managerial positions (the advantages 
claimed for the benefits of scale for the large centralised 
power station at the Vale for example). Consideration of the 
'Rich Picture' (see Figure 17) implies fragmented business 
interests and values. In contrast, the systemic approach 
adopted offers a near-optimal solution to Guernsey's energy 
problem and provided a means of exploring the 'richness' of 
the situation (which has not been explored before).

The way forward is determined by the resolution of 
ALL the elements of the rich picture. Our analysis deals 
with but a few of the most important relevant factors, but 
the issue that prompted the analysis in the first place (the 
preeminent aim of reducing petroleum products into the 
Island) is still the ultimate criterion. The security of 
supply of energy-form is particularly acute in the very 
small Island environment.

The distributed cogeneration concept is a radical 
reversal of principles that have governed the way the energy 
sector on Guernsey has developed over the years.

There have been recent circumstances that have affected 
the Island's energy situation, and that have focussed 
attention on this matter. The long term effects of global 
warming may be one, the recent Gulf crisis is another^. All 
of which should produce a positive reaction to the new 
concept (and the new energy management system that would

1. Sae Guernsey Evening Press, 15 August 1990, 'Anxious 
growrs Mtch gulf.
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their innovative responses.

(3) There has been a tendency for the SEB to reinforce its 
monopoly power.

(4) Ill-conceived infrastructure development (such as the 
introduction of the 33 kV electricity transmission network 
for example) has tended to reinforce itself.

This is not an attack on the SEB as such but questions 
the 'present way of doing things' on Guernsey.

Instead of continuing the present centralised 
development path, distributed energy planning is a powerful 
instrument in re-directing future development in a direction 
that reduces waste rather than increases it.

The rejection of cogeneration by the SEB may be due to 
insufficient analysis, arising from a preconceived notion of 
how the SEB should develop^. It appears that they have been 
preoccupied with generating electricity with centralised 
(large) slow-speed diesel units.

The challenge for the States is now to redirect this 
preoccupation and centralised interests of the Island energy 
market. Their role is critical, because it is the role of 
the States which has so far prevented strategic energy 
conservation from happening, but do they know this ?

1. ftat 1964 to 1990 priury energy losses have increased 
threefold and continue to increase (see Section 5.]).
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The benefits revealed by our meta-modelling approach 
cannot be ignored, it indicates that an opportunity may well 
be being missed in making better use of the Island's 
resources.

Distributed cogeneration represents a fundamental 
change from the supply of 'prepared' fuels to a culture of 
energy service provision. The upheaval would be great, the 
parish ESCos represent extremely new thinking and there 
would be many people to convert to an entirely new energy 
concept.

Strong reinforcement of energy conservation through 
distributed cogeneration would limit growth in energy 
demand. Drive down the present inefficient use of energy and 
significantly reduce prime fuel imports into the Island in 
the future.

We are thus proposing a 'virtuous' circle of activities 
to replace the current 'profligate' one. The States of 
Guernsey should now be setting the 'energy environment' 
through the SOGEMS, with the regulated parish ESCos 
contracted to achieve demand side energy savings. The States 
involvement is needed only in passing the necessary 
legislation to form the SOGEMS themselves, parish ESCos and 
market criteria would apply thereafter.

The present situation is consistent with the interests 
of the SEE, distributed cogeneration would be more 
consistent with parish concerns at the local level.
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The ESCo would then be a 'single window' agency and 
implement all components of demand side energy efficiency 
programmes; provide information; assess requirements; 
financing; organise contractors and capture the full 
economic potential for demand side energy conservation.

The present work has shown that there are good reasons 
for very small islands to chase this 'virtuous' circle (with 
the manager of the SOGEMS driving the circle). No-one is 
looking at it in a systemic way at the moment, and this 
needs to be changed.

The provision of energy services on Guernsey may be 
done better distributed than centralised^; which appears to 
be opposite to presently held opinion^.

The usefulness of Guernsey as a project base lies 
beyond any consideration of its relative size and 
importance. It is a functional model of a small island 
economy that can be replicated elsewhere, including local 
schemes within the U.K. mainland. Areas of high population

1. European Union definition of subsidiarity: Doing things 
together (centralised) only if you can do thei better 
that way than separately (distributed).

2. Letter to the President, States of Guernsey, Royal Court 
Bouse, St.Peter Port froi the President, Advisory and 
Finance Coaittee, 20 August 1990:

(1) It is essential that, in the econoiic and social 
interests of the Island, the centralised electricity 
generating capacity be renewed and extended.

(2) No practical alternative presently exists.*

See Billet d'Etat XVI 1990, Wednesday 26 Septeiber 1990.
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density may prove to be very similar in nature, and it may 
therefore be feasible for the energy saving outcomes of the 
present work to be transferred to other larger (densely 
populated) areas. However, on a larger scale (with no 
'island' boundaries) such outcomes may be even more 
difficult to quantify.

Politically, one problem is that, as soon as States 
members hear the term 'energy efficiency', they believe that 
money needs to be spent and that it could have an effect on 
the budgets of their committees, on their political careers 
and on the economy of the Island. Regardless the present 
work has indicated that this need not be the case.

The energy pricing levels produced by changing the 
system should not result in the aggravation of the economic 
and social conditions within the Island. These may be 
enhanced, with greater security of supply, greater 
diversification and lower air pollution.

A States politician may appreciate this call for change 
but oppose it nevertheless if it appears to threaten the 
underlying consensus. The underlying consensus on Guernsey 
(and also on other very small islands) is for centralised 
'P*^®psred' fuels. Historically it is the norm, but we have 
demonstrated that it is wasting resources.

The relinquishing of decisionmaking powers by the 
States (whether intentionally or unintentionally) to 
those presumed to have special competence (ie. with a 
specific discipline) is of concern. Delegating decisions to
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the SEB management or to other managerial groups might (in 
some circumstances) run the risk of being manipulated.

A systemic view of Island energy has been shown to be 
™“^ti-disciplined. The major problem faced has been shown to 
be one of lack of strategic energy management rather than 
of engineering experience.

We have addressed the question 'Do we expand the 
present Island supply of fuels and electricity, or do we

use less fossil fuels to meet the energy services we 
want by other means, at lower cost ?'. We have shown that 
^^®t^it>uted cogeneration may be a real economic alternative 
to expanding centralised electricity generation.

Diversity of fuel supply is often regarded as a crucial 
strategic issue, but on remote, very small islands with no 
indigenous energy resources you cannot have everything^. The 
less oil imports the Island needs the greater the security 
®ud the less vulnerable it is to circumstances outside its 
control.

Sudden price rises and scarcity of supply are important 
considerations. With the implementation of distributed 
cogeneration the existing oil stock would represent some 
^^ree months more usage, which would provide secure and 
adequate fuel reserves to deal with unforeseen circumstances 
outside the Island's control (ie. strategic storage).

1. But in O.K. uinland clusters this u y  not be the case.
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E n e r g y  B i e a s u r e M e n t

There is currently only one internationally accepted 
™®thod of energy measurement which is based upon the JOULE^ 
(and its attendant multiples, such as the megajoule [MJ] 
and gigajoule [GJ]). A further unit which is scientifically 
acceptable is the kWh, which we use in the present work.

Supply and demand of prime fuel energy is expressed 
in kW; energy uses for delivered fuels and electricity in 
kWh.

The calorific value of the various types and sources 
of coal, oil etc vary widely. The following eguivalents have 
been used:-

k W h / L i t r e
Petroleum productsCoalLPG

1 0 . 67,480.013,726.0

Kerosene Gas Oil HFOMotor SpiritAvgasAvturLPG

L i t r e s / t o n n e

1234118410591353141512341846

1. In his celebrated experiients, Joule deMnstrated 
the conversion of lechanical work and electrical 
energy into heat (Faraday deionstrated that 
■echanical work and electrical energy could be 
converted one into the other). Frow these pioneering 
eiperiients there caie the perception of energy 
appearing in lany guises, as soietbing always 
conserved, and appropriate weans could be changed 
froi one ion into another.
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Parish band four energy end-users 

The parish of Vale
The 26 band four end-users comprise 15 commercial,

2 tourism, 6 industrial and 3 vineries. The largest annual 
electricity end-users in each sector are:—
Comm./p.bldgs - Alliance cash & carry supermarket 0.7 GWe
Tourism - Peninsula hotel (renamed Novotel) 0.6 GWe
Industrial - States Water Board (Juas Quarry) 1.2 GWe
Vineries - Vingtaine vinery o . 3  GWe

Figures 144, 145, 146 and 147 provide their daily
electricity demand profiles.

B TmTtTn-iTTtTffrmTfrrrnTnTfrrTrnrrnrrfrrnrrrrrrrrrrTrTrrrinTriTfTrrrrrmTrfrTriTrtTriT
« M 1 5 H 1 7 » » î e i 1  0 2 3 a * 1  Z 3 4 5 * 7 » * 1 0  1 1 «

Alliance cash and carry (supermarket)

Figure 144

Peninsula hotel 

Figure 145
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St:a1:es Water Board(Juas Quarry)

Figure 146

Vingtaine vinery

Figure 147

«.66 21.16 24.06 3.60 6.66 9.K 12.66 i?.6 l

Tiw i*»»

The parish of St.Sampsons
The 33 band four end-users comprise 19 commercial,

8 industrial and 6 vineries. The largest annual electricity 
end-users in each sector are:-
Commercial/p.bldgs - States Prison 0.3 GWe
Tourism - None
Industrial - Ronez Ltd (Les Vardes Qry) 1.2 GWe
Vineries - Kenilworth vinery 0.4 GWe

Figures 148, 149 and 150 provide their daily 
electricity demand profiles.
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0 •frTrrTrfrfrfrfrrrrrrTrfTrrrrrrrrnrrrTrrn-frrrTTrTTin tri‘rtrT>n n ftrfTffrrrfTfrfrrrffTiTrfTf^r 
17 ie 19 2D 21 22 23 e 1 2 3 4 9 i  7 6 9 1« 11 12 13 14 19

At:lant:ique Hotel

Figure 155

States Water Board(Dam/reservoir)

Figure 156

Les Nourants vinery

Figure 157
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The parish of St.Peter/Torteval 
The seven Band four end-users are:- 
Comm./p.bldgs - Le Riche Stores
Tourism

Industrial
Vineries

- New Passiflora Hotel
- Longfrie Hotel
- Imperial Hotel
- None
- Sandpiper Nurseries
- Bader Roses

0.1 GWe 
0.4 GWe

Figures 158, 159 and 160 provide the daily electricity 
demand profiles for the largest end-user in each sector.

0 ThrriTff<TrrfrfTfrTTrrTr"T'i7^rn[rntrTfrfritfiTTriTfTrTrrfmrnftT>>MfffrTfnTrrrfrfTTftTTT
’• 2’ «  3 6 » 12TtW

Le Riche Stores 

Figure 158

Imperial Hotel

Figure 159
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Stiat:es Airport (Passenger Terminal)
Figure 161

kWe T* 4?i

0 Trf rrrrrrriTTf rfriTffi g rr rfrrrrrrrrfrrrfrrTf rrrfrrrr mrrrff fftri a m r r  ifTrr rrTTfTrrrrrrrrrriT 
H 1? 1S 2B 21 22 23 I  i 2 3 4 9 6 7 I  9 1« 11 12 13 14 19

States Airport (Technical Block)
Figure 162

Mallard Country Club

Figure 163
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Bali-Hai vinery
Figure 173

3 T frrrrr i r rfi-rrrrmr rnTnrfrrrf rfTfrrrrfrnTrTfrTtfTrfrrffTrriTrnTrTrfrTrnTfri rrrrrrrrm
15 fé P  I I  19 29 i l  22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 «  11 12 13 14

The parish of St.Peter Port
The 130 Band four end-users comprise 96 commercial,

22 tourism, lO industrial and 2 vineries. The largest annual 
electricity end-users in each sector are:—
Commercial/p.bldgs - Beau Séjour 1.5 GWe
Tourism - St.Pierre Park hotel 1.5 GWe
Industrial - Intersurgical l.o GWe
Vineries - Ramee Roses 0.3 GWe

Figures 174, 175, 176, 177, 178 and 179 provide their 
daily electricity demand profiles.

I«h WiMT - Wvk(« 1 II Oct«««r m

Beau Séjour (Service 1)
Figure 174
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Support: environments and graphical techniques

Large internal memory portables:
The computer based energy modelling on Guernsey was 

produced on a Tandon 386SX Notebook computer, 40 Mb Hard 
Disk drive, 10 Mb RAM using MS-DOS 5.

High-level language-like programming environments:
The Guernsey energy model uses dBASE III Plus (Ashton

Tate) , which is a relational database and also a programming 
language; compiled under 'CLIPPER' (Nantucket).

The use of muti-page spreadsheets with their macro 
languages now permit extensive applications (eg. iterative 
calculation, embedded macros and other features). SuperCalc 
5 (Computer Associates) was used in the present work for 
parish energy model building.

Graphics:
Use was made of Harvard Graphics (Software Publishing) 

to build 2D and 3D charts/images and Autosketch (Autodesk) 
for drawings and maps. A Geographic Information System 
(Alper Systems), operated by the States Electricity Board, 
was also used to produce map backgrounds (via appropriate 
Unix/MS-Dos file transfer routines) from their digitised map 
base of the Island.
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Guernsey energy mcxiel source code programs (PhD.prg, PtiDOO - PhD60.prg)

Program; PhD.prg
Title: Guernsey energy model Writer: Derrick Fielden Copyright (c) 1995, Derrick Fielden
Calls: PhDOO.prg - Meta modelling

★  ;  • k ' k i t i c i t ' k ’k i t i t i t i t i c i r i e ’k i e i c i e i t i c i f i c l c i t i t i c i t i t l c f e ' k i c i c i t i t i f k ' k f t i t ' k ’k i f k i t ’k i t ’k i t i t i t i t i t i t i t i t i t i t l t i t f c  ;  ★

*: : *: * : * : * : * : * : * ; *
*: : **: Uses: SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling :**: : dBASE III PLUS database/programming language :**: : CLIPPER compiler :** ; ; *
CLEAR ALLSET DATE BRITISHSET COLOR TO W/B,W/B,,,W/BSET TALK OFFSET INTENSITY OFFSET DELIMITER TO "[]"SET DELIMITER ONCLEARTEXT

Derrick Fielden 
PhD - University of Stirling

Energy Modelling 
The Island of Guernsey 
Copyright (c) 1995

ENDTEXTnow = VAL(SUBSTR(TIME(),7,2))IF now < 50munti1 = now + 5 ELSEmunti1 = now + 5 - 5 5  ENDIF tl = 0DO WHILE tl <> munti1tl = VAL(SUBSTR(TIME(),7,2)) ENDDOSET HEADING OFF PUBLIC mquote mquote =DO WHILE .T.CLEAR
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DO PHDOO EXIT ENDDO RETURN
*: EOF: PhD.prg
:******ie******-*r**ii**********1fk***1t*1t********1i1i****ic1t*it1tie*****1tz1t

: *Program: PhDOO.prg : *
: *Title: Meta modelling - Scenario evaluation :*Writer: Derrick Fielden :*Copyright (c) 1995, Derrick Fielden :*; *Calls: PhDlO.prg - Introduction :*: PhD20.prg - Parish clusters :*: PhD30.prg - Final parish models :*: PhD40.prg - Energy and financial analysis :*: PhDSO.prg - Simulation :*: PhD60.prg - 30 year life-cycle ESCos :*: *Uses: SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling :*: dBASE III PLUS database/programming language :*: CLIPPER compiler :*: *

; * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ; *CLEAR ALLSET DATE BRITISHSET COLOR TO W/B,W/B,,,W/BSET TALK OFFSET INTENSITY OFFSET DELIMITER TO "[]"SET DELIMITER ON CLEAR
SET HEADING OFF PUBLIC mquote mquote = '"'DO WHILE .T.CLEARTEXT

Meta modelling- Scenario evaluation

1. Introduction2. Parish clusters3. Pinal parish models
4. Energy and financial analysis5. Simulation6. 30 year life-cycle ESCos

Exit
ENDTEXT
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0 2,20 TO 21,55 DOUBLE0 23,0ACCEPT 'Make your selection.DO CASECASE mselect = '1'CLOSE DATABASESCLEARDO PhD10CASE mselect = '2'CLOSE DATABASESCLEARDO PhD20CASE mselect = '3'CLOSE DATABASESCLEARDO PhD30CASE mselect = '4'CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhD40CASE mselect = '5'CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhD50CASE mselect = '6'CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhD60CASE mselect =CLOSE DATABASES CLEARERRORLEVEL(O)EXITENDCASE

TO mselect

ENDDORETURN
*: EOF: PhDOO.prg
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*:*************************************************************;* *: ;**: Program: PhDlO.prg :**: ;**: Title: Introduction :**: Writer: Derrick Fielden :**: Copyright (c) 1995, Derrick Fielden :**: : **: Uses: SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling :**: : dBASE III PLUS database/programming language :**: : CLIPPER compiler :**: : **:*********************************************i^*4r*************;*CLEAR ALLSET DATE BRITISHSET COLOR TO W/R,W/R,,,W/RSET TALK OFFSET INTENSITY OFFSET DELIMITER TO "[]”SET DELIMITER ON CLEARSET HEADING OFF PUBLIC mquote mquote = ' "  'DO WHILE .T.TEXT
Introduction

The Guernsey energy model enables parish based QQT demand 'clusters' to be met and matched by QQT supply sources.
Simulation takes into account tbe variability in ttie supply potential of alternative soiurces of energy using Monte—Carlo simulation techniques.
Nine of the Guernsey parishes are modelled, St.Peter and Torteval being combined into one entity for modelling purposes.
The QQT sources are selectable on the basis of energy, operational/maintenance and capital costs. An energy and financial analysis is provided to aid least—cost planning decisions.
Estimated electricity/heat tariffs are provided for each parish energy service company (ESCo).
*. Return to Main Menu

ENDTEXTACCEPT 'Make your selection.....' TO mselectDO CASE
CASE mselect =CLOSE DATABASES
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ACCEPT 'Make your selection. DO CASE TO mselect

CASE mselect = '1'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EPlT.cal CASE mselect = ' 2 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP2T.cal CASE mselect = '3'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP3T.cal CASE mselect = '4'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP4T.cal CASE mselect = '5'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP5T.cal CASE mselect = '6'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP6T.cal CASE mselect = '7'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP7T.cal CASE mselect = '8'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP8T.cal CASE mselect = '9'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP9T.cal CASE mselect =CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhDOO EXIT ENDCASEENDDORETURN
*; EOF; PhD30.prq
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if I itififltificlfifitiflfififififlfififiticififitiriciticicitifiticicificiticltififififificicifitifiticicicificiticitiflfifif •  it

*; s **: Program; PhD40-prg :**: : * *: Title: Energy and financial analysis :**; Writer; Derrick Fielden :**: Copyright (c) 1995, Derrick Fielden :**: ; * *: Calls: EPITA-Cal :*EP2TA.Cal :*EP3TA.Cal :*EP4TA.Cal :*EPSTA.Cal :*EPSTA.Cal :*EP7TA.Cal :*EPSTA.Cal :*EP9TA.Cal :** ; ; * 
*: Uses: SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling ;**; : dBASE III PLUS database/programming language :**; : CLIPPER compiler :**: : * * ; ★★***★**★****■*★★*********★*★******★*•*★**************★**★***★'* ; * 
CLEAR ALL SET DATE BRITISH SET COLOR TO W/B,W/B,,,W/B SET TALK OFF SET INTENSITY OFF SET DELIMITER TO •' [ ] ”SET DELIMITER ON CLEAR
SET HEADING OFF PUBLIC mquote mquote = 'DO WHILE .T.CLEARTEXT

Energy and financial analysis

1. Vale2. St.Sampsons3. Castel4. St.Saviour5. St.Peter/Torteva16. Forest7. St.Andrew8. St.Martin9. St.Peter Port
*. Return to Main Menu

ENDTEXT§ 2,20 TO 21,55 DOUBLE e 23,0
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DO CASE
CASE mselect = '1'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 2 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '3'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '4'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '5'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' S 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 1 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 ■ CASE mselect = '8'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '9'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhDOO EXIT ENDCASEENDEX)RETURN

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EPlTB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP2TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP3TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP4TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP5TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP6TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP7TB.cal

S C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP8TB.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP9TB.cal

* : EOF: PtiD50. prg
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*  ; i e ^ ' k ' k ' k i t i e i t i f k i c i c ' k i t f c ' k i c i c i t i c i c i c i c i e ' f c ’k i t ' k i t i t ' k i t i t i t i t i f k f e ' k ' k i t i t i e i t ' k i t i t i c ' k i t i t i c i c ’k i t ' k i t i c i t i t i e  ; *

Program: PhD60.prg
Title: 30 year life-cycle ESCos Writer: Derrick Fxelden Copyright (c) 1995, Derrick Fielden
Calls EPlTC.CalEP2TC.CalEP3TC.CalEP4TC.CalEPSTC.CalEP6TC.CalEP7TC.CalEPSTC.CalEP9TC.Cal

*: Uses: SuperCalc 5 advanced spreadsheet modelling :**: : dBASE III PLUS database/programming language :**: : CLIPPER compiler :*
* : : *
CLEAR ALLSET DATE BRITISHSET COLOR TO W/B,W/B,,,W/BSET TALK OFFSET INTENSITY OFFSET DELIMITER TO ”[]"SET DELIMITER ON CLEAR
SET HEADING OFF PUBLIC mquote mquote = 'DO WHILE .T.CLEARTEXT

30 year life-cycle ESCos

1. Vale2. St.Sampsons3. Castel4 . St. Savioiir5. St.Peter/Torteval6. Forest7. St.Andrew8. St.Martin9. St.Peter Port
*. Return to Nain Menu

ENDTEXTe 2,20 TO 21,55 DOUBLE 0 23,0
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ACCEPT 'Make your selection. DO CASE TO mselect

CASE mselect = ' 1 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 2 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '3'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 4 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 5 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 6 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = '7'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 8 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 - CASE mselect = ' 9 'CLOSE DATABASES CLEARRUN C:\SC5\SC5 -

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EPlTC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP2TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP3TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP4TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP5TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP6TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP7TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP8TC.cal

s C:\SC5\EPMODEL\EP9TC.cal
CASE mselect =CLOSE DATABASES CLEAR DO PhDOO EXIT ENDCASEENDDORETURN

*: EOF; PhD60.prg
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Typical diurnal and seasonal elect:ricit:y profiles for hotels and vineries
Typical hotel diurnal electricity 

denand QQT profile

kWe

Tine (Mrs)
—  Le Trelnde Hotel —  Old Gowerrment Hse

Typical hotel seasonal electricity 
QQT profile

1909-90
—  le  Treinde Hptel _ jr— Old Coverrwent H«e_
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Typical vinery diurnal electricity 
deitand QQT profile

kWe

18 21 24 12 15
Tine (Hrs)

Vinqtiinevinerv — Bader Rose«

Typical vinery seasonal electricity 
deaand QQT profile

1989-90
—  Vingtaine_,vinerv —  Bader Rotes _
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Capi'tal cost of cogeneration (diesel based) plant (1992, not including waste and supplementary heat boilers)

Unit size: 48 kWe 70 kWe 110 kWe 150 kWe 220 kWe
Cap/in. (£) 36410 43949 65500 81215 105340

Unit size: 200 kWe 255 kWe 385 kWe 500 kWe 750 kWe
Cap/in• (£) 126000 148000 196100 247900 311800

Unit size: 950 kWe 1.9 MWe 2.835 MWe 3.3 MWe 4.4 MWe
Cap/in• (£) 235000 460000 560000 960000 1150000

Unit size: 3.1 MWe 4.2 MWe 4.7 MWe 6.2 MWe 14 MWe
Cap/in• (£) 990000 1200000 1310000 1.8*10^6 16*10^6

Capital/instftll&tion costs of cogenerstion (diesel bssed) plant

Capital/installation cost per kWe^ 
Figure 185

1. First t w  - Ford Povertorque (lediui speed)
Next three - Pericins (lediui speed)
Next five - Caterpillar (Mdiui speed)
Next nine - Nirlees (M dim speed)
Last - Suiter (slow speed)
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QQT <131:3 for fhe Forest 3bstr3ction sites
(1) St3tes Airport site

Annual consumption of electrical energy is 1,706 MWhe, 
at a 1992 cost of £135,340. Annual primary energy imports 
for space/water heating 99,215 litres, at a 1992 cost of 
£14,783,

MWe
A i r p o r t  *  1 e c . t r i o  1 t y '

f i g u r e  1 8 7

MWt

5 4 2



(2) Sovereign Flower's site
Annual consumption of electrical energy is 689 MWhe, 

at a 1992 cost of £38,714. Annual primary energy imports for 
space/water heating 367,000 litres, at a 1992 cost of 
£40,370.

Sows-« 1 on riow*s*» V c 1 ty dwiaartd
MWe

Figure 190
■Jmn F«rt>

MWt
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(3) Mallard Country Club site
Annual consumption of electrical energy is 210 MWhe, at 

a 1992 cost of £18,217. Annual primary energy imports for 
space/water heating 37,500 litres, at a 1992 cost of £5,588.

3i—*1 %l«jr>e I»»*!

MWe

MWt
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St.Peter/Toirt.eval ESCo^

2.2
2

1.8

1,6

? e M

1.4

1.2

1
t -

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Estimated •l^ctrical MO for th* parish 
of St.P/Tort. (Temp. corr. to - 4.7 C)
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Sa*ple diumal tieat: profiles to back-up assertions on 'peak', 'base load' and 'expected' (probabilistic) incones from cogeneration

(1) Typical VINERY diurnal heat profile^
Typical 'VINEIR'V' diurnal beat profile

...
e  1 0  1 2  1-4 1 6  i e  2 0  2 2

T i m ©  (hr©)
Figure 203

(2) Typical DOMESTIC diurnal heat profile^
Typical D0M;ESTIC diurnal beat profile
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Figure 204

1. Neasureients undertaken by Otilicoi Liiited for the SEB in 1983.

2. 'Direct Acting Space Heating (DASH)' profile (42 ?] 
provided by the U.X. Electricity Association.
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Probable ESCo composite (naximiui) diurnal heat: profiles

Vale ESCo^
Composit» Val» (worst css») dlurnsl 

winter hest energy sc»osrio

TiM» (24 hrs)
— Min, cogen. heat v Max, diurna! demand

St.. Sampson ' s ESCo^
CofNposit» St.Saaipson (worst case) 

diumal winter heat energy scenario

Tine (24 hrs)
-Min. cogen. heat ▼ Ma», diurnal deeand

1. Supplewntary heat boiler proposal 28 Wt.

2. SupplcMiitary heat boiler proposal 120 NHt.
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Cast:el ESCo^
Composite C&st*l Claforst c&s*) dium&l winter heftb »nergy scen&rio

Tim« <24 hrft)
Min. coQ«n. h«at v Max. diurnal demand

St. Saviour ’ s ESCo''
Composit« St.Saviour (worst cas«) 
diurnal winter heat energy scenario

riM* (2 4  hrs>
—  Min. cooen. heat v Max. diurnal demand

1. SuppleMntary heat boiler proposal 12 Wt.

2. Suppleientary heat boiler proposal 8 NHt.
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St.Peter/Torteva1 ESCo ̂
Cofiposit* St.P*t*r/Tort (î orst cas«) 
diurrAl winter heat energy scenario

Time (24 hr&)
— Min. cooen. heat  ̂ Max. diurnal demand

St.Andrew's ESCo^
Composite St.Andrew (worst case)

Time (24 hrs)
—  Min. cogen. heat v Max. diurnal demand

1. Supploentary heat boiler proposal 20 Wt.

2. Suppleientary heat boiler proposal 7 Wt.
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